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5.A. 

CORTE MADERA TOWN COUNCIL 

STAFF REPORT 
 

 

 

 

 REPORT DATE: May 1, 2019 

 MEETING DATE: May 7, 2019 

 

TO: Honorable Mayor and Members of the Town Council 

FROM: Phil Boyle, Senior Planner        

  

SUBJECT: Consideration and possible action by the Town Council of Corte Madera to introduce 

two ordinances: (1) Ordinance No. 986 amending Title 6–Health and Sanitation, 

Chapter 6.14-Prohibiting Smoking, and Title 9-Peace, Safety and Morals, Chapter 

9.14-Controlled Substances of the Corte Madera Municipal Code to replace the term 

“cannabis” with “marijuana” and clarify the definition of smoking paraphernalia, and 

(2) Ordinance No. 987 amending Title 18-Zoning of the Corte Madera Municipal 

Code to ban all cannabis businesses except cannabis delivery services provided by 

businesses located outside of the town, and to regulate the cultivation of cannabis for 

personal use 

 

        

 

 

RECOMMENDED ACTION:  

  

Staff recommends that the Town Council, after review of all information, presentations, and public 

comment, introduce the following two ordinances amending the Corte Madera Municipal Code 

(CMMC): 

 

(A) Ordinance No. 986 (Attachment 1) 

 Amending Title 6–Health and Sanitation, Chapter 6.14-Prohibiting Smoking in 

Public Places, Places of Employment and Others Areas, and Multi-Unit Housing; and  

 Amending Title 9-Peace, Safety and Morals, Chapter 9.14 -Controlled Substances; 

and  

 

(B) Ordinance No. 987 (Attachment 2) 

 Amending Title 18–Zoning, Chapters 18.02-General (prohibiting cannabis 

businesses) and 18.04-Definitions; and 

 Adding to Title 18-Zoning, Chapter 18.23-Regulating Personal Cultivation of 

Cannabis  
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BACKGROUND: 

 

State Law Regulating Cannabis and Current Corte Madera Cannabis Regulations 

 

In 1996, California voters adopted Proposition 215, also known as the Compassionate Use Act.  The 

Act exempted certain patients and their primary caregivers from criminal liability under state law 

for the possession and cultivation of marijuana for medical purposes. 

 

In 2003, the California Legislature passed Senate Bill (SB) 420, the Medical Marijuana Program 

Act, to further clarify the scope of Proposition 215.  This Act established a voluntary process for 

issuing identification cards for medical marijuana users and extended certain legal protections. 

 

In November 2012, the Corte Madera Town Council approved Ordinance No. 933 expressly 

prohibiting medical marijuana dispensaries from all zoning districts in Town.  

 

In September 2015 in an effort to further clarify and establish a statewide regulatory framework to 

oversee the medical cannabis-related businesses, the California Legislature adopted the Medical 

Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSA) in. The Act took effect on January 1, 2016. 

 

On January 19, 2016, the Town Council adopted Resolution 01/2016 confirming that, under the 

principles of permissive zoning, cultivation of marijuana is a prohibited commercial use in the Town 

of Corte Madera.  

  

On November 8, 2016, California voters approved Proposition 64, known as the Control, Regulate 

and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (“Adult Use of Marijuana Act,” or “AUMA”), which, legalized 

the adult use of marijuana for individuals 21 years of age or older and established a state-wide 

scheme to license businesses in the adult use cannabis-related industry. 

 

On June 15, 2017, the California Legislature passed SB 94 known as the “Medicinal and Adult-Use 

Cannabis Regulations and Safety Act” (“MAUCRSA”) to combine regulations pertaining to adult 

use and medical cannabis, and coordinate government oversight of the State’s medical and adult use 

cannabis industries into one master regulatory regime.  

 

On September 19, 2017, the Town Council adopted an interim urgency Ordinance No. 971 

establishing a 45 day moratorium prohibiting medical and nonmedical cannabis-related businesses 

from locating and operating in the Town of Corte Madera. 

 

October 17, 2017, the Town Council approved Ordinance No. 972 extending the temporary 

moratorium on cannabis-related businesses until September 18, 2018. 

 

August 21, 2018, the Town Council approved Ordinance No. 978 extending the temporary 

moratorium on cannabis-related businesses until September 18, 2019.  

 

Over the last 8 months at the direction of the Town Council, Town staff has gathered information 

from the public, researched codes from other jurisdictions and talked with industry and health 

professionals to develop draft ordinances that will regulate medical and adult use cannabis 

businesses and personal cultivation within the Town of Corte Madera.  Staff considered information 

regarding the types of cannabis-related businesses that could be licensed by the State; discussions 

regarding mobile delivery  
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business models with industry representatives; attended seminars related to regulatory best practices 

for cannabis-related businesses; and consulted with planning staff from other local jurisdictions to 

understand best practices.  Staff reviewed ordinances from local Marin County municipalities similar 

in size and population to Corte Madera, including San Anselmo, Fairfax, Novato and Sausalito, and 

also reviewed ordinances and information from towns and cities throughout the Bay Area and 

California. 

 

The process also included public workshops on September 12, 2018 and September 15, 2018 to 

provide information and gather community input about (1) possible regulations that would apply to 

medical and adult use cannabis businesses, including whether to allow cannabis businesses to 

operate in Town, (2) whether to restrict or regulate outdoor cannabis cultivation for personal use, 

and (3) whether to regulate indoor cultivation of cannabis for personal use. 

 

Staff also developed a public opinion survey that was posted on the Town’s website from September 

7, 2018 to November 4, 2018.  The survey was publicized in the Town newsletter, at both public 

workshops, and on Nextdoor.  The intent of the survey was to gather information and opinions from 

residents, business people and others as to their views concerning cannabis regulations in Corte 

Madera.  Questions were asked regarding demographic information, medical cannabis and non-

medical cannabis businesses, indoor and outdoor cultivation as well as what effect outdoor cannabis 

cultivation might have on the community.  A total of 409 surveys were completed with 81% of the 

respondents being Corte Madera residents.  Staff used the information and direction from the 

Commission and the Council to create the draft ordinances.   

 

At the December 4, 2018 Town Council hearing, staff presented an overview of cannabis legislation 

at the State and local level as well as a summary of the Planning Commission hearing and 

information and comments collected during the public workshops and public survey (Attachment 

4).  Issues brought up during the meeting by both the Council and the public were similar to previous 

public hearings related to whether or not the Town should permit cannabis related businesses and 

the impact cannabis businesses or outdoor cannabis cultivation may have on minors.   

 

In general, the Council indicated that it was supportive of not allowing any cannabis businesses to 

locate within the Town, but was supportive of continuing to allow state-licensed cannabis delivery 

businesses located outside of the Town to provide cannabis deliveries to medicinal and adult use 

customers located in the Town.  .   

 

In terms of cultivation of cannabis for personal use, Council members were generally supportive of 

allowing outdoor cultivation subject to reasonable regulations to prevent potential nuisance issues 

such as odor, visibility, and crime.  Council also indicated its support for allowing indoor personal 

cultivation consistent with current state law and directed. Staff developed a simple educational 

handout as an informational guide for persons interested in constructing safe and efficient indoors 

cultivation areas (Attachment 3).  The staff reports, attachments, minutes, videos of each of the 

events, and the result of the public survey are also accessible at the Town’s Cannabis Ordinance 

Webpage https://www.townofcortemadera.org/799/Cannabis-Ordinance. 

 

Based on the Council’s direction, on March 26, 2019, planning staff presented the draft ordinance 

language to the Planning Commission at a noticed public hearing.  Several members of the public 

expressed a variety of viewpoints on cannabis related businesses and cultivation.  The video of the 

Planning Commission meeting can be viewed at the following link: https://youtu.be/5TBKCa3qTkk 

and meeting minutes are included in Attachment 4.  The Planning Commission unanimously 

https://www.townofcortemadera.org/799/Cannabis-Ordinance
https://youtu.be/5TBKCa3qTkk
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recommended that the Council adopt a zoning ordinance to ban all cannabis businesses within every 

zoning district in the Town, but allow delivery businesses located outside of the Town to deliver 

cannabis products to customers within the Town, and to regulate the cultivation of cannabis for 

personal use.  The Planning Commission further recommended that the Town review the ordinance 

in three years from the date of its adoption to determine if any issues need to be addressed, the needs 

of the community have changed or new legislation has been approved.   

 

During the public hearing before the Planning Commission, the subject of CBD topical products 

derived from the hemp plant was discussed and subsequent emails regarding the regulation of CBD 

were received following the March 26, 2019.  In response to the inquiry from the Commission, staff 

has provided a brief summary of the current regulations regarding CBD products below.  

 

CBD stands for cannabidiol. It is the second most prevalent of the active ingredients of cannabis 

(marijuana). CBD is an essential component of marijuana and is derived directly from the hemp 

plant. While CBD is a component of cannabis, by itself it does not cause a “high.”   

 

The proposed ordinances before the Council (#986 and #987) specifically includes in the definition 

of Cannabis that … “Cannabis or cannabis product does not mean industrial hemp as defined by 

Health and Safety Code Section 11018.5.  Cannabis does not include the mature stalks of the plant, 

fiber produced from the stalks, oil or cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound, 

manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature stalks (except the resin extracted 

therefrom), fiber, oil or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of germination”.  

The regulation of products containing CBD is under the jurisdiction of the State of California and 

will not be effected by the either Ordinance #986 or #987.  If the Council would like additional 

information regarding CBD products and potential regulations, staff can research this topic further 

and return to the Council at a future meeting. 

 

Noticing and Public Comments Received 

 

A public notice was posted or sent to the Marin Independent Journal, the three public places as 

required by code, the town newsletter, the town website, the town readerboard, the local media, the 

interested parties list and Nextdoor.  In response to this notice the town received several comments 

(Attachment 5) 

 

 

DISCUSSION:  

 

Following the discussion and recommendation by the Planning Commission, staff made further 

refinements and clarifications to the formatting and specific provisions of the draft ordinance 

reviewed by the Planning Commission.  Staff determined that the amendments to the CMMC would 

be clearer if presented in two ordinances. The two ordinances are: 

 

 

(A) Ordinance No. 986 

 

 Amending Title 6–Health and Sanitation, Chapter 6.14-Prohibiting Smoking in Public 

Places, Places of Employment and Others Areas, and Multi-Unit Housing; and  

 Amending Title 9-Peace, Safety and Morals, Chapter 9.14 -Controlled Substances  
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(B) Ordinance No. 987 

 

 Amending Title 18–Zoning, Chapters 18.02-General and 18.04-Definitions; and 

 Adding Chapter 18.23-Regulating Personal Cultivation of Cannabis to Title 18-Zoning. 

 

 

A.  Ordinance No. 986 

 

Ordinance No. 986 amends Title 6-Health and Sanitation and Title 9–Peace, Safety and Morals by 

replacing the term “marijuana” with “cannabis” to be consistent with the majority of other 

jurisdictions as well as the State of California and adds a definition of the term “cannabis”.  The 

ordinance also clarifies the definition of smoking paraphernalia within the meaning of Title 9.  A 

copy of that Ordinance is attached to this report as Attachment 1. 

 

B.  Ordinance No. 987 

 

Ordinance No. 987 amends and adds to Title 18-Zoning in several ways.  Section 18.02.120 has been 

revised to ban all commercial cannabis activity in every zoning district, except to allow licensed 

delivery services located outside of the Town to deliver cannabis products to medicinal and adult 

use customers within the Town  The definitions section now contains the terms “cannabis”, 

“commercial cannabis activity” and the definition of “medical marijuana dispensary” has been 

deleted.  The table of permitted and conditional uses in residential districts (Section 18.08.020) has 

been edited to include indoor and outdoor personal cultivation.  Lastly Ordinance 987 amends Title 

18-Zoning by adding Chapter 18.23-Regulating Personal Cultivation of Cannabis.  A copy of the 

Ordinance is attached to this report as Attachment 2. 

 

The intent of Chapter 18.23-Regulating Personal Cultivation of Cannabis is to regulate the personal 

cultivation of medical and adult use cannabis in a manner that is consistent with state law and that 

balances the needs of medical patients and their caregivers and the interests of personal use 

cultivators, while promoting the health, safety and welfare of the residents and businesses within the 

Town.  Chapter 18.23 includes regulations to prevent cannabis grown for medical and adult use 

remains secure and does not find its way to persons under the age of twenty-one who are not qualified 

patients, or to illicit markets.  This chapter also includes a separate section defining terms that are 

unique to cannabis cultivation.  Below is a list of the key requirements for indoor and outdoor 

cultivation for personal use set forth in the proposed ordinance.  Chapter 18.23-Regulating Personal 

Cultivation of Cannabis is attached to Ordinance No. 987 as Exhibit B. 

 

General Restrictions on Cultivation for Personal Use 

 

 Establishes the intent, purpose and applicability of regulating personal cultivation of 

cannabis. 

 Provide definitions for terms used within the new chapter. 

 Restricts cannabis cultivation for personal use to parcels in residential zones with legal 

residential structures that are inhabited full-time by the person cultivating cannabis. 

 Limits adult use cannabis cultivation for personal use to six mature cannabis plants per 

residence. 

 All cannabis cultivation sites, cannabis plants and products, and growing equipment must be 
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secured, and not visible from a public right of way, park or school from the ground level with 

the unaided eye. 

 Restricts use of gas products or generators 

 Requires that cannabis cultivation not create an adverse health or safety impact on others. 

 Requires proof of property owners’ consent. 

 

Indoor Cultivation for Personal Use 

 

 Indoor personal cultivation of cannabis is permitted within a private residence or other fully 

enclosed and secure structure on a residential premise such as a compliant greenhouse  

 All structures must be in accordance with the CMMC and all applicable Planning, Building, 

and Fire codes. 

 

Additional Restrictions on Outdoor Cultivation for Personal Use 
 

 Outdoor cultivation for personal use is allowed only in residential zoning districts R-1, R-1-

A, R-1-B and R-1-C   Outdoor cultivation is not an allowed use in Multiple Dwelling R-2 

and R-3 zoning districts. 

 Outdoor cultivation for personal use must be enclosed by a solid fence that is at least 6 feet 

high with locked gates. 

 For outdoor cultivation, cannabis plants and cannabis equipment shall be located at least 10 

feet from all property boundaries and not be located in a front setback. 

 Outdoor cultivation for personal use is prohibited on parcels that share one or more property 

lines, with a private or public school 

 

If adopted by the Council, Ordinance 987 will supersede the temporary moratorium extended by the 

Council on August 21, 2018.  If no zoning amendments are adopted by the Town Council prior to 

September 18, 2019, State may issue licenses to a variety of commercial cannabis establishments to 

establish in Town would take effect at that time. 

 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: 

 
The proposed ordinance is not subject to the requirements of the California Environmental Quality 

Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15061(b)(3) as it has no potential for causing a 

significant impact on the environment and 15308 as a regulatory action that will protect the 

environment. 

 

 

OPTIONS: 
 

1. Approve the attached Ordinances No. 986 and 987 as presented. 

2. Approve the attached Ordinances No. 986 and 987 with modifications. 

3. Continue this item to a future date. 
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ATTACHMENTS: 

 
1. Draft Ordinance No. 986 

2. Draft Ordinance No. 987 

3. Planning Commission Packet of March 26, 2019 including Resolution #19-014, minutes and 

items received after the packet was distributed. 

4. December 4, 2018 Town Council Staff report with attachments, minutes and items received 

after the packet was distributed. 

5. Public comments received. 

 

 

 
THIS ITEM HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE TOWN MANAGER.  
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Attachment 1 

Draft Ordinance No. 986 
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DRAFT 
 

ORDINANCE NO. 986 
 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF CORTE MADERA ADOPTING 

AMENDMENTS TO TITLES 6 AND 9 OF THE TOWN OF CORTE MADERA 

MUNICIPAL CODE TO CHANGE THE TERM “MARIJUANA” TO CANNABIS”:  

TITLE 6–HEALTH AND SANITATION CHAPTER 6.14-PROHIBITING SMOKING, 

AND TITLE 9-PEACE, SAFETY AND MORALS CHAPTER 9.14-CONTROLLED 

SUBSTANCES  
 

 

WHEREAS, in current state regulations and amendments to the Town Zoning Code being considered, the 

term “cannabis” has replaced the term “marijuana;” and 

 

WHEREAS, to be consistent throughout the Town Municipal Code (CMMC), the Council wishes to amend 

Titles 6 and 9 of the CMMC to replace the term “marijuana” with the term  “cannabis”. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF CORTE MADERA DOES 

ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS: 

 

Section 1. Recitals 

 

The foregoing recitals are true and correct and are incorporated into the findings herein. 

 

Section 2.  Compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 

 

The proposed ordinance is not subject to the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act 

(CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15061(b)(3) as it has no potential for causing a significant 

impact on the environment and 15308 as a regulatory action that will protect the environment. 

 

Section 4. Amendments to the Corte Madera Municipal Code 

 

This ordinance, if approved by the Town Council of the Town of Corte Madera, hereby amends the following 

sections of the Corte Madera Municipal Code attached as Exhibits A and B: 

 

EXHIBIT A 

 

Amendments to Title 6 - HEALTH AND SANITATION 

Chapter 6.14 SMOKING PROHIBITED IN CERTAIN PUBLIC PLACES, PLACES OF 

EMPLOYMENT, OTHER AREAS, AND MULTI-UNIT HOUSING  

Section 6.14.010 - Definitions  

Section 6.14.110 - Smoking and smoke generally. 

 

EXHIBIT B  
 

Amendments to Title 9 - PEACE SAFETY AND MORALS 

Chapter 9.14 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

Section 9.14.010  Minors 

Section 9.14.020 Minors excluded 

Section 9.14.030  Sale and display rooms 

Section 9.14.040 Nuisance. 
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Section 5. Severability 

 

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or portion of this ordinance is for any reason held invalid 

or unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of the ordinance. 

 

The Town Council hereby declares that it would have passed this and each section, subsection, phrase or 

clause thereof irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, phrases, or clauses be 

declared unconstitutional on their face or as applied.  

 

Section 6. Effective Date 

 

This ordinance shall go into effect thirty (30) days after the date of its passage and adoption, but only to the 

extent that Ordinance Number 987 has been adopted to amend Title 18 of the CMMC to include a definition 

of “cannabis” and Ordinance Number 987 has taken effect. 

 

Section 7. Posting 

 

The Town Clerk shall cause a summary of this ordinance to be published in the Marin Independent Journal 

within 5 days prior to passage and within 15 days after passage. 

 

  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 

This ordinance was introduced on the 7th day of May 2019, and adopted on the XXth day of XXXX, by the 

following vote: 

 

AYES:    

NOES:    

ABSTAIN:   

ABSENT: 

 __________________________________ 

BOB RAVASIO, MAYOR 

 

ATTEST: 

 

__________________________________ 

REBECCA VAUGHN 

TOWN CLERK 
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EXHIBIT A 

 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO 

TITLE 6 – HEALTH AND SANITATION 

CHAPTER 6.14 - PROHIBITING SMOKING IN PUBLIC PLACES, PLACES OF 

EMPLOYMENT, OTHER AREAS, AND MULTI-UNIT HOUSING 

 

 

CHAPTER 6.14 - PROHIBITING SMOKING IN PUBLIC PLACES, PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT, 

OTHER AREAS, AND MULTI-UNIT HOUSING 

6.14.010 - Definitions.  

 

A.  The following words and phrases, whenever used in this chapter, shall be construed as defined in this 

section:  

 

22. "Smoke" means the gases and particles released into the air by combustion, electrical ignition or 

vaporization, including from an electronic smoking device, when the apparent or usual purpose of 

the combustion, electrical ignition or vaporization is human inhalation of the resulting gases, 

particles or vapors combustion products, such as, for example, tobacco smoke and marijuana 

cannabis smoke, except when the combusting material contains no tobacco or cannabis and the 

purpose of inhalation is solely olfactory, such as, for example, smoke from incense. 

 

       28.   “Cannabis” shall have the same meaning as set forth in Section 18.04.101 of the CMMC. 

 

 

6.14.110 - Smoking and smoke generally.  

 

A.  The provisions of this chapter are restrictive only and establish no new rights for a person who engages 

in smoking. Notwithstanding (1) any provision of this chapter or other provisions of this Code, (2) any 

failure by any person to restrict smoking under this chapter, or (3) any explicit or implicit provision of 

this Code that allows smoking in any place, nothing in this Code shall be interpreted to limit any person's 

legal rights under other laws with regard to smoking, including, for example, rights in nuisance, trespass, 

property damage, and personal injury or other legal or equitable principles.  

B.  Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, smoking marijuana cannabis for medical purposes 

as permitted by California Health and Safety Code sections 11362.7 et seq. is not prohibited by this 

chapter.  

C.  For all purposes within the jurisdiction of the town, nonconsensual exposure to smoke occurring on or 

drifting into residential property is a nuisance, and the uninvited presence of smoke on residential 

property is a nuisance and a trespass. Any person bringing a civil action to enforce the nuisance provision 

contained in this section need not prove an injury different in kind or in degree from injury to others to 

prove a violation of this chapter.  
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EXHIBIT B 

 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO 

TITLE 9 – PEACE SAFETY AND MORALS 

CHAPTER 9.14 - CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES  

 

 

 

CHAPTER 9.14 - CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES  

 

9.14.005 – Definitions. 

 

     “ Cannabis” shall have the same meaning as set forth in Section 18.04.101 of the CMMC. 

 

9.14.010 - Minors.  

No owner, manager, proprietor or other person in charge of any room in any place of business 

selling or displaying for the purpose of sale any device, contrivance, instrument or paraphernalia for 

smoking, injecting or consuming marijuana cannabis, hashish, PCP, or any controlled substance, as 

defined in the California Health and Safety Code, other than a drug for which a prescription has been 

issued, as well as roach clips, shall allow or permit any person under the age of eighteen years to be, 

remain in, enter, or visit such room unless such minor person is accompanied by one of his or her 

parents, or by his or her legal guardian.  

9.14.020 - Minors excluded.  

No person under the age of eighteen shall be, remain in, enter or visit any room in any place 

used for the sale, or displaying for the purpose of sale, of devices, contrivances, instruments or 

paraphernalia for smoking, injecting, or consuming marijuana cannabis, hashish, PCP, or any 

controlled substance, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code, other than a drug for which 

a prescription has been issued, including roach clips, unless such person is accompanied by one of 

his or her parents or his or her legal guardian.  

 9.14.030 - Sale and display rooms.  

A person shall not maintain in any place of business to which the public is invited the display 

for sale, or the offering to sell, of devices, contrivances, instruments or paraphernalia for smoking, 

injecting, or consuming marijuana cannabis, hashish, PCP, or any controlled substance, as defined in 

the California Health and Safety Code, other than drugs for which a prescription has been issued, 

including roach clips, unless such display or offering is maintained within a separate room or 

enclosure from which minors not accompanied by a parent or legal guardian are excluded.  

Each entrance to such a room shall be posted with a sign in reasonably visible and legible 

words, with letters at least two inches in height, that minors, unless accompanied by a parent or legal 

guardian, are excluded.  

 

9.14.040 - Same—Nuisance.  
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The distribution or possession for the purpose of sale, exhibition or display in any place of 

business from which minors are not excluded as set for in this section of devices, contrivances, 

instruments, or paraphernalia for smoking, injecting or consuming marijuana cannabis, hashish, PCP, 

or any controlled substance, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code, other than drugs for 

which a prescription has been issued, including roach clips, is hereby declared to be a public nuisance, 

and may be abated pursuant to the provisions of Section 731 of the California Civil Procedure Code. 

This remedy is in addition to any other remedy provided by law, including the penalty provisions 

applicable for violation of the terms and provisions of this chapter.  
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Attachment 2 

Draft Ordinance No. 987 
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DRAFT 
 

ORDINANCE NO. 987 

 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF CORTE MADERA  

AMENDING TITLE 18 OF THE CORTE MADERA MUNICIPAL CODE TO 

 (1) BAN ALL CANNABIS BUSINESSES EXCEPT ALLOWING CANNABIS DELIVERY 

SERVICES PROVIDED BY BUSINESSES LOCATED OUTSIDE  

OF THE TOWN AND (2) REGULATING CULTIVATION OF CANNABIS 

FOR PERSONAL USE 
 

 

WHEREAS, Corte Madera is a vital and active Town that retains a strong sense of community.  The Town 

strives to retain this atmosphere and a diverse mix of business establishments while promoting the long-term 

economic health of the community as a whole; and  

 

WHEREAS, Corte Madera desires to protect its existing character, including its vibrant and diverse business 

sector and at the same time create a supportive environment for a variety of uses, including existing residential 

areas, to thrive in a manner consistent with the community character; and  

 

WHEREAS, the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 (also known as Proposition 215) was enacted in California 

allowing the use of medical marijuana; and 

 

WHEREAS, in September 2015, the California Legislature adopted the Medical Cannabis Regulation and 

Safety Act (MCRSA) in effort to clarify and establish a statewide regulatory framework to oversee the medical 

cannabis-related businesses; and 

 

WHEREAS, on November 8, 2016, California voters approved Proposition 64, known as the Control, 

Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (with a designated short title of the “Adult Use of Marijuana 

Act,” or “AUMA”), which, among other things, legalized the adult use of marijuana for individuals 21 years 

of age or older and established a state-wide scheme to license businesses in the adult use cannabis-related 

industry; and 

        

WHEREAS, on June 15, 2017, the California Legislature passed SB 94 known as the “Medicinal and Adult 

Use Cannabis Regulations and Safety Act” (with a designated short title of “MAUCRSA”) to combine 

regulations pertaining to adult use and medical cannabis, and coordinate government oversight of the State’s 

medical and adult use cannabis industries into one master regulatory regime. The State began issuing licenses 

to medical and adult use cannabis-related businesses after January 1, 2018; and 

 

WHEREAS, under the express terms of AUMA and MAURCRSA, the Town retains the authority to prohibit 

any cannabis businesses from operating within its borders, and to the extent such businesses are allowed to 

operate in the Town, the Town may impose regulations on those businesses in addition to those imposed by 

the State; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Town of Corte Madera’s Zoning Ordinance currently prohibits “medical marijuana 

dispensaries” within the Town’s boundaries, as such uses are defined in Zoning Ordinance, but does not 

currently expressly prohibit adult use marijuana dispensaries or any other business related to medical or adult 

use cannabis from operating in the Town, nor does it impose any industry-specific regulations on those 

businesses; and  

 

WHEREAS, to amend the Zoning Ordinance to adopt cannabis industry specific regulations, the Planning 

Commission and then Town Council must proceed through a public hearing process – with careful analysis 
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and appropriate community outreach and engagement – to determine whether any type of cannabis-related 

businesses should be allowed to operate in the Town and, if allowed to operate, how those businesses should 

be regulated; and 

 

WHEREAS, on September 19, 2017, the Town Council of Corte Madera adopted an urgency ordinance 

(Corte Madera Ordinance No. 971) pursuant to California Government Code Section 65858 (“Section 

65858”) adopting a 45-day moratorium prohibiting all medical and adult use cannabis-related businesses from 

locating and operating in the Town of Corte Madera pending the analysis and consideration of new zoning 

amendments and other regulations appropriate for this new industry.  The moratorium did not prevent 

businesses located outside of the Town from providing cannabis delivery services to customers located within 

the Town; and  

 

WHEREAS, on October 17, 2017, pursuant to Section 65858, the Town Council adopted an urgency 

ordinance (Ordinance 972) extending the moratorium established in Ordinance No. 971 through September 

18, 2018, to give the Town time to complete the process of analyzing and considering possible zoning 

amendments to regulate the cannabis industry; and  

 

WHEREAS, on August 21, 2018, pursuant to Section 65858 the Town Council adopted an urgency ordinance 

(Ordinance No. 978) extending the moratorium originally established in Ordinance 971 for one additional 

year to September 18, 2019; and  

 

WHEREAS, on September 12, 2018 and September 15, 2018 Town staff conducted two public workshops 

at Town Hall to provide information and gather community input about (1) possible regulations that would 

apply to medical and adult use cannabis businesses, including whether to allow cannabis businesses to operate 

in Town, (2) whether to restrict or regulate outdoor cannabis cultivation for personal use, and (3) whether to 

regulate indoor cultivation of cannabis for personal use; and   

 

WHEREAS, a public opinion survey was posted on the Town’s website from September 7, 2018 to 

November 4, 2018.  The survey was publicized in the Town newsletter, at both public workshops, and on 

Nextdoor.  The intent of the survey was to gather information and opinions from residents, business people 

and others as to their views concerning cannabis regulations in Corte Madera.  Questions were asked 

regarding demographic information, medical cannabis and non-medical cannabis businesses, indoor and 

outdoor cultivation as well as what effect outdoor cannabis cultivation might have on the community.  A total 

of 409 surveys were completed with 81% of the respondents being Corte Madera residents; and  

 

WHEREAS, on October 23, 2018, the Planning Commission held a  noticed public hearing regarding the 

development of a Town ordinance regulating cannabis-related businesses and personal cultivation which 

included a summary of the public workshops and a summary of the public opinion survey; and 

 

WHEREAS, at the conclusion of the Planning Commission meeting on October 23, 2018, the general 

consensus of the Commissioners was that the Town should (1) allow outdoor cannabis cultivation with some 

restrictions, (2) allow indoor cannabis cultivation as required by the State without additional regulations, (3) 

allow businesses located outside of the Town to provide cannabis delivery services to customers located in 

Corte Madera; and 

 

WHEREAS, on December 4, 2018, staff presented to Town Council an overview of cannabis legislation at 

the State and local level, a summary the October 23, 2018 Planning Commission hearing, and information 

and comments collected during the public workshops and public survey, and the Town Council discussed 

possible options for regulating cannabis businesses and cultivation of cannabis for personal use; and  

 

WHEREAS, during the December 4, 2018 Town Council meeting, the Council directed staff to develop draft 

amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to (1) ban all cannabis-related businesses from locating in the Town 

but to allow businesses located outside of the Town to provide cannabis delivery services to customers located 
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in the Town, (2) regulate outdoor cannabis cultivation for personal use to minimize neighborhood impacts, 

and, (3) allow indoor cultivation for personal use without additional restrictions other than  those imposed by 

the State; and   

 

WHEREAS, on March 26, 2019, the Planning Commission held a public hearing to consider a draft 

ordinance banning cannabis-related businesses and regulating cultivation of cannabis for personal use,  and 

unanimously approved Resolution #19-014 recommending that the Town Council approve the draft ordinance 

prohibiting cannabis related businesses and allowing for limited indoor and outdoor cultivation of cannabis 

for personal use.  The Commission also recommended that the ordinance be reviewed by the Town in three 

years from the date of its adoption; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Town Council finds that: (1) The unregulated cultivation of cannabis for personal use in the 

Town of Corte Madera may adversely affect the health, safety, and well-being of the Town’s residents and 

environment;   (2) Regulating the cultivation of cannabis is proper and necessary to avoid the risks of criminal 

activity from increased risk of burglary and other property crimes, degradation of the natural environment, 

offensive odor, fire hazards, and violation of building codes that may result from unregulated cannabis 

cultivation; (3) Children are particularly vulnerable to the effects of cannabis use, and the presence of cannabis 

plants is an attractive nuisance for children, creating an unreasonable hazard in areas frequented by children 

including schools, parks, and other similar locations; and (4) the potential for criminal activities associated 

with cannabis cultivation in such locations poses heightened risks that children will be involved or 

endangered; and  

 

WHEREAS, the unregulated indoor cultivation of substantial amounts of cannabis within a residence 

presents potential health and safety risks to those living in the residence, especially children, including, but 

not limited to, increased risk of fire from grow light systems; potential adverse effects on the structural 

integrity of a building; exposure to fertilizers, pesticides and anti-fungal/mold agents; and exposure to 

potential property crimes targeting the residence; and  

 

WHEREAS, the Town wishes to amend the Corte Madera Municipal Code (CMMC) to supplement state  

law by providing a means for regulating the cultivation of medical and adult use cannabis for personal use in 

a manner that is consistent with state law and that balances the needs of medical patients and their caregivers 

and the interests of personal use cultivators, while promoting the health, safety and welfare of the residents 

and businesses within the Town; and 

 

WHEREAS, upon adoption and passage of this ordinance, the Moratorium adopted by Ordinance No. 978 

shall be repealed; and 

 

 

WHEREAS, the Council finds that it is in the interest of the Town and its residents to preserve the quality 

of life in Corte Madera, and to protect the public health, safety, and general welfare by banning all cannabis 

relating businesses from operating within the Town but allowing delivery of cannabis and cannabis-related 

products from businesses located outside of Corte Madera to customers within the Town, and adopting 

reasonable regulations pertaining to the cultivation of cannabis for personal use. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF CORTE MADERA DOES 

ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS: 

 

 

Section 1. Recitals 

 

The foregoing recitals are true and correct and are incorporated into the findings herein. 

 

Section 2.  Compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
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The proposed ordinance is not subject to the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act 

(CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15061(b)(3) as it has no potential for causing a significant 

impact on the environment and 15308 as a regulatory action that will protect the environment. 

 

Section 3. General Plan Consistency 

 

The Town Council of the Town of Corte Madera hereby finds that the proposed Zoning Ordinance 

Amendments regarding cannabis regulations are consistent with the 2009 General Plan policies and programs. 

The Council finds that the proposed ordinance results in changes to the Corte Madera Municipal Code, but 

no changes are proposed to the General Plan.  The proposed ordinance will further protect the public health, 

safety and/or welfare of Corte Madera residents by prohibiting any cannabis-related businesses from locating 

in Town  and by regulating indoor and outdoor cultivation of cannabis for personal use. These measures are 

consistent with the policies and programs of the Corte Madera General Plan in all aspects. The specific 

policies and programs on which the Town Council makes this finding include, but are not limited to: 

 

Implementation Program LU-1.1a Ordinance Revisions 

 

Prepare and adopt revisions to the Municipal Code, including the Zoning and Subdivision 

Ordinances that organize and update existing resolutions and ordinances of the Town to ensure 

consistency with the General Plan, including land uses, lot sizes and floor area ratios.  Uses and 

structures made non-conforming by adoption of the General Plan will be allowed to be continued, 

and further addressed in the Zoning Ordinance update. 

 

Section 4. Amendment to the Corte Madera Municipal Code 

 

This ordinance, if approved by the Town Council of the Town of Corte Madera, hereby amends 

Title 18 – Zoning of the Corte Madera Municipal Code by (1) amending existing Chapters 18.02, 

18.04, and 18.08 as shown on Exhibit A, and (2) adding Chapter 18.23 Regulating Cannabis 

Businesses and Cultivation as shown on Exhibit B. 

  

Section 5. Repeal of Moratorium 

 

The Town Council hereby repeals the moratorium adopted on August 21, 2018, referenced as Ordinance No. 

978, but that repeal shall be effective only when and if the prohibition on commercial cannabis activity this 

Ordinance 987 adds to Section 18.02.120 (a) of the CMMC takes effect.  

 

Section 6. Severability 

 

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or portion of this ordinance is for any reason held invalid 

or unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of the ordinance. 

 

The Town Council hereby declares that it would have passed this and each section, subsection, phrase or 

clause thereof irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, phrases, or clauses be 

declared unconstitutional on their face or as applied.  

 

Section 7. Effective Date 

 

This ordinance shall go into effect thirty (30) days after the date of its passage and adoption. 

 

Section 8. Posting 

 

The Town Clerk shall cause a summary of this ordinance to be published in the Marin Independent Journal 
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within 5 days prior to passage and within 15 days after passage. 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 

This ordinance was introduced on the 7th day of May 2019, and adopted on the XXth day of XXXX, by the 

following vote: 

 

 

AYES:    

NOES:    

ABSTAIN:   

ABSENT: 

 __________________________________ 

BOB RAVASIO, MAYOR 

 

ATTEST: 

 

__________________________________ 

REBECCA VAUGHN 

TOWN CLERK 
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EXHIBIT A 

 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING PROVISIONS OF  

TITLE 18 – ZONING 

 

CHAPTER 18.02 - GENERAL;  

CHAPTER 18.04 - DEFINITIONS; 

AND CHAPTER 18.08 - R–RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS 

 

 

 

The following revisions are proposed in red with deletions in strikeouts and additions in italics. 

 

 

CHAPTER 18.02 - GENERAL 

 

 

18.02.120 – Medical Marijuana Dispensaries Commercial cannabis activity prohibited.  

 

(a) A medical marijuana dispensary is not an allowable use in any zoning district within the town. The 

establishment or operation of a cannabis dispensary in the town is hereby expressly prohibited in all 

zoning districts of the town.  

(b) No permit, variance, building permit, approval or any other applicable license or entitlement for use, 

including, but not limited to any land use entitlement, or the issuance of a business license, shall be 

approved or issued for the establishment or operation of a marijuana dispensary in the town.  

(a) All commercial cannabis activity is prohibited in every zoning district within the Town of Corte Madera. 

(b) Exception for cannabis delivery services provided by licensed businesses located outside of the Town. 

Notwithstanding the prohibition in subdivision (c) above, delivery of cannabis or cannabis products from 
a business located outside the Town of Corte Madera is permitted subject to the conditions of Business 

and Professions Code § 26090, as amended from time to time. This section does not permit any 

temporary, persistent, or fixed physical presence used for commercial cannabis activities besides delivery 

vehicles in the active state of making a delivery to a specific person and location.  

 

CHAPTER 18.04 - DEFINITIONS 
 

18.04.101    Cannabis. 

“Cannabis” means all parts of the plant Cannabis sativa Linnaeus, Cannabis indica, or Cannabis 

ruderalis, whether growing or not, or any other strain or varietal of the genus Cannabis that may exist 

or be discovered, or developed, that has psychoactive or medical properties, whether growing or not, 

including but not limited to the seeds thereof; the resin, whether crude or purified, extracted from any 

part of the plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the 

plant, its seeds, or resin. “Cannabis” also means the separated resin, whether crude or purified, 

obtained from cannabis. “Cannabis” also means cannabis as defined by California Health and Safety 

Code section 11018 and Business and Professions Code section 26001(f), as amended from time to time. 

Any reference to cannabis or cannabis products shall include medicinal and adult use cannabis and 

medicinal and adult use cannabis products, unless otherwise specified. Cannabis or cannabis product 

does not mean industrial hemp as defined by Health and Safety Code section 11018.5, as amended from 

time to time. Cannabis does not include the mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, 

oil or cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, 
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or preparation of the mature stalks (except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil or cake, or the 

sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of germination.  

 
18.04.127 Commercial cannabis activity.  

 

“Commercial cannabis activity” means a business or activity licensed under the Business and 
Professions Code, § 26001(k), as amended from time to time, including cultivation, possession, 

manufacture, distribution, processing, storing, laboratory testing, packaging, labeling, transportation, 
delivery or sale of cannabis and cannabis products, and any other activities that may be licensed. 

"Commercial cannabis activity" includes both medicinal and adult use cannabis and cannabis products in 

accordance with Business & Professions Code §26000(b), as amended from time to time. "Commercial 
cannabis activity" does not include personal uses allowed by Cal. Health and Safety Code §§ 11362.1 and 

11362.2, as amended from time to time, or personal medicinal uses allowed by §§ 11362.765 and 11362.77, 

as amended from time to time. 
 

18.04.497 Marijuana 

 

“Marijuana” has the same meaning as “cannabis” as set forth in this code. 

 

18.04.500 - Medical marijuana dispensary.  

 

(a)  "Marijuana" means all parts of the plant cannabis sativa L, whether growing or not, the resin 

extracted from any part of the plant; cannabis; concentrated cannabis; edible products containing 

any part of marijuana; any form of marijuana that may be eaten, injected, ingested, digested or 

otherwise introduced into the human body; and every active compound, manufacture, derivative, 

or preparation of the plant, or resin 

(b) "Medical marijuana dispensary" means any location, structure, vehicle, store, co-op, residence, 

storefront or mobile retail outlet (as "storefront" and "mobile retail outlet" are used in Cal. Health and 

Safety Code Sec. 11362.768) or similar facility used, in full or in part, as a place at or in which or 

from which marijuana is sold, traded, exchanged, or bartered for in any way, whether or not said sale, 

trade, exchange or barter is accomplished by or through a club, membership, collective, cooperative, 

other entity or organization or in any other manner. "Collective" and "cooperative" shall have the 

same meaning as set forth in the "State Attorney General Guidelines for the Security and Non-

Diversion of Marijuana Grown for Medical Use", August 2008. "Medical Marijuana Dispensary" 

shall include but not limited to facilities which make available and/or distribute marijuana in 

accordance with California Health and Safety Code Sec. 11362.5 et seq.  

(c) "Medical marijuana dispensary" shall not include the following uses, as long as the location of such 

uses are otherwise permitted by this code: a pharmacy regulated under Chapter 9, Division 2 of the 

Business and Profession Code and/or the Federal Controlled Substances Act of 1970 and its 

implementing regulations; a clinic licensed pursuant to Chapter 1 of Division 2 of the California 

Health and Safety Code; a health care facility licensed pursuant to Chapter 2 of Division 2 of the 

California Health and Safety Code; a residential care facility for persons with chronic life-

threatening illnesses licensed pursuant to Chapter 3.01 of Division 2 of the California Health and 

Safety Code; a residential care facility for the elderly licensed pursuant to Chapter 3.2 of Division 2 

of the California Health and Safety Code; a residential hospice licensed pursuant to Chapter 8.5 of 

Division 2 of the California Health and Safety Code; or a home health agency licensed pursuant to 

Chapter 8 of Division 2 of the California Health and Safety Code, as long as any such use complies 

strictly with applicable law, including, but not limited to California Health and Safety Code 

Sections 11362.5 et seq. 

 

CHAPTER 18.08 –R: RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS 
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The following schedule indicates by the symbol "X" the uses that are permitted uses and the uses that are 

conditional uses in each residential district:  

Permitted Uses  

Multiple  

Dwelling  

R-3 and  

R-2  

Medium  

Density  

R-1  

Low  

Density  

R-1-A  

Very  

Low  

Density  

R-1-B  

Open  

Residential  

R-1-C  

(1) Single-family dwellings  X X X X X 

(2) Multiple dwellings  X     

(3) Home occupations, complying with the provisions 

of Section 18.08.030(1)  
X X X X X 

(4) Incidental and accessory structures and uses for the 

exclusive use of residents on the site and their guests 

limited to the following:  

     

(A) Garages and carports  X X X X X 

(B) Garden structures, including, but not limited to, 

arbors and pool houses.  
X X X X X 

(C) Greenhouses  X X X X X 

(D) Storage buildings  X X X X X 

(E) Recreation rooms  X X X X X 

(F) Hobby shops and studios not containing noisy or 

objectionable machinery or equipment, and not 

involving on-premises sales  

X X X X X 

(5) Keeping of household pets not exceeding three adult 

pets of any given species, not exceeding six pets total  
X X X X X 

(6) Temporary subdivision sales offices complying with 

Section 18.08.030(3)  
X X X X X 

(7) Private swimming pools and hot tubs complying 

with the provisions of Section 18.08.030(4)  
X X X X X 

(8) Residential care facilities as defined in Section 

18.04.650  
X X X X X 

(9) Group homes for six or fewer persons  X X X X X 

Permitted Uses  

Multiple  

Dwelling  

R-2 and  

R-3  

Medium  

Density  

R-1  

Low  

Density  

R-1-A  

Very  

Low  

Density  

R-1-B  

Open  

Residential  

R-1-C  

(10) Small family day care home  X X X X X 

(11) One accessory dwelling unit or junior accessory 

dwelling unit which conforms with the size and 

standards of Chapter 18.31 of this title  

X X X X X 

(12) Keeping of chickens (excluding roosters, quacking 

ducks, guinea fowl or pea fowl) in compliance with the 

provisions of Chapter 18.21  

X X X X X 
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(13) Outdoor Cultivation of Cannabis for Personal Use 

in compliance with the provisions of Chapter 18.23 
 X X X X 

(14) Indoor Cultivation of Cannabis for Personal Use 

in compliance with the provisions of Chapter 18.23 
X X X X X 
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EXHIBIT B 

 

The following Chapter shall be added to Title 18 of the Corte Madera Municipal Code 

 

 

Chapter 18.23 

 

REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO CULTIVATION OF MEDICINAL AND 

 ADULT USE CANNABIS FOR PERSONAL USE 

 

Sections:  

 

18.23.010  Purpose and intent  

18.23.020  Definitions  

18.23.030 Requirements for the Cultivation of Cannabis for Personal Use 

 

 

18.23.010  Purpose and intent  

 

The purpose and intent of this Chapter is to regulate the cultivation of medicinal and adult use cannabis for 

personal use in a manner that is consistent with state law and that balances the needs of medical patients and 

their caregivers, and the interests of personal use cultivators, while promoting the health, safety and welfare 

of the residents and businesses within the Town and to provide for the health, safety and welfare of the public, 

and to ensure that cannabis grown for personal use remains secure and does not find its way to persons under 

the age of twenty-one who are not authorized patients, or to illicit markets.  This Chapter shall not be enforced 

to conflict with state law rights of qualified patients or qualified primary caregivers.   Nothing in this section 

is intended to authorize the cultivation, possession, or use of cannabis in violation of state law.   

 

18.23.020  Definitions  

 

For purposes of this Chapter, the following definitions shall apply, unless indicated otherwise.   

 

“Adult Use Cannabis” refers to that term as set forth in California Business and Professions Code § 

26000(2), as amended from time to time, and shall be synonymous with "Adult Use cannabis".  

“Cannabis cultivation” shall have the same meaning set forth in California Business & Professions Code 

Section 26001, as amended from time to time.  

 

“Cultivation site” shall have the same meaning set forth in California Business & Professions Code Section 

26001(m), as amended from time to time. 

 

“Indoor cultivation” refers to cannabis cultivation within a building that complies with applicable provisions 

of the California Building Standards Code as adopted that has a complete roof enclosure supported by 

connecting walls extending from the ground to the roof, a foundation, slab or equivalent base, which is secure 

against unauthorized entry, provides complete visual screening, and which is accessible only through one or 

more lockable doors. Walls and roof must be constructed of solid materials.   

 

“Medicinal or medical cannabis” shall have the same meaning set forth in California Business and 

Professions Code § 26001(ai), as amended from time to time, and shall be synonymous with "medical 

cannabis".  

 

 “Outdoor cultivation” refers to cannabis cultivation at a location other than an indoor cultivation site. 
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“Personal use” means for individual cultivation and consumption of cannabis products.  Any cannabis 

cultivation requiring a state license under California Business and Professions Code, § 26001, as amended 

from time to time, is not “Personal use.”   

“Primary caregiver” shall have the same meaning set forth in California Health and Safety Code 11362.5(e), 

as amended from time to time.   

 

“Private residence” means a house, an apartment unit, a mobile home, or other similar dwelling as defined 

in California Health and Safety Code Section 11362.2, as amended from time to time.. 

 

“Qualified patient” shall have the same meaning set forth in California Health & Safety Code Section 

11362.7(f), as amended from time to time.  

 

“Residential structure” means any building or portion thereof legally existing that contains living facilities, 

including provisions for sleeping, eating, cooking, and sanitation on a premises or legal parcel located within 

a zoning district that allows residential uses. Also see Residence as defined in CMMC Section 18.04.645. 

 

“Sell,” “sale,” and “to sell” shall have the same meaning set forth in California Business & Professions 

Code Section 26001, as amended from time to time. 

 

“School” means an institution of learning for persons under twenty-one (21) years of age, whether public or 

private, offering regular course of instruction including, without limitation, a preschool, a kindergarten, 

elementary school, middle or junior high school, or senior high school. 

 

18.23.030 Requirements for the Cultivation of Cannabis for Personal Use 

 

A. It is hereby declared to be unlawful and a public nuisance for any person owning, leasing, occupying, 

or having charge or possession of any parcel in the Town to cause or allow such parcel to be used 

for the indoor or outdoor cultivation of cannabis plants except as provided in subsections B. and C. 

of this section.  

 

B. Persons permitted to cultivate cannabis for personal use.  

 

a. Only a person who is (1) at least eighteen (18) years of age and a qualified patient, (2) at 

least twenty-one (21) years of age, or (3) a primary caregiver may engage in cultivation of 

cannabis for personal use.  

b. The person cultivating the cannabis shall reside full-time (at least 51% of the time over a 

given year) on the premises where the cultivation of cannabis occurs.  

 

C. Cultivation Standards. Cannabis cultivation for personal use within the Town shall be in 

conformance with each of the following standards:  

a. General 

i. Cultivation of cannabis for personal use is allowed in all residential zoning districts 

and in no other zoning district. 

ii. The personal cultivation of adult use cannabis is limited to no more than six mature 

plants per private residence, regardless of the number of residents at the residence. 

iii. Cultivation areas, cannabis plants and any cannabis products derived from the plants 

and cannabis growing equipment shall be completely secured, by locked  doors or 

gates or other security device that prevents unauthorized entry and shall not be visible 

from a public right-of-way, park or school from the ground level with the unaided eye. 

iv. The use of gas products (CO2, butane, etc.) or generators for cannabis cultivation or 

processing is prohibited.  
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v. A parcel that is being used for cannabis cultivation must include a legal residence that 

shall be occupied and is required to maintain a functioning kitchen and bathroom(s), 

and the use of the primary bedrooms for their intended purpose.  

vi. The planting, harvesting, drying, or processing of cannabis for personal use shall not 

adversely affect the health or safety of residents, neighbors, or nearby businesses by 

creating dust, glare, heat, noise, noxious odor, smoke, traffic, vibration or other 

impacts or be hazardous due to use or storage of materials, processes, products or 

waste associated with cannabis cultivation. 

vii. Cultivation of cannabis for personal use is allowed subject to the property owner(s) 

consent.  Proof of consent must be maintained on the property. 

 

b. Indoor Cultivation 

 

i. Indoor cultivation for personal use shall comply with all applicable regulations of the 

CMMC and the California Building, Electrical and Fire Codes as adopted by the 

Town.  

ii. Modifications to existing structures or plumbing, electrical, or mechanical systems for 

construction of indoor cannabis cultivation areas for personal use may require a 

permit from the Building Department.  

 

c. Outdoor Cultivation 

i. Outdoor cultivation for personal use must be enclosed by a solid fence at least six feet 

(6') in height with a locked gate or gates.  

ii. Outdoor cultivation for personal use is prohibited on any parcel that is not zoned R-1, 

R-1-A, R-1-B, R-1-C, even if the parcel contains a residential structure or a residential 

use. 

iii. For outdoor cultivation, all cannabis plants and growing equipment shall be located 

at least 10 (ten) feet from all property lines and shall not be located in a front setback. 

iv. Outdoor cultivation for personal use is prohibited on parcels that share one or more 

property lines with a school.   
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Attachment 3 

Planning Commission Packet of March 26, 2019 including  

Resolution #19-014 minutes  and items received after the packet was 

distributed. 
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Attachment 4 

December 4, 2018 Town Council Staff report with attachments, 

 minutes and items received after the packet was distributed. 
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Attachment 5 

Public comments received. 
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Planning Commission Packet of March 26,2019 including Resolution #19-014
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CORTE MADERA PLANNING COMMISSION
STAFF RtrPORT

Tsr: Torvt or
Conre Mlntnl
sAl'N* {{)uxJ} cir rrus\h

TO

REPORT DATE: March 21,2019
MEETING DATE: March 26,2019

Corte Madera Planning Commissioners

FROM: Phil Boyle, Senior Planner,
Sean Kennings, Planning Consultant, LAK Assoc

SUBJECT: Consideration of Amendments to the Town of Corte Madera Municipal Code
Titles 6, 9 and 18 Regarding Regulation of Cannabis Related Businesses and
Personal Cultivation.

0**s*+**
RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Staffrecommends that the Planning Commission review the materials provided by staff receive
input from the public as part of the public hearing process and forward a recommendation to the
Town Council for approval of the Draft Town Ordinances Regulating Cannabis Related
Businesses and Personal Cultivation (attached).

BACKGROUND:

Statutorv Historv of Crlifornia and Corte Madera Cannnbis Reeulations

In 1996, California voters adopted Proposition 215, also known as the Compassionate
Use Act. The Act exempted certain patients and their primary caregivers from criminal
liability under state law for the possession and cultivation of marijuana for medical
purposes.

In 2003, the Califomia Legislature passed SB 420, the Medical Marijuana Pragram Act,
to further clarify the scope of Proposition 215. This Act established a voluntary process
for issuing identification cards for medical marijuana users and extended certain legal
protections.

In November 2012, the Corte Madera Town Council approved Ordinance No. 933
expressly prohibiting medical marijuana dispensaries from all zoning districts in Jown.
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In September 2015 in an cffort to lirrther clarify and establish a statewide regulatory
framework to oversee the medical cannabis-related businesses, the California Legislature
adopted the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety lcr (MCRSA) in. The Act took
effect on January 1,2016.

On January 19,2016, the Town Council adoptcd Resolution AU20l6 confirming that,
under the principles of permissive zoning, cultivation of marijuana is a prohibited
commercial use in the'l'own of Corte Madera.

On November 8, 2016, Califomia voters approved Proposition 64, known as the Control,
Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act ("Aduit Use of Marijuana Act," or
"AUMA"), which, legalized the adult use of marijuana for individuals 2l years of age or
older and established a state-wide scheme to license businesses in the adult use cannabis-
related industry.

On June 15,2077, thc California Legislature passed SB 94 known as the "Medicinal and
Adult-Use Cannabis Regulations and Safety Act" ("MAUCRSA') to combine regulations
pertaining to adult use and medical cannabis, and coordinate govemment oversight of the
State's medical and adult use cannabis industries into one master regulatory regime.

On September 19, 2Al7,the Town Council adopted an interim urgency Ordinance No.
971 establishing a 45 day moratorium prohibiting medical and nonmedical cannabis-
related businesses from locating and operating in the Town of Corte Madera.

October 17, 2017, Council approved Ordinance No. 972 extending the temporary
moratorium on cannabis-related businesses until September 18, 2018

August 21, 2018, Council approvcd Ordinance No, 978 extending the temporary
moratorium on cannabis-related businesses until September 18, 2019

Over the last 6 months at the direction of the Town Council, Town staff has gathered information
from the public, researched codes lrom other jurisdictions and talked with industry and health
professionals to develop draft ordinances that will regulate medical and adult use cannabis
businesses and personal cultivation within the Town of Corte Madera. Staff considered
information regarding thc typcs of cannabis-related businesses that could be licensed by the
State; discussions regarding mobile delivery business models with industry representatives;
attended seminars related to regulatory best practices for cannabis-relatcd businesses; and
consulted with planning staff from other local jurisdictions to understand best practices. Staff
reviewed many local Marin County municipalities similar in size and population to Corte
Madera, including San Anselmo, Fairfax, Novato and Sausalito, and reviewed ordinances and
information from towns and cities throughout the Bay Area and California.

'fhe process also included public workshops (September l2th and,l5th 2018), an online survey,
and meetings before the Planning Commission (Octobet23,2018) and Town Council (December
4,2018). Each workshop and public meeting was well attended and staff used the information
and direction fiom the Commission and the Council to create the draft ordinance.
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At thc Deccmber 4, 2018 Town Council hcaring, staff presented an overview of cannabis
legislation at the State and local level as well as a summary of the Planning Commission hearing
and information and comments collected during the public workshops and public survey
(Attachment 5). Issues brought up during the meeting by both the Council and the public were
similar to previous public hearings related to whether or not the Town should permit cannabis
related businesses and the impact cannabis businesses or outdoor cannabis cultivation may have
on minors.

In general, the Council was supportive of continuing cannabis deliveries into town from outside
of Corte Madera based on the understanding that under current state law, the Town would not be
able to prohibit or regulate deliveries. Council members were generally supportive of outdoor
cultivation with the development of reasonable regulations to address the prevention of potential
nuisance issues such as odor, visibility, and crime. Council supported indoor personal
cultivation consistent with current State law regulations. Additionally, the Council requested
that stalf develop an educational pamphlet on best practices for constructing and operating
indoor cultivation areas (Attachment 3). The staff reports, attachments, minutes. videos of each
of the events and the result of the public survey are accessible at the Town's Cannabis Ordinance
Webpage https;llwrvw.towlofcortemader&ord799lCannabis-Ordinancq.

DISCUSSION:

Staff has developed a draft ordinance to address local regulation of cannabis. Based on input
from the public, the Planning Commission and the Town Council, the following sections of the
Corte Madera Municipal Code are proposed to be amended:

c Title 6 - Health and Sanitation,
r Tile 9 - Peace, Safety and Morals and
o Title 18 - Zoning. Each of these titles and have been edited to show additions in italics

and deletion in strike outs (Attachment 2)

Amendments to Title 6 - Health and Sanitation and Tile 9 - Peace, Safety and Morals includc the
replacement of the term "marijuana" with "cannabis" to be consistent with other town documents
and the majority of other jurisdictions as well as the State of California.

Amendments to Title l8-Zoning including the addition of Chapter 18.23- Regulations
Pertaining to Personal Cultivation of Medical and Adult Use Cannabis The section also codifies
the prohibition of cannabis related businesses and products within the town limits. Numerous
words and terms have also been added to the definition section of Title 18. The new regulations
permitting, with certain restrictions, indoor and outdoor cultivation have been added to Section
18.08.020 Permitted and Conditional Uses in Residential Districts. Chapter 18-23 has been
added which specifies the setback requirements and visibility requirements for personal outdoor
cultivation.

When adopted by the Council, this ordinance will supersede urgency Ordinance No. 978
Approved by the Council on August 27,2A18.

3



The Draft Zoning Ordinance proposes the following key provisions:

General
r Establishes the intent, purpose and applicability of the cannabis ordinance.
r Includes additional definitions related to cannabis uses and regulations.
o Requires that the planting, harvesting, drying, or processing of cannabis for personal use

shall not adversely affectthe health or safety ofresidents, neighbors, or nearby
businesses by creating dust, glare, heat, noise, noxious odor, smoke, traffic, vibration or
other impacts or bc hazardous due to use or storage of materials, processes, products or
waste associated with cannabis cultivation.

r Provides that a violation of the ordinance may be deemed an infraction or misdemeanor.
o Prohibits the sale or distribution of personally cultivated cannabis products of any kind.

Businesses:

Prohibits mcdical and adult-use cannabis businesses from locating within the Town of
Corte Madera.
Allows deliveries that originate from an authorized licensed business outside of the
jurisdictional boundaries of Corte Madera into Corte Madera of medical or adult-use
cannabis to legally qualified patients or persons 2 I years of age or oldcr.

Personal Cultivation:

o The personal cultivation of medical atd/or adult use cannabis is limited to no more than
six mature plants per a primary residence (to the extent allowed under California Health
and Safety Codes $$ 11362.2 and 11362.77), regardless of the number of residents and
regardless of the presence of an accessory or junior accessory dwelling unit.

. All cannabis plants and any cannabis products derived from the plants shall be
maintained in a locked or secured structute, space, or enclosure, and shall not be visible
at street level, with the unaided eye, from a public right-of-way, park or school.

e Personal cultivation by a tenant or lessee is allowed only with the current property
owner(s) written consent.

Outdoor

r Outdoor personal cultivation of any kind is only allowed in R- 1 , R- I -A, R- I -B and R- 1 -C
Zoning Districts.

o Cannabis plants shall be located at least 10 fbet from all property boundaries and not be
located in a front or street side yard setback and shall not be visible at the street level with
the unaided eye from public rights of way, public parks or schools.

r Outdoor personal cultivation is prohibited on any parcel or within any structure that has a
non-residential zoning designation even if the parcel is cunently occupied by a residentiai
structure or use.

4
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r Outdoor cultivation for personal use is prohibited on parcels that share one or more
property lines, with a school property, "School" as defined by the Health and Safety
Code Section 1 1362.7 68.

Indoor

Indoor personal cultivation of cannabis is permitted within a private residence or within a
fully enclosed and secure accessory structure to a private residence that is constructed in
accordance with all applicable Planning, Building, and Fire codes,

The Council also directed staff not to created addition restrictions on indoor cultivation beyond
what is stated in State law even though state law allows municipalities to adopt reasonable
regulations. StafT has developed a simple educational handout as an infbrmational guide for
persons interested in constructing safe and efficient indoors cultivation areas(Attachment 3).

Staff has prepared the draft documents for rcview and consideration by the Planning
Commission. Following the public hearing, staff will revise the documents as necessary for
presentation and ultimate review and adoption by the Town Council prior to the expiration of the
emergency ordinance expiration in September 2019.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:

The proposed ordinance is not subject to the requirements of the Calilbrnia Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Cuidelines Sections 15061(bX3) as it has no potential
for causing a significant impact on the environment and 15308 as a regulatory action that will
protect the environment.

OPTIONS:

l. Approve the resolution as presented.
2. Approve the resolution with modifications.
3. Continue this item to a future date.

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Draft Resolution #19-0t4
2. Draft. Cannabis Ordinance #???
3. Draft Indoor Personal Cultivation Guidelines
4. December 4, 2018 'fown Council Staff report without attachment and December 4, 2018

minutes

O:\PIanning Depa(ment\SUBJEC'f FII.FIS\CANNABISDTa{i Ordinance 2019\Staff Report\Cannabis_PC Stalf Report.docx
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Attachment I - Draft Resolution #19-014



Attachment 1

CORTE MADERA PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. I9-OI4

A RESOLUTION OF' THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE TOWN OF'
CORTE MADERA RECOMMENDING THE COUNCIL ADOPT ORDINANCE
??? AMENDING TITLES 6-HEALTH AND SANITATION, TILE 9 - PEACE,
SAFETY AI\D MORALS AND TITLE T8 - ZONING OF THE CORTE MADERA
MUNICIPAL CODE REGARDING CANNABIS REGULATIONS

WHEREAS, since 1996 when voters approved Proposition 215 the State of Califomia has passed
many propositions and enacted numerous laws regarding the use, possession and production of
medicinal and adult use cannabis and cannabis products; and

WHEREAS, Corte Madera has approved several urgency ordinances prohibiting cannabis related
businesses from operating within the Town until the Town develops their own cannabis
regulations; and

WHEREAS, the last urgency ordinance prohibiting cannabis related businesses expires on
September 19,2019 and cannol be extended; and

WHEREAS, the Town Council has directed staff to develop an ordinance which prohibits
cannabis related businesses ofall kinds except for delivery businesses that originate from outside
of Corte Madera and restricts outdoor cultivation but does not impose additional restrictions on
indoor cultivation : and

WHEREAS, on March 15,2019, notice of the Planning Commission public hearing was posted
on the Town website and posted in three public places; and

WHEREAS, on March 16, 2019, notice of the Planning Commission public hearing was
published in the Marin Independent Journal in compliance with California Covernment Code
Section 65090; and

WHEREAS, various times between Friday, March 22nd and Tuesday March 26tha notice was
posted on the marquee sign at the Town Park; and

WHERtrAS, on March 26,2A19, the Planning Commission held a legally noticed public hearing

, on the proposed Ordinance Amendments attached as Exhibit A, received a report from staff and

I received comments from the public;_and

NOW, TI{EREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Planning Commission of the Town of
Corte Madera docs hereby find and resolve as follows:

L Recitals

'fhe foregoing recitals are true and correct and are incorporated into thc findings herein.

2. Record



The Record of Proceedings (o'Record") upon which the Planning Commission makes its
recommendation includes, but is not limited to:

(1) the 2009 General Plan, (2) all staff reports, Town files and records and other documents
prepared for and/or submitted to the Planning Commission relating to these zoning ordinance
amendments, (3) all documentary and oral evidence received at public hearings or submitted to
the Town relating to the zoning ordinance amendments, and (4) all matters of common
knowledge to the Planning Commission and the Town, including, but not limited to, Town, state,
and federal laws, policies, rules, regulations, reports, and records related to development within
the Town and its surrounding areas.

3. Compliance with the Calilorniq Environmental Quall-ty.Act (CEOA)

Based on the fact, analysis and findings contained in Planning Commission Resolution I9-014, it
can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that the activity in question may have a
significant effect on the environment and as a regulatory action that will protect the environment,
and is not subject to CEQA. (CEQA Guidelines Section 15061 (bX3) and 15308)

4. Ceneral Plan Consistenc]{

The Planning Commission of the Town of Corte Madera does hereby find that the proposed
Zoning Ordinance Amendments regarding prohibition of cannabis businesses and regulating
personal outdoor cannabis cultivation as shown in Exhibit A are consistent with the 2009 General
Plan policies and programs, The specific policies and programs on which the Planning
Commission makes this finding include, but are not limited to:

Imp lementat ion P rogram LU- L l a ; Ordinance Rev is ions

Prepare and adopt revisions lo the Municipal Code, including the Zoning ond
Subdivision Ordinances that organize and update existing resolutions and ordinances of
the Town to ensure consislency wilh the General Plan, including land uses, Iot sizes and
floor area ratios. Uses and structures made non-conforming by adoption of the General
Plan will be allowed to be continued, and further addressed in the Zoning Ordinance
updale.

Imp lementation P ragram LU2. 3. a: Code EnJbrcement

Cantinue zoning, building and Jire code en/brcement to ensure compliance with
development qnd maintenance regulations as well as health and safety standards.

Implementcttion Program PSH - 8.1.a:Enfitrce CaliJbrnia Building Code
Enforce requirements of the Calfbrnia Building Code, including seismic design
pruvisions, as part oJ'the building permit issuance and inspection ptocess.

Implementation Progrom PSH - 8.1,b: Adopt Updated CBC
Adopt updated versions of the California Building Code to address new technical
and struclural requirements that improve safety.



NOW, THEREFOR-E, SE IT tr'URTHER RESOLVED, that the Town of Corte Madera
Planning Commission forward its recommendation to the Town Council to adopt the Zoning
Ordinance amendments listed in Attachment l, attached in Exhibit A.

trt**,r****r;*rt

PASSEI) ANI! ADOPTED by the Corte Madera Planning Commission on March 26,2019 by
the following vote:

AYES:

NOES:

ABSTAIN:

ABSENT:

RECUSED:

Chair

Adam Wolff, Planning Director



Attachment I

EXHIBIT A

ZONING ORDTNANCE AMENDMENT
(Corte Madera Municipal Code

Title 6 - Health and Sanitation, Tile 9 - Peace, Safety and Morals and Title 18 - Zoning.)

Note: Text proposedfor removal is indicated with a strikethrough (t:xanple). Text proposed to be
added is shown as underlined (WlIItlS)

Section 5. Amendments to the Corte Madera Municipal Code

Title 6- Health and Sanitatiorl

6.14.010 - Definitions

22, "Smoke" means the gases and particles released into the air by combustion, electrical ignition
or vaporization, including from an electronic smoking device, when the apparent or usual purpose

of the combustion, electrical ignition or vaporization is human inhalation of the resulting gases,

particles or vapors combustion products, such as, for example, tobacco smoke, and n**'iju*lnr
Saul4b-it smoke, exccpt when the combusting material contains no tobacco o_f*caqngbiq and the
purpose of inhalation is solely olfactory, such as, for example, smoke from incense.

6.14.110 - Smoking and smoke generally.

B. Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, smoking g1ry!4bt*1 for
medical purposes as permitted by California Health and Safety Code sections 11362.7 et seq. is
not prohibited by this chapter.

fitle 9 Peace Safety and Morals

Chapter 9.14 - CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

9.14.010 - Minors. No owner, manager, proprietor or other person in charge of any room in any
place of business selling or displaying for the purpose of sale any device, contrivance,
instrument or paraphernalia for smoking, injecting or consuming m"rijuana ga!lq&b$, hashish,
PCP, or any controlled substance, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code, other
than a drug for which a prescription has been issued, shall allow or permit any person under the
age of eighteen years to be, remain in, enter, or visit such room unless such minor person is
accompanied by one ofhis or her parents, or by his or her legal guardian.
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9.14.020 - Minors excluded. No person under the age of eighteen shall be, remain in, enter or
visit any room in any place used for the sale, or displaying for the purpose of sale, o[ devices,
contrivances, instruments or paraphernalia for smoking, injecting, or consurning nrmijttana
(;lllLfahlt, hashish, PCP, or any controlled substance, as defined in the California Health and
Safety Code, other than a drug for which a prescription has been issued, including roach clips,
unless such person is accompanied by one of his or her parents or his or her legal guardian,

9.14.030 - Sale and display rooms.

A person shall not maintain in any place of business to which the public is invited the display
for sale, or the offering to sell, of devices, contrivances, instruments or paraphernalia for
smoking, injecting, or consuming mariiuafta S-AfUAlli$, hashish, PCP, or any controlled
substance, as defined in the California Flealth and Safety Code, other than drugs for which a
prescription has been issued, including roach clips, unless such display or offering is
maintained within a separate room or enclosure from which minors not accompanicd by a
parent or legal guardian are excluded.

Each entrance to such a room shall be posted with a sign in reasonably visible and legible
words, with letters at least two inches in height, that minors, unless accompanied by a parent or
legal guardian, are excluded.

9.1 4.0 40 - Same-Nuisance.

The distribution or possession for the purpose of sale, exhibition or display in any place of
busincss from which minors are not excluded as set forth in this section of devices,
contrivances, instnrments, or paraphernalia for smoking, injecting or consuming marifusna
9it!'l!l4-lll.s, hashish, PCP, or any controlled substance, as defined in the California Health and
Safety Code, other than drugs for which a prescription has been issued, including roach clips, is
hereby declared to be a public nuisance, and may be abated pursuant to the provisions of
Section 731 of the California Civil Procedure Code. This remedy is in addition to any other
remedy provided by law, including the penalty provisions applicable for violation of the terms
and provisions of this chapter,

Ti_tle l8 ZoUing

A. Amend Section 18.02.120 as follows:

I*.01,130 McCie*l-mnrljuara'
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18.02.120 - Prohibition of Cannabis -Related Businesses:

A. Medicinal cannabis facilities are prohibited in all zones in the Town and shall not be
established or operated anywhere in the Town.

B. Non-medicinal cannabis facilities are prohibited in all zones in the Town and shall not
be established or operated anywhere in tlre Town.

C. No person may own, establish, open, operate, colrdnct, or manage a medicinal cannabis
facility or non-medicinal cannabis facility in the Town, or be the lessor of property
where a medicinal cannabis facility or non-medicinal cannabis facility is located. No
person may participate as an employee, contractor, agent, volunteer, or in any manner
or capacity in any medicinal cannabis facility or non-medicinal cannabis facility in the
Town.

D. No use permit, site plan and design review permit, tentative map, parcel map, variance,
grading permit, building permit, business license, certificate of occupancy, or otlrer
zotring, subdivision, encroachment or other Town permit will be accepted, approved, or
issued for the establishment or operation of a medicinal cannabis facility or non-
medicinal cannabis facility. Any such permit issued in error shall be null and void.

E. Cannabis products may be delivered from a qualified and licensed cannabis business
physically located outside the Town of Corte Madera to a person who is at least twenty-
one (21) years ofage or a person who is at least eighteen (18) years ofage and a
qualified cannabis patient in compliance state law.

F. Nothing contained in this section shall be deemed to permit or authorize any use or
activity that is otherwise prohibited by any state law.



B. Repeal Section 18.04.500 "Medical Marijuana Dispensary" and Replace it with a new
Section 18.04.102 "Cannabis Dispensary" as follorvs:

ispenieflr.
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18.04.102 - Cannabis dislrcnssrv.
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(b) 'lCannabis dispensary" means any location. $tructure. vehicle. store. co-op. residcnce.
storefrent or mobile retail outlet (as "storefront" and "mobile retail outlet" are used in
California. Health and Sa&[y-Code Sec. I1362.768) or similar facility u.sed. in lull pt
in par'!,_aS a plgcg g!or in which qr fiom which cannabis is sold,.tradgd-exc[a_Bged. or
badgred For in any way. whether or not__$aid sale. trade. exchange or barter is
accomplished bv or throueh a clrlb.lnembership. collective. coooerativc. other entity
or orsanization or in any-otfu]r manner. "Collective" and "cooperative" shall_have the
same meaning a$ se[ forth in the "State Attorne-v Ceneral Guidelines br the Securitv
and Non-Diversion of Marijuan4-.Grown fpr-V[gdical Use". Auqust 2008. "Cannabis
d.isPguary-l thall includJ but not
,{:-}-:L,,+- ^^..-^L:^ :- ^^^^-l^-^^,.,:+l- ll-.liF^.-:- LI--l+1. --l e^s^1., r1^,{- e^^

I 1362.5 et seq.

(c) 'lcannabis O

such uses are otherwise pelqritted by this code: a pharmacy regulated under Chaptel-9.
Division 2 of the- Business and Profession Code and/or the Fgdgral Controlled
Substances Act of 1970 and its inplggrentjn&regulations: a clinic licenscd pursuant to
Chapter.l of Di.vision 2 of the California llealth and Safetv Code: ahealth care facjljg
llcenled pursuant to ChaLter 2 of Division 2 of the Califonia l-lgalth and Safcry Code:
a residential care facility fol pe_t

pglguAnll.]!.LChepter 3.01 of Division 2 of the California Health and Safety C_odqla
residential qare facility for the elderly licensgd pursuant to Chapfer 3.2 of Division 2 of
the California Health and Safuty Code: a rcsidential hupice licensed pglsuant tq
Chanter 8.5 of Division 2 of the Californi Health and Safetv Code: or a home health
agency licensed pursuant to Chapter I of Divisien 2 of the Calif.ornia He*lth and Safetv
Code. as long as any such use compligs strlgtly with applicable law. includine. but not
limiled to Cafifornia Health and Safet-v Code Sections ll362.5 et sq



C. Amendment to Section 18.08.020 - Permitted and condition uses in residential districts
as follows:
The following schedule indicates by the symbol "X" the uses that are permitted uses and the uses
that are conditional uses in each residential district:

Perrnitted Uses

( 1 ) Single-family dwellings

(2) Multiple dwellings

(3) Home occupations, complying with the
i provisions of Section I 8.08.030( l)
(4) Incidental and accessory structures and
uses for the exclusive use of residents on the
site and their guests limited to the following:

(A) Garages and carports

(B) Garden structures, including, but not
limited to, arbors and pool houses.

(C) Greenhouses

(D) Storage buildings

(E) Recreation rooms

.X

(F) Hobby shops and studios not containing
noisy or objectionable machinery or,

,equipment, and not involving on-premises
, sales

'(5) Keeping of household pets not exceeding
three adult pets of any given species, not X
exceeding six pets total

(6) Temporary subdivision sales offices
complying with Section I 8.08.030(3)

(7) Private swimming pools and hot tubs
complying with the provisions of Section X
18.08.030(4)

(8) Residential care facilities as defined in
Section 18.04.650

(9) Group homes for six or fewer persons

(10) Small family day care home

'(l l) One accessory dwelling unit or junior,
raccessory dwelling unit which conforms with :

: the size and standards of Chapter I 8.3 I of this
title

x
X

X

Multiple
Dwelling
R-3 and

,R-2

X

Medium
Density
R-1

Low
Density
R-1-A

,very
Low
Density
R.I-B

X

Open
Residential
.R-I-C

X

X

XXX

X

,X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

,X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X XX

X

X

X

X

XXX

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XX



(12) Keeping of chickens (excluding roosters,
rquacking duckso guinea fowl cr pea fowl) in
, compliance with the provisions of Chapter
18.21

(13) Outdoor Personal Cultivation a/
Cannabis in compliance with the pravisions of
Chapter 18.2j

(14) Indoor Personal Cultivation of Cannabis
in compliance with the provisions o! Chapter
18.23

x X X

X

x

X

X

X X

iX ix

I Large family day care home permit, pursuant to Section 18.08.030.

(Ord. 898 $$ 3-6,2007; Ord. 886 $$ t,2,2004; Ord. 785 g 3(b) (part),1994)

(Ord. No.9l0, $ 11,4-21-2009; Ord. No.9l7, $ 5, l-5-2010; Ord, No.93l, $$ 5-7,3-20-
2012; Ord. No. 961, $ 6, l2-6-2016; Ord. No. 962, $ 6, 12-6-2016;

!
I

lx
I
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The followire Chanter shall be added to Title 18 of the Cortc Madera Municinal Code

Chapter 18.23

R-EGULATIONS PERTAINTNG TO PERSONAL CULTIVATION OF MEDICAL
AND ADULT USE CANNABIS

Sections:

18.23.010
18.23.020
r8.23.030
18.23.040

Purpose and intent
Definitions
Requirements for the Personal Cultivation of Cannabis
Sale of Cannabis Prohibited

18.23.010 Purpose and intent

Regulate the cultivation of medical and adult use cannabis in a manner that is consistent with
State law and which balances the needs of medical patients and their caregivers and the interests
of personal use cultivators, whilc promoting the health, safety and welfare of the residents and
businesses within the Town and to provide for the health, safety and welfare of the public; and to
ensure that cannabis grown for medical and adult-use purposes remains secure and does not find
its way to persons under the age of twenty-one or to illicit markets. The purpose of the ordinance
is also to prohibit medical and adult-use cannabis businesses within the Town of Corte Madera
limits. Nothing in this section is intended to impair any defenses available to qualified patients or
primary caregivers or adult-use of cannabis under the applicable State law. Nothing in this section
is intended to authorize the cultivation, possession, or use of cannabis in violation of State law.

18.23.020 Definitions

For purposes of this Artiole, the following definitions shall apply, unless indicated otherwise.
Additional definitions are in CMMC Chapter 18.04.

"Abatement" means the removal of cannabis plants and improvements that support cannabis
cultivation which are in excess of the number of plants allowed to be cultivated under this Article.

"Accessory structure" means a building or structure which is incidental to the main building on
the same site and the use of which is accessory to the use of the site or the use of the main
building on the site. An accessory structure that shares a cornmon wall with a main building shall
be deerned a part of the main building. An accessory structure shall not be located in a required
front or side yard in any district.

"Adult-Use Cannabis" definition is set forth in Business and Professions Code $ 26000(2) and
shall be synonymous with "Adult-Use cannabis".

"Adult-Use Cannabis Facility" means any building, facility, use, establishment, property, or
location where any person or entity establishes, commences, engages in, conducts, or carries on,
or permits another person or entity to establish, commence, engage ino conduct, or carry on, any
activity that requires a state license or nonprofit license under Business and Professions Code $$



26000(2) et seq., including but not limited to cannabis cultivation, cannabis distribution, cannabis
transportation, cannabis storage, manufacturing of cannabis products, cannabis processing, the
sale of any cannabis or cannabis products, and the operation of a cannabis microbusiness. An
"adult-use cannabis facility" includes any "commercial cannabis activity" as defined by Business
and Professions Code $ 26001(k).

"Bsdroom" means any room or other space within a dwelling unit intended or designed to be used
for sleeping purposes, including provisions lor light, ventilation and egress.

"Cannabis" means all parts of the plant Cannabis sativa Linnaeus, Cannabis indica, or Cannabis
ruderalis, whether growing ot not, or any other strain or varietal of the genus Cannabis that may
exist or be discovered, or developed, that has psychoactive or medical properties, whether
growing or not, including but not limited to the seeds thereof; the resin, whether crude or purified,
extracted from any part of the planl and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture,
or preparation of the plant, its seeds, or resin. "Cannabis" also means the separated resin, whether
crude or purified, obtained from cannabis. 'oCannabis" also means cannabis as defined by
California Health and Safety Code section 11018 and Business and Professions Code section
26001(f), as both may be amended from time to time. Any reference to cannabis or cannabis
products shall include medical and adult use cannabis and medical and adult use cannabis
products. unless otherwise specified. Cannabis or cannabis product does not mean industrial
hemp as dcfined by Health and Safety Code section 11018.5. Cannabis does not include the
maturc stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or cake made from the seeds of the
plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature
stalks (except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant
which is incapable of germination.

"Cannabis cultivation" means any activity involving the planting, growing, harvesting, drying,
curing, grading, or trimming of cannabis.

"Cultivation site" means a location where cannabis is planted, grown, harvested, dried, cured,
graded, or trimmed, or a location where any combination of those activities occurs.

"Fully enclosed and secure structure" means a space within a building, greenhouse or other legal
structure which has a complete roof enclosure supported by connecting walls extending from the
ground to the roof, which is secure against unauthorized entry, provides complete visual
screening, and which is accessible only through one or more lockable doors.

"lndoors" means located completely within a fully roofed, enclosed and secure structure.

"Marijuana" means same meaning as cannabis, as defined in this Article.

"Medicinal or medical cannabis" is defined as set forth in Business and Professions Code {i
26001(ai) and shall be synonymous with "medical cannabis".

"Outdoors" means any location within the Town that is not within a fully enclosed and seoure
structure.

"Lot" msans a parcel of subdivided land which is shown on a duly approved and recorded
subdivision map, or is othsrwise legally created.



"Personal" means for individual cultivation and consumption of cannabis products. Not for
commercial or retail sales.

'oPremises" means a single, legal parcel of property. Where contiguous legal parcels are under
common ownership or control, such contiguous legal parcels under a common ownership shall
constitute a single'opremises" for purposes of this Article.

"Primary caregiver" means the individual designated by the person exempted under this section
who has consistently assumed responsibility for the housing, health, or safety of that psrson -
California Health and Safety Code i 1362.5(e).

"Private residence" means any house, apartment unit, mobile home, or other similar dwelling.

"Qualified patient" means a "qualified patient" as defined in Section 11362.7(f) of the Health and
Safefy Code, as may be amended from time to time.

"Residential structure" means any building or portion thereof legally existing which contains
living facilities, including provisions for sleeping, eating, cooking, and sanitation on a premises
or legal parcel located within a zoning district that allows residential uses. Also see Residence as

defined in CMMC Section 18.04.645.

"Sale or sell" means any transaction whereby, for any consideration including trades, barters, or
exchanges, title to cannabis or cannabis products is transf'erred from one person to another.

"School" means an institution of learning for persons under twenty-one (21) years of age,
whether public or private, offering regular course of instruction including, without limitation, a

kindergarten, elementary school, rniddle or junior high school, or senior high school.

18.23.030 Requirements for the Personal Cultivation of Cannabis

G. It is hereby declared to be unlawful and a public nuisance for any person owning, leasing,
occupying, or having charge or possession of any parcel in the Town to cause or allow
such parcel to be used for the indoor or outdoor cultivation of cannabis plants except as

provided in subsections B. and C. of this section.

H. Persons permitted to cultivate cannabis indoors or outdoors,

^. Only a person who is at least eighteen (18) years of age and a qualified patient or
an adult who is at least twenty-one (21) years of age, may engage in indoor or
outdoor cultivation of cannabis.

b. The person cultivating the cannabis shall reside full+ime (at least 51Yo of the
time over a given year) on the premises where the cultivation of cannabis occurs.

L Cultivation Standards. Cannabis cultivation within the Town shall be in conformance
with the following standards:

a. General
i. Personal cultivation of any kind is only allowed in R-1, R-l-A, R-l-B

and R- 1 -C Zoning Districts.



ii.

iii.

iv.

vi.

vii.

viii.

ix.

Personal cultivation of any kind on any parcel or within any structure
that is not Zoned R-1. R-l-A, R-l-B, R-l-C even if they are currently
occupied by a residential structure or use is prohibited.
The personal cultivation of medical andlor adult use cannabis is limited
to no more than six mature plants per a pdmary residence (to the extent
allowed under California Health and Safety Codes 8$ 11362.2 and
11362.77), regardless of the number of residents and regardless of the
presence ofan accessory orjunior accessory dwelling unit.
Cultivation areas, cannabis plants and any cannabis products derived
from thc plants shall be completely secured, including roof covering, by
locked doors or gates or other security device that prevents unauthorized
entry and shall not be visible from a public right-of-way, park or school.
The use of gas products (CO2, butane, etc.) or generators for cannabis
cultivation or processing is prohibited.
A parcel that is being used for cannabis cultivation must include a legal
residence that shall be occupied and is required to maintain a functioning
kitchen and bathroom(s), and the use of the primary bedrooms for their
intended purpose.
The planting, harvesting, drying, or processing of cannabis for personal

use shall not adversely affect the health or safefy ofresidents, neighbors,
or nearby businesses by creating dust, glare, heat, noise, noxious odor,
smoke, traffic, vibration or other impacts or be hazardous due to use or
storage of materials, processes, products or waste associated with
cannabis cultivation.
Personal cultivation is allowed only with the current property owner(s)
written consent.

The sale of personally cultivated cannabis products of any kind is
prohibited.

b. Indoor
i. Indoor cannabis cultivation is permitted within a private residence,

within a roofed, fully enclosed and secure accessory structure,
constructed and located in compliance with CMMC and current
applicable Building and Fire Codes.

ii. Indoor cannabis cultivation shall comply with all applicable regulations
of the CMMC and the California Building, Electrical and Fire Codes as

adopted by the Town.
iii. Modifications to existing structures or plumbing, elecfrical, or

mechanical systems for construction of indoor cannabis cultivation areas

may require a permit from the Building Department.
c. Outdoor

i. Any parcel where cannabis is cultivated in a yard, or in an accessory
structure which is no:Lfully enclosed or secure and is located within a
yard, must be enclosed by a solid fence at least six feet (6') in height with
a locked gate or gates, which conforms to the fencing requirements in
Title 18, Section 18.16 of the CMMC.

ii. Cannabis plants and equipment shall not be visible from a public right-
otway, park or school, there shall be no visible exterior evidence of
cannabis cultivation.

iii. Personal cultivation of cannabis plants and growing equipment shall be

located at least 10 (ten) feet from all property boundaries.



iv. Cannabis plants and growing equipment shall not be located in a front or
street side yard setbaok and shall not be visible from public rights of
way, public parks or schools.

v. Outdoor cultivation for personal use is prohibited on parcels that sharo
one or more properly lines with a school properly.

18.23.040 Sale of Cannabis Prohibited

It shall be unlawful for any person cultivating cannabis for personal use pursuant to this Chapter
to sell or offer for sale the cannabis permitted to be grown under this Chapter.
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Attachment 2

DRAFT

ORDINANCE NO. I9D(XX

AN ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF CORTE MADERA ADOPTING
AMENDMENTS TO TITLE THEALTH AND SANITATION, TITLE 9 - PEACE,
SAFETY AND MORALS AND TITLE l8_ZONING OF THE CORTE MADERA

MUNICIPAL CODE REGARI}ING CANNABIS REGULATIONS

WHEREAS, Corte Madera is a vital and active Town that retains a strong sense of community. The
Town strives to retain this atmosphere and a diverse mix of business establishments while promoting the
long-term economic health of the community as a whole; and

WHEREAS, Corte Madera desires to protect its existing character, including its vibrant and diverse
business sector and at the same time create a supportive environment for a variefy of uses, including
existing residential areas, to thrive in a manner consistent with the community character; and

WHEREAS, in September 2015, the California l,egislature adopted the Medical Cannobis Regulation
and Safety lct (MCRSA) in effort to clarify and establish a statewide regulatory framework to oversee the
medical cannabis-related businesses; and

WHEREAS, on November 8,2016, California voters approved Proposition64, known asthe Control,
Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (with a designated short title of the "Adult Use of
Marijuana Act," or '.AUMA"), which, among other things, legalized the adult use of marijuana for
individuals 21 years of age or older and established a state-wide scheme to license businesses in the adult
use cannabis-related industry; and

WHEREAS, on June 15,2017, the California Legislature passed SB 94 known as the "Medicinal and
AdulrUse Cannabis Regulations and Safety Act" (with a designated short title of "MAUCRSA") to
combine regulations pertaining to adult use and medical cannabis, and coordinate government oversight
of the State's medical and adult use cannabis industries into one master regulatory regime. The State
began issuing licenses to medical and adult use cannabis-related businesses after January l, 20 l8; and

WHEREAS, under Slate law, the Town retains the authority to prohibit any cannabis businesses from
operating within its borders, and to the extent such businesses are allowed to operate in the Town, the
'l'own may impose additional regulations on those businesses than those imposed by the State; and

WHEREAS, the Town of Corte Madera currently prohibits "medical marijuana dispensaries" within the
Town's boundaries, as such uses are defined in the Town's Zoning Ordinance, but does not curently
expressly prohibil adult use marijuana dispensaries or any other business related to medical or adult use

cannabis from operating in the Town, nor does it impose any industry-specific regulations on those
businesses; and



WHEREAS, to adopt permanent cannabis industry specific zoning amendments, the Planning
Commission and then Town Council must proceed through a public hearing process - with careful
analysis and appropriate community outreach and engagement - to determine whether any cannabis-
related businesscs should be allowed to operate in the Town and, if allowed to operate, how those
businesses should bc rcgulatcd; and

WHEREAS, on September 19,2A17, the Town Council of Corte Madera adopted an urgency ordinance
(Cor1e Madera Ordinance No. 971) pursuant to Califomia Covernment Codc Section 65858 temporarily
prohibiting all medical and adult use cannabis-related businesses from locating and operating in the Town
of Corte Madera pending the analysis and consideration of new zoning amendments and other regulations
appropriate for this new industry. Ordinance No. 971 remained in effect for 45 days from its adoption,
until November 3,2017'. and

WHEREAS, as required by Section 65858(d), the Corte Madera Town Council has accepted, by
approving Resolution 5212017 on October 17, 2A17, a repoft describing the measures taken to alleviate
the conditions that led to the adoption of Ordinance 971. Such measures include: 1) Town stalTgathering
information and conducting additional research related to the types and operational characteristics of the
cannabis-related business industry; 2) staff attending seminars related to regulatory best practices; 3) staff
discussing and sharing informatiott with planning staff from other local jurisdictions to understand the
regional regulatory response and other jurisdiction's policy direction; and 4) staff initiating the
development of a draft work plan, including a general timeline for obtaining public input and conducting
requirsd public hearings for zoning amendments. These efforts were intended to deepen stafPs
understanding of the new cannabis industry and identi| key issues that should be considered by the
Planning Commission and Council when assessing new regulations to govern the cannabis industry; and

WHEREAS' on October 17,2A17, the Council extended Ordinance No.9?l another l0 months and l5
days (with the approval of Ordinance 972) through the date of September I 8, 20 I 8, giving the Town time
to cotnplete that process without imposing an immediate threat to public health, safety and welfare to
Cortc Madera residents; and

WHER-EAS' Towu Council accepted a report describing the measurcs taken to alleviate the condition
which led to the adoption of Interim Ordinance No.97l for the tcmporary prohibition of medical and
adult use cannabis-related businesses from localing and operating within thc Town of Corte Madera
(Resolution 48/2018); and

WHEREAS, on August 21,2018, Ordinance No. 978 was approved by the'l'own Council which extend
Ordinance Nos. 971 and 972 for one additional year to September 18,2A19, the final extension under Cal.
Gov't Code Section 65858; and

WHEREAS, on September 12,2018 and September 15,2018 Town of Corte Madera staflconducted
public workshops at Town Flall that were widely publicized and well attended to provide information
about regulations regarding medical and adult use cannabis including whether to allow cannabis
businesses in Town and whether to restrict personal outdoor and indoor cultivation; and

WHEREAS, on October 23, 2018, the Planning Commission held a legally noticed public meeting
regarding lhe development of a Town ordinance regulating cannabis-related businesses and personal

cultivation which included a summary of the public workshops and a summary of the public opinion
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survey; and
WHEREAS, at the conclusion of the Planning Commission meeting on October 23,2018, the general
consensus of the Commissioners was that the Town should allow outdoor cultivation with some
restrictions and indoor cultivation as required by the State without additional regulations, and should
allow businesses located outside of the Town to deliver cannabis to Corte Madera locations; and

WHER-EAS, at the Dcccmbcr 4. 2018, Town Council hearing, staff presented an overview of cannabis
legislation at the State and local lcvel as well as a summary the Planning Commission hearing and
information and comments collected during the public workshops and public survey; and

WHEREAS, also at the December 4, 2018, Town Council hearing, the issue of whether or not the Town
should permit cannabis-related businesses and the impact cannabis businesses and outdoor cannabis
cultivation may have on minors were discussed and in general, the Council was supportive of continuing
medical deliveries based on the understanding that under current State law, the Town would not be able to
prohibit or regulate deliveries into the Town; and

WHEREAS, also at the December 4,2018, Town Council hearing, Council members were generally
supportive of outdoor cultivation with the development of reasonable regulations of where the outdoor
cultivation can be located to prevent nuisance issues such as odor, visibility, and crime and that indoor
personal cultivation should not be regulated beyond what is stated in State law; and.

WHEREAS, at the conclusion of the December 4, 2018, Town Council meeting, the Council directed
staff to develop a draft ordinance regarding the regulation of cannabis which prohibits cannabis-related
businesses, except for deliveries from outside of Corte Madera, provides some restrictions on outdoor
cultivation to minimize neighborhood impacts, and, not add any restrictions on indoor cultivation beyond
those imposed by the State of California; and

WHERtrAS, the unregulated cultivation of cannabis in the Town of Corte Madera can adyersely affect
the health, safety, and well-being of the Town's residents and environment. Regulating the cultivation of
cannabis is proper and necessary to avoid the risks of criminalactivity from increased risk of burglary and
other property crimes, degradation of the natural environment, offensive odor, fire hazards, and violation
of building codes that may result from unregulated cannabis cultivation. Children are particularly
vulnerable to the cffects ofcannabis use, and the presence ofcannabis plants is an attractive nuisance for
children, creating an unreasonable hazard in areas frequented by children including schools, parks, and
other similar locations^ Further, thc potcntial for criminal activities associated with cannabis cultivation in
such locations poses heightened risks that childrcn will bc involved or endangered; and

WHEREAS, the indoor cultivation of substantial amounts of cannabis within a residence presents
potential health and safety risks to those living in the residence, especially children, including, but not
limited to, increased risk of fire from grow light systems; potential adverse effects on thc structural
integrity of a building; exposure to fertilizers, pesticides and anti-fungal/mold agents; and exposurc to
potential properfy crimes targeting the residence; and

WHEREAS, the'['own wishes to amend the Corte Madera Municipal Code (CMMC) to implcment State
law by providing a means for regulating the cultivation of medical and adult use cannabis in a manner that
is consistent with State law and which balances the needs of medical patients and their caregivers and thc
interests of personal use cultivators, while promoting the health, safety and welfare of the residents and
businesses within the Town; and
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WHEREAS, the Council finds that it is in the interest of the Town and its residents to preserve the
quality of life in Corte Madera, and to protect the public health, safety, and general welfare by adopting
regulations pertaining to the personal cultivation of cannabis, and the delivery of cannabis and cannabis-
related products from outside of Corte Madera; and

NOW, THEREFORE, THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF CORTE MADERA DOES
ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:

Section l. Recitals

The foregoing recitals are true and correct and are incorporated into the findings herein

Section 2. Record

The Record of Proceedings ("Record") upon which the Town Council makes its recommendation
includes, but is not limited to:

(l) the 2009 General Plan, (2) all staff reports, Town files and records and other documents prepared for
and/or submitted to the Planning Commission relating to these zoning ordinance amendments, (3) all
documentary and oral evidence received at public hearings or submitted to the Town relating to the
zoning ordinance amendments, and (4) all matters of common knowledge to the Town Council and the
Town, including, but not lirnited to, Town, state, and federal laws, policies, rules, regulations, reports, and
records related to development within the Town and its surrounding areas.

Section 3. Comoliance with the Cnlifornia Environmental Oualifv Act (CEOA)

The proposed ordinance is not subject to the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15061(bX3) as it has no potential for causing a
significant impact on the environment and 15308 as a regulatory action that will protect the environment.

$ection 4. General Plan Consistsncv

The Town Council of the 'lown of Cofie Madera hereby finds that the proposed Zoning Ordinance
Amendments regarding cannabis regulations are consistent with the 2009 General Plan policies and
programs. The Council finds that the proposed ordinance results in changes to the Corte Madera
Municipal Code, but no changes are proposed to the General Plan. The proposed ordinance will further
protect the public health, safety and/or welfare of Corte Madera residents by prohibiting cannabis-related
businesses from locating in Town and regulating personal cultivation of cannabis. These measures are
consistent with the policies and programs of the Corle Madera General Plan in all aspects. The specific
policies and programs on which the Town Council makes this finding include, but are not limited to:
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lmplementation P rogyam LU- I. I a Ordinunce Rev is ions

Prepare and adopt revisions to the Municipal Code, including the Zoning and Subdivision
Ordinances that organize and update exisling resolutions and ordinances of the Town to ensure
consistency with the General PIan, including land uses, lat sizes andfloor qrea ratios. Uses and
slructure.t made non-conforming by adoption of the General Plan will be allowed to be
continued, andfurther addressed in the Zoning Ordinance update"

Section 5. Amendments to thc Cortc Madera Municlnal Code

Title 6- Health and Sanitation

6.14.010 - Definitions

22. "Smoke" means the gases and padicles released into the air by combustion, electrical ignition or
vaporization, including from an electronic smoking device, when the apparent or usual purpose of the

combtntion, electrical ignition ot vaporization is human inhalation of the resulting gases, particles or
vapors combustion products, such as, for example, tobacco smoke, and mariiua*a s$!fl_lgbi$ smoke, except
when the combusting material contains no tobacco 0l Qlt"llllilhh and the purpose of inhalation is solely
olfactory, such as, for example, smoke from incense.

6.14.110 - Smoking and smoke generally.

B. Nofwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, smoking marijusna catuab!! for medical
purposes as permitted by California Health and Salety Code sections 11362,1 et seq. is not prohibited by
this chapter.

Title 9 Peace Safety and Morals

Chapter 9.14 - CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

9.14.010 - Minors. No owner, managsr, proprietor or other person in charge of any room in any place
of business selling or displaying for the purpose of sale any device, contrivance, instrument or
paraphernalia for smoking, injecting or consuming marij$ar*e -c!!!!q!!.!, hashish, PCP, or any controlled
substance, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code, other than a drug for which a
prescription has been issued, shall allow or permit any person under the age of eighteen years to be,
remain in, enter, or visit such room unless such minor person is accompanied by one of his or her
parents, or by his or her legal guardian.

9.14.020 - Minors excluded. No person under the age of eighteen shall be, remain in, enter or visit any
room in any place used for the sale, or displaying for the purpose of sale, of devices, contrivances,
instruments or paraphernalia for smoking, injecting, or consuming ma*iir*ana qannAb-is, hashish, PCP, or
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any controlled substance, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code, other than a drug for
which a prescription has been issued, including roach clips, unless such person is accompanied by one
ofhis or her parents or his or her legal guardian.

9.14.030 - Sale and display rooms.

A person shall not maintain in any place of business to which the public is invited the display for sale,
or the offering to sell, of devices, contrivances, instruments or paraphernalia for smoking, injecting, or
consuming ffrrrrifua$a ganl]ib"h, hashish, PCP, or any controlled substance, as defined in the California
Health and Safety Code, other than drugs for which a prescription has been issued, including roach
clips, unless such display or offering is maintained within a separate room or enclosure from which
minors not accompanied by a parent or legal guardian are excluded.

Each entrance to such a room shall be posted with a sign in reasonably visible and legible words, with
letters at least two inches in height, that minors, unless accompanied by a parent or legal guardian, are
excluded.

t 9.14.040 - Same-Nuisance.

The distribution or possession for the purpose of sale, exhibition or display in any place of business
from which minors are not excluded as set forth in this section of devices, contrivances, instruments, or
paraphernalia for smoking, injecting or consuming m"Fij$ana q-U11li&l!, hashish, PCP, or any controlled
substance, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code, other than drugs for which a
prescription has been issued, including roach clips, is hereby declared to be a public nuisance, and may
be abated pursuant to the provisions of Seotion 731 of the California Civil Procedure Code. This
remedy is in addition to any other remedy provided by law, including the penalty provisions applicable
for violation of the terms and provisions of this chapter.
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Title t8 Zoning

A. Amend Section 18.02.120 as follows:

l8-0i!-llS Medieal mnrijusnt '^---Lr' dicpgrsnries frrhsbitcd. A medieal mariiunr* ^^--^L:^

estebturc

i

t€$rft

18.02.120 - Prohibition of Cannabis -Related Businesses:

A, Medicinal cannabis facilities are prohibited in all zones in the Town and shall not be established or
operated anywhere in the'Iown.

B. Non-medicinal cannabis facilities are prohibited in all zones in the Town and shall not be
established or operated anywhere in the Town.

C. No person may own, establish, open, operate, conduct, or manage a medicinal cannabis facility or
non-medicinal cannabis facility in the Town, or be the lessor of properly where a medicinal
cannabis facility or non-medicinal cannabis faciiity is located. No person may participate as an
employee, contractor, agent, volunteer, or in any manner or capacity in any medicinal cannabis
facility or non-medicinal cannabis facility in the Town.

D. No use permit, site plan and design review perrnit, tentative map, parcel map, variance, grading
permit, building permit, business license. certificate of occupancy, or other zoning, subdivision,
encroachment or other Town permit will be accepted, approvcd, or issued for the establishment or
operation of a medicinal cannabis facility or non-medicinal cannabis facility. Any such permit
issued in error shall be null and void.

E. Cannabis products may be delivered from a qualificd and licensed cannabis business physically
located outside the Town of Corte Madera to a person who is at least twenty-one (21) years of age
or a person who is at least eighteen (18) years of age and a qualified cannabis patient in compliance
state law.

i". Nothing contained in this section shall be deemed to permit or aulhorize any use or activity that is
othsrwise prohibited by any state law.



B, Repeal Section 18.04.500 "Medical Marijuana Dispensary" and Replace it with a new Section
18.04.102 "Cannabis Dispensary" as follows:

ispeffifi?.

(a) "Marijtmnei" means all parts ef tlre plant eannabh sativa"b whefher grewinf.or reh the refin

eor*ai"i"g*t?-pert-oFn*riiuanai eny lbrm ef rnar*.uanathet may be eaten; iqieeted; ingosted;
digested_-er_e+h€r$riss intredueed inte- the hrgmn kdyi end every--neth,e €onpound;
mftnufa€ttu'er derivat ir+,

;ele;--*+ercr-so-t+gr
resi n*rfi*$bi-'te-rstei{ outlet" are u*ed
i*€*f.-Fte*ltFen*$*foU €ede See, I 1363,?6S) or similar faeility usedi in full er in parb as a

+;e rba*ere+{ori**ny
*ayru*nether-effie*sdd-s*C;+raae., -exehery-or_berteri$"

tleet+vq-eaeeora*vq-atl+eF-€nti{y-oFor€al+i*fl+ifi+-€r-in-ary+ther-al**tre*
"Gslleetive" end "eoeperative" sh*il hflye the sam*ffioa+*l@te-{tton+€y
Generol Guidelines lor the iioeurity nnd Non Diver*io* €# tr\ik]riuor]& Grown for"-M€dieel
[Jse"; August 2008, "Medieal Marijuana Dispensary" shall irreluele b++t nst linrited te faeilitieii
*Sietr-n**ke-*v*i *lth-end
tiafegr#e-H!3SA-H-s€ft

ir+g-{r@

+etltt+e-guri
*n*its implementirg regslatiensi a elinie lieemied purs$*nt to nt-f* " '-sf Divifiert ? eF ilre

ieon f*'+tre

€nlifiari* Flenlth a*rd Sefety €ode; a residentisl eare fneility f'or the elderly lieensed p*ffirftn{
ie€

liee ffi*Safery-gegei-sra
nd

n**
+i @

18.04.102 - Cannabis disnensary.

(a)__ * "Cannabis" means all parls of the plant cannabis sativa L. whcthcr growing or not. the resin
cxtracted lrorn any part of the plant: cannabis: concentrated eannabiq; ediblc products
containing any part qf canrrabis: any form of cannabis that may be eaten, injected. ingested,
diqested or otherwise introduced into the human bo"dy; and every aqtive_cqntpqund.
luanufacture. d-erivative. or plepAratio[jf thgolant. ot resirr.
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(b) "C.ann4bjq diillg{r8ry" tnean tion._sf,ruEfurq- vehtqle. stqre. co-op^ residsncg,
st-ors-lront- or nlobi-le letail. g-utlet (as -"storefront" and "mobile retail outlet" are used in
Calif'ornia. llealth and Safbty Code Ses. I1362.768) or similar facility used. in firil or in paft,
as a place at or in whieh or flrorn which cannabis is spld. traded. exc!ra_rlg{:d..qrbartsred fbf_in

club. rrqmber$hip, cqllqglive. cqoperative. othcr entitv or organization or in any other manner,
"Collective" and "cooperative" shall have the same meaning as set forth in the "State Attorney
General -Guidglir-res for the Security and Non-Diversion of Marijuana Grown for Medical
!lgg!.Aqgq$t ?Q08. I'Cau{abls dispenraryl'-shall inslude but not limited to facilities which
make available and/or distribute cannabis in accor&tncg_tvjJh.teqt&I i_a_LlQtrlth atrd-.$4fti]!y
Code Sec. I 1362.5 et seq.

{c) "Cannabis dispensary" shall not include the folloryirtg use$.-aslqng As the*!e!:-Atiop-of sugb }rse$
are otherwisg permifted by this codeljL pharmacy reeulatedunderChapter 9. Division 2 of the

Business and Professiqn Code and/or the Federal Controlled Substances Act of 1970 and its
implernentins, res,ulatiolrs: a clinic licensed pursuant to Chapter I of Division 2 of the
CFliforrrig Llcalth aqsl Safejy _Code: a health.care facility licensed pursuant to Chaptsr 2 of
Division 2 of tle Califiortia l-lealth and Safetv Code: a residentialcare facilitv for persons with
chronis life-threatening illnesses licensed pursuant to Chapter 3.01 of Division 2 of the

Qalilornia llealth and Saf-c.ty Code: a residential care facility for the clderly liccnsed pursuant
to Chaptsr 3.2 of Division 2 qf the California l"lealth and Safety Code: a residential_hosp_ice
licensqd purs-{cql.le--ehapttsr.S;tsl Divisjon 2 of tbe Cali&ryrria Hesl& and Sa-kty Code: or a

ho$q hqalth agenqdiget$gd pursuanJ to Chapter 8 of Division 2 of the Califomia Health and
Safety Code. as long as any such use complies strictly with applicable law, includin& but not
limited ta {}aliforn ia Health"aud*@ et se
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C. Amendment to Section 18.08,020 - Permiffed and condition uses in residential districts as
follows:

18.08.020 - Permitted and conditional uses in residential districts.

The following schedule indicates by the symbol "X" the uses that are permitted uses and the uses that are

conditional uses in each residential district:

Permitted Uses

( I ) Single-family dwellings

(2) Multiple dwellings

(3) Home occupations, complying with the provisions
of Section I 8.08,030(1 )

,(4) Incidental and accessory structures and uses for the
,exclusive use of residents on the site and their guests;
limited to the following:

(A) Garages and carports

(B) Garden structures, including. but not Iimited to,
arbors and pool houses.

, (C) Greenhouses

(D) Storage buildings

(E) Recreation rooms

(F) Hobby shops and studios not containing noisy or
,objectionable machinery or equipment, and not ,

involving on-premises sales

(5) Keeping of household pets not exceeding three
adult pets ofany given species, not exceeding six pets,
total

(6) Temporary subdivision sales offices complying
with Section I 8,08.030(3)

(7) Private swimming pools and hot tubs complying
with the provisions of Section 18.08.030(4)

(8) Residential care facilities as defined in Section'
18.04.6s0

(9) Group homes for six or fewer persons

Multiole.i. Medlum LowLrwellrns -:':-""^? Densitv Density:[:j und R-r R-r-A

Verv (Jnen
Low . Kesldentlall)ensltv - - ^
R_t_B K-l-c

XXX X X

X

X

X XX X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
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X

X

x
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X

X

X

X

X
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Permitted Uses

(10) Smallfamily day care home X

(i 1) One accessory dwelling unit or junior accessory
dwelling unit which conforms with the size and X

:standards of Chapter 18.31 of this title

(12) Keeping of chickens (excluding roosters,
quacking ducks, guinea fowl or pea fowl) in X

,compliance with the provisions of Chapter 18.21 ,

(13) Outdoor Personal Cultivation of Cannabis in',
compliance wilh the provisions of Chapter 18.23

(14) Indoor Personal Cuhivation of Cannabis in
compliance with the provisions of Chapter 18.23

Multiple
Dwelling
R-3 and

R-2

Medium
Density

R-l

X

Low
Density
R-I-A

Open
Residential

R-1-C

ery

B

Low
v

R
Density

I

X X

X

X

xX X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

' Large family day care home permit, pursuant to Section 18.08.030.

(Ord. 898 $$ 3-6, 2007; Ord. 886 ${i 1,2,2004; Ord. 785 $ 3(b) (part),1994)

(Ord. No.910, $ lI,4-21-2009; Ord. No. 917, $ 5, l-5-2010; Ord. No,931, $$ 5-7,3-20-2012;Ard,
No. 961, 5 6,12-6-2016; Ord. No. 962, $ 6,12-6-2016;
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Ihe followins Chanter shall be added to Tltle 18 of the Corte Madera Municioal Code

Chapter 18.23

REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO PERSONAL CULTIVATION OF MEDICAL AND
ADULT USE CANNABIS

Sections:

rE.23.010
18.23.020
18.23.030
t8.23.040

Purpose and intent
Definitions
Requirements for the Personal Cultivation of Cannabis
Sale of Cannabis Prohibited

18.23.010 Purpose and intent

Regulate the cultivation of medical and adult use cannabis in a manner that is consistent with State law
and which balances the needs of medical patients and their caregivers and the interests of personal use
cultivators, while promoting the health, safety and welfare of the residents and businesses within the
Town and to provide for the health, safety and welfare of the public; and to ensure that cannabis grown
for medical and adult-uss purposes remains secure and does not find its way to persons under the age of
twenty-one or to illicit markets. The purpose of the ordinance is also to prohibit medical and adult-use
cannabis businesses within the Town of Corte Madera limits. Nothing in this section is intended to impair
any defenses available to qualified patients or primary caregivers or adult-use ofcannabisunder the
applicable State law. Nothing in this section is intended to authorize the cultivation, possession, or use
of cannabis in violation of State law.

18.23.020 Definitions

For purposes of this Article, the following definitions shall apply, unless indicated otherwise. Additional
definitions are in CMMC Chapter 18.04.

"Abatement" means the removal of cannabis plants and improvements that support cannabis cultivation
which are in excess of the number of plants allowed to be cultivated under this Article.

"Accessory structure" means a building or structure which is incidental to the main building on the same
site and the use of which is accessory to the use of the site or the use of the main building on the site. An
accessory structure that shares a common wall with a main building shall be deemed a part of the main
building. An accessory structure shall not be located in a required front or side yard in any district.

"Adult-Use Cannabis" definition is set forth in Business and Professions Code $ 26000(2) and shall be
synonymous with "Adult-Use cannabis".
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"Adult-Use Cannabis Facility" means any building, facility, use, establishment, propeffy, or location
where any person or entity establishes, cornmences, engages in, conducts, or carries on, or permits
another person or entify to establish, commence, engage in, conduct, or carry on, any activity that requires
a state license or nonprofit license under Business and Professions Code $$ 26000(2) et seq., including
but not limited to cannabis cultivation, cannabis distribution, cannabis transportation, cannabis storage,
manufacturing of cannabis products, cannabis processing, the sale of any cannabis or cannabis products,
and the operation of a cannabis microbusiness. An "adult-use cannabis facility" includes any "commercial
cannabis activify" as defined by Business and Professions Code $ 26001(k).

"Bedroom" means any room or other space within a dwelling unit intended or designed to be used for
sleeping purposes, including provisions for light, ventilation and egress.

'oCannabis" means all parts of the plant Cannabis sativa Linnaeus, Cannabis indica, or Cannabis ruderalis,
whether growing or not, or any other strain or varietal of the genus Cannabis that may exist or be

discovered, or dcveloped, that has psychoactive or medical properties, whether growing or not, including
but not limited to the seeds thereof; the resin, whether crudc or purified, extracted from any part of the
plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the plant, i1s seeds, or
resin. "Cannabis" also means the separated resin, whether crude or purified, obtained from cannabis.
"Cannabis" also means cannabis as defined by California Flealth and Safety Code section 11018 and
Business and Professions Code section 26001(0, as both may be amended from time to time. Any
reference to cannabis or cannabis products shall include medical and adult use cannabis and medical and
adult use cannabis products, unless otherwise specified. Cannabis or cannabis product does not mean
industrial hemp as defined by Health and Safety Code section 11018.5. Cannabis does not include the
mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or cake made from the seeds of the plant,
any other compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature stalks (except
the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of
germination.

"Cannabis cultivation" means any activity involving the planting, growing, harvesting, drying, curing,
grading, or trimming of cannabis.

"Cultivation site" means a location where cannabis is planted, grown, harvested, dried, cured, graded, or
trimmed, or a location where any combination of those activities occurs.

"Fully enclosed and secure structure" means a space within a building, greenhouse or other legal structure
which has a complete roof enclosure supported by connecting walls extending from the ground to the
roof, which is secure against unauthorized entry, provides cornplete visual screening, and which is
accessible only through one or more lockable doors.

"lndoors" lneans located completely within a fully roofed, enclosed and secure structure.

'oMarijuana" means same meaning as cannabis, as defined in this Article.

"Medicinal or medical cannabis" is defined as set forth in Business and Professions Code $ 26001(ai) and
shall be synonymous with "medical cannabis",

"Outdoors" means any location within the Town that is not within a fully enclosed and secure structure.
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"f,ot" means a parcel of subdivided land which is shown on a duly approved and recorded subdivision
map, or is otherwise legalty created.

"Personal" means for individual cultivation and consumption of cannabis products. Not for commercial
or retail sales.

"Premises" means a single, legal parcel of property. Where contiguous legal parcels are under common
ownership or control, such contiguous legal parcels under a common ownership shall constitute a single
"premises" for purposes of this Article.

"Primary caregiver" means the individual designated by thc person exempted under this section who has
consistently assumed responsibility for the housing, health, or safety of that person -California Health and
Safety Code 1 1362.5(e).

"Private residence" means any house, apartment unit, mobile home, or other similar dwelling.

"Qualified patient" means a "qualified patient" as defined in Section 11362.7(f) of the Flealth and Safety
Code, as may be amended from time to time.

"Residential structure" means any building or portion thereof legally existing which contains living
facilities, including provisions for sleeping, eating, cooking, and sanitation on a premises or legal parcel
located within a zoning district that allows residential uses, Also see Residence as defined in CMMC
Section 18.04.645.

"Sale or sell" means any transaction whereby, for any consideration including trades, barters, or
exchanges, title to cannabis or cannabis products is transferred from one person to another.

'oSchool" means an institution of learning for persons under twenty-one (2 1) years of age, whether public
or private, offering regular course of instruction including, without limitation, a kindergarten, elementary
school, middle orjunior high school, or senior high school.

18.23.030 Requirements for the Personal Cultivation of Cannabis

G. It is hereby declared to be unlawful and a public nuisance for any person owning, leasing,
occupying, or having charge or possession of any parcel in the Town to cause or allow such
parcel to be used for the indoor or outdoor cultivation of cannabis plants except as provided in
subsections B. and C. of this section.

H. Persons permitted to cultivate cannabis indoors or outdoors

a. Only a person who is at least eighteen (18) years of age and a qualified patient or an adult
who is at least twenty-one (21) years of agc, may engage in indoor or outdoor cultivation
of cannabis.

b. The person cultivating the cannabis shall reside full-time (at least 5l% of the time over a
given year) on the premises where the cultivation of cannabis occurs.
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Cultivation Standards- Cannabis cultivation within the Town shall be in conformance with the
fbllowing standards:

a. General
i. Personalcultivation of any kind is only allowed in R-1, R-1-A, R-1-B and R-1-C

Zaning Districts.
ii. Personal cultivation of any kind on any parcel or within any structure that is not

Zoned R-1. R-l-A, R-l-B, R-l-C even if they are currently occupied by a

residential structure or use is prohibited.
iii. The personal cultivation of medical and/or adult use cannabis is limited to no

more than six mature plants per a primary residence (to the extent allowed under
California Health and Safety Codes $$ I1362.2 and 11362.77), regardless of the
number of residents and regardless of the presence of an accessory or junior
accessory dwelling unit.

iv. Cultivation areas! cannabis plants and any sannabis products derived from the
plants shall be completely secured, including roof covering, by locked doors or
gates or other security device that prevents unauthorized entry and shall not be
visible from a public right-of-way, park or school.

v. The use of gas products (CO2, butane, etc.) or generators for cannabis cultivation
or processing is prohibited.

vi. A parcelthat is being used for cannabis cultivation must include alegal residence
that shall be occupied and is required to maintain a functioning kitchen and
bathroom(s), and the use of the primary bedrooms for their intended puryose.

vii. The planting, harvesting, drying, or processing of cannabis for personal use shall
not adversely affect the health or safefy of residents, neighbors, or nearby
businesses by creating dust, glare, heat, noise, noxious odor, smoke, traffic,
vibration or other impacts or be hazardous due to use or storage of materials,
processes, products or waste associated with cannabis cultivation.

viii. Personal cultivation is allowed only with the current property owner(s) written
consent.

ix. The sale of personally cultivated cannabis products of any kind is prohibited.

b. lndoor
i. Indoor cannabis cultivation is permitted within a private residence, within a

roofed, fully enclosed and secure aocessory structure, constructed and located in
compliance with CMMC and current applicable Building and Fire Codes.

ii. Indoor cannabis cultivation shall comply with all applicable regulations of the
CMMC and the California Building, Electrical and Fire Codes as adopted by thc
Town.

iii, Modifications to existing structures or plumbing, electrical, or mechanical
systems for conslruction of indoor cannabis cultivation areas may require a
permit from the Building Department.

c. Outdoor
i. Any parcel where cannabis is cultivated in a yard, or in an accessory structure

which is no!_fully enclosed or secure and is located within a yard, must be

enclosed by a solid fence at least six feet (6') in height with a locked gate or
gates, which conforms to the fencing requirements in Title 18, Section 18.16 of
the CMMC.
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ii. Cannabis plants and equipment shall not be visible from a public riglrt-of-way,
park or school, there shall be no visible exterior evidence ofcannabis cultivation.

iii. Personal cultivation of cannabis plants and growing equipment shall be located at
least l0 (ten) feet from all property boundaries.

iv. Cannabis plants and growing equiprnent shall not be located in a front or street
side yard setback and shall not be visible from public rights of way, public parks
or schools.

v. Outdoor cultivation for personal use is prohibited on parcels that share one or
more property lines with a school properfy.

18,23.040 Sale of Cannabis Prohibited

It shall be unlawful for any person cultivating cannabis for personal use pursuant to this Chapter to sell or
offer for sale the cannabis permitted to be grown under this Chapter.

Section 8. Severabilitv

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or portion of this ordinance is for any reason held
invalid or unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of the
ordinance.

The Town Council hereby declares that it would have passed this and each section, subsection, phrase or
clause thereof irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, phrases. or clauses be
declared unconstitutional on their face or as applied.

Section 9. Effective Date

This ordinance shall go into effect thirty (30) days after the date of its passage and adoption

Seclion l0 Postins

The Town Clerk shall cause a summary of this ordinance to be published in the Marin Independent
Journal within 5 days prior to passage and within 15 days aftcr passage.

****,t***,t*'l'l
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This ordinance was introduced on the 
- 

day of _, 2019, aad adopted on the XXth day of XXXX, by
the following vote:

AYFS:
N9ES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
RECUSFP;

ATTEST:

REBECCA VAUGHN
TOWN CLERK

Approved as to form;

Town Attorney of the Town of Corte Madera
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Guidelines for Safe Indoor Cultivation of Cannabis

. Check with the Corte Madera Building Department at 415-927-5062,
buil{ingpermit@tcmmai l.org, or our webpage at

https:/lwww.townofcortemadera.lr'g/130/Building to determine if you a need permit for any
work you plan to do.

. Make sure all lights and other equipment are installed by a licensed electrician to prevent
fire hazards.

. To prevent mold growth, make sure the walls of your grow area don't easily absorb water
(painted concrete or plastic are best).

. Make sure the growing space has plenty of ventilation to get rid of excess heat and

moisture.
. Avoid the use of pesticides or fertilizers ifpossible.
. If pesticides or fertilizers are used, make sure they're stored in locked cabinets per

manufactures instructions, out of the reach of children. Also, wear personal protective
equipment when using pesticides.

. Change clothes and shoes when leaving your indoor grow area to prevent
tracking chemicals to other areas of your home.

. Throwing items out when you are done:
o To throw away any pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers, solvents, and mercury-

containing lighting, take these items to an authorized household hazardous waste
collection facility. If there isn't one in your area, contact your local health
department for information on upcoming waste collection events that may be in your
area. Mercury-containing lighting recyclers may be available in your area as well. See
Marin Household Hazardous Waste Facility website at http:/rnarinhhw.corn/

o To properly throw away marijuana plant or food products, grind up and mix the
product with food waste or soil so that no one accidentally eats or uses it. You can

then use your household trash or the nearest landfill.
. If you have specific questions about Corte Madera's regulations regarding cannabis

businesses and personal cultivation please see our website at
https:llwww.townofcortemadera.org/799lCannabis-Ordinance or contact the Planning
Departm e nt at 4 I 5 -927 - 5 0 64 or p I cgudler@tcmma i I . org
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COR'TE MADERA TOWN COUNCIL
STAFF REPORT

THP- TolvN or
CoRTP MloP{A

TO:

FROM:

REPORT DATE: November 29, 2Al8
MEETING DATE: December 4,2A18

Honorable Mayor and Members of the Town Council

Phil Boyle, Senior Planner ft
Sean Kennings, Planning Consultant, LAK Assoc.

SUBJECT: Presentation and Discussion of the Development of a Town Ordinance Regulating Cannabis
Related Businesses and Personal Cultivation

ss*****#
RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Provide direction to staff regarding polices and regulations for the development of an Ordinance for the
Town of Corte Madera potentially regulating cannabis related businesses and/or cultivation of cannabis.

BACKGROUND:

Introduction

The State of California has legalized certain commercial cannabis activity, medicinal and nonmedicinal use
of cannabis, and limited cultivation of cannabis for personal use. Additionally, the State has promulgated
rcgulations governing the operations of cannabis businesses in the State. State law allows local governments
to ban altogether or impose additional regulations on commercial cannabis businesses operating within their
respective jurisdictions.

Additionally, although state law preempts local governments from limitin g indoor cultivation of cannabis for
personal use beyond the number of plants state law allows, local govcrnmcnts arc frcc to reasonably regulate,
ban, or resffict outdoor cultivation even for personal use.

The aspects of cannabis regulation that the Council may wish to consider directing staff to develop and bring
back in a draft ordinance for further discussion and public input include:

e Cannabis Related Businesses - Currently the urgency Ordinance No. 978, which expires on
September 19,2019, prohibits all cannabis related businesses within the Town except for deliveries
originating from businesses located outside the Town limits. If the Council wishes to allow certain
cannabis related businesses, such as medicinal and./or nonmcdicinal retail stores, processing facilities,
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testing facilities, delivery facilities or others, it will need to identify which businesses to allow,
develop policies that regulate these businesses and establish permitting procedures; and

Indoor Cultivation for Personal Use- The Council may wish to consider imposing reasonable
regulations on indoor cultivation for personal use; and

Outdoor Cultivation for Personal Use - The Council may wish to consider completely prohibiting or
imposing regulations on outdoor cultivation for personal use.

To keep the community informed, staff has created a Cannirbir Orelinance pnge on the Town's Website
which has all previous ordinances, staff reports, meeting minutes, the public survey results, the public
workshop presentations and videos and many links to State and Marin County cannabis related resources.

Sunrmarv of California and Cortc Madera Cannabis Lesislation

In September 2015, the California Legislature adopted the Medical Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSA) in
effort to clarify and establish a statewide regulatory framework to oversee the medicinal cannabis-related
businesses.

On November 8,2A16, California voters approved Proposition 64, known as lhe Conlrol, Regulate and Tax
Adult Use of Marijuana Act (or "AUMA"). In Marin, 69.6% voted "Yes" and.30.4%6 voted 'oNo" on
Proposition 64. This initiative legalized the recreational use of nonmedicinal marijuana for individuals 2l
years of age or older and permits small-scale personal cultivation throughout the State.

On June 15,2017, the State legislature passed new legislation combining and coordinating govemment
oversight of the State's medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related industries.

Under State law, Corte Madera retains the authority to ban any medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related
businesses from operating within the Town and/or adopt additional regulations, beyond those imposed by the
State. In response to State legislation and the anticipated January 1,2018 start date for the State to start
issuing licenses to cannabis businesses, Staff presented background information and analysis for the Council
to consider in the development of the Town's own policies and regulations related to medicinal and
nonmedicinal cannabis businesses and cultivation of cannabis for personal use. The Council directed staff to
create an urgency ordinance that would temporarily prohibit medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related
businesses from locating and operating in Corte Madera while the Town undertakes a public process - with
appropriate community outreach and engagcment - to develop policies and regulations for this emerging
industry, The Council adopted the urgency Ordinance No. 971 in September of 2017, extended it in October
of 2017, and then approved its final extension on September 19, 2018. The ordinance will expire on
September 19, 2019. All previous ordinances and resolutions approved by the Town are also on the
can&bjsll&urssrass.

DISCUSSION:

Staff has begun the process of developing a cannabis ordinance by gathering additional information
regarding the types of cannabis-related businesses that could be licensed by the State; discussing mobile
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delivery business models with industry representatives; attending seminars related to regulatory bcst
practices for cannabis-related businesses; and consulting with planning staff from other local jurisdictions to
understand regional regulatory responses and otherjurisdiction's policy directions. Staffdeveloped a public
opinion survey and held two public workshops in September to educate and take comments from the
community. On October 23 the Planning Commission held a public hearing where staff provided an
overview of the work that has treen accomplished to date. A summary of the October Planning Commission
Hearing, both public workshops and the survey results are described below.

Surnmary.of October 23. 2018 Plannins Commission Hearing

At the October 23,2018 Planning Commission hearing, staff presented an overview of cannabis legislation at
the State and local level as well as the results of the public opinion survey (Attachment 1). The presentation
was very similar to the one provided at the two public workshops. The general consensus of the
Commissioners was that the Town should allow indoor cultivation as rcquired by the State without additional
regulations, and should allow businesses located outside of the Town to deliver cannabis to Corte Madera
locations. Four of the five commissioners recommended that no other types of cannabis businesses should
be allowed in Corte Madera.

Some of the issues brought up during the meeting by both the Commission and the public included whether
there should be buffers between commercial cannabis uses and residential uses, what the review process
should be for permitting cannabis related businesses and the impact cannabis businesses or outdoor cannabis
cultivation may have on minors. The minutes from the meeting are attached (Attachment 2) and the video
can be reviewed at http,s:{lvwlv.yr:utubc.conrlw*tch?v=qFtl-CNRpPOk&!=,15I3{

Several comments and questions came up regarding the issue of buffers between cannabis busincsses and
schools. The State, as part of Health & Safety Code 11362.768 and Business and Professions Code Section
26054, established that no medicinal cannabis cooperative, collective, dispensary, operator, establishment, or
provider who possesses, cultivates, or distributes medicinal cannabis shall be located within a 600-foot
radius of a school. The texts of both code sections are attached (Attachment 3). Other jurisdictions have
established additional bulfers separating personal cultivation from schools and this is an option for Corte
Madera if the Council wishes to enact additional buffers.

The Commission asked if either the Village or the Town Center has been approached by cannabis businesses
and if either center would be open to leasing space to such a business. Staff contacted both centers and
neither has been approached by cannabis businesses nor are they interested in allowing them within their
centers at this time. Staff also noted that if the Town allowed any type of cannabis related business it would
likely require a use permit and such businesses would be restricted to certain zoning districts.

Both certain members of the public and the Commission expressed concern about the potential impact of
cannabis businesses and cultivation on minors (individuals under 2l years of age) and that steps should be
taken to avoid cannabis being "normalized" as has been done with alcohol. Others noted that the majority of
Californians and citizens of Marin voted to legalize cannabis use and allowing cannabis busincsscs to operate
in the Town could provide revenue for the Town.
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Staff provided a numbcr of handouts rcgarding cannabis that were available at the meeting and are also
available on the Town's website at the Cannabis Ordittalgs_pagg The Planning Commission Chair also
provided handouts from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, the Center for Decease Control and the
National Academies of Sciences (Attachment 4).

Summary of Public Workshoos

The first public workshop was held on Wednesday evening, September l2th at Town Hall and was attended
by approximztely 23 people, Of the 23 individuals that signed in, 18 gave their address as within the Town.
The second public workshop was held on Saturday morning, September 15th also at Town Hall, 16 people
signed in, and 15 provided addresses within the Town. The workshops were publicized on the Town's
website, on the reader board in front of the community center, as well as on Nextdoor.

At the workshops, statT presented a detailed overview of the various types of cannabis and cannabis
products, local and State legislation as well the different types of businesses and licenses that are permitted
by the State if Corte Madera chooses to ailow them. Staff defined personal cultivation, both indoor and
outdoor, and explained the ways in which state law would allow the Town to regulate personal cultivation
should it choose to do so. Videos of the workshops, the handouts provided and the sign-in sheets are
available on the Cannabis Ordinance page.

Public Survev Results

A publie opiniun survey was posted on the Town's website on September 7th and the final day to take the
survey was November 4, 2018. The survey was publicized in the Town newsletter, at both public
workshops, and on Nextdoor. The intent of the survey is to gather information and opinions from residents,
business people and others as to their views conceming cannabis regulation in Corte Madera. Questions
were asked regarding demographic information, medicinal cannabis and non-medicinal cannabis businesses,
indoor and outdoor cultivation as well as what effect outdoor cannabis cultivation might have on the
community. As of November 4, 2018, a total of 409 surveys were completed with 8l % of the respondents
being Co(e Madera homeowners. Below are some of the results of the survey. A complete printout of all
the questions and responses is attached (Attachment 2)

Examples of some of the responses to the demographic information provided by the participant's including:
age, voting record on Proposition 64 and cannabis use are shown below.
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Deliveries

When the Council adopted the temporary prohibition against any cannabis business operating within the
Town, the Council decided not to ban businesses located outside of the Town from delivering cannabis
products to locations within the Town because of the need for patients to have access to medicinal cannabis
as well as the difficulty of enforcing any ban on. To ascertain the citizen's opinions on cannabis delivery
businesses, two questions wero asked related to medicinal and nonmedicinal delivery businesses. Below are
the responses to two of the questions which show that participants are more in favor of medicinal deliveries
than nonmedicinal.
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Businesses

The survey also included questions to ascertain the community's views on cannabis related businesses such
as retail stores and non-store front businesses (e.g. research or testing facilities). The fiscal impact of
cannabis related businesses was also asked in the survey- The results of five of those questions are shown
below-

Q9: Would you support an ordinance that allows
the delivery of medicinal-only cannabis in Corte
Madera from locations outside Corte Madera?

Q/: Would you support the establishment of
mr-.dici na I only can na Lris dispensaries?

Q12: Would you support an ordinance that allows
the delivery of non-rnedicinal cannabis in Corte
Madera from locations outside Corte Madera?

fllo: Would you support the establishrnent of
non-medicinal cannabis retail stores in Corre
Madera?
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Q8: Would you support the establishment of
medicinal-only cannabis businesses (non-retail)
that process, test, and/or warehouse can na hris?

Q11: Would you supportthe establishment of non-
medicinal ca nnabis businesses {non-retail) that process,
test, a nd/or wa rehouse cannabis in Cofte Madcra?
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O20: The overallfiscal impact of allowing
cannabis businesses/.sales in Corte Madera
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Outdoor Cultivation

Unlike indoor cultivation, a jurisdiction can completely prohibit outdoor cultivation or add restrictions to the
State law which was established with the approval of Proposition 64. State law allows personal outdoor
cultivation of up to six plants or 50 square feet by an individual at or over the age of 21in the open or within
a greenhouse on a single-family or duplex property. Two of the questions related to outdoor cultivation are
shown below.



Q14: Would you support an ordinance that allows
outdcror cultivation of cannabis in residential districts
with certain restrictions (i.e, number of plants,
location of plants on the sitg etc.)?

{rt F

Q15: Outdoor cannabis cultivation will have
the following effect on crime:
{adjust s lider accordingly}
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The two questions that asked about the effect of outdoor cannabis cultivation on public safety (Ql6) and
quality lifc (Ql7) had very similar results to Question 15 above.

Indoor Cultivation

Under Proposition 64 jurisdictions cannot outright prohibit indoor cultivation which is defined as the
cultivation of cannabis inside a private residence (single family, duplex or multi'family) or within a fully
cnclosed and secure accessory structure. The State allows individuals 2l yezrs of age or older to cultivate a
maximum of six plants per residential unit. However, individuals who have approval from a doctor may
cultivate up to six mature or l2 immature plants and possess up to eight ounces of dried cannabis. The plants
cannot be visible from the street or adjoining properties at ground level and they cannot be accessible by
minors. Finally, if indoor cultivation is within an accessory structure it must be at least l0 feet from all
property lines.

Local governments may'oreasonably regulate" but not prohibit personal indoor cultivation. Some examples
of regulations that other jurisdictions have approved for indoor cultivation and Corte Madera may consider
include:

A. Requiring a residential cultivation permit, with an appropriate fee and periodic inspections.

B. The indoor cultivation may not draw more electrical power than the structure is designed to withstand
(i.e. grow lights can't exceed 1200 watts/light).

C. Use of generators and extension cords is prohibited

D. The cultivation is not a health hazard- water damage, mold, etc.

E. The cultivation may not use more water than is reasonably required to cultivate six plants.

F. The cultivation must comply with the Fire and Building Code.

G. The structure where the cultivation is taking place must have a ventilation and filtration system for
odor control.

H. Tenants must have written authorization from the property owner to cuitivation cannabis indoors.
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If regulations such as the ones listed above are to be included in the ordinance, staff will work closely with
other Town departments to assure that the regulations are in alignment with all other Town codes.

When adopted, the Town's Cannabis Ordinance will be an amendment to the Town of Corte Madera's
Municipal Code (CMMC). As with other sections of the CMMC, enforcement of the ordinance will be the
responsible of the Town's code enforcement division and the Central Marin Police Authority (CMPA).
Planning Staff wili work closely with the Code Enforcement Division and the CMPA to develop clear and
effective enforcement procedures.

F'ISCAL IMPACT:

The discussion of the ordinance by the Town Council will not have a fiscal impact on the Town. The final
ordinance may have a fiscal impact.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:

A discussion and possible direction to staff regarding the development of a Town ordinance is exempt from
CEQA because it is not considered a project under Section 21065 * Definition of Project of the State CEQA
Guidelines. i

OPTIONS:

i. After hearing the presentation by staff, reviewing the materials and videos lrom the October 23,2018
Planning Commission Hearing, the public workshops (September 72th and,l5th) and hearing public
comment, the Council provides direction to staff regarding what items to include in any ordinance
regulating cannabis businesses or cannabis cultivation; or

2. The Council directs staff to provide additional information and analysis and continues the discussion
at a future public meeting.

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Public Survey Results, November 4,2018
2. October 23,2018 Planning Commission Staff repofi (without attachments) and minutes.
3. Business and Professions Code Section 26054 and Health and Safety Code Section 11362.768
4. Handouts provided by Planning Commission Chair on October 23.2018

THIS ITEM HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND APPRoVED BY T}I8 TowNMANAGER.
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MINUTES OF DECEMBER 4,2018

REGULAR MEETING
OF THE

CORTE MADEM TOWN COUNCIL
AND THE BOARD OF SANITARY DISTRIC? NO. 2,

A SUBSIDIARY DISTRICT TO THE TOWN OF CORTE MADERA

Mayor Ravasio called the Regular Meetings to order at Town Hall Council Chambers, 300
Tamalpais Drive, Corte Madera, CA on December 4,2018 at 6:32 p.m.

1. CALI, TO ORDER, SALUTE TO THE FIAG, ROLICALL

Co.uncilmemhers Prcsent: Mayor Ravasio; Vice Mayor Andrews and Councilmembers
Bailey, Beckman and Kunhardt

Coun$ilmember Absent:

Staff Present:

None

Town Manager Todd Cusimano
Town Attorney Teresa Stricker
Planning Director Adam Wolff
Senior Planner Phil Boyle
Planning Consultant Sean Kennings
Public Works Director Peter Brown
Senior Civil Engineer fared Barrilleaux
Town Clerk/Assistant to the Town Manager Rebecca Vaughn

SALUTE TO THE FLAG - Mayor Ravasio led in the Pledge of Allegiance.

CLOSED SESSION

1.1 Report out of Closed Session from November 5, 2018 Town Council meeting:

PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Closed Session Pursuant to Cal. Gov't Code Section 54957
Title: Town Manager

Mayor Ravasio announced there was no reportable action taken from the November 5,
2018 Closed Session.

2. OPEN TIME FOR PUBIIC COMMENT - None

3. PRESENTATIONS-None

CONSENT CALENDAR
4.1 TOWN ITEMS

Town Manager Todd Cusimano requested removal of ltem 4.l.vi and asked that it be
continued to the next meeting. He also clarified that for ltem 4.1.v, staff is requesting the
Council "delegate the authority to the Public Works Director to approve", as there is no
current agreement in place to date.

4.1.i Aut@tion of Resolutions and
0rdiqlrncet by Title Only.

[Standard procedural action - no backup information provided]

4.l.ii Approval Of Neces^sary ltunds Fo,r __Two _Newly Elected
Councilmembers To Attend League_Of Califgrnia Cities New Mayors
and Council Membets Acaderny lanuary 16-18. 2019 In Sacrarnento.
Califsrnia
(Report from Rebecca Vaughn, Town Clerk)

4.
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provided updates and recommendations to include in the Town's flood prevention
ordinance which is before the Council. He described revisions as contained in the redlined
ordinance which provides clarification to language.

Vice Mayor Andrews questioned the new coastal high hazard areas and asked if the Town
had any ofthese and ifso, where?

Mr. Barrilleaux replied that over the Bay water within Town limits there are areas of the
coastal high hazard area. It is nothing that falls on land so ifthere are any piers or docks
extending beyond the shoreline these could be subject. He said he also requested
clarification and found that if at any time in the future an area is formed, it will be covered
in the ordinance.

Councilmember Bailey asked and confirmed Mr. Brown is the Town's Flood Plain
Administrator. He noted that he has delegated authority to Mr. Barilleaux and the other
engineers for permit review and adherence to requirements,

Vice Mayor Andrews asked which parts of Corte Madera would be deemed by FEMA, or the
DWR, where flood management infrastructure designed to protect the land is not adequate
to avoid risks of flooding.

Mr. Brown stated this is language that captures the Town's most vulnerable areas. If they
did not have the current infrastructure in place, the Town would most likely not meet that
requirement.

Mayor Ravasio opened the public comment period, and there were no speakers.

MOTION: Moved by Bailey, seconded by Eeckman, and approved unanimously
by the following vote: 5-0 [Ayes: Andrews, Bailey, Beckman, Kunhardt
and Ravasio; Noes: NoneJ

To introduce and waive first reading of the Ordinance Amending
Ordinance No. 956 by Amending and/or Adding Sections 16,10.060
(bJ; 16.10.020 [d), (e); 16.10.080 {a), {c]; and 16,10.100 of Title 16:
Protection of Flood llazatd Areas of the Town of Corte Madera
Municipal Code

4.ll SANITARY DISTRICT ITEMS - None

6. BUSINESS ITEMS

6.I TOWN BUSINESS ITEMS:
6.I.i Presentation and Discussion of the Development of a Town Ordinance

Regulating Cannabis Related Buslnesses and Cultivation of Cannabis

hr Personal Use

[Report from Phil Boyle, Senior Planner]

Senior Planner Phil Boyle gave the staff report and overview of the item regarding the
Town's potential development of an ordinance regulating cannabis related businesses and
cultivation of cannabis for personal use. He noted late correspondence was received from
Marin County, the Coalition Connection, and several handouts and items from Peter Chase,
Chair of the Planning Commission. He then introduced Planning Consultant Sean Kennings
who has been working on the project with him.

Mr, Boyle gave a PowerPoint presentation regarding background of the matter, state and
federal issues and regulations, local issues and the public survey. Staffs goal in revlew of
this matter was to hold workshops, provide information, share resources and gather
opinions. Since tJre start of review, the Town has had a cannabis ordinance web page on the
Town's website which has provided information on the matter, with various links as well.

l
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He outlined the process, stating two public workshops were held in September, a public
survey u.as posted to the website from September to October and the Planning Commission
received a similar presentation as tonight on October 23,201^8. Staffs goal is to create an
ordinance prior to September 2019 given the moratorium and prohibition will cease.

Mr. Boyle then provided a background on cannabis definitions, ingredients, consumption
methods, medicinal cannabis which is not considered a legal drug hy the federal
government and a history of maior cannabis adopted laws in California. He then described
Iocal control of indoor and outdoor cultivation, authority to prohibit and restrict medicinal
and non-medicinal businesses which the Town has done, impose taxation and determine
rypes of licenses.

In response to Froposition 64, the Town established its urgency ordinance prohibiting
cannabis businesses which will expire September 19,2019. Prior to its expiration the Town
will write its own ordinance. Regarding what is allowed in Corte Madera and other
jurisdictions he mentioned that one can consume cannabis if 21 years of age or older unless
for medicinal purposes, can possess 2.5 grams or about 1 ounce of non-concentrated
cannabis or B grams of concentrated cannabis products as well as various accessories.

In terms of cultivaticn, one is allowed to cultivate 6 plants for personal use, an additional
12 immature plants with a medicinal card, and this cultivation must be within the private
residence or on private property. Currently, delivery is allowed in Corte Madera from
other jurisdictions.

What is not allowed is consuming cannabis in a public place, in a vehicle or driving under
the influence, srnoking or vaping cannabis where tobacco is prohlbited and providing
cannabis to minors. However, employees may require a drug-free workplace much like an
employer can prohibit tobacco smoking even though tobacco is legal. Smoking ofcannabis
within 1,000 feet of a school or daycare center is also prohibited. Commercial uses are
prohibited except for deliveries. Possession over the legal limits and/or on the grounds of
a school or a daycare center is prohibited.

Councilmember Kunhardt asked Mr. Boyle if he saw the article in the Marin U about THC-V,
which is a new variant that has sorne medicinal qualities to it. Mr. Boyle said he did not, but
will review the article.

Planning Consultant Sean Kennings said he would provide the second half of the
presentation, stating the purpose is development of the ordinance if the Town were to
allow potential business licenses, cultivation and indoor and/or outdoor cultivation. He
stated the basic activities to consider are medicinal sales, non-medicinal sales, adult use,
and delivery into town or delivery licenses where people have a business to deliver, have a

storefrong manufacturing, testing, and cultivation aspects.

There are 19 types of licenses administered by the state and to be a busincss one would
have to have a state license and also a license from the Town. There is retail which is
storefront and retailer non-storefront which is typically a delivery business. The
distributor is the transport of product and they would distribute it to the retailer, Testing
is done to ensure products are ofcertain standards. There could also be the instance where
a distributor, a testing facility, and retailer in one facility, but there are specifications for
these types of microbusinesses.

Mr. Kennings then described retail medicinal and non-medicinal dispensaries and stated
that the Council should determine whether it wants to continue prohibiting these
dispensaries or explore permitting these facilities and if so, finding an arca where they
could locate. State law requires a 600 foot buffer between schools and youth centers.

4

Deliveries would have to be to a physical address. Additionally, certain businesses must
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register and show their I.D. and the person purchasing the product must show l.D. to
receive it. Delivery vehicles are very non-descript and for the delivery aspect, if the Council
would allow someone from Corte Madera to hold a delivery business that would mean the
product can be transported in and out of town. Currently, the Town does not prohibit
delivery into town because per state law, delivery vehicles are allowed to use town roads,
and state law will be modified soon to allow deliveries into town such that towns could not
prohibil delivery into communities.

Processing and testing facilities are of a light industrial use and he displayed one in Novato
and one in Berkeley. The Council would need to review where these types of locations
would go in town and how they would look and create regulations for allowing them to
exist.

Regarding personal cultivation, state law allows individuals to grow 6 plants indoors which
cannot be prohibited. For a multi-unit parcel, it is on one property and not multiple
residences; however, for a multi-family property, the owner can prohibit indoor
cultivation.

The Town can reasonably regulate indoor cultlvation but the Town can also regulate and
prohibit outdoor cultivation. The Council could explore regulations for indoor cultivation
such that an individual would have to come in and get a permit so there can be
management of a database, determination of electrical power, ensuring there is no water
damage or mold, not using more water than reasonably required for anyone having a
greenhouse facility, complying with fire and buitding codes, ventilation and filtration
systems, or tenants having authorization from their landlord.

The Town held n,rro workshops in September where 18 Corte Madera residents attended
the firstworkshop and 15 residents attended the second workshop. They made a similar
presentation, fielded questions, had a lively discussion with about 50/50 for and against
regulations.

He described public opinion received wherein from the survey 409 suryeys were
completed and B1% were residents of the Town.

Councilmember Kunhardt clarified he believed there were B1%o homeowners and L4%o

renters. Therefore, there were more than B1olo respondents.

Mr. Kennings stated part of the process is to identiff what other jurisdictions in Marin are
allowing, and while they focused on Marin County, Mr. Boyle discussed at the Planning
Commission meeting, some of the Sonoma communities that are allowing retail and
storefronts, but most cities allow lor delivery into town. Some are medicinal only. Fairfax
allows non-storefront businesses because they trave a medicinal dispensary in town. San
Rafael allows testing facilities for licenses, and Marin County allows for 4 delivery licenses
throughout the county, Four communities allow outdoor cultivation with regulations. San
Anselmo has an interesting provision where cannabis cannot be smelled by anyone with a

normal sense of smell, and Marin County allows for medicinal cultivation. There are also
cities with indoor cultivation with some degree of regulation.

Mr. Kennings concluded, stating the question is whether or not the Council wants to allow
retail stores for medicinal, non-medicinal, delivery services, exploration of licenses for
manufacturing, testing, distribution, and whether to allow for indoor cultivation with
regulation andfor outdoor cultivation with regulation.

Councilmember Bailey asked for the number of permits issued in Marin Counly, Mr.
Kennings statcd Fairfax has one medicinal facility. The County has 4 delivery licenses, and
San Rafael has 4 testing licenses as well as a delivery license.

Councilmember Kunhardt noted there have been t6 applications since San Rafael's
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approval, trut he was not sure how many have been granted, and he did not know whether
any were for a storefront,

Councilmernber Bailey referred to "reasonable regulations" and he asked what this was
quoted from^

Mr. Kennings stated these are from the State's guidelines and cities cannot go bcyond the
State's allowances. Also, cities must allow for indoor cultivation hut can also reasonably
regulate it based upon existing provisions to make it consistent with a city's fire code,
building permits, etc. Mr. Boyle added that the list is what other jurisdictions have agreed
as reasonable.

Town Attorney'feresa Stricker stated the initiative measure, ALMA (Adult Use of Mariiuana
Act) that legalized adult use in California makes clear that jurisdictions cannot reduce
down from the 6 plants per residence allowance, although a landlord can prohibit this. SB
94 also consolidates what is going on separately with medicinal and non-medicinal, where
jurisdictions can reasonably regulate conditions for allowing that type of indoor growth.

Vice Mayor Andrews said if the Council was to issue a license for indoor cultivation he
asked if this information would be available through a Public Records Act request, and Ms.
Stricker said yes.

Ms. Stricker then referred to Slide 23 and noted the two columns on the far right; outside
and inside cultivation talks about cultivation for personal usc and not about commercial
use, Currently, the Town does not allow any commercial cultivation. The State is clear that
once getting over a certain amount, whether or not one thinks they are a business, they are
a business per the State and they would need a license frcm the State and would also need
to comply with whatever commercial requirements there are.

Mr. Boyle then highlighted the summary of the October 23 Planning Commission hearing.
Overall, the general consensus was that the Town should allow indoor cultivation as
allowed by the State. The Commission did not express a desire to impose additional
regulations. They also felt delivery buslnesses should be allowed to bring products into the
Town and that no other types of cannabis businesses should be allowed within the Town,
Other items discussed included buffers between commercial cannabis and residential uses
where the State's suggested 500 feet could be increased. There was also discussion about
whether either one of the shopping malls had any interest of having any types of cannabis
businesses and neither felt their ownership was interested at this time.

There was a general concern expressed by the Commission and the public about potential
impacts of having cannabis in 'fown and its impact on minors, as well as normalization of
cannabis which many people likened to alcohol use. He lastly presented survey results and
statistics as outlined in the staff repolt and said staff is seeking direction from the Council
in drafting the Town's ordinancc.

Councilmember Bailey said he found the August 6, ZO1,B article in the Marin IJ, which states
the City ofSan Rafael has granted licenses to 16 cannabis businesses. Mr. Boyle said he was
not aware they had granted that many licenses but this is not to say that many businesses
have opened, but he could obtain more details.

Mayor Ravasio asked and confirmed the survey was voluntary and therefore not
necessarily a representative sample of the Town's population but instead a sample of those
interested.

Mr. Kennings clarified this is not a statistically significant sample and it does not represent
the entife population fairly, but at the same time there is some representation from the
data.
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Councilmember Kunhardt stated he acknowledges there were many different ways of
reaching out to people. He went online and searched what a statistically significant
number would be ifone were to conduct a survey ofeither 6700 registered voters or 9800
people which Corte Madera both has. Interestingly, to get a statistically significant sample
of either populations, 363 to 370 people would constitute a statistically significant sample
with a 95% confidence of reliability within plus or minus 5 percentage points.

Mr, Kennings interjected that in order for it to be statistically significant, it must be a

random sample. They did have a high number of respondents, but if they are not selected
randomly from the population they can have a confidence interval of anything above zero.

Councilmenber Kunhardt also commented out that 5olo of the total were 30 and under in
age.

Councilmember Beckman asked and confirmed that public intoxication by cannabis is
illegal.

Mayor Ravasio asked what the sales tax implications are of other cannabis businesses in
the State.

Mr. Cusimano stated this is a moving target and he referred to discussion at the MCCMC
event. It is a cash-only business and these businesses are not allowed to have bank
accounts; however, Iegislation is now proposed where they could. Therefore, numbers are
difficult to pinpoint. The most accurate is the delivery business and he said Sausalito did a
recent survey on this and they found that ifthey had a delivery business inside and outside
of that City, they estimated potential revenues to be somewhere in the $300,000 range.
But again, cash-only is difficult.

Mr. Kennings stated he had numbers, noting San Diego has collected $2,2 million and they
project up to $5.9 million. Sacramento is in the $2.9 million range and Santa Rosa in their
first quarter collected $1 15,000.

Ms. Stricker clarified these are excise taxes on cannabis businesses and not sales taxes. ln
order to have an excise tax, the Town would need to go to the voters for a special business
license on the privilege of doing business in the jurisdiction, and many of those measures
have been quitc successful. Local jurisdictions are pre-enrpted olimposing additional sales
tax on businesses but not an excise tax.

Vice Mayor Andrews asked if there was a business in Town whether it would be covered by
the existing sales tax and existing override tax or would a vote of the people be required.

Ms. Stricker confirmed that if the Council wished it to be an excise tax, the Council would
need to go to the voters. lf there was a business in town, she would need to review to what
extent the existing sales tax would apply, due to restrictions on imposing sales tax on
cannabis businesses.

Also, there are different costs and regulations for an excise tax and many iurisdictions have
been successful in moving forward with a ballot measure that puts an excise tax on brick
and mortar businesses within their jurisdictions. If the Council is not allowing these
businesses, there would not be the need to place a measure on the ballot, and a delivery
business would not apply.

Councilmember Bailey asked Ms. Stricker to define an "excise" tax.

Ms. Slricker said an excise tax is a tax for the privilege of doing business in the Town. Many
cities have these in place as a business license tax but it is really an excise tax. A number of
iurisdictions have created a special excise tax on the cannabis businesses because of the
increased costs associated with regulating those businesses.
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Councilmember Beckman asked and confirmed that cannabis businesses are not allowed to
have bank accounts because they are illegal at the federal level.

Mayor Ravasio opened the public comment period.

PETER CHASI said he is speaking as a resident and not as a Planning Commissioner. He
advocated that he did not think there was sufficient and appropriate data to move lorward
with creating an ordinance at this time. He submitted a number of reports and information
before the Commission and that included a model ordinance for cannabis taxation in
California. He referred to a website called, "Cannabinoid Clinical", it clarifies that currently
there are only 4 cannabinoids approved by the FDA for use, but there are thousands of
these drugs available in the U.S. Due to the Schedule 1 differentiation, cannabinoids are not
being tested at the state, federal or any other level and they are growing. Hb therefore
encouraged the Council to wait for more evidence to come forward tiat separates out
either THC or CDBs.

He stated Schedule 1 drugs are those which have no medicinal value and can be abused by
definition, so at this time, THC would fall under this category and CDB may not. Bu! the
National Academy of Sciences [NAS) points out that marijuana is the second most abused
drug in the U.S. after alcohol, is a public health problem and while the NAS acknowledges
there is a therapeutic value to CDB, it has not been well defined.

Mr. Chase then presented a document called, "Model for Local Cannabis Taxation" which
points out that cannabis policies should be grounded in public health protection.
"...cautiously legalized to reduce the social harm of illegality with cannabis sale and
consumption should not be normalized." lle therefore asked that the Council wait and not
take any action until additional information and products get better developed, better
defined and are available.

LINDA HANN, Kentfield, said she works for the Coalition Connection working to reduce
under-aged alcohol and drug use. There is a lot of public health research pointing to the
negative impact of cannabis legalization in a community as well as a letter received from
Dr. Matt Willis, the Public Health Officer documenting further public health detriment to
the County, mainly amongst their youth which is her primary concern.

She commends Corte Madera for its due diligence and effort to put forward and seek input
from the community and trying to determine what is best while adhering to the desires of
voters, In moving forward, the Council's task will be to adopt policy that protects the
community. She urged the Council to continue to seek inpu! research and data from other
communities, as those that rushed into adoption experience higher rates of crime and other
negative impacts.

The Coalition has also learned a lot from Colorado who has been at this for over 5 years.
The most recent report from 2018 shows an increase in marijuana-related traffic deaths by
151% while all Colorado traffic deaths increased 3570. Since recreational marijuana was
legalized, traffic deaths that tested positive for marijuana more than doubled. Colorado
passed marijuana use fcr ages 12 and older which is ranked 3rd in the nation and is ranked
350/o higher than the national average. The yearly rate of emergency hospital visits related
to marijuana increased 52D/o aker its legalization, And, while she can go on and on about
the negative impacts, given what Colorado is experiencing, she urged the Council to learn
frnm those who have legalized it and not put Corte Madera and neighboring communities
at risk by not doing more to have indoor cultivation and delivery for medicinal purposes.

KAREN GERBOSI echoed comments of Mr. Chase and Ms. Hann. She referred to the survey
and that a certain number ofpeople responded. The Town does not know where they live,
the age they are, that their usage is what it is, and they do not know ifthere are duplicates
in responses. While the survey might show information, it is not scientific.
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HENRY said he believes people worry about the welfare of the youth, of the future, and
want to make sure cannabis is used safely and properly. They want to be sure their housing
prices do not decrease because they fear a dispensary may raise crime which is warranted,
but he thinks the Town should be progressive in how it regards its citizens and how they
put things into their bodies.

He noted people have been involved with outdoor cultivation of cannabis for years in Corte
Madera when medical marijuana was passed. He walks through every neighborhood in
town and knows cannabis is being grown outside but he cannot see it or smell it, and it is
discreet. There are millions of tax revenues from dispensaries and he asked that the
Council consider the facts, bc logical and not use red herring fallacies that appeal to the raw
emotion.

Councilmember Bailey asked if Police Chief Norton could comment

Chief Norton stated he has spoken at meetings in Larkspur and San Anselmo about the
matter, In terms of delivery from a law enforcement perspective, police have known it has
been going on for a long time from outside the jurisdiction and havc not had any issues
from those delivering from the outside, which is similar to Amazon. The trucks are not well
marked; however, the concern he would have for locating a delivery service in Corte
Madera is that it would become common knowledge where tlre origin is and given it is a

cash business and his perspective may change if there's legislation passed and il is no
longer a cash business.

Although Corte Madera has low crime, there is crime in town and they are an easy target
and they are near the East Bay. His understanding of how deliveries work is that what
would occur is that it would become common knowledge where the vans or vehicles are
coming and going. Someone could be waiting lor a car leaving with a shipment of edibles
and marijuana or wait for cars rcturning and get a car full ofcash.

He did not have any strong opinions on manufacturing, testing and processing. In terms of
personal cultivation, indoor is allowed and he would be against placing restrictions on this
other than what is in place because he did not think the Town's and CMPA's resources are
set up to regulate this and it could encounter many Constitutional issues in terms of
regulating it. The Fire Department may be involved with some electrical inspections which
he thinks they already would be.

Regarding outdoor cultivation, since 1997 police occasionally have received a call where it
is more of an odor issue or people put the plants downwind of the fence and it goes right
into the neighbor's house. There has been discussion about keeping the plants very low at
ground level, but every plant he has ever seen does not grow low and usually it pops up
above the fence unless it is in a contained area. He knows in the summer during its harves!
it can get quite stinky where the police get called routinely as well as from it being visible
from the street.

In terms ofretail stores, he likes Amazon and things delivered, but people are in a day and
age where anything regulated and delivered is feasible and possible so he did not think the
Town needed a storefront at this time.

Mr, Cusimano stated the Town had a dispensary or two here in the past and he asked Chief
Norton to comment on them.

Chief Norton stated he remembers working graveyard and having a few run-in's but these
businesses popped up without a business license,

Mayor Ravasio interjected and stated they actually provided misinformation on their
business license when they opened.
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Chief Norton said in terms of these businesses, both were over on the Tamal Vista area
across from the DMV. Police never had any issues with the businesses, but they began to
find many juveniles they were in contact with had the marijuana from the businesses and
their containers, but he did not think they sold to minors but instead, those over 18 were
purchasing it and then selling it to the minors,

Councilmember Kunhardt asked if the Chief has an understanding of any increase or
decrease in crime rates around this topic in Sonoma or elsewhere.

Chief Norton said he did not know what was occurring in Sonoma or Santa Rosa, but he did
note that since legalization police has seen more of driving under the influence to the point
where they must radically train officers, They did not see a tremendous spike with
adoption of medicinal marijuana in 1996, but recently it has been a major problem and
about hatfofthe people they are pulling over and arresting for DUI now have at least some
element of marijuana with thern or are under its influence.

JAMES SERIFF, Larkspur, asked if he could obtain a copy of the survey and also its
methodology.

Mayor Ravasio stated the survey and the staff report is on the Town's website.

ANDREW MIDDLEDITCH, Meadowridge, said he gave comments at an earlier working
group and is a psychiatrist with a practice in San Francisco. He has tracked some of the
research about marijuana and one of the growing concerns around it is it affects the
teenage brain according to a new study that came out from the American journal of
Psychiatry last month, Itstudied and performed a battery ofcognitive assessments of3800
kids in the Montreal area from ages 13 to 17,

The study showed cognitive impairment in the short term around people reporting high
levels of marijuana use, but what was most concerning about this study was that it was
showing long-term impairments of a year or more involving working memory and impulse
control among higher users of marijuana among the teenage population, suggesting a

neuro-toxic effect, Therefore, there is a community safety concern around it that supports
the notion of limiting normalization of marijuana by not having a public dispensary.

Mayor Ravasio returned discussion to the Council.

Councilmember Eailey said he appreciates all comments and it is his sense that he is always
open to hear new information and to follow best practice, but he would not be inclined to
expand the availability of marijuana within the Town beyond personal cultivation within
indoor use which is currently allowed. He did not think it was an appropriate time to
expand into the marijuana arena.

Mayor Ravasio addcd to Chief Norton's comments regarding the dispensary and use among
youth, stating he was on the Council when the dispensary opened and misinformation was
placed on their application for which the Town was involved. He noted that prior to
attending a Council meeting one night, he asked his daughter, who was in high school at the
time, if she had heard of the marijuana dispensary in town across from the DMV. She said
yes; kids go there at lunchtime and they buy brownies and candy and they come back and
sell them in the parking lot. Therefore, this informed him prior to going into Closed
Session,

He disclosed he is the Co-Chair ofthe Coalition Connection and prior to that he chaired the
Twin Cities Coalition for Healthy Youth. They were and still are trying to reduce alcohol
and drug use among youth, so his major concern is illegal access. There is already an
extremely high, above average use of marijuana among high school students and
normalization and access would only drive that higher,
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Another issue they have learned about and done a lot of studies on is the much higher
levels of 'fHC in marijuana which seems to be causing some additional issues. He would
concur with Councilmemtrer Bailey that he would not want to allow medicinal or non-
medicinal use.

Councilmember Beckman thanked speakers for their comments and correspondence which
have been helpful. He said his thoughts based upon what he has heard and Iearned thus far
is that he recognizes the public health threat cannabis poses, which is a serious issue, but
what he struggles with in terms of regulating it, is seeing the difference between cannabis
and alcohol. If the Council is talking about regulating cannabis differently than they
regulate alcohol he asked if this means they are acknowledging they are under-regulating
alcohol.

Everybody has a somewhat different opinion on the relative dangers or harm of cannabis
and alcohol, but there is a liquor store across the street from Town Hall and his perception
is that while cannabis may already be a public health concern, his personal perception is
that alcohol is much more of a public health concern, yer that is regulated less than what
they are considering for cannabis. Therefore, he suggested the Council examine that issue.

Councilmember Kunhardt said his kids are much more informed and have repeatedly made
the point that alcohol is sold everywhere in 'lown, If that is freely available and
normalized, they question why a substance which is less dangerous to one's health and lcss
dangerous to violence creation and other things be worthy of much tighter regulation.

Another challenge is that ln 2016 the vote in the state was 57o/o in favor of Proposition 64.
In Marin County it was 69.6%o in favor which is overwhelming. There are very few
measures that gain this much support in Marin County, so in this context he questioned
whether the Town was being equally permissive or restrictive as they are with other
aspects of life. He thanked staff for its outreach, workshops, and said one of the most
valuable things was the National Academy of Sciences' assessment of the pros and cons of
different forms of cannabis for treating pain, chemotherapy, multiple sclerosis, control of
epileptic fits, and other kinds of spasm symptoms, potentially helping with PTSD and with
the consumption of opioids, alongwith increases of accidents, DUIs and other issues with it.
Therefore, there is no clear green light in the medical information and most importantly,
Mr. Willis has indicated that there is not enough evidence and more time is needed.

He said it was clear that the Planning Commission was not interested in regulating indoors
except for standard health and safety. But, one of the charts indicated whether or not the
Planning Commission discussion said outdoor cultivation should or should not be allowed.

Vice Mayor Andrews said his impression is that the chief risk of marijuana when he was
younger was if one got arrested and got a felony conviction, and he has friends who had
experienccd that. So, he was happy that California has de-criminalized it.

In terms of which businesses to allow in Corte Madera, he did not think they had enough
information about which to allow and disallow, They know deliveries cannot be stopped so
he continues to support not working on this. lf the Council were to try to legalize any of
these businesses, staff would be in the awkward position of figuring out state law and
federal policy and not get in trouble and he would not want to put Town employees into
that awkward position.

Therefore, he would support moving forward and continue to allow delivery, He did not
think outside cultivation should be allowed and enforcement should be based on
complaints. He suggested the Building Department look at whether the risks from indoor
growing are sufficient enough that the Town should step up its regulations for electrical.
But, his gut reactiorl is that what people do in the privacy of their own home is their own
business.
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Councilmember Kunhardt said the article in the Marin IJ is that THC-V exploration is
advancing with FDA licensing. This is a unique piece of cannabis which has potential high
promise for diabetes, weight contro! and other things. One of the things expressed as a risk
is that people do not know what the contents are and how polluted it might be with
pesticides and other things.

Therefore, he thought what was needed is adequate testing laboratories, certification,
labeling and quality control. He would not be opposed to that appearing somewhere in
Marin County or in an anonymous laboratory in Corte Madera if it adds significantly to the
understanding ofexactly what the contents are and what was being sold.

Councilmember Bailey said he was not a fan of cannabis retail stores in the Town but was
supportive of delivery service continuing from outside into the Town. He did not think
manufacturing and processing facilities were issues in the Town but did not support them
being permitted at this time. He thinks all Counciltnembers supported indoor cultivation,
which is legal, but he was opposed to outdoor cultivation,

Mayor Ravasio echoed Councilmember Bailey and said that continuing to prohibit retail
makes sense as normalization creates problems with youth in the community. He was
supportive of some degree of regulation of electricity for cultivation at home due to risk of
fire. He was supportive of continuing to allow delivery from outside of Corte Madera. He
understands the point about processing and testing facilities as voiced by Councilmember
Kunhardt, but the Town does not have large parccls lor this anyway and he did not see the
benefit of what would be a considerable expense and time trying to create a regulatory
body and standards to control and enforce that. He would also like to see some regulation
on outdoor cultivation if it causes nuisance problems.

Councilmember Bailey summarized that the Council does not yet have enough information,
as well.

Vice Mayor Andrews added that once the Town legalizes a business, it is a lot harder to "un-
legalize" it than to wait a few years and whatever current Council can make a decision. He
agrees that Marin needs a testing facility, but the testing should be relatively close to where
the disfibution is. So, if Corte Madera will have testing, it should be near the processing
facility and near the delivery point, which Corte Madera does not currently have space for.

Ms. Stricker said if the Council allows a business and a business comes in and sets up and
the Council decides to pull it back, that business would have a non-conforming use and the
Town would be stuck with that business until they decide to move on or close, or negotiate
some monetary settlement. With respect to the list of actions, i[ the Council is unsure as to
what it wants to do, she suggested being conservative given it will be difficult to "undo"
whatever is done.

With rcspcct to #1, shc encouraged the Council to decide on this as well as #3. With
rcspect to #2, the Town has delivery services under two categories; those located within
the jurisdiction as a brick and mortar business and those located outside ofthe iurisdiction
making deliveries inside where there is no non-conforming use problem.

Should the Council decide now or 3 years from now that it does not want to allow
deliveries, the Council could pass a regulation to ban the delivery and there would be no
non-conforming use issue because the business is not located here, They are simply
servicing customers here.

With respect to #4; personal cultivation, there is no non-conforming use problem. The
Council does not have a restriction but a rcstriction could be imposed. They could wait and
see if there is an issue and then decide. Theretbre, #4 and half of #2 pose no non-
conf<rrming use protrlems.
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Councilmember Beckman stated Mayor Ravasio and Councilmember Bailey were
supportive of continuing medicinal deliveries and he asked what their stance was for non-
medicinal deliveries. Mayor Ravasio stated he dld not think they could regulate it, so he
confirmed there was consensus on the delivery issue.

Councilmember Kunhardt said as far as retail stores, he was as balanced as the public's
view. In advance of a workshop and during a workshop, there were two senior residents
who revealed they are beneficial users of CDB oil for pain reduction and have to drive to
Fairfax to get that. He knows what is wrong with smoking and E-cigarettes, he did not know
what was wrong with a business that sells oils and/or edibles as long as they are quality
controlled. He thinks it could be equally controlled as with liquor stores.

He said he was not sure a professional testing laboratory must be inclusive of deliveries but
he did not think there was any natural location for that to occur. Regarding personal
cultivation, he was very much opposed to regulating indoor or outdoor cultivation. He
thinks this is what the 700/o vote was for. He thinks reasonable regulation of where the
outdoor cultivation is located could be developed as well.

Vice Mayor Andrews asked if the Council could agree that if there are complaints with
outdoor cultivation, the Town could define any complaints as nuisances. Councilmembers
agreed.

Councilmember Bailey said he did not think the Council needed to come to a conclusion on
outdoor cultivation and nuisances. He recognizes and agrees that marijuana seems
comparable to alcohol but he did not think that discussion is relevant in deciding on this
ordinance-

Vice Mayor Andrews said as someone who grew up back east, many states had package
stores to buy liquor. When his family visits, they are dumbfounded there is that much
liquor for sale in a regular grocery store and that they are selling it on Sundays.

Councilmember Beckman queslioned the direction of Councilmembers on cultivation.

Mayor Ravasio noted the difference of opinion; some regulation of indoor is good for safety
reasons but not to restrict it. ln terms of outdoor, they are trying to prevent nuisance
issues and he thinks they are all in agreernent.

Vice Mayor Andrews referred to indoor cultivation and he was concerned with the need for
people to obtain permits, He asked if there would be other similar items relating to the
need for permits such as a hot tub.

Mr. Boyle said it would be a unique situation for someone to come in and say they want to
grow something in their house. Staff would have to come up with some sort of standard in
terms ofadequate electricity load, such as 110 outlets versus 220 outlets, where the plants
would be locatcd, and he noted in Novato's ordinance one cannot convert a room into a

growing area. So, it would take some thoughl but staff could conduct the research and
return.

Vice Mayor Andrews asked if staff could develop an educationat pamphlet and Mr. Boyle
said yes. He noted some people would come to the Town wanting to grow safely and there
will be some who will not

Mr, Boyle confirmed the following:

r Indoor Cultivation: The Council would like some regulation for safety and leave it to
staff to determine how to enforce the building code.

r Outdoor Cultivation: The Council does not want outdoor cultivation to becorne a
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nuisance for neighbors.

Councilmember Bailey said he was not comfortable with outdoor cultivation yet
given smells, access to kids, and asked for more information given the need for
setbacks, determination of location, etc.

ManufacturinF ?esting and Proces.qing Facilities: Consensus of the Council to not
allow, or to create regulations for this business so it will be prohibited.

Councilmember Beckman said he did not know these types of businesses would
have cash on site and this is not likely an issue for Corte Madera unless it is a

sprawling business for which Corte Madera does not have space for. Therefore, he
suggested not preventing it.

Mayor Ravasio asked why they would set up laws and regulations then to control it
if there is no space for it, and itwould also require a lot of staff time to regulate it.

Mr. Boyle said he was not sure there was or was not space for such a facility, noting
that one could be incredibly small.

Ms. Stricker commented that although this item (#3J is one number, there are
multiple categories. The Council could bifurcate and oppose manufacturing and
support festing. She also said that most jurisdictions that are allowing
manufacturing have intensive regulations, and this is also true of the many business
typesthatareprc-rctail. Therefore,itwouldbeaprettyheavyloadforstafftobring
forward a proposal for manufacturing and would take some of counsel's time if this
was something the Council would want to allow.

Councilmember Kunhardt said he thinks this would be a good contribution to the
Town to have a quality-controlled, certified testing facility if it is not large. But, he
also knows this type of business does not yet exist in the Town in any related form,
such as blood testing biological labs, etc.

Retail Stores for Medicinal and Non-Medicinal Sales: Mayor Ravasio stated he did
not believe there was consensus on lhis. Several people do not support retail
facilities and some people are supportive of them based upon the right
circumstances.

Councilmember Beckman said in principle, given there is a liquor store across the
street from Town Hall, he did not see why dispensaries would be banned outright.
Because cannabis businesses are cash-only now, it is a major risk that cannot be
mitigated to the point of acceptability. Therefore, he would be open to extending
the ban on brick and mortar dispensaries until 1) more information is obtained; 2)
until cannabis businesses can operate with bank accounts and not cash.

Councilmember Kunhardt said he likes this distinction but there may be a business
that has specialty in oils that are used primarily for medical purposes, but these
most likely are cash businesses. He suggested continuing the moratorium until the
Council knows more.

Ms. Stricker clarified for the Council that the moratorium ends September 2019 and it
cannot be renewed. Therefore, the Council is looking at a permanent ordinance and
looking to ban retail which the Council can review at a later time. In response to whether a
sunset clause is needed, Ms. Stricker said the problem with this is that if the Council does
not acl, the ban is lifted and there could be the non-conforming use issue.

Mayor Ravasio confirmed staff had direction and thanked the Council and speakers for
their input,



DRAFT MINUTES
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING

MARCH 26,2019
CORTE MADERA TOWN HALL

CORTE MADERA

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Chair Peter Chase
Vice-Chair Phyllis Metcalfe
Commissioner Margaret Bandel
Commissioner Lee

STAFF PRESENT: Adam Wolff, Planning Director
Phil Boyle, Senior Planner
Judith Propp, Assistant Town Attorney

1. OPENING:

A. Gall to Order - The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.

B. Pledge of Allegiance - Commissioner Chase led in the Pledge of Allegiance.

C. Roll Call All the commissioners were present with the exception of
Commissioner Bundy.

2. PUBLIC COMMENT - None

3. CONSENT CALENDAR - None

4. CONTINUED HEARINGS

A. 159 PRINCE ROYAL DR - CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING FOR CONSID-
ERATION AND POSSIBLE APPROVAL OF A LANDSCAPING PLAN
PURSUANT TO CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL OF TOWN COUNCIL
RESOLUTION NO. 2612017, RELATED TO THE CONDITIONALLY APPROVED
MAJOR REMODEL AND HOME ADDITION AT 159 PRINCE ROYAL DRIVE.
(Planning Director Adam Wolff)

Commissioner Bandel recused herself because she lives within 500 feet of 159 Prince
Royal Drive. Planning Director Wolff presented the staff report, and he noted that the
item has been continued from the February 12th meeting.

Mr. Wolff discussed the landscape plan and said the commissioners must determine if it
complies with the Town Council's resolution from 2017. He reminded the
commissioners that they requested an updated landscape plan at the previous hearing
with more information and enhancements to the plan, such as site sections and planting



details. He confirmed that the Town's appointed landscape architect, Kent Julin, and
Fire Marshal Ruben Martin have reviewed and approved the plans, and he discussed
options for the commissioners, including a request for staff to return with a resolution to
deny the project.

Mr. Wolff noted that correspondence has been received from the neighbor at 163 Royal
Drive, which he discussed. Mr. Wolff highlighted the differences between the previous
landscape plan and the new plan, including additional trees on the western and northern
side of the lot and a new olive tree at the front by the driveway. He noted that existing
trees should provide screening while the new plantings mature.

ln response to Commissioner Lee, Mr. Wolff confirmed the conditions of approval for
this project would involve the Town in any issue a neighbor might have that related to
view preservation and vegetative groMh.

Chair Chase and Mr. Wolff discussed the retaining walls. Mr. Wolff confirmed staff
would review the plans at the building permit stage and that significant changes to the
landscape plan were not anticipated.

Galen Fultz, Landscape Architect, stated that he has tried to address the concerns
expressed at the last hearing. He discussed the species of ground cover, which he said
would be fire resistant and aid soil stability.

ln response to Vice-Chair Metcalfe, Mr. Fultz said he did not envisage tree planting to
cause problems that would necessitate a soils report.

Chair Chase opened the public comment period

Margaret Bandel, 180 Prince Royal Drive, asked the commissioners to consider a letter
submitted by the neighbors at 163 Prince Royal Drive about their concerns. Ms. Bandel
requested a condition of approval related to the maximum tree heights to help preserve
some of her views.

Phyllis Galanis, 215 Prince Royal Drive, stated that she supported the comments in the
letter submitted by the neighbors at 163 Prince Royal Drive, and she expressed her
concern that their property would be affected by the proposed retaining walls. Ms.
Galanis also discussed her concerns related to hillside instability and the need for a
soils report.

Chair Chase closed the public comment period

Commissioner Lee stated that the new information the commissioners requested has
given him more confidence to approve the project. He confirmed that the findings they
must consider did not include reviewing materials relating to the retaining walls and
hillside stability. Commissioner Lee referred to the materials from the applicant and
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commented on the proposed improvement to an area of the property. He confirmed he
could support the findings and move the landscape plan fonruard.

Vice-Chair Metcalf stated that she could make the findings for the landscape plan and
she commented on the difficulties of piecemeal projects. Vice-Chair Metcalfe
expressed her concern with the soil conditions, the stability of the retaining walls, and
the effects on the landscape plan if the retaining walls need to be relocated.

Chair Chase noted that the resolution included maximum heights some of the trees
could grow that related to view blockage. Mr. Wolff discussed the procedure that has
been put in place for the landscape plan and the enforcement process, which he
confirmed did not involve the Ordinance's usual practice of arbitration.

Chair Chase and Mr. Wolff discussed the olive trees, and Chair Chase compared the
current landscaping with the proposed plan, which he said would be a great
improvement. Chair Chase stated that the soils report and retaining wall plans would be
reviewed by the planning and building staff, and he discussed the need with Mr. Wolff
for further review of the landscape plan if other aspects of the project changed.

Counselor Propp suggested adding a condition to the resolution that would allow the
Planning Director discretion to issue a permit amendment or return the landscape plan
for review by the planning commission should there be changes.

MOTION: Motioned by Vice-Chair Metcalfe, seconded by Commissioner Lee, to
approve Resolution No. 19-006 in the matter of review of revisions to the
landscape and site plan at 159 Prince Royal Drive, and a determination
regarding whether the findings of approval (for the previously-approved Design
Review application PL-2016-0007) can continue to be met pursuant to Condition
of Approval No. 5 of Corte Madera Town Council Resolution No. 2612017, with
the added condition that it would be at the Planning Director's discretion to issue
a permit amendment or refer the matter back to the Planning Commission should
the landscape plan be modified by the plans for the building or retaining walls:

AYES: Metcalfe, Chase, Lee
NOES: None
RECUSED: Bandel

Mr. Wolff read the appeal rights and Chair Chase announced at S-minute break al7:55
p.m.
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5. NEW HEARINGS

A. PROPOSED CANNABIS ORDINANCE - A PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE
CONSIDERATION AND POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATION TO TOWN COUNCIL
OF AMENDMENTS TO THE TOWN OF CORTE MADERA MUNICIPAL CODE
TITLES 6, 9 AND 18 REGARDING REGULATION OF CANNABIS RELATED
BUSINESSES AND PERSONAL CULTIVATION. (Senior Planner Phil Boyle)

Commissioner Bandel returned to the podium and Senior Planner Boyle presented the
staff report. Mr. Boyle discussed comments and materials that have been received
since the packet was distributed, which he noted have been made available to the
public. Chair Chase commented on the materials he had provided.

Mr. Boyle discussed the information related to this item that was available on the
Town's Website and the process for the proposed new cannabis ordinance, which
included two public workshops, an on-line survey, and a planning commission meeting
to review the results of the workshop and survey. He noted that the commissioners'
recommendations to the Town Council included the allowance of indoor cultivation and
the prohibition of delivery businesses in Corte Madera, with which the Town Council
was in agreement. He also noted that the councilmembers requested there be no
requirements for indoor personal cultivation beyond state law, and he summarized the
proposed draft ordinance.

Mr. Boyle discussed the commissioners' options based on the Council's direction, which
included fonruarding a recommendation of approval of the draft ordinance to the Town
Council.

Vice-Chair Metcalfe stated she would like assurance that the delivery services were
licensed by the state. She also referred to an article in the Marin lndependent Journal
that related to the on-line survey, and discussed the reasons she believed the survey to
be ineffective.

ln response to Vice-Chair Metcalfe, Mr. Boyle confirmed the ordinance would not
prohibit the sale of CBD or topical products in stores. Counselor Propp confirmed that
the Town was not attempting to regulate any products that did not contain THC, but that
the commissioners could make a recommendation to the Town Council that they
consider these areas for inclusion in the ordinance.

ln response to Commissioner Bandel, Mr. Boyle confirmed that the sale of edible
cannabis products would be banned under the ordinance because it would be
considered a cannabis-based business.

Chair Chase opened the public comment period

David Bramnick, town resident, discussed the reasons he believed the on-line survey
and the town meetings did not represent the will of the community. Mr. Bramnick also
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discussed his concern that a commissioner addressed a Town Council meeting about
their opposition to the sale of cannabis. Mr. Bramnick stated that a medical marijuana
store should be allowed to operate in the town and he asked the commissioners to
reexamine their position on cannabis.

Linda Henn, Kentfield resident, member of the Coalition Connection, expressed her
opposition to retail locations and outdoor cultivation, which she said would decrease the
perception of harm to youths and increase access and normalization. She noted that no
other Marin towns were allowing storefronts and she stated that Marin has the highest
rates of teenage cannabis users. Ms. Henn said that cannabis should first be legalized
federally for reasons she discussed.

Chris Wallitsch, Larkspur resident, stated that she had found cannabis useful in
combatting the symptoms of early onset Alzheimer's and that the voters supported the
legalization of cannabis. Ms. Wallitsch said she had never seen kids anywhere near the
dispensaries she has visited and she asked the Town to allow dispensaries to operate.

Dr. Emily Tejani, Corte Madera resident, specialist in adolescent and adult addiction
and mental health disorders, discussed her opposition to store fronts and outdoor
growth. Dr. Tejani discussed the harmful effects of marijuana on teenagers, which
included depression and psychosis. She discussed the increase of marijuana use by
teenagers and the cost of treating mental health and addiction.

Jeremiah Mock, Corte Madera Resident, researcher of Public Health, UCSF, member of
Coalition Connection, discussed the serious issue of cannabis use by students and
addiction problems. Dr. Mock also discussed the relationship between use of high
potency cannabis products and psychosis, and his opposition to cannabis storefronts
and delivery services.

Henry, Corte Madera resident, stated that cannabis was a safe alterative to alcohol and
prescription drugs. He said the Town should allow medicinal and recreational cannabis
and not restrict potential taxes, and that cannabis improves the quality of life for people
in pain. He commented on the existence of many drinking establishments in the Town,
and suggested that dispensaries should be similarly regulated.

Phyllis Galanis, Town resident, discussed the problems of adolescent addiction to
cannabis, which she said affects their performance in school, and further issues with the
smell of cannabis.

Chelsea from San Geronimo discussed her support for medical marijuana and
advocacy for a dispensary. She said that cannabis and cannabis products were
healthier alternatives to prescription drugs, and she discussed a problem with doctors
overprescribing d rugs.
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Karl Spurzem, town resident, discussed problems relating to the non-legalization of
marijuana and studies from states that indicate benefits of legalizing marijuana,
including a reduction in opioid deaths and a decrease in youth usage.

Tom, town resident, discussed the ways in which he has benefitted from marijuana
following an accident, and said that teenage use was exaggerated. Tom said that
dispensaries should be allowed to operate in Corte Madera and that he supported
outdoor groMh.

Janet Cutcliffe, town resident, asked the commissioners if it would be possible for the
ordinance to be evaluated after two or three years to ascertain the effects on the
community.

Lynn Murray, Summit Avenue, stated that she was opposed to allowing dispensaries to
operate in the town and that tax revenue was already sufficient.

Chair Chase closed the public comment period

ln response to Chair Chase, Planning Director Wolff said that the commissioners could
make a recommendation to the Town Council that the cannabis ordinance could be
reviewed at a future date.

Vice-Chair Metcalfe discussed the problem of treating recreational and medicinal
marijuana (which she supported), in the same manner. Vice-Chair Metcalfe said she
could not support a delivery business because it could not be regulated and that she
suggested the cannabis ordinance is reviewed in a few years to determine whether
changes were necessary. She expressed a hope that the State differentiates between
medicinal and recreational marijuana in the future.

Commissioner Lee stated that there did not seem to be a lot of support to change the
ordinance, and he noted that people would still have access to cannabis should they
wish. Commissioner Lee said he recognized that people did not want to see marijuana
normalized in the town and that he would recommend that the Town Council approve
the draft ordinance.

Commissioner Bandel discussed her belief that medical marijuana should be accessible
and that she did not believe it should be normalized in the community. Commissioner
Bandel said that she would not want to see storefronts selling products that would be
available to children and that she would support the draft ordinance.

Chair Chase discussed people he knew who have benefited from the pain-relieving
effects of marijuana, but that the commissioners should be mindful of the safety and
health of the town's inhabitants. He said he would reconsider supporting the proposed
ordinance if there was no doubt that easily obtaining marijuana did not have a negative
effect on the health of the community. Chair Chase said that better data on marijuana
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was necessary and that the town was not ready to normalize the product by allowing a
dispensary to operate.

A discussion took place between the commissioners and staff about recommending the
addition of a clause to evaluate the ordinance at a future date.

MOTION: Motioned by Vice-Chair Metcalfe, seconded by Commissioner Bandel
to approve Resolution No. 19-014, recommending that the Town Council adopt
an ordinance amending Titles 6 - Health and Sanitation, Title 9 - Peace, Safety
and Morals and Title 18 - Zoning of the Corte Madera Municipal Code regarding
cannabis regulations with the further recommendation that the ordinance is
reviewed within a 3-year time period to reconsider its suitability as currently
adopted:

AYES:
NOES:

Metcalfe, Chase, Lee, Bandel
None

6

7

BUSINESS ITEMS - None

ROUTINE AND OTHER MATTERS

A. REPORTS, ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REQUESTS

i. Commissioners

Commissioner Bandel reported on the March 19th Town Council meeting, during which
the following matters were discussed: lmplementation of the Tobacco Retailer License
Program on January 1 , 2020, and a discussion on dedicating part of the town park for a
dog park.

ii. Planning Director

Planning Director Wolff reported that the Town Council would be hearing the
development proposal at the Preserve at their April 2,2019 meeting; that the State of
the Town public meeting would be taking place at the Corte Madera lnn on Wednesday,
April 3'o; that the building permits for the town homes on Casa Buena Drive would be
signed off shortly, and confirmation that no appeal was filed on the project at 76
Granada Drive.

iii. Tentative Agenda ltems for the Tuesday, April 9, 2019 Planning
Gommission Meeting

(PROPOSED ITEMS, AND ORDER, ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

A. PROPOSED ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS RELATED TO HOTELS -
PUBLIC HEARING FOR CONSIDERATION AND POSSIBLE RECOMMEND-
ATION TO TOWN COUNCIL REGARDING ZONING ORDINANCE
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AMENDMENTS TO THE C-2, C-3, C-4, AND MX-1 ZONING DISTRICT
PERMITTING INCREASED FLOOR AREA FOR HOTELS.

iv. Future Agenda ltems
(PROPOSED ITEMS, AND ORDER, ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

B. MINUTES

i. Pfanning Commission Meeting Minutes of February 26,2019

The minutes were continued to enable Commissioner Bundy, who was present at the
February 26, 2019 meeting, along with Chair Chase and Vice-Chair Metcalfe, to
participate in the vote.

8. ADJOURNMENT

A motion was made, seconded, and unanimously approved to adjourn the
meeting at 9:45 p.m.
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Comments provided to the Town after distribution of the Planning Commission

Packet on 3/22/2019



Phil Boyle

Frorn:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Jeremiah Mock <jeremiah.mock@insig htanalysisgroup.com >

Tuesday, March 26,207910:37 AM
Adam Wolff; Margaret Bandel; Robert Bundy; Peter Chase; Charles Lee
Phil Boyle; Kelsey Fernandez; Linda Henn; Jasmine Gerraty; Eli Beckman
Cannabis ordinance

Dear Corte Madera Planning Commissioners,

We are writing as residents of Corte Madera about the proposed Cannabis Ordinance. We are a family of four
with two teenage sons. We live in a multi-unit housing complex on Pixley Avenue.

COMMERCIAL BAN
Our family strongly supports a complete ban on all commercial cannabis activity in Corte Madera, including
manufacturing, distribution, retail sales, delivery or "recreational" cannabis products from within Corte Madera,
and delivery of "recreational" cannabis products from outside Corte Madera.

Given the widespread use of marijuana among teens in Corte Madera, we believe reducing as much as possible
the accessibility to cannabis in our community will prevent further teen use. Adults who wish to purchase
cannabis can do in San Francisco. Medical cannabis products are available through delivery from
medical dispensaries.

OUTDOOR GROWTNG
We also strongly support a ban on all outdoor growing of marijuana for personal use in Corte Madera.

Backyard growing exposes kids and teens to marijuana and further normalizes marijuana in our
community. The pungent smelly skunk odor of marijuana drifts with any breeze into neighbor's property and
homes. It does not stop at property lines.

Attached are photos from the window of our home office and our bedroom. As you can see, the patio area is
open and the neighbor's fence is a short distance away.

We open our windows and doors to get fresh Marin air. Like the large majority of Corte Madera residences, we
have no air conditioning. If our neighbors were to grow marijuana plants next to us, we would have no choice
but to move because the odor would be overwhelming. I am a former resident of Nevada City, and neighbors
throughout my hometown are in major disputes about the odor cause by plants in backyards.

How Can I Stop Neighbor From Growing Marijuana in Backyard?
-stop-nei shbor-fiom-srowi n s-marihttos://www.nolo .comlles.al-enc vclooed ialhow - can -i -backvard.html
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SECONDHAND CANNABIS SMOKE
We also encourage you to ban smoking of cannabis in all outdoor areas, including backyards. Research has

shown that secondhand marijuana smoke contains many harmful toxins and cancer-causing chemicals like
tobacco smoke. The odor of marijuana smoke is also objectionable to people. Our teens go into San

Francisco where they are already exposed to the odor and chemicals in secondhand marijuana smoke. We don't
want our teens exposed in our own community.

Here are articles talking about these issues:

How Do I Stop Neighbors'Marijuana Smoke From Drifting Into My Child's Bedroom?
:llvtww

child-s-bedroom.html

PENDLETON Critics raise a stink over tnarijuana odor ordinance
:llwww -over-man

ordinanc e/artic ie b7 8 e 9 c2f- af9b - 5 4f6 -9 ab6 -28 3 8 e 3 a4 1 e4 5 .html

Please read Mt. Shasta Cares' letter about all the probiems in their communiiy caused by ouidoor growirrg.

TharLk you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jeremiah Mock, Iyo Fujita, Kazu Fujita (age 14), Masa Fujita (age 12)
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Phil Boyle

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From:

Subject:
Attachments:

MtShastaCares < MtShastaCa res@ protonmail.com >

Tuesday, March 26,2019 8:42 AM
Adam Wolff; Margaret Eandel; Robert Bundy; peter Chase; Charles Lee
Phil Boyle; jeremiah.mock@ insightanalysisgroup.com;
kelsey@thecoalitionconnection.com
Letter about cannabis permits for March 26 planning Commission meeting
Letter to Corte Madera Planning Commission from Mt Shasta.docx

Dear Corte Madera Planning Commission,

Please read the attached letter about our community's experience with cannabis businesses before your meeting
tonight and include it in the public record.

Thank you,

Parents, educatots, health care professionals and other residents of Mount Shasta, Califomia

E m a i I : mtsh astaca re s@ p roto n m ai l. co m
Web: www.mtsha com

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email
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Greetings from Mount Shasta, California to the Corte h/adera Planning Commission,

We are writing to you all the way from Mount Shasta in Siskiyou County because our town is the
"canary in the mine" of California cannabis businesses- We noiiced from reading a news article
that the Corte Madera Planning Commission will discuss a proposed cannabis business on
Tuesday, March 25. According to the Marin lJ articie, the Planning Commission will discuss
banning dispensaries, manufacturing plants, and commercial operations. However, it seems as
though there will be a possibility of home based outdoor gardens. Our community of 3, 330 has a
great deal of cxpcrience with cannabis businesses including home based gardens,

After the City Council of llount Shasta, (population, 3385 r-esidents) received intense pressure
from the cannabis industry during the past 2 years, they granted a number of licenses which
ranged from 21-27 for several categories and uncapped (unlimited home gai-dens). Now the
cannabis industry operating through "local" businessmen is pushrng for additional licenses and a
reduction in bufferzones around children's day care centers, schools, and youth centersfrom
600 feet to 450 feet to make room for more cannabis businesses of all types. Following are
some of the unintended consequences of "well meaning" local cannabis ordinances:

''i. A number of eomplaints have been called in to ihe City aboi.ri strong skunk-like odors coming
from residential cannabis home gardens as well as cannabis manufacturing facilities. Some
residents described the odors as similar to sewer gas or "rotiing flesh." Those who called law or
code enforcement officer"s were told "There is nothinq we can do abor-rt it Get used to it."

2 The Mount Shasta Unified School Board received a letter from a group of students who asked
them to prevent the marijuana industry from shrinking the buffer zones around schools. One of
ihe School Board members read the letter during a meeting thai we attended The children who
wrote said that there is now so much "stinky pot smell" near therr homes from neighbors who are
either growing it or smoking it. The children's lelter said that peoole in the stores "smell like pot"

and the parts of town always smeiis bad, so the schools are the only place they get a break from
ihe odors. There are only 4 miles between the most souihern and northern exits of Mount Shasta
and most of our cannabis businesses are concentrated in a two mile zone

3.The School Boards of the elementary, middle and high schools passed resolutions to protect
the school buffer zone and asked the fMount Shasta Crty Council to consrder any potentral
ramifications of cannabis use by minors A local high school student tragically drowned in
Siskiyou Lake iast year after he and his friends got high on marijuana, according to our County
Coroner whose appeal to the City Council to put youih before profits were ignored
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srnall town than before these cannabis businesses got help from our city government to open up
shop. Many iocals who voted for both Prop 64 and for a cannabis tax haive stated during public
hearings that they were informed about the long term consequences and they now regret any
votes in support of cannabis. Local shop owners have reported that they are losing international
tourist groups vryho used to come to Mount Shasta because they don't like the weed odor from
rrarious places in tovrrn and the reeking locals. Several tour groups left local shops altogether and
said they won't return next year Our Mount Shasta Planning Commission even received a letter
from a South American businessrnan who said that many South Americans who came to l"4ount
Shasta annually were not planning to return untilthe marijuana stench is gone from our
community, which was once known for its pure air We can share a copy of that letter with you if
you reguesi it. The Japanese tourists seem to be the most repulsed by the marijuana odor since
they are not used to it. Our business community is deeply concerned about our local economy.

5. A Mount Shasta homeowner was unable to sell her home because she iived next to a home
where marijuana was grown- legally. since her neighbor had a permit to grow the plants. She
had offers from turo different buyers but both banks turned the loans down due to her home's
proximity to the marijuana grow garden. Not wanting to inhaie any more marijuana from her



neighbor, knowing that she could never sell her home, she rented out her home and moved out
of staie. Two couples who moved here after forest fires were going to buy homes in Mount
Shasta but they are now reconsidering since there might be problems reseliing their homes in the
future if there are neighbors with marijuana grow gardens.

6. Real estate publications have warned about home property values dropping in early-adopter
cannabis communities when near homes with marijuana grows A Sacramento Bee quote in an
articie called: Marijuana's lmpacts on Property Values: "'Reporting on the effects of pot
legalization on Colorado home prices, Realtor.com said, "homes within a half-mile of a marijuana
business often have lower property rralue than homes in the same county that are farther out"
and that "neighborhoods with grow houses are the ieast desirable, with an 8.4 percent price
discount...... .in a legai question-and-answer paper, CAR did recommend to agents ihat they
disciose marrjuana growing on properties next door to listings because mariluana cultivation siili
vioiates federal law, and 'the buyei- may have concerns ormay wish to invesiigate if the activity is
being lawfully or unlawfuily done.'

7. ln addition to odors of marijuana growing and home or manufacturing processes, and drifting
smoke, there are concerns about mold, pesticides, high electricity and water use associated with
marijuana grows. An articie from Eugene Oregon, published ayear ago, written by a professor-
and school board member, describes health, socialand enrrironmentai impactwithin i-2 miles of
marijuana processing planis. Earlier in the year, the Eugene City Council told the Eugene.
Oregon newspaper: https://wuruv. req isterquard.com/rqlopin ion/36 1 097 1 7 -7 8 llivinq-near-
mariiuana-g row-can-be-un heaithy-experience. htm l. csp

B. A study was just released from Colorado that showed that for every doliar received in fees or
taxes, societalcosts (related to cannabis) exceed $4.50 due to damages done. We have seen
studies that show far higher costs - as high as ten dollars in damage for every cannabis tax
dollar

Our communiiy is close to Southern Oregon where cannabis stench is common. We wish that
our town would have heeded the warnings from Colorado, Washington, and Oregon where many
communities regret that they opened theii" doors to the cannabis industry and succumbed to the
mari.yuana fantasy economy of increased taxes, jobs, etc. Here in Mount Shasta, we have
referred to il/ill Valley, Corte Madera and other communities as model cities for putting their
youth and their environments before cannabis profits We wish our current leaders cared as
much as you care about your community. Our beautiful town of Mouni Shasta has changed
dramatically (for the worse) since the door was opened to the cannabis indusiry. You still have a
chance io maintain the cuiture, beauty, fragrant air, excellent property values, lovrr crime, youih
safety and elegance of Corte Madei'a. Don't let ii get "i'un down" by the cannabis industry. As
they say in Colorado, "it's hard to put the cannabis genie back in the bottle" once you let it out.
Protect your community while you still can. VVe hope you can learn from our community's (and
others') mistakes.

Thank you for caring about your community's youth and environrneni,

Parents, teachers, clergy, health care workers and other residents of ilIount Shasta
Email : mtshastacares@prctonmail. com
Web ntshastacommun
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Phil Bovle

Frorn:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kelsey Fernandez <kelsey@thecoalitionconnection.com>
Tuesday, March 26,20L9 7L:44 AM
Adam Wolff; Margaret Bandel; Robert Bundy; peter Chase; Charles Lee
Phil Boyle
Cannabis ordinance
Di Forte 2019 Figure ljpeg; DiForte 20J.9 Figure 2jpeg; Di Forti2019 The contribution
of cannabis use to variation in the incidence of psychotic disorder across Europe (EU-
GEI)- a multicentre case-control study.pdf; corte Madera cannabis ordinance 2.pdf;
CorteMaderaTownCouncilCannabisOrdinancefromCoalitionConnection 101118.2.pdf

Dear Commissioners,

The Coalition Connection is a group of community members, youth, and professionals
from many aspects of society including public health and medical professionals in Corte
Madera, Larkspur and San Anselmo.

We very much appreciate that staff is recommending that Corte Madera adopt a
perrnanent ban on all commercial cannabis activity within Corte Madera, with the
exemption of delivery into Corte Madera from entities outside of the jurisdiction.

ln Central Marin County, teen rates of cannabis use are among the highest in California.
ln 2018 in Tamalpais Union Districthigh schools ,22o/o of gth graders reported current use,
40% among 11th graders, and 79o/o among students in alternative high schools.

The science is well established that 1 in 10 cannabis users will become addicted. Teens
whose brains are still developing are particularly vulnerable to developing addition.

Now we face a serious problem of high-potency THC products, including marUuana strains
cultivated in people's back yards that can reach 20o/o THC concentration.

Research just published on March 19 (attached) shows that in a large sample of adults
ages 18-64 in Amsterdam, those who used high-potency cannabis (THC >10%) more than
once a week were almost five times as likely to experience first-episode
psychosis compared to those who never used cannabis, and those who used high-
potency cannabis daily were over 9 times more likely to experience first-episode
psychosis. This is particularly concerning for teens who are gaining access to high-
potency cannabis commercially or through personal cultivation.

We believe that banning commercial cannabis activity in Corte Madera sends a strong
message to our young people that we, as a community, prioritize their health and well-
being.
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We also believe that prohibiting outdoor growing for personal cultivation reinforces our
comnnunity's message to teens and kids about the risks of using cannabis - and avoids
further normalizing of cannabis use, ensures neighborhood harmony, and protects pubiic
safety.

A ban on outdoor cultivation will

1. reduce children's and teens' exposure to marijuana plants being grown in backyards
.",L^- lL^,..,1^:+ f-:^-l^ ^--l -^J"^^ +L^;- AvAA6rrra *a *lra amall mariit,ana *hnnrlrrhnrr*
WllEl lLllEy VlDlt lllEllUD, Glll\I lEUU9g tll9ll gr\P\.lDlrrlE l,1., LllE -rlllelt lil€rlUsanllsl lrrrLrvVrrvvr

their community.
2. prevent argurnents and conflict between nelghbors about the pungent odor of "skunk"

drifting into neighbor's homes and yards.
3. prevent teens or criminals from breaking into backyards to steai valuable plants.

For background information, we are attaching two previous letters the Coalition
Connection subrnitted on the issue of cannabis ordinance in Corte Madera.

Thank you for your consideration of this important public health and safety issue

Sincerely,
Kelsey Fernandez

tt^l-^-- ------)--Nersey rellrdllucz
Project Coordinator
The Coalition Connection

n m
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The contribution of cannabis use to variation in the
incidence of psychotic disorder across Europe (EU-GEl):

a multicentre case-control study

@ R

m

'f,

M6rtaDi Forti, Diego QuaLtrone,Tom P Freeman, GiadaTripoli,Charlotte Gayer-Anderson, HarrietQuiglE,VictorioRodriguez, Hannah E Jongsmo,
Laura Ferraro, CaterinoLaCascia, Daniele LaBorbera, lloriaTarricone,Domenico Berardi, Andrei 9zdke, Celso Arango, AndreaTortelli, EvaVelthorst,

Miguel Bernardo, Cristina MartqDel-Ben, Paulo Rossi Menezes, Jean-Pau[Selten, Peter BJones,)ames B Krkbride, BartPF Rutten, Lieuwe de Haon,

Pak C Shan, Jim van Os, Cathryn Ml,ewis, Michoel Lynskey, Croig Morgatr, Robin M Murray, ondthe EU-GF.!WP2 Group.

Summary
Background Cannabis use is associated with increased risk ofiater psychotic disorder but whether it affects incidence
of the disorder remains unclear. We aimed to identify pattems of cannabis use with the strongest effect on odds of
psychotic disorder across Europe and explore whether differences in such patterns contribute to variations in the
incidence rates of psychotic disorder.

Methods We included patients aged 1E-64 years who presented to psychiatric seryices in 11 sites across Europe and
Brazil with first-episode psychosis and recruited controls representative of the local populations. We applied adiusted
logistic regression models to the data to estimate which patterns of cannabis use carried the highest odds for psychotic
disorder. Using Europe-wide and national data on the expected concentration of As-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in
the different types ofcannabis available across the sites, we divided the types ofcannabis used by participants into two
categories: low potency {THC <10%) and high potency (THC >10%). Assuming causaliry we calculated the population
attributable fractions (PAFs) for the pattems of cannabis use associated with the highest odds of psychosis and the
correlation between such patterns and the incidence rates for psychotic disorder across the study sites.

Findings Between May 1, 2010, and April 1,2015, we obtained data from 901 patients with first-episode psychosis
across 11 sites and 1237 population controls from those same sites. Daily cannabis use was associated with increased
odds of psychotic disorder compared with never users (adiusted odds ratio tORl 3.2, 95% C[2.24.11, increasing to
nearly five-times increased odds for daily use of high-potency types of cannabis (4.8, 2.5-6.31. The PAFs calculated
indicated that if high-potency cannabis were no longer available, 12.2a/o (95% Cl 3 . 0-16.U of cases of firshepisode
psychosis could be prevented across the 11 sites, rising to 30.3o/o (L5.240.0) in London and 50.3%" (27.a-66.01 in
Amsterdam. The adfusted incident rates for psychotic disorder were positively correlated with the prevalence in
controls across the lL sites of use of high-potency cannabis (r=0.7; p=0. 02E6) and daily use (r= 0 ' 8; p=0. 0109).

lnterpretation Differences in frequency ofdaily cannabis use and in use ofhigh-potency cannabis contributed to the
striking variation in the incidence ofpsychotic disorder across the 11 studied sites. Given the increasing availability of
high-potency cannabis,.this has important implications for public health.

Funding source Medical Research Council, the European Community's Seventh Framework Program grant, Sio Paulo
Research Foundation, National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) at South
London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Tiust and King's College London and the NIHR BRC at University College
London, Wellcome Trust.

Copyright @ 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an Open Access article under the CC BY 4.0 license.

lntroduction ievei, patterns ofcannabis use influence rates ofpsychotic
Many countries have legalised or decriminalised cannabis disorder.r'o
use, Ieading to concerns that this rnight resuit in an in- A systematic reviewll has described a five-times
crease in cannabis use and associated harm,tt even if the variation in the incidence of schizophrenia worldwide.
latter only affects a minorily of the population.r Cross- A transnational case-controi study (EU-GEI) has
sectional and prospective epidemioiogical studies{s as reported an eight-times difference in the incidence of
wellasbiologicalevidenceusupportacausallinkbetween psychotic disorder across 16 European sites plus one
cannabis use and psychotic disorder. Meta-analysis shows in Brazil.'' Differences in the distribution of risk
a dose-response association with the highest odds of factors for psychosis, such as cannabis use, among
psychotic disorder in those with the heaviest cannabis the populations studied might contribute to these
use.7 Nevertheless, it is not clear whether, at a population variations.
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Research in context

Evidence before this *udy
The crridenre reportinq thp dose-deflpndent assoriatinn hetween

cannabis use and psychotic disorders has been summarised in the

meta-analysis by Marconi and colleagues. We searched PubMed

for studies published up to March 31, 2O18, that had specifically

measured the impact of high-potency cannabis use on the odds

of psychotic disorder (not psychotic slmptoms orpsychosis in

generali or that had calculated the proportion of new cases of
psychotic disorder arising in specific populatio,rs that were

attributable to the use of high-potency cannabis, using the terms
"psychotic disorders" and "high potency cannabis" or
"skunk-super skunk" or "highTHC cannabis"; we also included the

term "population attributable fraction". Finally, we searched for
studies that reportedthe impact of any u5e ofcannabison the

incidence of psychotic disorder or schizophrenia. Three studies

met our inclusion criteria. Boydell and colleagues speculatedthat

an irrcrease in the incidence rates ofschizophrenia between 1965

and 1999 in south London might be relatedtothe increase, over

the same period, in the prevalence ofcannabis use in the year

before first presentation. Ouitwo previous rase-control studies

showed that high-potency cannabit especially when used daily,

carries the highest risk for psychoticdisorder and that, assuming
--..-^l:&. a../ ^a-^... ---^- ^l--..-L^+:- l:-^-l^-l- -^,4L I ^-f^^Ldu)dlr Ly, z+70 ur r rcvY Ld5<5 ur P)yrr rutrl ul>ur ucr fl r tvulr r LUr ruur I

could h attributedto the use of high potency cannabis.

Added value ofthis study
This multicentre case-control study across ten European and

one Brazilian site replicates the strong effect of daily use o{

Therefore, using data from the EU-GEI case-control
study of Erst-episode psychosis and the previously
published data on incidence," we sought to describe
diflerences in patterns of cannabis use across siles.
identify the measure of cannabis use with the strongest
impact on odds of psychotic disorder across sites,
calculate the population attributable fraction (PAF) for
the patterns ofcannabis use associated with the highest
odds lor psychosis, and test whether differences in
patterns of cannabis use contribute to variations in the
incidence ofpsychotic disorder across sites.

Methods
Study design
The EU-GEI proiect set out to estimate the incidence of
psychosis and recruit firstepisode psychosis cases and
controls to investigate risk factors for psychotic
disorder. First, incidence rates were estimatedl'z by
identilying all individuals with a first episode of
psychosis who presented to mental heaith services
between May 1, 2010, and April 7, 2015, in 17 areas in
England, France, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, and
Brazil (appendix). Second, to investigate risk factors,
we attempted to assess 1000 first-episode cases and
1000 population-based controls during the same
period,

high-potency cannabis on the odds for psychotic disorder in the

whole sample-whirh, to orrr knowledge, is the largestio date

to address this question. This effect was particularly visible in

London and Arrrsterdam. Additionally, we show that, assuming

causality, if high-potency cannabis types were no longer

available, then 12% o{ cases of first-episode psychosis could be

prevented across Europe. rising to 3O016 in London and 50o/o in

Amsterdarn. Most inrportantly, we provide the first direct

evidence that cannabis use has arr effect on variation in the

incidence of psychotic disorders. We show that differences in

the prevalence ofdaily use of cannabis, and in use of
high-potency calrnabis, among the corltrols from the different
study sites made a major contribution to the striking variations

in the incidence rates of psychotic disorderthat we have

previously reported acrossthe same sites.

lmplications of all avallable evidenee

lnthe context of the well reviewed epidemiological and

biological evidence ofa causal link between heavy cannabis use

and psychotic disorders, our findings have substantial

implications for mental health services and public heahh.

Education is needed to inform the public about the mental

health hazards of regular use of high-potency cannabis, which is

becoming increasingly available worldwide.

Participants
Paiients presenting with their 6rst episode of psychosis
were identified by trained researchers who carried out
regular checks across the mental health services within
the 17 catchment areas (one site per catchment area).
Patients were eligible ifthey were aged 18-64 years and
resident within the study areas at the time of their first
presentation with a diagnosis of psychosis by ICD-10
criteria (F20-33); details are provided in the supple-
mentary methods and in previous publications.'2 Cases

were approached via their clinical team and invited to
participate. Using the Operational Criteria Checklist
algorithm, all cases interviewed received a research-

based diagnosis.'r Patients were excluded if they had
been previously treated for psychosis or if they met
criteria for organic psychosis (F09) or for psychotic
symptoms resulting from acute intoxication (F1X.5).

We adopted quota sampling strategies to guide the
recruitment of controls. Accurate local demographic data
were used to set quotas for controls to ensure the samples'
representativeness of each catchment area's population at
risk in terms of age, gender, and ethnicity. Potential
controls were inilially identilied on lhe basis of locally
available sampling strategies, most commonly random
sampling from lists of all postal addresses and from
general practitioner lists from randomiy selected

2 M.thelancet.com/psychiatry Published online March 19, 2019 http://dx.doi.o19110.1016/52215-0366(19)30048-3
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surgeries. To achieve representation of hardto-reach
groups (eg, young men), we then tried to oversample
them using more ad-hoc approaches such as internet and
newspaper advertisements, and leaflets at locai stations,
shops, and job centres. Controls were excluded ifthey had
received a diagnosis of, or treatment for, psychotic
disorder.

All participants provided informed, written consent.
Ethical approval was provided by research ethics
committees in each site.

Measures
We obtained sociodemographic data using the Medical
Research Council Sociodemographic Schedule, as

described previously.'n An updated version of the modified
Cannabls Experience Questionnairer5 (CEQ ) was used
to gather detailed history of use of cannaBis"'and other
recreational drugs (appendix). To minimise recall bias,
none of the recruitrnent materials for cases or controls
mentioned cannabis or referred to its potential role as risk
factor for psychotic disorder. Participants were asked if
they had ever used cannabis in their lifetime; if the answer
was yes, they were then asked to give details on their
pattem of use. Questions on the type of cannabis used
made no reference to its potency and allowed participants
to report the colloquial name, in any language, of the
cannabis they used.

We induded six measures of cannabis use in the initial
analyses, including lif,etime cannabis use (ie, whether or
not the individual had ever used cannabis), currently using
cannabis, age at first use of cannabis,'u lifetime frequency
of use (ie, the frecluency that characterised the individual's
most consistent pattem of use), and money spent weekly
on cannabis during their most consistent pattem of use.
Using data published in the European Monitoring Centre
for Drugs and Drug Addiction 2015 report'7that reported
the concentralion of Ac-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in the
types ofcannabis available across Europe, supplemented
by national data for each induded country,'ttu we created
the 6nal measure of cannabis potency (appendix).

Statistical analysis
We used complete case anaiyses for al1 analyses using
Stata version 1.4. We used inverse probability weights to
account for any oversampling of controls relative to the
populations at risk (appendix); we gave each control's
data a weight inversely proporlional to their probability
of selection given their key demographics (age, gender,
and ethnicity) using census data on relevant populations.
These weights were applied in all analyses.

To identify potential confounders, we used Xz and
t tests to test for an association between sociodemographic
data and the data on drug use with case-control status in
the whole sample. On the basis of the Xz and t tests. data
on the use ofother recreational drugs were inciuded as

confounders in the main analyses, wiih iow or no use
scored as 0 and use scored as 1- in categorical variables:

tobacco (never used or smoked <10 cigarettes per day us

smoked >10 cigarettes or more per day); stimulants,
hallucinogens, ketamine, and novel psychoactive
substances (so-called legal highs; never tried ys ever
tried); and mean number of alcohoiic drinks consumed
daily on an average week. A-11 sociodemographic and
drug-use variables associated with case-control status
were controlled for in all analyses (appendix).

We applied adjusted logistic regression models to
estimate the effect of each of the six measures of cannabis
use on the odds ofa psychotic disorder (ie, case status).
The data have a multilevel structure because cases and
controls are nested within sites. To take account of this
clustering in the logistic regression analysis, we used the
cluster option in Stata. We fitted interaction terms to
logistic models. These interaction models, using
likelihood ratio tests, were run to investigate whether
individual measures of cannabis use interacted with each
other to significantly increase the odds ratios (ORs) for
psychotic disorder and whether the ORs for psychotic
disorder of the individual measures of cannabis use
varied significantly by site.

The STATApunafcc command was used to calcuiate the
population attributable fraction (PAF) with 95%o CIs for
the two cannabis use measures that carried the largest
adjusted OR for psychosis. The PAF measures the
population effect of an exposure by providing an estimate
ofthe proportion ofdisorder that would be prevented if
the exposure were removed, assuming causality.

To account for potential selection bias, we did a

probabilistic sensitivity analysis using the STNIA episensi

command.tt This analysis assumes that we can assign
prior probability distributions for the bias parameters,
which capture the uncertainty about those parameters,
and use these distributions in a probabilistic sensitivity
analysis (appendix).

Finally, we used Pearson's correlation to test for an
association between the incidence rates for psychotic
disorder adjusted for ethnic minority status in each site
and the prevalence ofdaily cannabis use and use ofhigh-
potency cannabis in the controls as representing the
general population for each site.

Role ofthe funding source
Study funders contributed to the salaries of the re-
search workers employed but did not participate in the
study design, data analyses, data interpretation, or
writing of the manuscript. AJI authors had full access to
the study data and had 6nal responsibility for the decision
to submit for publication.

Results
Between May 1, 2010, and Aprii 1, 2015, we ap-
proached 1519 patients with first-episode psychosis;
356 (23%) refused to participate, 19 (1o/o) could not
consent because oflanguage barriers, and 14 (0'9%) were
excluded because they did not meet the age inclusion
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a6^/ra9\
,v'v \r. v,

Gender

Female 655 (53.0%)

Male 582 (47.0v.)

Self-reportedethnicity .

white 930 (75.2%)

Elack 118 (9.5%)

Mixed 113 (9 1016)

Asian 33 (2-7%)

NortlrAfrican 23 (1.9%)

others 20 (1.6%)

Fducation

School lvith no qualilications 66 (5 3%)

School qualifrtations 759 (72.9o/o)

Vocational orundergraduate 826 (66 8%)

Postgraduate 777 (14.3v")

Data missing 9 (0.7%)

Employment status lyear before assessment

Unemployed 95(7.7v')

lconomically inadive (ie, house peson) 122 (9.9%)

student 27507.4%)

Employee (fulltime/parttimelself-employed) 805 (65 1%)

Data missing 0

Lifetime (annabis use

Yes 574(46.4./")

No 650 (52.5"/")

Data missing 13 (1 1%)

Lifetimetobac(o use

5nrokes >1.0 (ignrettes per day

Smokes <10 cigarettes per day

Never used

Data missing

Lifetime use ofother drugs

Legai highs

Stimulants

Hallucinogens

Ketamine

158 (12.8%)

238 (19.2%)

838 (67.8%)

3 (0.2%)

Jo (2 4%\

749 (12.Ov.)

111 (9.0%)

35 (2-8%)

2 (o.2%)

Controls (n.1237) Cases (n.901) p value
Most sites had minimal missing sociodemographic

(<3Y") or CEQ,u."r, data (<5%). However, Verona, Santiago,
Oviedo, V'aiencia, and Cuenca haci at ieast i076 oi riaia
missing on the measures of cannabis use or on one or
more of the main confounding variables; therefore, given

their small samplc sizcs there was insufficient data to
include these sites in the analysis. This resulted in
901 cases and1237 controls for analysis.

Compared with controls, cases were younger, more
often men, and from ethnic minorities, than the controls
(table 1). Controls were more likely to have pursued
higher education (p<0 .0001) and to have been employed
a year before assessment than cases (p<0'0001; table 1);

the differences in gender, ethniciry education, and

employment are those expected when comparing
patients with psychosis with general population samples.

More cases than controls reported having ever used

cannabis, having smoked ten tobacco cigarettes or more a

day, or having tried other recreational drugs (table 1). We

lound no difference behveen cases and controls in the
mean number of alcohoiic drinks consumed every day on
an average week (5'2 drinks [SD 0.4] among controls us

4.8 drinks [0.4] among cases; median 2.0 drinks

[QR 0.0-6.0] for controls us 1.0 drink [0.Ga.0]; p:0.a5).
A- .li' '.!-,1 l^^i.+i- .-^.-c.i^- 

-^,1-l "1"^-'-.1 tlrri +hncc

who had ever used cannabis had a modest increase in odds

of psychotic disorder compared with those who had never

used it (table 2); the odds were slightly greater in those who
started to use cannabis at age 15 years or younger.

Daily cannabis use was associated with increased odds
of psychotic disorder compared with never having used it
itable 2); this remained largely unchanged when taking
into account age atfirst use (OR 3.1, 95% CI 2.1-5.2\,
money spent (2'9, 1.94.4), and type of cannabis used
(2.6, 2.0-3'9\. Those who spent €20 or more a week
showed more than a doubling in the odds of a psychotic

disorder (2.5, 1.G3.8), which dropped to 1.3 (95% Ci
1.0-2'1) after controlling for daily use and type of
cannabis used; we observed no interaction between daily
use and money sPent (p:0.67).

Use of high-potency cannabis (THC :10%) modestly
increased the odds of a psychotic disorder compared with
never use (tab1e 2); this remained largely unchanged
after controlling for daily use (OR 1.5,95o/" CI 1.1-2.6).
Those who had started using high-potency cannabis by
age 15 years showed a doubling of risk (2'3, i.4-3.1),
without evidence of interaction (p:0. 63).

Frequency of use and tlpe of cannabis used were

combined to generate a single-measure of frecluency
plus type of use because these two measures had the
highest ORs. Adjusted logistic regression indicated that
daily use of high-potency cannabis carried more than a
four-times increase in the risk of psychotic disorder
(OR 4.8, 95% Cl 2.5-6.3) compared with never having
used cannabis; the odds were lower for those who used
low-potency cannabis daily (2.2, 1.4-3.6; figr-Lre 1).

Nevertheless, there was no evidence of interaction

343 (38.1"/")

558 (61.9%)

532 (59.0%)

168 (18'6"/6)

1o4 (11.5%)

32 (3.6%)

42(4.7%)

23t260 >

158 (17.5vo)

232 (25.7v")

465 (57.6v")

36 (4.0%")

10 (1.1%)

169 (18.8%)

62 (6.9%)

745 (76.2"/")

488 (54.2%)

16 (4'0%)

s8s (64.9%)

303 (33,6"/")

13 (1.4%)

296 (32.9%)

182 (20 1%)

427(46.8%)

2 (0.2%)

39 (4.3Y")

196 (21.87")

737 (74.5Eo)

55 (6 1"/.)

0

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0 001

<0.0001

o.0i42

<o.oo01

<0.0001

0.0002

Data missing

Dataare n (,o/") or men (5D).

loble 1:Sociodemographics and lifetime history ofsubstance misuse acrossall included cases and contrds

criteria. Patients who refused to participate were older
(p:0.0015), more likely to be women (p=0.0063) and of
white European origin (p<0 ' 0001; appendix).

Thus, 1130 cases took part. These cases were broadly
representative for gender and ethnicity of the incidence
sample, although younger (mean age 31. 2 years ISD 10. 6],

median 29 years IIQR 23-32 for cases vs mean 34.5 years

[12 
.0], median 31 years [23 

.G41 '0] for the total incidence;
p<0 .0001; details by site are available in the appendix). Al1

17 sites contributed to the recruitment of 1499 population
controls except for Maison Blanche, which was con-

sequently exduded from i.he analysis {appendix).
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Controb(n.1237) Cases(n.gol) prnlw" €rudaOR
(9s%cut

p \.slue Fullyadjurted. pvalue
oR(95%cDl

Lifetime annabis u*+ . <O.OOo1

No 650 (52.5%) 303(33'5%) - 1 (re0 .. 1(r€0

Yes 574(46.4%) 585(64.9%) .. 2'45(2.0-2'9) <o.ooo1 1..3{1.1-1.6) 0.0225

Currently using cannabis 132 (7o.7vo) 198 (22.0%) o,oo349 2.7 Q.7-3.5) <o.oo01 1.1 (0.9-1.5) 0.36

First used cannabis age s1!years old 169 (13.7%) 257 (78.6%, <0.0001 3.9 (3.G49) <0.0001 1.6 (1.1-2.1) 0.0122

Lifetimefrequencyofuse <0.0001

Neveror occasional use 1051 (85.8%) 528 (58 7%) ' 1 (ref) .. 1 (re0

Used more than once a wek 92 (7'4%) Lo7 (1190 ) .. 2.5 (1.9-3.5) <o.oOO1 1.4 (1.0-2.0) 0.066

Dailyuse 84(6.8yo) 266(29.5k) - 6.2(4.8-8.2) <O.OOO1 3.2(2.2-4.7) <O.OOO1

spentatleast€2operweekoncannabis 4O().2%) 156(17.4%) <0.0001 5.5(4.V7.7) <O.OOO1 2.5(1.6-3.8) <0.OOO1

Lifetime use ofcannabis by potencyg <o.O0o1

Lowpotency(THc<10%) 331(26.7v"1 257(27.9v.) .. 2.0(1.6-2.5) <o.ooo1 1.1(0.9-1.5) 0.38

High potency (THC :10%) 24o (19.4%) 334(37.7"/") . 3.2 (2.5-4.0) <0.0001. 7.6 (1.2-2.2) 0.0032

Crude ORs a'r adjust€d ont fo? ago, gender, and ethnicity whereas fully adju5ted ORs are addhionally adJuted for level of educatim, employment status, tobasco, 5timlan6
ketamine hgal hight and hallucinogenics. ORd& ratio.THc'A'-tetrahydro(nnDabinol. *pvalueforX'test. tReference group forboth crude andadjustedORs i5tl]e never
utr unls ryeciied otheMis. +Datawer€ missing{or X.J iDdMduals in eeh group. SData were mirsirg furthrR (ortrols.

Toblo 2: Msqeura of cannabls ure and ORs for pryciotlc dlsordan ior ea:e-control ismpl€ acr$s 11 sltet

10 I Crude 0R
! AdjustedoR

8

5.81

o

2

0
Never used Rare use of

THC<10%

Rareuseof UsedTHC<10%more UsedTHC>1ocimore
THC:L0% than once aweek than once aweek

Frequency and type ofcannabis use

Dailyu*of
THC<10%

Daily useof
THC>10"i6(reference)

Figure 1: Crude and fully adjusted ORs of psychotic disorders forthe combined measure offrequency plus type of cannabis use in the whole sample
Crude ORs are adjusted only for age, gender and ethnicity and fully adjusted ORs are additionally adjusted for level ofeducation, employment status, and use of
tobacco, stimulants, ketamine, legal highl and hallucinogenics. Error bars represent 95% Cls. 0R=odds ratio.

between frequency of use and type of cannabis used
(p:0. 2s).

When considering variation by site, neither the ORs for
daily use (p=0.25) nor those for high-potency cannabis
(p=0'a5), compared with never use, varied significantly
across sites (table 3). The observed differences in ORs for
daily use ranged from 7.1 (95% Cl 3.4-11.8) in
Amsterdam to L.L (O'4-12.2lrin Puy de D6me, Similarly,
the differences in the ORs for use of high-potency
cannabis, ranging from 3.6 (1.5-1 '7} in Amiterdam to
0.6 (0'1-2.5) in Paiermo, are consistent with the
geographicai differences in its availability.'7

In the three sites with the greatest consumption of high-
potency cannabis, daily use ofhigh-potency cannabis was
associated with the greatest increase in the odds for
psydlotic disorder compared with never having used:
four times greater in Paris, five times greater in London,
andmore than nine times greaterinAmsterdam (figure 2).

Based on the prevalence ofdaily cannabis use, and use
ofhigh potency cannabis, in cases and controls and the
corresponding adjusted ORs, we estimated the PAFs for
the whole sample and for each of the sites (table 3).
Assuming causality, the proportion of new cases of
psychotic disorder in the whole sample attributable to
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I liqh-potcncy carurrbi! (Tl lC :10i6)

Whole sample 7.6 (7.2-2.2)

London(UK) 24(L4-40)
Cambridge(UK) 1 l (0.4-4.3)

Amsierdam(Neiherlands) 3.6(1.5-7.7j

Gouda andVoorhout 1.5 (0.8-3 1)

(Netherlands)

Paris (Val-de-Marne; France) 2 1 (0 8-1.6)

Puyde D6me (France) 1 5 (0.4-5.8)

Madrid (Spain) 2.0 (o.7-S-7)

Barcelona (Spain) 1.6 {0.5-5.1)

Bologna (ltaly) 1 2 (0 8-1 7)

Palermo(ltaly) 06(0.1-2.5)

Ribeirao Preto (Brazil) 2.1 (0.6-11 3)

Daily cnnabis use

Whole sample ?) (2.2-4.7)

London (UK) 3.6 (7 4-4.4\

Cambridge(UK) 22(0.8-6.5)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) 7 1 (3 4-71.8)

6ouda and Voorhout 2.8 (1 4-20.1)
(Netherlands)

Paris (Val-de-Marne; France) 2.8 (77-723)

Puy de D6me (France) 7L (0-4-12.2)

Madrid (Spain) 2 5 (2 1-7.3)

Barcelona (Spain) 1.8 (0 8-8.7)

Bologna(ltaly) 20(0.5-5.8)

Palermo (ltaly) 17 (0.7-9.7)

Ribeirao Preto(Brazil) 2.4 (1 5-7.5)

FullyadjustedOR Prevalenceof Pruvalence PAF(95%Cl)

(95%cD exposure in ofexpcsure
controls in cases

selection bias on high potency cannabis use were similar
(appendix).

llhe EU-GEI incicience study reported an eight-times
variation in the incidence rates of psychotic disorder
adjusted for age, gender, and ethnic minority status

across the study sites." We found a correlation between

the adjusted incidence rates for psychotic disorder in our
11 sites and the prevalence of daily cannabis use in
controls (r:0'8; p:0'0109). Sites where daily use was

common such as London (26 111,.7%l of 223 controls) and
Amsterdam (13 [13.0%] of 100 controls) had among
the highest adjusted incidence rates (45.7 cases per
100000 person-years in London and 37.9 per

100000 person-years in Amsterdam). This differed from
sites such as Bologna where daiiy use was less frequent
(three [4.6%] of 65 controls) and the adjusted in-
cidence rate was halfthat of London (21..0 cases per
100000 per person years; figure 3).

Similariy, we found a correlation between adjusted
incidence rates for psychotic disorder and the prevalence

of use of high-potency cannabis in controls across the
11 sites (r:0'7; p:0.0286). Amsterdarn (54 154.0o/ol of
100 controls), London (58 126'O%l of 223 controls), and
Paris (21 12L.0%l of 100 controis) had the highest
-'.-^-..-l^-^^ ^t --^^ ^C L:-L -^r^---. ----^l-:- :- -^-!-^l^
PICVaTCIiLC Ur ur€ Ur 1lrBl1-PULCTTLI LdlUrdUls rll LUllLluls

and the highest adlusted incidence rates for all psychosis
(45.7 per 100000 person-years in London, 37.9 tn
Amsterdam, and 46.1in Paris; figure 3). The prevalence

of daily use and the prevalence of use of high-potency
cannabis in conhols were only modestly correlated
(r:0.2; p:0.0413), therefore we report data for both
/fiolrp r\

Discussion
Our main frndings show Lhat among thc measures of
cannabis use tested, the strongest independent predictors
ofwhether any given individual would have a psychotic

disorder or not were daily use of cannabis and use of
high-potency cannabis. The odds of psychotic disorder
among daily cannabis users were 3.2 times higher than
for never users, whereas the odds among users of high-
potency cannabis were 1.6 times higher than for never

users. Starting to use cannabis by 15 years ofage modestly
increased the odds for psychotic disorder but not
indenendenilv nf freo rrencv of u se or of the notencv of tle"'"'f--'--"-l ' --- r------t -'

cannabis used. These measures ofextent ofexposure did
not interact with each other, nor did they interact with the

sites. This lack ofinteraction between degree ofcannabis
use (ie, daily use of cannabis or use of high-potency
cannabis) and site might reflect insufficien.t power in our
study; however, it could aiso indicate that aithough the

magnitude of the effect might vary depending on the

degree ofcannabis use, there is a consistent effect ofdaily
use and use of high-potency cannabis on the ORs for
psychotic disorders across all study sites.

We replicated our previous 6nding" that daily use of
high-potency cannabis is most sftongly associated with

2too/o

37Y.

7 8"/"

8.7"r"

5.2%

r.5vo

19 |v.

26.ov"

11..OV.

54.0%

78.2o/"

6.8v.

11,7v.

4ov"

\37o/o

6.0v"

7t.6%

6.ov"

10.57o

8 3v.

4.lvo

5.7vo

7.4%

35.7vo

34.7',t

69 6v"

36.0"/"

35.9"/.

7.-rvo

13.2vo

71.7v.

4.3v.

3.6%

29.5v.

29.0v.

20.2vo

51.Ovo

27 ova

32.3%

17 O'/o

27 2vr

18.9%

17.3./o

17.7vo

25 ovo

12 2% (3.0-16.1)-

l0.l% (15.2-40-0)-

8.2"/" (0 5-18.7)

5a3v" (27.4-66 o).

r2.2"/" (8.t-25.3)"

18.9v" (14.6-36.0)'

2.3vo (o.6'17.2)

17 2% (O.9-25.O)

4.7rk (0.5-12.4)

1.9% (0.6-16.3)

Not calculated

1,.9v4(0.3-4,7)

20.4v" (77.6-22.0\-

27.Oo/o (71.'r-3L.2).

1O.4v" (4-/-21-O).

43 8./" (34.0-69-1)-

77-4%(1123.1).

20.8"/" (13.5,36.1)"

1.2"/" (0.8,15.4)

r2-7./. (3.7-74.2r

8 6./, (0.6-9.9)

8.2v"(0.8-17.7)

6.30,6 (0.9-21 1)

14.5v. (1O.2-24.1r

OR=odds ratio. PAF=population attributable f raction. :p<0.05.

Toble l: PAFsfor daily use of cannabis and use of high-potency cannabis in the whole sample and by site

daily use was 20.4o/o (95% U 17'6-22.0) and 12.2Yo

{-3 
. 0-6. 1) for use of high-potenq/ cannabis (table 3).

The PAF analysis revealed variations by sites, ranging
from 43 8%" {95o/o CI 34.0-69.1) of new cases of
psychotic disorder in Amsterdam being attributable to
daiJ.y use to jus t 1,. 2% (0' 8-15. 4) of cases in Puy de DOme.

Furthermore, the PAF for use of high-potency cannabis
ranged from 50.3% (27'4-66.0) ofcases in Amsterdam
to 1.9a/o 10.(:-16.1\ estimated in BoLosna. We dicl not\' ' -- -I '------"''- -_--O---" - -_--_

calculate the PAF for Palermo because there was no
main effect ofuse ofhigh-potency cannabis on the odds
for psychotic disorder.

The probabilistic sensitivity analyses we ran suggest

that selection blas is unlikely to explain orLr findings
(appendix). After correction for selection bias, the OR for
daily cannabis use (5 '7, 95% Cl 3 . 5-9 . 4) was similar to
the original OR (5.7, 4.+7'5). However, the CI for the
corrected OR was wider than that for the ofiginal OR,

suggesting a wider range of possible values for the true
OR with 95% certainty. The results of the probabilistic
^^--:!:.,:r,, ^.^^1.,-:^ r^ ^^ti*^.^ rL^ ^^l^-li-l ^€f^-$- ^fJLllllrLvrL) drrdrysr5 Lw cDrrrLLdLc rrlc yurfrr(rdr
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f,J Never used

E Rare use ofTHC<10%

E Rare use ofTHf>109{,
ff UsedTHC.l0% more thanonce aweek
[f Used THC>1096 more than once a week

n Daily use ofTHC<10%

E Daily u5e ofTHc>109/"

London Amsterdam Paris (Val-de-Marne)

Figure 2: Fully adjusted ORs of psychotic disorders forthe combined measure of frequency plus type of cannabis use in three sites
Data are shown for the three sites with the greatest consumption of cannabjs: London (201 cases, 230 controls), Amsterdam (96 cases, 101 controls), and Paris

(54 cases, 100 controls). Error bars represent 95%o Cls. OR=odds ratio.
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case-control status. Compared with never users, par-

ticipants who used high-potency cannabis daily had four-
times higher odds of psychosis in the whole sample, with
a five-times increase in London and a nine-times increase
in Amsterdam. We also saw that, in the whole sample,
daily use of high-potency cannabis was associated with a

doubiing in the OR for psychotic disorder. The large
sample size and the different lypes o[ cannabis available
across Europe have allowed us to report that the dose*
response relationship characterising the association
between cannabis use and psychosis? reflects not only the
use of high-potency cannabis but also the daily use of
lypes with an amount of THC consistent with more
traditional varieties.

Use of high-potency cannabis was a strong predictor of
psychotic disorder in Amsterdam, London, and Paris
where high-potency cannabis was widely available, by
contrast with sites such as Palermo where this type was
not yet available. In the Netherlands, the THC content
reaches up to 677o in Nederhasj and 22o/o in Nederwiet;
in London, skunklike cannabis (average THC of 14%l

represents 94%o of the street market'e whereas in
countries like Italy, France, and Spain, herbal types of
cannabis with THC content of less than 10% were still
commonly used.'7"

Thus our findings are consistent with previous
epidemiological and experimental evidence suggesting
that the use of cannabis with a high concentration of
TFIC has more harmlul effecls on mental health than
does use of weaker forms-28t0"

The novelty of this study is its multicentre structure
and the availability of incidence rates for psychotic
disorder lor all the sites. This has allowed us, lor the first
time, to show how the association between cannabis use
and risk ofpsychosis varies geographically depending on
prevailing patterns ofuse, and how the latter contributes
to variation in incidence rates for psychotic disorder.

Varialions in patterns of cannabis use across the sites

translated into differences in the proportion of new cases

of psychotic disorder attributable to cannabis use. We

estimated, assuming causality, thal 20/" of new cases of
psychotic disorder across all our sites could have been
prevented ifdaily use ofcannabis had been abolished; the
PAF for daily use was 217o for London, similar to that
previously reported,r but ranged from 44oZ in Amsterdam
lo 6Yo in Palermo. The local availability of high-potency
types of cannabis resulted in a PAF of 50% for Amsterdam
and 30%lo for London. Therefore, assuming causality, if
high-potency cannabis were no longer accessible, the
adjusted incidence rates for all psychotic disorder in
Amsterdam would drop from 37'9 to 18.8 cases per
100000 person-years and in London from 45.7 to 31'9
cases per 100000 person-years.

Finally, we report what, to our knowledge, is the frrst
evidence that differences in the prevalence of daily use

and use ofhigh-potency cannabis in the controls correlate
with the variation in the adjusted incidence rates for
psychotic disorder across the study sites. Our results
show that in areas where daily use and use of high-
potency cannabis are more prevalent in the general
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Our potency variable does not include the proportion
of another important cannabinoid, cannabidiol (CBD),"
because reliable data on this were available for only
Englanrl and Hnlland 171e'242s's WF rAtpgnrised the repnrted
types ofcannabis used as low and high potency on the
basis of the available estimates of mean percentage of
THC [rom official sources. Although this approach does

not account for variations in the THC content in
individual samples, we used a conservative cutoff of
10%. Given the much higher mean percentage of THC
expected in types of cannabis commonly used in UK'2'
and in Holland,'o our dichotomous categorisation might
have 1ed to underestimation of the effect of potency on
the ORs for psychotic disorder. Furthermore, a direct
measure of the THC content of the cannabis samples
used by our participants would have only provided data
on THC value for a single timepoint rather than an
estimate covering lifetime use.

When setting quotas based on the main sociodemo-
graphics of the popuiations at risk for the recruitment of
controls, we applied weights to account for under-
sampling or oversampiing of some groups. For instance,
most of the sites oversampled the age group 16-24 years

(appendix), which represents the part ofthe population
most iikeiy to consume cannabis" and the mosi iikeiy to
suffer associated harm.6rurt

Moreover, none of the sites mentioned either cannabis,
or other, drug use in the materials used fcr participant
recruitment, thus avoiding selection and recail bias.
First episode studies minimise the effect of recall bias,

which can be a source of error when history of exposure
to environmental factors is coilected retrospectively in
patients with well established psychosis. This study
design also reduces the chances of results being biased
by illness course; therefore, it is preferred to investigate
aetiolog,v.'u

ln conclusion, our findings confirm previous eviderrce

of the harmful effect on mental health of daily use of
cannabis, especially of high'potency types. Importantly,
they indicate for the firsL time how cannabis use affects the

incidence of psychotic disorder. Therefore, it is of public
health importance to acknowledge alongside the potential
medicinal properlies of some cannabis constituents the
potential adverse effects that are associated with daily
cannabis use, especially of high-potency varieties.
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Figure l: Adjusted incidence rates for all psycho:is forthe 11 sites plotted
againstthe prevalence ofdaily use in the population controls (A) and
prevalence of use ofhigh-potency cannabis in the population controls (B)

lncidence rates are adjusted for age, gender, and ethnicity. Puy-de-Dome is not
included because data on ethnicity were missing for 27 (667") of 42 incidence

cases, therefore the adjusted incidence rate for this site was not calculated,

population, there is an excess of cases of psychotic
disorder.

Our findings need to be appraised in the contexi of
limitations. Data on cannabis use are not validated by
biological measures, suc-h as urine, blood, or hair samples.
However, such measures do not allow testing for use over
previous years.'u Moreover, studies with laboratory data

and self-reported information have shown that cannabis
users reliabiy report frecluency of use and the type of
cannabis used.""
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Cannabis and psychosis: triangulating the evidence @El"Q_
Disentanqling causality where complex and confounded

behaviours might be impacting on even more complex

mental health outcomes is notoriously challenging,

and requires tackling the question in a number of
different ways to triangulate the evidence. Although

observational epidemiology and experimental studies

are broadly consistent in indicating a link between heavy

cannabis use and risk of psychosis,'an often-mentioned

anomaly when considering the association is that while

cannabis use has increased in some populations, the

corresponding level of psychosis incidence has not.

Marta Di Forti and colleagues' explored this paradox in

more detail, examining detailed measures of cannabis

use from 901 patients with first-episode psychosis and

1237 controls across 1i" sites in Europe. Additionally,

they used cannabis data from their control sample to
assess the link between patterns of cannabis use in the

region and data for psychosis incidence in that location

taken from the EU-GEI project. Their results suggest

that some of the variation in frequency of use and type

of cannabis used might be implicated in differing rates

of psychosis across the different locations, going against

the previously held notion.

ln recent years, attention has turned to the impact

of various cannabinoids on risk of poor mental health.

ln particular, there is some suggestion from short-

term experimental intoxication studies that ratios

oi A"-ietrahycirocannabinoi (THC) to cannabidioi

(CBD) could have an impact on risk of psychotic-like

experiences,r with some emerging evidence even

suggesting that CBD might be anti-psychotic.o Although

they were unable to directly measure cannabis potency,

Di Forti and colleagues created a cannabis potency

variable by using self-reported type of cannabis used

combined with Europe-wide data published by the

European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug

Addiction on the concentration of THC in cannabis

found in the countries under investigation. While this

approach is subject to some uncertainty, as levels of
THC are not necessarily consistent within a country or

even a region,s and sample sizes were small, it is a novel

and inventive way to account for levels ofTHC, and one

which is likely to be more accurate than only asking

participants to self-report the strength oftheir cannabis.

Un{ortunately, data for CBD were not available in most

countries so could not be accounted for in this potency

variable.

All study patients were diagnosed using the same

ICD-10 criteria, meaning diagnoses were harmonised

and therefore directly comparable across sites. The

sample size was large, although when split across

the 11 sites it was reduced (15-201 cases per site),

meaning associations within individual sites might be

underpowered. The associations seen between cannabis

and psychosis were largely driven by daily cannabis

users, and particularly those daily users consuming high

potency cannabis. ln non-daily users, effect sizes did
.--L ):4-, L-!-----.^ !l^- --*--L:- --^..-- ^-filuL uilrcr ucrwccil Lr re Ldr ilrdur) PUtcilLy 9ruuP>, dilu

there was no evidence of an association between less-

than-weekly cannabis use and psychosis, regardless of
potency.

As well as this individual level case-control study,

Di Forti and colleagues also examined the relationship

between incidence rates for psychotic disorder across 11

ofthe different study sites, and cannabis use patterns in

the control group sampled for their case-control study.

They found that for almost every site assessed in the

study, prevalence of daily cannabis use in the controls, or

prevalence cf high potency cannabis use, was correlated

with incidence rates for psychosis in the location in
question, although cannabis use sample sizes were very

small (37-302 controls per site).

Does ihis mean we can now be sure ihat (ciaiiy

and high potency) cannabis use causes psychosis?

Unfortunately, not all the evidence utilising different

methods is consistent about causality. For example,

studies using genetic data have found evidence possibly

consistent with shared genetic aetiology between risk of
psychosis and likelihood to use cannabis.5 Di Forti and

colleagues' study asks par-ticipants about their cannabis

use prior to their first episode psychosis diagnosis, but it
is possiblethat subclinical symptoms might have existed

prior to cannabis initiation, meaning that associations

in the opposite direction cannot be ruled out.

It is perfectly possible that the association between

cannabis and psychosis is bidirectional, as suggested

by other work using genetic variables as proxies for the

exposures of interest in a Mendelian randomisation

design.zs Di Forti and colleagues' study adds a new arrd

novel study design to the evidence available, which
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consistently indicates that for some individuals there

is an increased risk of psychosis resulting from daily

use of high potency cannabis. Given the changing legal

status of cannabis across the world, and the associated

potential for an increase in use, the next priority is to
identify which individuals are at risk from daily potent

cannabis use, and to develop educational strategies and

interventions to mitigate this.
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Methods

Recruitment:

Cases: We followed procedures previously used to generate representative samples of first episode

psychosis patients (FEPp) (1). We identified all individuals aged 18 to 64 years, who contacted mental

hsaii.h scrvises ior a suspccieci first episoric oipsychosis (FEF), over pcriods up io iuur yctrs in i7

catchmcnt alcas in Dngland (Southcast London, Cambridgcshirc & Pctcrborough); lrancc (20th

arrondissement of Paris, Val-de-Mame, Puy-de-D6me); the Netherlands (Central Amsterdam, Gouda

& Voorhout); Italy (part of the Veneto region, Bologna, and Palermo); Spain (Madrid-Vallecas,

Barcelon4 Valenci4 Oviedo, Santiago, Cuenca), and; Brazil (RibeirSo Preto, Sao Paulo) (full details of

the incidence sample recruitment and general description ofthe incidence study methods are available

from the recently published paper by Jogsma et al 2008 (2).

Case ascertainment involved trained researchers making regular contact with all secondary and tertiary

mental healthcare providers to identi! potential cases and searching electronic clinical records, where

available. In this process, all cases with psychosis within services were considered. In all countries, it

was uncommon for people to be treated for FEP in primary care; instead people with suspected

psychosis would typically be referred to specialist mental health services. Research teams were

overseen by a psychiatrist with experience in epidemiological research, and included trained research

nurses and clinical psychologists. Teams received training in epidemiological principles and incidence

study design to minimize non-differential ascertainment bias across different local and national

L^^l.L^^-^ /^^^.-^i-:-^ -^^1.^^^ ^- +L^ ^r..1-, --,^L^:.^.llralllrLaE u)LEIIJ \JEg uaillllrB pautraBs ull lilr )LuuJ w5usrLr.

(https://rvwrv. kcl.ac. uk/iopon/depts/hspr/research/social-epidemioloey-research-grouo/current-orojects.asox).

As explained in the main text, between May l,2010, and April, | 2015, we approached l5l9 patients

with first-episode psychosis. Of these 356 (l%) refused to participate, 19 (23%) could not consent

because of language barriers and 14 (0'9%) were later excluded (London N:3; Madrid N:2; Bologna

N:l; Ribeirio Preto N:8) as they did not meet the age inclusion oiteria. For all patients who were not

part of the study, local research ethics committees approved the extraction of demographics and

clinical information from patient records. Patients who refused to participate were older [FEP"on,"nt"a

mean age:30.8 (10.5), median:29.0 (22.0 to 37.0); FEP*r*pd meon agr32 8 (11'5), median-31.0

(25.0 to 42.0); p:0'00151, more likely to be women [FEP"on."nt"a malr558 (61'90/o); FEP*pu*6

malr3ll (54'7%), f(l):1'6; p:0'00631 and of White European origin [26'z(5):38, p<0'0001]

(s-Table2 for details by site). 1130 First Episode Psychosis Patients (FEPp) across the study sites

consented to take part in the case-control study (s-Table 1). The FEPp recruited in the case-control

study are broadly representative fbr gender and ethnicity of the rest of the incidence sample. However,

in London, Amsterdam and Ribeirao Preto cases aged l8-24 were over-represented in the case-control

sample and those aged 45-54 and 55 or over were under-represented compared with the incidence

sample (s-Table 2)

2



Supplementary Table 1: Number ofparticipants of the case-control study recruited by each site who met the inclusion criteria.

Catchment area

England

Controls Cgss

Southeast London 230 201

Cambridgeshire 108 45

The Netherlands

Amsterdam l0l 96

Gouda & Voorhout 109 100

Spain

Madrid 38 39

Barcelona 37 3t

Valenciat )z 49

Oviedoi 39 39

Santiagoi 38 28

Cuencai 38 l8

France

Paris (Maison-

Blanche)t

0 36

Paris 100 54

Puy-de-Dome 47 l5

Italy

Bologna 65 70

Veronai I l5 59

Palermo 100 58

Brazil

Ribeiiro Preto 302 192

Total 1,499 1,130

*Sites excluded for the case-control analysis because of missing data 2100/o. Mason-Blanche was excluded from the case-control
analysis, as they did not recruit any controls.

-t



SupplementaryTable2 t'andp-valuesforcomparisonsbetweenthosecaseswhoparticipatedinthecase-control armofthe
study and lhose who did not. The table shows how the oase-control study cases are representative ofthe rest ofthe incidence

Ribeirio Preto 32 3,11 2 35'9,10 6 24'l <0'0001

Controls: All sites contributed to the recruitment of 1499 population controls except for Maison

Blanche, which consequently was excluded from the case-control analysis (s-Tablel). Controls were

recruited using a mix of random and quota sampling that aimed to obtain samples representative for

age, gender and ethnicity ofeach site population at risk. Nevertheless, controls aged 18-34 were over-

sampled and those aged 35 and over were under-sam pled (f:212'4, p<0'0001 , s-Table 3). Differences

by gender and ethnicity are also reported in s-Table 3. As reported in the main methods section we

used inverse probability weights to account for any over and under sampling ofcontrols relative to the

populations at risk; we gave each control's data a weight inversely proportional to theil probability of

selection, on key demographics (age, gender, ethnicity, using census data on relevant populations). The

weights were applied in all analyses.
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case-

control

Male %; N
rest of the
incidence

Male %; N f p-valuep-value
(based on

Gender status

age

Mean,sd;
(Median)
case-

control

Mean;
(Median)
rest of the
incidence

%; N
minority
Case

control

o/o: N
minority
Rest ofthe
incidence
samnle

t p-value

Enaland
63.2 (t27) 5.9 0.015t5l .4

( 11).\
70 6 (t42) 77.1 (168) 2 2 0.13

6.8
(26\

Cambridgeshire 28 1,7 9 015

Southeast
London

29.6,9.4
(27)

34 6,fi 2
(33)

32 5,12 3
(29\

3l'4 <0.0001

5s.6 (2i) 00 086570
n26\

35.6(16) 418(87) 06 044

The Netherlands

(25\ (36)
Amsterdam 27 6,8 1 38.2,12.5 50'5 <0.001 74 0 (7t) 5 6 0.l8599

(l 18)

70 8 (68) 73.6 (r34) o 2 0.62

09
(29), (30)
31.7,11 1 32.s,t2.0 IGouda &

Voorhout
t7 (t7) 3s 4(23) 7'2 0'0273

Spain

65.0(65) 54 6(36) 1.8 0.18

10 3 (4) 12.5 (2) 0 1 0.8

20 (6) 22 4 (15) o.l c.1e25

31.5,11.4 35.6,10.3 3.3

Madrid

Valencia

Barcelona

064

0.5 I

063

33.t,l1 I 33 9,9 6 2.5

29.4,11 3

(30)
30.7,13.4
(28)

69 2(27) 63 3 (I) 0 3 0.s6

74 2 (23) s0.7 (39) 5 0.02s3

61 2 (30) 20 0 (2) 5.7 0.0170 16 3 (8) 222(2) 0.2 0.67

Oviedo 3.4 0.4934 7,10.8
(35)

36 09 7
(33)

5 r .3 (20) 46 5 (20) 0 2 0.67 20 5 (8) 12 5 (4) 0.8 o 37

64 3 (18)

77 8 (t4)
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033
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France
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Paris (Mason
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34 1,12.1
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66 7 (24) 70 2(59) 0 l o.6e

Paris
(27\ (30)
31.3,10.1 33.6,12 46 033 61 1 (33) 48 1 (75) 2.7 0 1
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22 2 (12) 67 e(70)

0.0101
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Supplementary Table 3: Representativeness ofthe control sample compared with the populatiol-at-risk ffr,r does nor include

Paris- Maison Blanche where no conlrols were recruited)(2)

Population at-risk Controls

n Percentage Percentage t pvalue

Age

t8-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

1,828,075

3,057,640

3,058,837

2.856,614

2,1s2,499

t4.l

23.6

23.7

2r.9

16.6

323

5ll
323

253

t72

2t.7

34'3

15.6

17-0

11.5

212'4 <0'000 I

Gender

Male

Female

6,337,783

6,464,653

49.5

50.5

572

788

46.0

54.0

7.1 0.0077

Minority

statur

Majority

Minority

9,88 1,660

2.917.E23

77.2

22.8

1,072

4t4
72.1

27-9

2t'7 <0.0001
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Final FEPp and Controls sample size: The controls (N:262) and the cases (N:229) from 6 sites, as

reported in s-Table I had missing data 210% on the main measures of cannabis use and/or on one or

more of the main confounding variables, and they were excluded from the analysis resulting in a final

number of controls N:1237 and in a final number of cases N:901(see flow chart below, main text

Figure 1).

FEPp recruitmcnt flow chaft:

Incidence rates:

The full description ofhow the Incidence rates for all Psychosis used in the analysis were calculated,

can be found in the already published paper by Jongsma et al, 2018 (2). tn summary, where case

ascertainment is complete and denominator data on the population at risk is available, it is possible to

derive estimates of incidence, on the assumption that the population is in a'steady state' (i.e., the size

of the population remains steady over time, even while some individuals leave and some arrive) (2-4).

We identified all cases with psychosis in each catchment area and, to determine the denominator, we

used country census data for each catchment area (ie, to determine population at risk in each catchment

area). With this information, we were able to estimate incidence rates. Puy-de-D6me (France), data on

minority status was missing from the incidence cases for 66% (n:27); therefore, the adjusted IR for

this site were not calculated (2), and thus not included in the analysis presented in the graph.

FEPp approached lJ:15 19

Refused N:356
N:33 Excluded because:

l. Language barrierN:19
2. Outside the age

inclusion criteria N: l4

Recruited
(consented) N:l 130

6 sites were excluded
(FEPy229) because oi

missing data

Final FEPn samnlef --_-_-r-_

size N:901
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Measures:

The Cannabis Experienced Questionnaire firstly described by Barkus et al 2006 (5), was later modified

(CEQmv) (6) to expand l) questions on the pattem of use including the assessment of the type of

cannabis, 2) the section on other drug use and 3) to reduce the section on the experiences following a

factor analysis (6). For the EUGEI study we further modified it (CEQeucsr) to l) include questions to

assess dependence for cannabis use and other drugs, and 2) to describe use and changes in cannabis use

over 3 age periods: G.-1 I years old; 12-17 years old and 18 and older.

The Cannabis Experience Questionnaire (CEQ)'s questions we selected to construct our measures of

cannabis exposure aimed to ascertain the pattem ofuse that described the " most" each participant used

over the period they used;, thus these were mostly questions covering life-time use rather than current

use. : l) lifetime cannabis use: have you ever used cannabis yes/no; 2) current use: are you currently

using cannabis?; 3) age at first use ofcannabis in years that in accordance with the existing literature

(7) is dichotomized as in s-Table 4; 4) frequency of use: "describe how often from the following

options": a) I used it only once or twice; b) about once a year; c) few times a year; d) about one/twice a

month; e) about once a week; f) more than once a week; g) every day.

5) What type of cannabis did you mostly use? (name given in native language; see next paragraph for

more details.

6) How much money did you spent per week ? Choose from: a) less than 2'50 EURO; b) 2'50 to 5'00

EURO; c) 6'00 to 10'00 EURO; d) ll 00 to 15'00 EURO; e) 16'00 to 20'00 EURO; f) above 20 00

EURO. (s-Table 4).

Adjusted logistic regressions for age gender and ethnicity were run using the above raw variables as

predictors ofcase-control status. Then for each variable we grouped the listed categories according to

the effect size (OR) for case-control status. For instance, the adjusted logistic regression indicated that

when using the above raw frequency variables, only the categories "more than once a week" (OR:2'2;

95%oCI l'61o2'9) and "everyday" (OR:6'2; 95%g 4'8 to 8'0) gave ORs significantly greater than I

for Psychotic Disorders; therefore the categories offrequency variable used in the paper analysis were

grouped as follows: a) used never or occasionally (less than once a week); b) used more than once a

week (but less than daily); c) used daily .

7



Llleume c&nnao$

u3e

(Fnever used

l=Ye3

Currently using

cannabis

O:no use at the time of

recruitment in the study and over

the previous 4 weeks

1=Yes

Age at l't use of

cannabis

O=never used 1: started at age

l6years or older

z=started at age 15

years or younger

Lifetime

frequency of use

0=used never or occasionally (less

than once a week)

l:used more than

once a week (but less

than daily)

2=used daily

Money spent

weekly on

cannabis

0:never used or spent 20 EURO

or less per week

l= spent more than 20

EURO per week

Type of cannabis 0: never used l: used types with

Tl{C<109/o

2=used types with

Supplementary Table 4 : Measures ofcannabis use included in the analyses

The cannabis potency variable:

The potency variable was created using a cut off of THC:I0% based on the mean THC concentration

expected in the different types of cannabis available across the side sites, as reported in the EMCDDA

and by the National data on cannabis potency quoted (8). Participants were asked to narne in their own

language the name of the type of cannabis they mostly us€d during their period of use.

The low-potency cannabis category (THC<10%) included hash/resin from UK and ltaly, imported

herbal cannabis from UK, Italy, Spain and France, Brazilian marijuana and hash and the Dutch

Geimporteerde Wiet. The high-potency category (THC:>I0%) included all the other types reported

by the study participants in their original language street names such as: UK home-grown

skunk/sensimilla UK Super Skunk, Italian home-grown skunk/sensimilla , Italian Super Skunk, the

Dutch Nederwiet, Nederhasj and geimporteerde hasj, the Spanish and French Hashish (from Morocco),

8



Spanish home-grown sensimil14 French home-grown skunk/sensimilla,/super-skunk and Brazilian

skunk (9-16).

Statistical analysis:

Selection bias:

We ran a probabilistic sensitivity analysis to estimate the potential impact of selection bias, using the

episerci commands in Stata. This involves: l) selecting a random sample (one set of bias pararneters)

from the specified probability density functions of the bias parameters [e.g. Selection bias factor: Log-

Normal (0.00,0.21)], and 2) calculating a bias-corrected OR from the selected parameters. Both steps

are repeated many times (we ran repetitions=20000) to obtain a distribution of bias-corrected ORs (ref

27 main text).

Table 5a reports the original OR (conventional estimate) and the corrected one (systematic and random

error estimate) in the 50-percentile column, within the corresponding 95% Cl values. The selection-

bias corrected OR (OR:5'7, 95%g 3 5 to 9'4) for daity cannabis use compared to the original OR

(OR:5'7, 95% CI 4'4 to 7'5) (s-Table 5a) was barely changed. However, the confidence limits were

wider, suggesting a wider range of possible values for the true OR with 95o/o certainty. We found a

similar pattem of results for the probabilistic sensitivity analysis to estimate the potential effects of

selection bias ofdata on high potency cannabis use as shown in table (s-Table 5b). Both set ofanalyses

suggest that selection bias is unlikely to explain our findings.

Supplementary Table 5 a: Probabilistic sensitivity analysis for selection bias ofdata on daily cannabis use assuming lognormal

disaibution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.21 [Selection bias factor: Log-Normal (0.00, 0.21)], number of

repetitions-20000 and seeds-l 23.

Percentiles Ratio

Conventional

Systematic error

Systematic and random error

2.5

4.4

3.8

3.5

50 97,s

5.7 7.5

5.7 8.6

5.7 9.4

97.5n.5

1.7

2.3

2.7

Supplementary Table 5 b: Probabilistic sensitivity analysis for selection bias ofdata on use of high polency cannabis assuming

lognormal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.21 [Selection bias factor: Log-Normal (0.00, 0.21)], number of

repetitions:20000 and seeds:[23.

RatioPercentiles

Conventional

Systematic error

Systematic and random error

t<

1.9

15

1.5

50

2.3

2.3

z.J

97.5

2.8

3.5

3.1

97.5n,5

1.5

2.3

2.5

Confounder selection: we tested for an association between the available a) socio-demographic data

and b) data on drug use, with case-control status in the whole stunple. All the socio-demographic

variables available and in line with the existing literaturer were associated with case-control status.
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Only the variables on drug use associated with case-control status are reported in Table 2 (eg, data on

Alcohol use are not in the table).

To estimate the possible confounding effect of tobacco smoking in our analysis, we used the data on

number of cigarettes smoked over the past 12 months. As for the method used to group the raw

measures ofcannabis exposure, we applied a logistic regression adjusted for age, gender and ethnicity,

testing for an association between the raw variable on number ofcigarettes smoked per day over the

previous 12 months (0:never smoked; l:smoked less than cigarettes per day; 2: smoked 10 or more

cigarettes) and case-control status. Smoking less than l0 cigarettes per day was not associated with a-n

increase in the ORs for psychotic disorder (OR:0 9; 95% U 0 9 to 2'8) compared to never smoked,

contrary to smoking l0 cigarettes or more (OR:2'5 95%g l'7 to 4'2). Therefore, the variable on

tobacco use entered in the main analysis model is the one described in Table 2.

To test if alcohol use was associated with case-control status we used the following data-collected: 1)

life-time alcohol use (yes/no); 2) "did you drink at least l2 or more alcoholic beverages in the past l2

months? (yes/no); 3) How many drinks did you drink every day on an average week?

In the whole sample analysis (FEPp:901; Controls-1237), none of these measures of alcohol

consumption were associated with being a case (FEPp). On the contrary, 75% Q\:927) of controls

compared to 63Vo (N: 567) of FEPp reported having drunk an alcoholic beverage at least once in their

life-time (f=27'9; p:0.001). Moreover, 6l% (N:754) of controls compared to 40Yo (N:360) of cases

reported having drunk 12 or more alcoholic beverages in the past 12 months. Also, we found no

difference between cases and controls in the mean number of alcoholic drinks every day on an average

week [Controls: mean-5'2 (0 4), median:2.O (0.0 to 6.0); FEPs: mean:4.8 (0.4), median:I.0 (0.0 to

4.0); t:0 8; dF2l36; p:0 a5l.

Moreover, adding, the above measures of alcohol consumption to the n.rultivariable logistic regressiolr

did not confound the tested association between cannabis use and psychotic disorder.

Supplementary methods reference:

l. Fearon P, Kirkbride JB, Morgan C, Dazzan P, Morgan K, Lloyd T, et al. Incidence of

schizophrenia and other psychoses in ethnic minority groups: results from the MRC AESOP Study.
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November30,2018
Corte Madera Town Councilmembers
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925

Re: Local cannabis ordinance

Dear Councilmembers

We are writing to share some information for your consideration as you develop your local
cannabis ordinance, and to provide you with the ordinance adopted by the Marin County Board
of Supervisors which we at The Coalition Connection believe can serve as a model for a
cannabis ordinance in Corte Madera and other jurisdictions in Marin County. As you make
decisions for Corte Madera around this complex and important topic we want to aid you with
information. lt is difficult to sift through all that is out there. We hope this will be helpful to you.
Cannabis use is first and foremost a public health issue. The County of Marin recognizes that
there is evidence of some medicinal benefits of cannabis use for certain people with specific
conditions, including treatment of chronic pain, and treatment for nausea and vomiting caused
by chemotherapy.

However, research has shown that cannabis use poses a serious public health risk for the
general population, and particularly for youth. Studies have shown that long{erm use of
cannabis can lead to dependence and addiction, particularly for those who start using cannabis
in early adolescence. Cannabis use has also been shown to impact the developing brain which
does not reach full maturity until about age 25. Adolescents who use cannabis at low and
infrequent levels can suffer from delayed memory recall and problems with perceptual
reasoning (i.e., the ability to think and reason using visual information). Adolescents can also
suffer lasting effects of impaired working memory and reduced inhibitory control (i.e., the
inability to control impulses and restrain responses to stimulus). Conclusive evidence has
shown that adoldscents who use cannabis on a long-term basis are at higher risk of developing
psychosis or schizophrenia. Long-term use can result in chronic respiratory problems in youth
and adults. Children who are exposed to secondhand cannabis smoke are at risk of respiratory
effects from such exposure. lt is important to note that nearly all studies conducted to date have
not assessed the risks of using newly available high-potency cannabis products marketed for
recreational use, namely cannabis oils and crystalline concentrates for dabbing with up to 99%
THC content.

Studies have shown that when affluent, upper-middle-class, and minority youth perceive
cannabis and other drug use to be normative and easily accessible, they are at greater risk of
developing dependence.

The cannabis industry in California and nationally is highly capitalized and expanding rapidly.
Aggressive market forces see Marin County, due to the long history of marijuana use, as a
prime target market.

The post-legalization experience in Washington State raises red flags. Washington State

The Coalition Connection . 250 Doherty Drive, Larkspur, California 94939 r www.thecoalitionconnection.com



legalized recreational use in 2012with stores opening mid 2014. The first post-legalization
Washington State Health Youth Survey conducted in 2016 showed that about one in five
8th graders, one in three 1Oth graders, and almost half (45%) of 12th graders perceived
no/slight risk to regular use. Half (51Yo) of 12th graders who reported using marijuana in the
past 30 days reported driving within three hours of using marijuana at least once in the past 30
davs.

Prior to legalization, many lamalpais Distrrct students already perceived cannabrs use to be
harmless: 57o/o of 9tn graders and 72o/o of 1 1tn graders perceived there to be slight to no harm
from smoking marijuana occasionally. Legalization will likely increase these perceptions of
harmlessness, and experience shows that increased availability will likely lead to increased use
among teens.

For these reasons, the Marin County Department of Health and Human Services advised the
Board of Supervisors to act out of an abundance of caution. After extensive consideration, on
November 14,2017, the Board unanimously approved a cannabis ordinance limiting
commercial activity to delivery-only medicinal cannabis businesses in unincorporated Marin
County. The Medicinal Cannabis Delivery-Only Retailer (MCDORe) licensing ordinance
establishes a regulatory framework and local delivery options for patients to safely access
medicinal cannabis. The ordinance requires a retailer to be closed to the public and dispense
medicinal cannabis exclusively by delivery. Retailers must be located at least 600 feet from
schools, day-care centers, youth centers and playgrounds.

Prevention throughout Marin County is important. We believe that the County ordinance serves
as a model for all other jurisdictions in Marin County so that the people of Marin, particularly our
-l-:t-r.-- -l--rr_ ---rlr -a_-l L- - - .-.-ra- --.-- _1_._-l_---l l-..-l- -l:*a:-.-- rl--ruililuren, teens arru young aqurts, wilr L,e proreureu L,y a unilorrn slailuaru. .ruflsuruuuns r.ilar
adopt less restrictive ordinances will not only increase accessibility to cannabis for their own
residents, but also increase access for those living in neighboring jurisdictions. We encourage
you to adopt the standard of the MCDORe ordinance. The language of the County MCDORe
can be found at:
https://www.marincounty.orgl/media/fileslmaringov/main/medicalcannabis/bos-
1 1 1 417 I mcdoreord3678mcc590. pdf?la=en

Please feel free to contact The Coalition Connection should you wish to ask any questions or
require assistance.

Sincerely,
The Coalition Connection
Data and Evaluation Team
Linda Henn
Kelsey Fernandez
Jeremiah Mock
Holley Shafer
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October 11,2018

Corte Madera Town Council Members
Senior Planner Phil Boyle
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925

Re: Town of Corte Madera Cannabis Ordinance
As public health research members of the Coalition Connection, we are writing to express

our appreciation for the Town Council's efforts to develop a cannabis ordinance that is
appropriate for the community of Corte Madera. To assist in this process, we would like to
share some information about cannabis in our communities. We also wish to offer our
assistance to ensure that all community members in Corte Madera will be well informed, have
adequate opportunities to express their viewpoints and concerns, and be heard throughout the
cannabis ordinance decision-making process.

The Coalition Connection, funded partially through a federal Drug-Free Communities grant
and by the County of Marin Department of Health and Human Services, is a group of local
community members including parents, teachers, high school students, school administrators,
law enforcement officers, local elected officials, business people, physicians, and public health
researchers. We are working to build healthy addiction-free communities in Corte Madera,
Larkspur, San Anselmo and Fairfax. We disseminate science-based information and advocate
for the formulation of health promoting community policies and practices that will 1) reduce
youth access to drugs and alcohol, 2) raise awareness about the harms of drug and alcohol
use, and 3) decrease the social acceptance of drug and alcohol use among youth.

We realize that developing a cannabis ordinance is a difficult and challenging process. We
are pleased to see initial efforts to hold two workshops and to gather some data through a
survey about community members'viewpoints and concerns. This is important because
cannabis legalization is already changing Corte Madera. Just one example: over the past few
months, people have begun smoking marijuana in Town Park on a regular basis, exposing
kids, families and young people to the habit of smoking weed and to secondhand marijuana
smoke.

Based on our review of the latest public health research on cannabis use, our monitoring of
the burgeoning cannabis industry, and our experience with cannabis ordinance planning
processes in other communities in Marin, we would like to share credible research and
resources with you. We hope this information will help you provide Town leaders and
community members with accurate information to carefully consider the potential public health
and safety impacts of cannabis businesses and outdoor growing on Corte Madera's youth and
the community in general.

Risks to public health and safety: ln Marin County, cannabis use has become one of the
leading public health issues facing our communities. As you probably know, Marin County has
a culture of being, as one local high school student put it, "ground zero for pot use." The
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phrase "420" - the code known worldwide as "weed day" - was coined by high school students
in Marin. Unfortunately, although not surprisingly, young people in Marin County have among
the highest rates of marijuana use because marijuana use is a widespread norm in our
communities. The most recent and rigorous research has shown many negative impacts of
increased cannabis access that could undermine the health and safety of children, youth, and
adults in Corte Madera:

' Use uf rrrarijuana arrd other cannabis projects can significantly affect the developing
adolescent brain, causing permanent cognitive impairment, memory loss, paranoia and in
some cases acute psychosis from high potency products.
https://aip e.orq/doi/1 0. 1 1 76/appi.aip.20 1 8.1 802A2Oz

. People who begin using in marijuana in adolescence are significantly more likely to have
symptoms of marijuana dependence within two years after their first use.. Marijuana use increases the risk of being involved in an automobile accident. Since
recreational marijuana was legalized in Colorado in 2013, marijuana related traffic deaths
have increased 151%.

. Based on economic research on tobacco and alcohol, cannabis businesses are unlikely to
generate sufficient revenues to offset the additional cost of harm borne by taxpayers.. Recent studies have shown that after storefront cannabis dispensaries begin operating,
property crime increases in neighborhoods adjacent to the dispensaries.

. Cannabis businesses have been targeted for burglary because of their high-value
merchandise and cash-based business.

. Legallzation of adult use in California is resulting in a ner,^,, climate of smoking mar-ijuana in
many public places.

For these reasons and many others, we hope you share our concerns about the potential
impacts that policies encouraging cannabis use would have on the children, young people, and
adults of Corte Madera.

Powerful cannabis business interests: Corte Madera and other communities in Marin
Gounty are prime markets for the cannabis industry. Prop 64 was written by the industry with
little regard for public health and safety concerns. The top 10 publicly traded U.S. cannabis
companies are valued at $8,2 billion collectively, not including private cannabis businesses.
The US cannabis industry is increasingly aligned with investment interests from Big Tobacco
and the alcohol industry. ln just one year after legalization of adult use, California's highly
organized cannabis industry is projected to exceed $5.1 billion in market value. Even with the
availability of high-grade Northern California marijuana approaching 30oh THC concentrations
(more than triple the levels in the 1970s), the latest products to go mainstream in California's
retail cannabis shops and delivery services are concentrates with between 60-99% THC that
are smoked in "rigs" or conveniently inhaled through vape pens with flavors like banana cream
and blueberry" This is just a brief description of the industry that is under consideration to
operate in our communities in Marin County through retail outlets. The websites below will give
you some sense of the power of the cannabis industry and where the industry is headed. For
these reasons, we have serious concerns about allowing retail medicinal and recreational
cannabis businesses to operate in the Twin Cities area. We think community members in
Corte Madera will benefit from knowing about these facts.
httos ://tobacco. ucsf. ed u/sites/tobacco. ucsf . edu/files/u9/Pu bl ic%20 Hea lth %2OAnalvsis%20of%
20Mariiuana%20 I n itiativesYo20 1 

o/o20F ebo/o2020 1 6 . o d f
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https ://www. b us i n essi nsid er. co m/q ree n-rush -leo a I -weed -d e I iv ew -20 1 6-2
h ttos : // n ewf ro n t i e rd a ta. co m/m a ri i u a n a - i n s 1 0-ou bl icl v-trad ed-u-s-cannabis-companies-
market-cap/
https ://www. i nvestors. com/news/ma riiuana-business-soars-biqtoba oortuniiies-vaoino-
cannabis-inhaler/
h ttps ://www. ca ca n na bisi n d u strv. org
https ://www. can na bisbusi nesssumm it. com
httos ://www. ca I ifo rn iaca n n a b isbusi nessconference.com
h ttps ://www. g ree nstate. com

th uardian.com/soci 18/se 17 ana-can abbi
Evidence-based ordinances: Like Corte Madera, communities throughout the US and

California are struggling to create cannabis ordinances that are appropriate and measured.
Allowing cannabis businesses to operate and allowing outdoor growing have caused conflicts
in other small California communities. One of the biggest problems is that community members
do not realize the scope of what they are considering until it is coming to their neighborhood.

Despite State Blessing, Marijuana Dispensaries Face Local Rancor
https ://www. n vti m es. c om I 2A 1 8 I A7 I A3 husi n ess/ma ri iuana-disoen ries-real-estate. html
Based on our observations of ordinance-making processes in California and locally in Marin

County, we have four main concerns:
1) Local representatives and community members may assume that voters who supported

decriminalization of marijuana through Prop 64 also support cannabis-related
businesses and outdoor growing in their communities.

2) Local governments are not always equipped to provide community members and
policymakers with essential information about the potential public health and safety
impacts of cannabis use prior to asking their opinions and developing ordinances.

3) Opinion data collected locally from residents and business people may not accurately
reflect the views of important constituent groups or the community as a whole because
of unreliable methods used.

4) Community members, particularly busy parents and teens, often do not know about the
cannabis ordinance-making process or understand the implications of ordinances.

Accordingly, we would welcome the opportunity to share some ideas with you about how the
Town of Corte Madera can create a process to ensure that first off community members and
policymakers are well informed, and then opinions are gathered as accurately as possible.

The Coalition is available as a resource for all Corte Madera community members and the
Town leadership to provide accurate information and research on the potential impact of
cannabis-related businesses and outdoor growing. Here are a few public health resources that
may be helpful to the Town to use in considering the potential impact on the community.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention:
https :i/www. cdc. qov/ma i ua n a/h ea lth -effects. htm I

Rocky Mountain High lntensity Drug Trafficking Area reports
https ://rmh idta.orq/fi les/D2 D F/FI NAL-%20Volu m e% 205%20U o/"2O2O18.odf

Model Ordinances for marijuana regulation in California
htto ://www. oh i . oro/reso u rces/? reso u rce = m od e I-ordinance-reou latino-local-cannabis-retail-
sales-and-marketi nq-i n-cal iforn ia
The Coalition Connection research page:
https ://www. th ecoa I itio n co n ion.com/leqalized mariiuana

The Coalition Connection . 250 Doherty Drive, Larkspur, California 94939. www.thecoalitionconnection.com
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Thank you for your efforts to address this matter. We know you are committed to acting in

the best interests of community members in Corte Madera and surrounding areas. We are
committed to working with you as a supportive partner to create the healthiest and safest
communities possible for our children, youth, and adult community members now and for
generations to come. We look forward to talking with you about strategies for disseminating
information and collecting reliable data.

Sincerely,

Jeremiah Mock
Public Health Researcher
Corte Madera resident
jeremiah. mock@gmail.com

Holley Shafer
Public Health Researcher
Fairfax resident
shaferhol@gmail.com

The Coalition Connection . 250 Doherty Drive, Larkspur, California 94939 r www.thecoalitionconnection.com
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December 4,2018 Town Council Staff report with attachments and minutes.
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U' CORTE MADERA TOWN COUNCIL
STAF'F'REPORT
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TO Honorable Mayor and Members of the Town Council

Phil Boyle, Senior Planner ft
Sean Kennings, Planning Consultant, LAK Assoc.

REPORT DATE: November 29,2018
MEETING DATE: December 4,2018

F'ROM:

SUBJECT: Presentation and Discussion of the Development of a Town Ordinance Regulating Cannabis
Related Businesses and Personal Cultivation

+++*****
RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Provide direction to staff regarding polices and regulations for the development of an Ordinance for the
Town of Corte Madera potentially regulating cannabis related businesses and/or cultivation of cannabis.

BACKGROUND:

Introduction

The State of California has legalized certain commercial cannabis activity, medicinal and nonmedicinal use
of cannabis, and limited cultivation of cannabis for personal use. Additionally, the State has promulgated
regulations goveming the operations of cannabis businesses in the State. State law allows local governments
to ban altogether or impose additional regulations on commercial cannabis businesses operating within their
respective j urisdictions.

Additionally, although state law preempts local governments from limiting indoor cultivation of cannabis for
personal use beyond the number of plants state law allows, local governments are free to reasonably regulate,
bano or restrict outdoor cultivation even for personal use.

The aspects of cannabis regulation that the Council may wish to consider directing staff to develop and bring
back in a draft ordinance for further discussion and public input include:

Cannabis Related Businesses - Currently the urgency Ordinance No. 978, which expires on
September 19, 2019, prohibits all cannabis related businesses within the Town except for deliveries
originating from businesses located outside the Town limits. If the Council wishes to allow certain
cannabis related businesses, such as medicinal and/or nonmedicinal retail stores, processing facilities,
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testing facilities, delivery facilities or others, it will need to identify which businesses to allow,
develop policies that regulate these businesses and establish permitting procedures; and

Indoor Cultivation for Personal Use- The Council may wish to consider imposing reasonable
regulations on indoor cultivation for personal use; and

Outdoor Cultivation for Personal Use - The Council may wish to consider completely prohibiting or
imposing regulations on outdoor cultivation for personal use.

To keep the community informed, staff has created a Cannabis Ordinance page on the Town's Website
which has all previous ordinances, staff reports, meeting minutes, the public survey results, the public
workshop presentations and videos and many links to State and Marin County cannabis related resources.

Summary of California and Corte Madera Cannabis Lesislation

In September 2015, the Califomia Legislature adopted the Medical Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSA) in
effort to clarify and establish a statewide regulatory framework to oversee the medicinal cannabis-related
businesses.

On November 8,2016, California voters approved Proposition 64, known as the Control, Regulate and Tax
Adult Use of Marijuana Act (or "AUMA"). In Marin, 69.6% voted "Yes" and 30.4% voted "No" on
Proposition 64. This initiative legalized the recreational use of nonmedicinal marijuana for individuals 2l
years of age or older and permits small-scale personal cultivation throughout the State.

On June 15,2017, the State legislature passed new legislation combining and coordinating government
oversight of the State's medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related industries.

Under State law, Corte Madera retains the authority to ban any medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related
businesses from operating within the Town and/or adopt additional regulations, beyond those imposed by the
State. In response to State legislation and the anticipated January 1,2018 start date for the State to start
issuing licenses to cannabis businesses, Staff presented background information and analysis for the Council
to consider in the development of the Town's own policies and regulations related to medicinal and
nonmedicinal cannabis businesses and cultivation of cannabis for personal use. The Council directed staff to
create an urgency ordinance that would temporarily prohibit medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related
businesses from locating and operating in Corte Madera while the Town undertakes a public process - with
appropriate community outreach and engagement - to develop policies and regulations for this emerging
industry. The Council adopted the urgency Ordinance No. 971 in September of 2017, extended it in October
of 2017, and then approved its final extension on September 19,2018. The ordinance will expire on
September 19, 2019. All previous ordinances and resolutions approved by the Town are also on the
Cannabis Ordinance page.

DISCUSSION:

Staff has begun the process of developing a cannabis ordinance by gathering additional information
regarding the types of cannabis-related businesses that could be licensed by the State; discussing mobile
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delivery business models with industry representatives; attending seminars related to regulatory best
practices for cannabis-related businesses; and consulting with planning staff from other local jurisdictions to
understand regional regulatory responses and other jurisdiction's policy directions. Staff developed a public
opinion survey and held two public workshops in September to educate and take comments from the
community. On October 23 the Planning Commission held a public hearing where staff provided an
overview of the work that has been accomplished to date. A summary of the October Planning Commission
Hearing, both public workshops and the survey results are described below.

Summarv of October 23. 2018 Plannins Commission Hearins

At the October 23,2018 Planning Commission hearing, staff presented an overview of cannabis legislation at
the State and local level as well as the results of the public opinion survey (Attachment l). The presentation
was very similar to the one provided at the two public workshops. The general consensus of the
Commissioners was that the Town should allow indoor cultivation as required by the State without additional
regulations, and should allow businesses located outside of the Town to deliver cannabis to Corte Madera
locations. Four of the five commissioners recommended that no other types of cannabis businesses should
be allowed in Corte Madera.

Some of the issues brought up during the meeting by both the Commission and the public included whether
there should be buffers between commercial cannabis uses and residential uses, what the review process
should be for permitting cannabis related businesses and the impact cannabis businesses or outdoor cannabis
cultivation may have on minors. The minutes from the meeting are attached (Attachment2) and the video
can be reviewed at https ://www.youtube.com/watch?v:q FB-CN RpPOk&t:3 5 83 s

Several comments and questions came up regarding the issue of buffers between cannabis businesses and
schools. The State, as part of Health & Safety Code I 1362.768 and Business and Professions Code Section
26054, established that no medicinal cannabis cooperative, collective, dispensary, operator, establishment, or
provider who possesses, cultivates, or distributes medicinal cannabis shall be located within a 600-foot
radius of a school. The texts of both code sections are attached (Attachment 3). Other jurisdictions have
established additional buffers separating personal cultivation from schools and this is an option for Corte
Madera if the Council wishes to enact additional buffers.

The Commission asked if either the Village or the Town Center has been approached by cannabis businesses
and if either center would be open to leasing space to such a business. Staff contacted both centers and
neither has been approached by cannabis businesses nor are they interested in allowing them within their
centers at this time. Staff also noted that if the Town allowed any type of cannabis related business it would
likely require a use permit and such businesses would be restricted to certain zoning districts.

Both certain members of the public and the Commission expressed concern about the potential impact of
cannabis businesses and cultivation on minors (individuals under 2l years of age) and that steps should be
taken to avoid cannabis being "normalized" as has been done with alcohol. Others noted that the majority of
Californians and citizens of Marin voted to legalize cannabis use and allowing cannabis businesses to operate
in the Town could provide revenue for the Town.
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Staff provided a number of handouts regarding cannabis that were available at the meeting and are also
available on the Town's website at the Cannabis Ordinance page. The Planning Commission Chair also
provided handouts from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, the Center for Decease Control and the
National Academies of Sciences (Attachment 4).

Summarv of Public Workshops

The first public workshop was held on Wednesday evening, September l2th at Town Hall and was affended
by approximately 23 people. Of the 23 individuals that signed in, 18 gave their address as within the Town.
The second public workshop was held on Saturday morning, September 15th also at Town Hall, 16 people
signed in, and 15 provided addresses within the Town. The workshops were publicized on the Town's
website, on the reader board in front of the community center, as well as on Nextdoor.

At the workshops, staff presented a detailed overview of the various types of cannabis and cannabis
products, local and State legislation as well the different types of businesses and licenses that are permitted
by the State if Corte Madera chooses to allow them. Staff defined personal cultivation, both indoor and
outdoor, and explained the ways in which state law would allow the Town to regulate personal cultivation
should it choose to do so. Videos of the workshops, the handouts provided and the sign-in sheets are
available on the Cannabis Ordinance page.

Public Survev Results

A public opinion surve), was posted on the Town's website on September 7th and the final day to take the
survey was November 4, 2018. The survey was publicized in the Town newsletter, at both public
workshops, and on Nextdoor. The intent of the survey is to gather information and opinions from residents,
business people and others as to their views concerning cannabis regulation in Corte Madera. Questions
were asked regarding demographic information, medicinal cannabis and non-medicinal cannabis businesses,
indoor and outdoor cultivation as well as what effect outdoor cannabis cultivation might have on the
community. As of November 4, 2018, a total of 409 surveys were completed with 81% of the respondents
being Corte Madera homeowners. Below are some of the results of the survey. A complete printout of all
the questions and responses is attached (Attachment 2)

Examples of some of the responsesto the demographic information provided bythe participant's including:
age, voting record on Proposition 64 and cannabis use are shown below.
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Q3: I am between the ages of: Q4: California's Proposition 64 - I voted:
Oc€linc io

18.25 California's
Proposation 54 - the
Control, ReBulate,

and TaxAdult Use of
Mariiuana Act
{AUMA) approved in
2015, legalized the
sale, possession, and

use of mari.juana for
individuals over ihe
ageof21. lvoted:

Offi'tlullot
did no! votc

119* l{o on Prop. 64
25!iOvr05

l9!(

31{5
2W

5i45
t7%

la-55
2th

Yc on Prop. Ol
6{t%

Q5: I personally use cannabis {marijuana)
{check allthat appfu}

*ss,l *

I,-
I'-

ffi

ox tq & s 6 s ffi ffi ffi16

Deliveries

When the Council adopted the temporary prohibition against any cannabis business operating within the
Town, the Council decided not to ban businesses located outside of the Town from delivering cannabis
products to locations within the Town because of the need for patients to have access to medicinal cannabis
as well as the difficulty of enforcingany ban on. To ascertain the citizen's opinions on cannabis delivery
businesses, two questions were asked related to medicinal and nonmedicinal delivery businesses. Below are
the responses to two of the questions which show that participants are more in favor of medicinal deliveries
than nonmedicinal.
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Q9: Would you support an ordinance that allows
the delivery of medicinal-only cannabis in Corte
Madera from locations outside Corte Madera?

Q12: Would you support an ordinance that allows
the delivery of non-medicinalcannabis in Corte
Madera from locationsoutsideCorte Madera?

6hs (gbcs
Epcatl odr.r(C.s

ip*ity)

Y6

'.tr

Businesses

The survey also included questions to ascertain the community's views on cannabis related businesses such
as retail stores and non-store front businesses (e.g. research or testing facilities). The fiscal impact of
cannabis related businesses was also asked in the survey. The results of five of those questions are shown
below.

No
11%

Q7: Would you support the establishment of
medicinal-only cannabis dispensaries?

Q.1O: Would you supportthe establishment of
non-medicinal cannabis retail stores in Corte
Madera?

l,lo
3t%

No
5,t fo

49%

Y6
6316
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QB: Would you support the establishment of
medicinal-only cannabis businesses ( non-retail)
that process, test, and/or wa rehouse cannabis?

Q11: Would you support the establishment of non-
medicinal cannabis businesses (non-reta il] that procesq
test, and/or warehouse cannabis in Corte Madera?

No
11

50!t
l{o
50}1

Y€
50*

Q20: The overallfiscal impact of allowing
ca nnabis businesses/sales in Corte Madera
WO U Id bO I {adiust sllds acmrdinslyi

I cmt of re$orutenr

B

,,:.:*ifliii
63

i)',AwS,dM/

Outdoor Cultivation

Unlike indoor cultivation, a jurisdiction can completely prohibit outdoor cultivation or add restrictions to the
State law which was established with the approval of Proposition 64. State law allows personal outdoor
cultivation of up to six plants or 50 square feet by an individual at or over the age of 2l in the open or within
a greenhouse on a single-family or duplex property. Two of the questions related to outdoor cultivation are
shown below.
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Q14: Would you supportan ordinance that allows
outdoor cultivation of cannabis in residential districts
with ceriain restrictions ( i.e. n umber of plants,
location of plants on the site, etc.)?

Q15: Outdoorcannabis cultivation will have
the following effect on crime:
iadlust slider accordingly)

I c.Mt ot re@ndents 128

la atrrtt

Othor (pleffi
spslfy)

t{o
sl%

32
t5

*:ii* ilii
rQ

-\AKrtG,dl.ffi

The two questions that asked about the effect of outdoor cannabis cultivation on public safety (Ql6) and
quality life (Ql7) had very similar results to Question l5 above.

Indoor Cultivation

Under Proposition 64 jurisdictions cannot outright prohibit indoor cultivation which is defined as the
cultivation of cannabis inside a private residence (single family, duplex or multi-family) or within a fully
enclosed and secure accessory structure. The State allows individuals 2l yearc of age or older to cultivate a
maximum of six plants per residential unit. However, individuals who have approval from a doctor may
cultivate up to six mature or 12 immature plants and possess up to eight ounces of dried cannabis. The plants
cannot be visible from the street or adjoining properties at ground level and they cannot be accessible by
minors. Finally, if indoor cultivation is within an accessory structure it must be at least l0 feet from all
property lines.

Local governments may "reasonably regulate" but not prohibit personal indoor cultivation. Some examples
of regulations that other jurisdictions have approved for indoor cultivation and Corte Madera may consider
include:

A. Requiring a residential cultivation permit, with an appropriate fee and periodic inspections.

B. The indoor cultivation may not draw more electrical power than the structure is designed to withstand
(i.e. grow lights can't exceed 1200 watts/light).

C. Use of generators and extension cords is prohibited

D. The cultivation is not a health hazard- water damage, mold, etc.

E. The cultivation may not use more water than is reasonably required to cultivate six plants.

F. The cultivation must comply with the Fire and Building Code.

G. The structure where the cultivation is taking place must have a ventilation and filtration system for
odor control.

H. Tenants must have written authorization from the property owner to cultivation cannabis indoors.

YoE

63%
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If regulations such as the ones listed above are to be included in the ordinance, staff will work closely with
other Town departments to assure that the regulations are in alignment with all other Town codes.

When adopted, the Town's Cannabis Ordinance will be an amendment to the Town of Corte Madera's
Municipal Code (CMMC). As with other sections of the CMMC, enforcement of the ordinance will be the
responsible of the Town's code enforcement division and the Central Marin Police Authority (CMPA).
Planning Staff will work closely with the Code Enforcement Division and the CMPA to develop clear and
effective enforcement procedures.

F'ISCAL IMPACT:

The discussion of the ordinance by the Town Council will not have a fiscal impact on the Town. The final
ordinance may have a fiscal impact.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:

A discussion and possible direction to staff regarding the development of a Town ordinance is exempt from
CEQA because it is not considered a project under Section 21065 - Definition of Project of the State CEQA
Guidelines.

OPTIONS:

l. After hearing the presentation by staff, reviewing the materials and videos from the October 23,2018
Planning Commission Hearing, the public workshops (September 12th and l5th) and hearing public
comment, the Council provides direction to staff regarding what items to include in any ordinance
regulating cannabis businesses or cannabis cultivation; or

2. The Council directs staff to provide additional information and analysis and continues the discussion
at a future public meeting.

ATTACHMENTS:

l. Public Survey Results, November 4,2018
2. October 23,2018 Planning Commission Staff report (without attachments) and minutes.
3. Business and Professions Code Section 26054 and Health and Safety Code Section 11362.768
4. Handouts provided by Planning Commission Chair on October 23,2018

THIS ITEM HAS BEEN REVIEwED AND APPRoVED BY THE TowN MANAGER.
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Attachment 1

Public Survey Results
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Q1: I am a Corte Madera:
(check allthat apply)

HomeOrvner

Renter

IBusinecs Orner 4%

8il%

E%

Other (please
spedfy)

5%

o9t iln6 2& 3095 &t% 8$16 6$16 7l'% 8096 90% 1(x)%



Q3: I am between the ages of:

Decline to
answer
3%

18-25
2%

Over 65
20o/o

26-30
10,/o

3{.45
27olo

56S5
18o/o

46-55
28o/o



Q4: California's Proposition 64- I voted:

California's
Proposition 64 - the
Control, Regulate,
and Tax Adult Use of
Marijuana Act
(AUMA) approved in
201.6,legalized the
sale, possession, and
use of marijuana for
individuals over the
age of 21. I voted:

Don't recdlor
dH notvote
1596

Yeson Prop64
5996

No on Prop.64
t%



Q5: I personally use cannabis (marijuana)
(check allthat apply)

Fol
non-medicaL.,

For medical
feas{Ils

Do not use
cannabis

other (ptease
specify)

2+%

t%

60%

I 4%

Wi tO% 2Wo 3096 4{lj6 50% 50% 70% 80% 9(}}6 1q)96



Q6: I personally use cannabis:

Daily

Once ort[aoe
a rreelr

Orce ortslce
a montfr

Oncc ortwice
a yerr

Nemr

Otfter (ptese
spedfy)

f'"
f"*
I'"
I*

56%

5o/o

o% loyo 2wo 30% 40Ph 5{n6 6006 70% 8(Ih 9(m 10096



Q7: Would you support the establishment of
medicinal-only cannabis dispensaries?

No
38%

Yes
624/l.



Q8: Would you support the establishment of
medicinal-only cannabis businesses (non-retail)
that process, test , andfor warehouse cannabis?

No
42f/a

Yes
58%



Q9: Would you support an ordinance that allows
the delivery of medicinal-only cannabis in Corte
Madera from locations outside Corte Made ra?

Other (please
speclfy)

No
Z2qn

5%

Yes
nHo



Q10: Would you support the establishment of
non-medicinal cannabis retail stores in Corte
Madera?

Yeg
4516 No

5r%



Q11: Would you support the establishment of non-
medicinal cannabis businesses (non-retail) that process,
test, and/or warehouse cannabis in Corte Madera?

Yes
4s|6 t{o

5l%



Q12: would you support an ordinance that allows
the delivery of non-medicinal cannabis in corte
Madera from locations outside Corte Madera?

Ottor (pleaee
spedfy)

tlo
4t%

Y€8
5696



Q13: should the Town establish buffe r zones for
cannabis businesses from schools, daycare
facilities and similar uses?

Odt€r (ptease
speclfy)
fl%

46 "Other" responses:

1-1 who state cannabis
businesses should not be

allowed at all.

L6 who state zoning
should be the same as

alcohol.

19 misc comments

No
l7%

Yes
Tfr



Q14: Would you support an ordinance that allows
outdoor cultivation of cannabis in residential districts
with certain restrictions (i.e. number of plants,
location of plants on the site, etc.)?

Othsr (pteaee
spec8)

EI!6

mo
sEl%

Y€3



Q15: Outdoor cannabis cultivation will have
the following eflect on crime:
(adjust slider accord i ngly)

! Count of respondents

Dc(rartc crin€
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42
3a
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Q16: Outdoor cannabis cultivation will have
the following effect on public safety:
(adjust slider accordingly)

I Count of respondents

Decreasc public sanety

42

t57

l{oafu

Average, all answers
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Q17: Outdoor cannabis cultivation will have
the following effect on quality of life:
(adjust slider accordi ngly)

I Count of respondents

4

134

31
!l:t

6r
lncrrase qualfiof llfe
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Average, all



Q18: Outdoor cannabis cultivation should not
be visible from public areas (streets, sidewalks,
pa f kS, SChOOIS)trdjust stider accordingty)

2t4 I Count of respondents

til 16 t7 I I
Disagrce
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Q19: Outdoor cultivation should not be
allowed within:

3ClO ft. of a
school or daycare
facitity
25%

her" NSCS

47 who state there
should be no restrictions
on proximity

27 who state outdoor
cultivation should not
be allowed at all

54 misc comments

Other (please
specl8):
gM

r/4 mlle of a
schoot or daycare
facillty
flofo

rl2 mlte of a
school ordeycare
facillty
nx



Q20: The overall fiscal impact of allowing
cannabis businesses/sales in Corte Madera
WO U ld be : (adjust stider accordingty)

I Count of respondents

100

Positivc

I
74

No oplnion

36

t{Tatlve
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FROM:

CORTE MADERA PLANNING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT

REPORT DATE: October l9,20l8
MEETING DATE: October 23,2018

TO Planning Commissioners

Phil Boyle, Senior Planner

SUBJECT: Presentation and Discussion of the Development of a Town Ordinance Regulating
Cannabis Related Businesses and Personal Cultivation

***s#s*s
RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Provide dircction to staff regarding polices and regulations for the development of a Cannabis Ordinance
for the Town of Corte Madera.

BACKGROUND:

Introduction

The State of California has legalized certain commercial activity as well as personal use and personal
cultivation of medicinal and non-medicinal cannabis. State law allows local governments to supplement
State law with their own regulations within certain limits. The Town does not have the authority to make
the existing State requirements less restrictive. The aspects of cannabis regulation that the Planning
Commission may wish to consider directing staff to develop and bring back in a draft ordinance for
further discussion and public input include:

Cannabis Related Businesses - Currently the urgency Ordinance No. 978, which expires on
September 19, 2019, prohibits all cannabis related businesses within the Town except for
deliveries originating outside the Town limits. If the town wishes to allow certain cannabis related
businesses, such as medicinal and/or non-medicinal retail stores, pr<rcessing facilities, testing
facilities, delivery facilities or others, it will need to identify which businesses to allow, develop
policies that regulate these businesses and permitting procedures and;

I

a Indoor Cultivation - As described below in the discussion section of this report, reasonable
regulations, but not a prohibition per State law, on indoor cultivation within residential units can
be part of the Town's ordinance and;

Outdoor Cultivation - State law does allow Corte Madera to completely prohibit or approve
additional regulations on outdoor cultivation as part its ordinance.

t



To keep the community informed, staff has created a eatnabis-..O_Idinang.e page on the Town's Website
which has all previous ordinances, staff reports, meeting minutes, the public workshop presentations and
videos and many links to State and Marin County cannabis related resources.

Summarv of Califiornia and Corte Madera Cannabis Leeislation

In September 2015, the California Legislature adopted the Medical Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSA)
in effort to clarify and establish a statewide regulatory framework to oversee the medicinal cannabis-
related busincsses.

On November 8, 2016, Califomia voters approved Proposition 64, known as the Control, Regulate and
Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (or "AUMA"). In Marin, 69.6% voted "Yes" and30.4o/o voted "No" on
Proposition 64. This initiative legalized the recreational use of nonmedicinal marijuana for individuals 21
years of age or older and permits small-scale personal cultivation throughout the State.

On June 15,2017, the State legislature passed new legislation combining and coordinating govemment
oversight of the State's medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related industries.

As described in the introduction above, under State law, Corte Madera retains the authority to ban any
medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related businesses from operating within the Town and/or adopt
additional regulations, beyond those imposed by the State, on any cannabis-related business operating in
their jurisdictions. In response to State legislation andthe January 1,2018 deadline where the State could
have started issuing licenses for cannabis businesses, Staff presented background information and analysis
for the Council to consider in the development of the Town's own policies and regulations relatcd to
medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis businesses and personal cultivation. The council directed staff to
create an urgency ordinance that would temporarily prohibit medicinal and nonmedicinal cannabis-related
businesses from locating and operating in Corte Madera while the Town undertakes a public process *
with appropriate community outreach and engagement - to develop policies and regulations for this
emerging industry. The Council adopted the urgency Ordinance No. 971 in September of 2Al7 (extended
it in October of 2Al7) and then approved its final extension on September 19,2018. The ordinance will
expire on September 19,2019. All previous ordinances and resolutions approved by the Town are also on
the Clonrrabis Orilinance paqc.

DISCUSSION:

Staff has begun the process of developing a cannabis ordinance by gathering additional information
regarding the types of cannabis-related businesses that could be licensed by the State; discussing mobile
delivery business models with industry representatives; attending seminars related to regulatory best
practices for cannabis-related businesses; and consulting with planning staff from other local jurisdictions
to understand regional regulatory responses and other jurisdiction's policy directions. Staff developed a
public opinion survey and held two public workshops in September to educate and take comments from
the community. A summary of both public workshops and the survey results are described below.

Summarv of Public Workshops

The first public workshop was held on Wednesday evening, Septemb er 72th at Town Hall and was
attended by approximately 23 people. Of the 23 individuals that signed in, 18 gave their address as within
the Town. The second public workshop was held on Saturday moming, September 15th also at Town
Hall, 16 people signed in, and 15 provided addresses within the Town. The workshops were publicized
on the Town's website, on the reader board in front of the community center, as well as on Nextdoor,



At the workshops, staff presented a detailed overview of the various types of cannabis and cannabis
products, local and State legislation as well the different types of businesses and licenses that are

permitted by the State if Corte Madera chooses to allow them. Personal cultivation, both indoor and
outdoor, was defined and the parameters by which personal cultivation can be regulated by the Town was
presented and discussed. Videos of the workshops, the handouts provided and the sign-in sheets are

available on the Cannabis Ordinance paee. Town staff did receive an email that was also sent to the
Town Council, from The Coalition Connection which is attached to this report (Attachment 1)

Public Survsv Results

A public ooinion survey was posted on the Town's website on September 7'h and the final day to take the

suryey is October 31't. The survey was publicizedinthe Town newsletter, at both public workshops, and

on Nextdoor. The intent of the survey is to gather information and opinions from residents, business
people and others as to their views concerning cannabis regulation in Corte Madera. Questions were
asked regarding demographic information, medicinal cannabis and non-medicinal cannabis businesses,

indoor and outdoor cultivation as well as what effect outdoor cannabis cultivation might have on the

community. As of October 12, 2018, a total of 343 surveys were completed with 82Yo of the respondents
being Corte Madera home owners. Below are some of the results of the survey. A complete printout of
all the questions and responses is attached (Attachment 2)

Examples of some of the responses to the demographic information provided by the participant's
including: age, voting record on Proposition 64 and cannabis use are shown below.
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Deliveries

When the Town implemented the temporary prohibition against cannabis businesses it did not regulate
deliveries beyond the State requirements acknowledging the need for patients to have access to medicinal
cannabis as well as the difficulty in regulating such businesses that are not based in Corte Madera. To
ascertain the citizen's opinions on cannabis delivery businesses, two questions were asked related to
medicinal and nonmedicinal delivery businesses. Below are the responses to two of the questions which
show that participants are more in favor of medicinal deliveries than nonmedicinal.
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Businesses

The survey also included questions to ascertain the community's views on cannabis related businesses
such as retail stores and non-store front businesses (e.g. research or testing facilities). The flrscal impact of
cannabis related businesses was also asked in the survey. The results of five of those questions are shown
below.
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Outdoor Cultivation

Unlike indoor cultivation, a jurisdiction can completely prohibit outdoor cultivation or add restrictions to
the State law which was established with the approval of Proposition 64. State law allows personal
outdoor cultivation of up to six plants or 50 square feet by an individual at or over the age of 2t in the



open or within a greenhouse on a single-family or duplex property. Furthermore, outdoor cannabis plants
cannot be visible from the street or adjoining properties at ground level and cannot be accessible by
minors. All plants must be at least 10 feet from all property lines, cannot be closer to an adjacent home
than they are to the subject residence, and the growing area must be enclosed with a solid fence of at least
six feet in height. Finally, a parcel with outdoor cannabis cultivation cannot be located within 100 feet of
a school, church, park, library, or child care center. Two of the questions related to outdoor cultivation
are shown below.
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The two questions that asked about the effect of outdoor cannabis cultivation on public safety (Ql6) and
quality life (Ql7) had very similar results to Question 15 above.

Indoor Cultivation

Under Proposition 64 jurisdictions cannot outright prohibit indoor cultivation which is defined as the
cultivation of cannabis inside a private residence (single family, duplex or multi-family) or within a fully
enclosed and secure accessory structure. The State allows individuals 2l years of age or older to cultivate
a maximum of six plants per residential unit. Howevel individuals who have approval from a doctor may
cultivate up to six mature or 12 immature plants and possess up to eight ounces of dried cannabis. The
plants cannot be visible from the street or adjoining properties at ground level and they cannot be
accessible by minors. Finally, if indoor cultivation is within an accessory structure it must be at least 10

feet from all property lines.

Local governments may "reasonably regulate" but not prohibit personal indoor cultivation of up to six
marijuana plants within a private residence or a completely enclosed and secure accessory structure.
Some examples of regulations that other jurisdictions have approved for indoor cultivation and Corte
Madera may consider include:

A. Requiring a residential cultivation permit, with an appropriate fee and periodic inspections

B. The indoor cultivation may not draw more electrical power than the structure is designed to
withstand (i.e. grow lights can't exceed 1200 watts/light)

C. Use of generators and extension cords is prohibited



D. The cultivation is not a health hazard- water damage, mold, etc.

E. The cultivation may not use more water than is reasonably required to cultivate six plants

F. The cultivation must comply with the Fire and Building Code.

G. The structure where the cultivation is taking place must have a ventilation and filtration system for
odor control

H. Tenants must have written authorization from property owner to cultivation cannabis indoors

If regulations such as the ones listed above are to be included in the ordinance staff will work ciosely with
other town departments to assure that the regulations are in alinement with all other town codes,

When adopted, the Town's Cannabis Ordinance will be an amendment to the Town of Corte Madera's
Municipal Code (CMMC). As with other sections of the CMMC, enforcement of the ordinance will be
the responsible of the Town's code enforcement division and the Central Marin Police Authority
(CMPA). Planning Staff with work closely with the Code Enforcement Division and the CMPA to
develop clear and effective enforcement procedures.

FISCAL IMPACT:

The discussion of the ordinance by the Planning Commission will not have a fiscal impact on the Town.
The final ordinance may have a fiscal impact.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:

A discussion and possible direction to staff regarding the development of a Town ordinance is exempt
from CEQA because it is not considered a project under Section 21065 Dehnition of Project of the State
CEQA Guidelines.

OPTIONS:

1. After hearing the presentation by staff, which is similar to the one presented at the public
workshops, reviewing the materials and videos from the public workshops (September l2rh and
lS'n) and hearing public comment, the Commission directs staff what items to include in the
ordinance; or

2. The Commission directs staff to provide additional information and analysis and continues the
discussion at a future public meeting.

ATTACHMENTS:

l. Letter from The Coalition Connection dated October 1 1, 201 8
2. Public Survey Results



DRAFT MINUTES
REGULAR PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING

ocToBER 23,2018
CORTE MADERA TOWN HALL

CORTE MADERA

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Chair Peter Chase
Vice-Chair Phyllis Metcalfe
Commissioner Margaret Bandel
Commissioner Bob Bundy
Commissioner Charles Lee

STAFF PRESENT: Adam Wolff, Planning Director
Phil Boyle, Senior Planner
Judith Propp, Assistant Town Attorney

1. OPENING:

A. Call to Order - The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.

B. Pledge of Allegiance - Commissioner Chase led in the Pledge of Allegiance.

C. Roll Call - All the commissioners were present.

2. PUBLIC COMMENT - None

3. CONSENT CALENDAR- None

4. GONTINUED HEARINGS - None

5. NEW HEARINGS - None

6. BUSINESS ITEMS

A. A. CANNABIS ORDINANCE DISCUSSION PRESENTATION AND
DISCUSSION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TOWN ORDINANCE
REGULATING CANNABIS RELATED BUSINESSES AND PERSONAL
CULTIVATION (Phil Boyle, Senior Planner)

Senior Planner Boyle presented the staff report. Mr. Boyle explained that the purpose of
the discussions was to gain feedback from the commissioners and members of the
public on a draft cannabis ordinance. He discussed information relating to the draft
ordinance on the Town's website, including a public survey, and the process that should
conclude with the adoption of an ordinance no later than September 2019.



Planning Commission Meeting Minutes
October 23, 2018

Mr. Boyle discussed the main state laws relating to cannabis, the three main regulating
jurisdictions, and the authority allowed by towns that includes the ability to prohibit or
restrict medicinal and non-medicinal cannabis businesses.

Mr. Boyle discussed the Town's current rules that established a moratorium on
cannabis businesses until September 19, 2019. Planning Director Wolff noted that the
moratorium did not restrict the state's rules relating to other areas of cannabis, including
the cultivation of plants for personal use.

Mr. Boyle discussed the Town's rules relating to the personal use of cannabis for
residents of 21 years and older, including the cultivation and possession of cannabis.
He said the prohibited personal uses of cannabis include the consumption of cannabis
in a public place.

Mr. Boyle went on to discuss the types of cannabis activities the Town might want to
consider, including types of licenses, delivery seryices, and personal cultivation. He
noted that the Town could not prohibit indoor cultivation.

Mr. Boyle discussed the two recent cannabis workshops and he provided a summary of
the public survey. Mr. Boyle also discussed the types of cannabis activities allowed in
other jurisdictions such as non-storefront businesses. He said that staff is seeking
direction relating to how activities should be addressed in the Town's ordinance, and
Mr. Wolff noted that the commissioners might wish to consider certain locations for such
businesses.

Mr. Boyle concluded the staff report with feedback from jurisdictions that had
implemented rules on cannabis dispensaries, and Mr. Wolff discussed the next steps in
the process towards the development of an ordinance.

ln response to Commissioner Bundy, Mr. Boyle confirmed that the Town held no
jurisdiction over the cultivation of indoor plants, and that complaints would be addressed
as a code enforcement issue. Mr. Boyle said that staff would need to confirm the state's
rules relating to the cultivation of cannabis plants and distances from schools.

Commissioner Bundy and Mr. Boyle discussed conditional use permits in relation to
stores, delivery services and manufacturing.

Commissioner Lee requested an analysis of retail operation sizes. He also asked staff
to ascertain from Town Center and The Village management if they have been
approached by a cannabis business, or if they have an opinion on entertaining such a
business. Commissioner Lee discussed tax implications on commercial businesses
with Mr. Wolff, and rules relating to plant growth in apartments and condos.

In response to Commissioner Lee, Mr. Boyle discussed Larkspur's regulations relating
to deliveries and the restriction of cannabis cultivation to indoors.

2
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ln response to Commissioner Bandel, Mr. Wolff explained that staff would use input
from the community, other agencies, and the commissioners, to make a
recommendation to the Town Council. He noted that the Town Council will make the
final decision on the ordinance.

Counselor Propp confirmed that the Town Council is the Town's elected body that
directs staff, and that staff will make recommendations for their consideration before
drafting an ordinance.

ln response to Commissioner Bandel, Mr. Boyle confirmed that specific outreach has
not been made to the Fire and Police Departments, or to personnel in the medicalfield.
Mr. Wolff noted that the Town Council would provide such direction, and that public
input during the workshops included individuals from the medical industry.

Vice-Chair Metcalfe requested information on restrictions for outdoor and indoor
cultivation in Marin cities and towns where they are applied. She discussed the reasons
she believed that the two shopping centers would be unsuitable for cannabis
businesses.

ln response to Commissioner Lee, Mr. Boyle said that there are licensing categories
that relate to the size of commercial indoor cultivation, which the Town could consider.
Counselor Propp discussed the state's licensing categories that apply to commercial
cannabis businesses.

Chair Chase and Mr. Boyle discussed the benefits of medicinal marijuana cards since
recreational marijuana has been legalized.

Chair Chase opened the public comment period

Karen Gerbosi, 111 Parkview Circle, stated that it is not the Town's job to ensure there
is a place for residents to buy marijuana. Ms. Gerbosi also sought clarification on the
size of manufacturing facilities allowed by the state, and she discussed problems she
foresees if the Town defaults to the size she believed the state allows.

In response, Mr. Boyle said staff would clarify state rules relating to the size of
manufacturing facilities, and he noted that the Town could restrict cannabis businesses
to certain zoning districts.

Linda Henn, former Corte Madera resident, asked the Town to consider crime data
related to cannabis use, and she discussed the impact of cannabis on public health. Ms.
Henn discussed the issue related to there being no standards in place for retail or DUI
testing.

Brian lgersheim, Birch Avenue, stated that the majority of residents in town supported
the state law that legalized marijuana, and that it should be taxed and regulated in a
similar way to alcohol and tobacco with similar restrictions.

3
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Jasmine Garrity, former resident of Corte Madera, discussed the problems of cannabis
use by the youth in Marin, and she asked the Town to consider buffer zones for
cannabis businesses. Ms. Garrity said she encouraged the Town to include laws to
differentiate between medicaland non-medical products and potency levels.

Jeremiah Mock, Corte Madera resident and public health researcher, discussed
problems with people smoking weed in town parks, and the long-term effects of
cannabis use on young people. Dr. Mock asked the Town to consider forming a
commission of experts to provide advice, and he urged the town to educate the
community on the potential harmful lmpacts of cannabis.

Don Carney, Fairfax resident and Director of Restorative Seryices, Marin Youth Court,
stated that most cases he encountered related to marijuana. Mr. Carney said he would
not want marijuana to be normatized, and he discussed its effects on kids. He said he
opposed storefronts for the sale of marijuana.

Andrew Middleditch, psychiatrist and Corte Madera resident, said that he does not see
any advantage of allowing the marijuana industry in the community. Dr. Middleditch
discussed his concerns relating to the normalization of marijuana and the addictive and
cognitive problems it causes.

Vice-Chair Metcalfe commented on her belief that a difference exists between medical
and recreational marijuana, and the problem of the drug being sold on the street. She
said that sales should be restricted to medical marijuana in office block locations whose
plants are invisible from the exterior.

Chair Chase discussed information he has gathered in relation to the effects of
marijuana on youth in the community. Chair Chase also discussed his belief that
cannabis should not be normalized and that corporations should not be encouraged to
establish marijuana businesses in the town. He cited lack of government-led studies,
and evidence that cannabis causes medical problems, including schizophrenia. Chair
Chase said the Town should limit cannabis rules to the minimum allowed by the state
relating to delivery and cultivation.

Counselor Propp noted that the law does not require a city or town to offer a delivery
service.

Commissioner Bandel discussed her belief the Town should not make marijuana easily
available. She said that kids should not be exposed to marijuana establishments as they
walk to and from school and that stores are inappropriate. Commissioner Bandel said
she supports the suggestion that a committee is formed to investigate and present more
information on marijuana, and gain particular input from the Police Department.

Commissioner Lee said that he did not advocate the normalization of marijuana, and
that he would support an ordinance that incorporates the state minimum on its use.
Commissioner Lee discussed a preference to decriminalize marijuana, but not
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encourage it, and that he would allow delivery and access to the drug for medicinal
purposes.

Mr. Boyle asked for clarification relating to the minimum standards the commissioners
would recommend, such as restricting the growth of marijuana to indoor use and
banning outdoor cultivation.

Commissioner Bundy discussed the limitations of medical marijuana studies, and said
that, although he would not advocate the use of marijuana, he would support its
legalization to encourage medical studies to asceftain its possible benefits,
Commissioner Bundy discussed the problems of normalizing marijuana, which he said
would attract youths as a way of making themselves feel better or cure their anxiety, for
example. He discussed the reasons he does not like medical marijuana, noting that
patients often seek a medical card in order not to be criminalized.

Commissioner Bundy stated that, over all, he is not opposed to a storefront for
recreational or non-medical marijuana if the business is properly conditioned, which
could be taxed and regulated. He expressed a hope that taxes would be spent
alleviating the problems of the drug in a similar way taxes are used for tobacco and
alcohol issues. Commissioner Bundy said that he would discourage the use of
marijuana by children and excessive use by adults, but that it is less harmful than
alcohol, tobacco and opioids.

ln response to Chair Chase, Mr. Wolff confirmed that the town would only benefit
financially from a delivery service if the business were based in the town.

The commissioners discussed delivery services and marijuana sales. There was
general consensus amongst most of the commissioners that the Town should do as
little as the state allows with a preference for keeping the moratorium in place and
restricting growth to indoors,

Chair Chase announced at S-minute break at 9:_ p.m

The commissioners resumed their seats and a motion was made by Vice-Chair
Metcalfe, seconded by Commissioner Bundy, and unanimously passed to continue the
meeting beyond 9:30 p,m. to complete the agenda.

7. ROUTINE AND OTHER MATTERS

A. REPORTS, ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REQUESTS

5

i. Commissioners

Commissioner Bandel reported on the Town Council meeting of October 161h, during
which Pauline Angleman's 11Oth birthday was celebrated. Other items discussed
included a report by the Town Manager relating to the Corte Madera Fire Joint Powers
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Agreement between the Town and Larkspur, a report on a homelessness committee,
and a presentation by Solar Craft.

ii. Planning Director

Planning Director Wolff reminded the commissioners of the upcoming annual Sonoma
State Commissioners Conference, and he discussed future meetings.

ia. Tentative Agenda ltems for November 13,2018 Planning Commission
Meeting
(PROPOSED |TEMS, AND ORDER, ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

A. 706 MEADOWSWEET DR|VE (THE EVERGREEN) - CONTTNUED
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER POSSIBLE ADOPTION OF A
RESOLUTION APPROVING A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT PL-
2017-0092, MAJOR DESIGN REVIEW 15-009, SIGN PERMIT PL-
2017-0093 FOR RENOVATION AND MAJOR MODIFICATIONS TO
THE BUDGET INN LOCATED AT 706 MEADOWSWEET DRIVE.

B. 139 CORTE MADERA TOWN CENTER (JUST FOOD FOR DOGS)-
SIGN PERMIT APPLICATION FOR AN ILLUMINATED SIGN, FACING
THE WEST PARKING LOT, FOR JUST FOOD FOR DOGS.

C. REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE
ZONING ORDINANCE TO ALLOW FOR INCREASED FLOOR AREA
RAT|O (FAR) FOR HOTELS

iv. Future Agenda ltems
(PROPOSED ITEMS, AND ORDER, ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

B MINUTES

i. Planning Commission Meeting Minutes of September 11,2018*

MOTION: Motioned by Vice-Chair Metcalfe, seconded by
Commissioner to approve the minutes of September 11,2O18:

6

AYES:
NOES:

Metcalfe, Bundy, Chase, Lee, Bandel
None

8. ADJOURNMENT

A motion was made, seconded and unanimously approved to adjourn the meeting at
p.m.
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Business and Professions Code Section 26054 and

Health and Safety Code Section 11362.768
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State of California

HEALTHAND SAFETY CODE

Section 11362.768

11362.768. (a) This section shall apply to individuals specified in subdivision (b)
of Section 11362.765.

(b) No medicinal cannabis cooperative, collective, dispensary operator,
establishment, or provider who possesses, cultivates, or distributes medicinal camabis
pursuant to this article shall be located within a 600-foot radius of a school.

(c) The distance specified in this section shall be the horizontal distance measured

in a straight line from the property line of the school to the closest property line of
the lot on which the medicinal cannabis cooperative, collective, dispensary, operato!
establishment, or provider is to be located without regard to intervening structures.

(d) This section shall not apply to a medicinal cannabis cooperative, collective,
dispensary operator, establishment, or provider that is also a licensed residential
medical or elder care facility.

(e) This section shall apply only to a rnedicinal cannabis cooperative, collective,
dispensary operator, establishment, or provider that is authorized by law io possess,

cultivate, or distribute medicinal cannabis and that has a storefront or mobile retail
outlet which ordinarily requires a local business license.

(f) Nothing in this section shall prohibit a city, county, or city and county from
adopting ordinances or policies that further restricr the location or establishment of
a medicinal cannabis cooperative, collective, dispensary operator, establishment, or
provider.

(g) This section does notpreempt local ordinanses, adoptedprior to January l,
201 l, that regulate the location or establishment of a medicinal cannabis cooperative,
collective, dispensary operator, establishment, or provider.

(h) For the purposes ofthis section, "school" means any public or private school
providing instruction in kindergarten or any ofgradss I to 12, inclusive, but does not
include any private school in which education is primarily conducted in private homes.

(Amended by Stats. 20 17, Ch, 27, Sec. 138. (SB 94) Ellective hne 27, 2017.)
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BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE

Section 26054

26054, (a) A licensee shall not sell alcoholic beverages or tobacco products on or
at any premises licensed under this division.

(b) A premises licensed under this division shall not be located within a 600-foot
radius of a school providing instruction in kindergarten or any grades I through 12,

day care center, or youth center that is in existence at the time the license is issued,

unless a licensing authority or a local jurisdiction specifies a different radius. The
distance specified in this section shall be measured in the same manner as provided
in subdivision (c) of Section 11362.768 ofthe Health and Safety Code unless otherwise
provided by law.

(c) It shall not be a violation of state or local law for a business engaged in the

manufacture of cannabis accessories to possess, transport. purchase, or otherwise
obtain small amounts ofcannabis or cannabis products as necessary to conduct research

and development related to the cannabis accessories, provided the cannabis and
cannabis products are obtained from a person licensed under this division permitted
to provide or deliver the cannabis or cannabis products.

(d) It shall not be a violation of state or local law for an agent of a licensing
authority to possess, transport, or obtain cannabis or cannabis products as necessary
to conduct activities reasonably related to the duties ofthe licensing authority.

(AmcndcdbyStats.2017,Ch.27,Sec.38. {SB94) EffectiveJune27,2017. Note:Thissectionwas
added on Nov. 8,2016, by initiative Prop. 64.)
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THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF CANNABIS AND CANNABINOIDS
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COMMITTEE'S CONCLUSIONS lanuary 2O17

ln the report The Health Effects of Connabis qnd Cannabinoids: The Current State of tvidence

ond Recommendations for Research, an expert, ad hoc committee of the National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine presents nearly 100 conclusions related to the health

effects of cannabis and cannabinoid use.

The committee developed standard language to categorize the weight of the evidence

regarding whether cannabis or cannabinoids used lor therapeutic purposes are an effective

or ineffective treatment for certain prioritized health conditions, or whether cannabis or
cannabinoids used primarily tor recreationsl purposes are statistically associated with certain

prioritized health conditions. The box on the next page describes these categories and the gen-

eral parameters for the types of evidence supporting each category.

The numbers in parentheses after each conclusion correspond to chapter conclusion numbers.

Each blue header below links to the corresponding chapter in the report, providing much more

detail regarding the committee's findings and conclusions. To read the full report, please visit

natlona lacademies.org,/Ca n nabisHealth Effccts.

CONCTUSIONS FOR: THERAPEUTIC EFFECTS

There ls concluslve or suhstantial evidence that cannabis or cannablnolds are effectlve:
. For the treatmentforchronic pain in adults (cannabis) (a-1)
. Antiemetics in the treatment of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (orai cannabinoids) (a-3)
. For improving patient-reported multiple sclerosis spasticity symptoms (oral cannabinoids) (4-7a)

There lr moderate evidence that <annabls or cannabinoids are effcctlve for:
. lmproving short-term sleep outcomes in individuals with sleep disturbance associated with obstructive sleep apnea

syndrome, fibromyalgia, chronic pain, and multiple sclerosis (cannabinoids, primarily nabiximols) (4-19)

There ls limited evidence that cannabis or cannabinolds are effectlve for:
. lncreasing appetite and decreasing weight loss associated with HIV/AIDS (cannabis and oral cannabinoids) @-aa)
. lmproving clinician-measured multiple sclerosis spasticity symptoms (oral cannabinoids) (4-7a)
. lmproving symptoms of Tourette syndrome (THC capsulet (4-8)
. lmproving anxiety symptoms, as assessed by a public speaking test, In individuals with social anxiety disorders (cannabidiol)

(4-17)
. lmproving symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder (nabilone; one single, small fair-quality trial) (4-20)

There ls limited evidence of a statlrtlcal arrociatlon between cannablnoids and:
. Better outcomes (i.e., mortality, disability) after a traumatic brain injury or intracranial hemorrhage (4-15)

There is limited evidence that cannabis or cannablnoldr are lneffectlve tor:
. lmproving symptoms associated with dementia (cannabinoidt (4-13)
. lmproving intraocular pressure associated with glaucoma (cannabinoidt (4-14)
. Reducing depressive symptoms in individuals with chronic pain or multiple sclerosis (nabiximols, dronabinol, and nabilone)

(4-1 8)

The National Academies of

SCIENCES . ENGINEEzuNG . MEDICINE



DEFINITTONS OF IA'EIGHTS OF EVIDENCE

The committee used the following standardized language to categorize the weight of the evidence regarding cannabis or
cannabinoid use for the prioritized health conditions:

CONCLUSIVE evidence

For lherapeutic effects: There is strong evidence from randomlzed controlled trials to support the conclusion that cannabis or
cannabinoids are an effective or ineffective treatment for the health endpoint of interest.

For other health effects: There is strong evidence from randomized controlled trials to support or refute a statistical association
between cannabis or cannabinoid use and lhe health endpoint of interest.

For this level of evidence, there are many supportive findings from good-quality studies with no credible opposing findings.
A firm conclusion can be made, and the limitations to the evidence, including chance, bias, and confounding factors, can be
ruled out with reasonable confidence.

SUBSTANTIAL evidence:

Far therapeutic effects: There is strong evidence to support the conclusion that cannabis or cannabinoids are an effective or
ineffective treatment for the health endpoint of interest.

For other health effects:There is strong evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabi5 or cannabinoid
use and the health endpoint of interest.

For this level of evidence, there are several supportive findings from good-quality studies with very few or no credible
opposing findings. A firm conclusion can bre made, but minor limitations, including chance, bias, and confounding factors,
cannot be ruled out with reasonable confidence.

MODERATE ey:dence:

For therapeutic effects: There is sorne evidence to support the conclirsion that cannabis or cannabinoids are an effective or
ineffective treatment for the health endpoint of interest.

For other health effects: There is some evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis or cannabinoid
use and the health endpoint of interest.

For this level of evidence, there are several findings from good- to fair-quality studies with very few or no credible opposing
findings' A general conclusion can be made, but limitations, including chance, bias, and confounding factors, cannot be
ruled out with reasonable confidence.

tlMlTED evidence:

For therapeutic effects: There is weak evidence to support the conciusion that cannabis or cannabinoids are an effective or
ineffective treatment for the health endpoint of interest.

for other health effects: There is weak evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis or
cannabinoid use and the health endpoint of interest.

For this level of evidence, there are supportive findings from fair-quality studies or mixed findings with most favoring one
conclusion. A conclusion can be made, but there is significant uncertainty due to chance, bias, and confounding factors.

l{O or INSUFIICIENT eyldence to support the assoclation:

For therapeutic effects: There is no or insufficient evidence to support the conclusion that cannabis or cannabinoids are an
effective or ineffective treatment for the health endpoint of interest.

for other health effects: There is no or insufficient evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis or
cannabinoid use and the health endpoint of interest.

For this level of evidence, there are mixed findings, a single poor study, or health endpoint has not been studied at all. No
conclusion can be made because of substantial uncertainty due to chance, bias, and confounding faclors.
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There is no or insufficiesrt evidence to $upport or refute the conclusion that cannabis or cannablnoids are an

effective treatment for:
. Cancers, including glioma (cannabinoids) (4-2)
. Cancer-associated anorexia cachexia syndrome and anorexia nervosa (cannabinoids) (a-ab)
. symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome (dronabinol) (a-5)
. Epilepsy (cannabinoids) (a-6)
. Spasticity in patients with paralysis due to spinal cord in.iury (cannabinoids) (4-7b)
. Symptoms associated with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (cannabinoids) (4-9)
. Chorea and certain neuropsychiatric symptoms associated with Huntington's disease (oral cannabinoids) (a-10)
. MotorsystemsymptomsassociatedwithParkinsontdiseaseorthelevodopa-induceddyskinesia(cannabinoids)(4-1 1)

. Dystonia (nabilone and dronabinoD G-12)

. Achieving abstinence in the use of addictive substances (cannabinoids) (4-16)

. Mental health outcomes in individuals with schizophrenia or schizophreniform psychosis (cannabidiol) {4-21}

CONCTUSIONS FOR: CANCER

There is moderate evidence of no rtatistical association between cannabis use and:
. lncidence of lung cancer (cannabis smoking) (5-1)
. lncidence of head and neck cancers (5-2)

There is limited evidence of a statirtical arsociatlon between cannabis smoking and:
. Non-seminoma-type testicular germ cell tumors (current, frequent or chronic cannabis smoking) (5-3)

There is no or insufficient evidence to support or refute a statistical assoclation between cannabis use and:
. lncidence of esophageal cancer (cannabis smoking) (.5-4)

. lnciclence of prostate cancer, cervical cancer, malignant gliomas, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, penile cancer, anal canccr,

Kaposi's sarcoma, or bladder cancer (5-5)
. Subseguent risk of developing acute myeloid leukemia/acute non-lymphoblastic leukemia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia,

rhabdorryosarcoma, astrocytoma, or neurobiastoma in offspring (parental cannabis use) (5-6)

CONCLUSION5 FOR: CARDIOMETABOTIC RlSK

There is limited evidence of a statistical association between cannabis ure and:
. The triggering of acute myocardial infarction (cannabis smoking) (6-1 a)

, Ischemic stroke or subarachnoid hemorrlrage (6-2)
. Decreased risk of metabolic syndrome and diabetes (6-3a)
. lncreased risk of prediabetes (6-3b)

There is no evidence to support or refute a statistical association between chronic effects of cannahis use and:
. The increased risk of acute myocardial infarction (6-1 b)

CONCLUTIONS FOR: RESI'IRATORY DISEASE

There ir substantial evidence of a statlstlcal association between cannabis $moking and:
. Worse respiratory symptoms and more frequent chronic bronchitis episodes (long-term cannabis smoking) (7-3a)
. There is moderate evidence of a statistical association belween cannabis smoking and:
. lmproved airwaydynamics with acute usef but notwith chronic use (Z-1 a)

' Higher forced vital capacity (FVC) (7-1b)

There is moderate evidence of a statlrtical asociation between the cessatlon of cannahis smoklng and:
. lmprovements in respiratory symptoms (7-3b)

There is limited erridence of a statistical assoclatlon between cannabis smoking and:
. An increased risk of developirrg chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) when controlled fortobacco use (occasional

cannabis smoking) (7-2a)
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There is no or lnsufficient evidence to support or refute a statistlcal asrociatlon between <annabis smoking
rnd.

. Hospital admissions for COPD (7-2b)

. Asthma development or asthma exacerbation (Z-4)

CONCLUSION5 FOR: IMMUNITY

There ls limited evidence of a statistical association between cannabir smoking and:
'Adecreaseintheproductionof several inflammatorycytokinesinhealthyindividuals(8-la)

There is limited evidence of no rtatlsticat association between cannabis use and:
'Theprogressionof liverfibrosisorhepaticdiseaseinindividualswithviral HepatitisC(HCV)(dailycannabisuse)(8-3)

There is no or insufficient evidence to rupport or refute a statistical associatlon between cannabls use and:
' other adverse immune cell responses in healthy individuals (cannabis smoking) (8-1 b)

'AdverseeffectsonimmunestatusinindividualswithHlV(cannabisordronabinol use)(B-2)
' lncreased incldence of oral human papilloma virus (HpV) (regular cannabis use) (B-4)

CONctUsloNS FOR: IN|URY AND DEATH

There ls substantial evidence of a statistical association between cannabls use and:
. lncreased risk of motor vehicie crashes (9-3)

There is moderate evidence of a statlstlcat associatlon between cannabls use and:
' lncreased risk of overdose injuries, including respiratory distress, among pediatric populations in U.S. states where cannabis is

legal (9-4b)

There ls no or ingufficient evidence to support or refute a rtatistical associatlon between cannabis use andr
. All-cause mortality (self-reported cannabis use) (9-i)
. Occupational accidents or injuries (general, non-medical cannabis use) (9-2)
. Death due to cannabis overdose (9-4a)

CONCTUSIONS FOR: PRENATAL, PERtNATAI, AND NEONATAT EXPOSURE

There ir subStantial evidenc€ of a statlrtlcat arsoclatlon between maternal cannabis smoking and:. Lower birth weight of the offspring (.l0-2)

There is limited evidence of a statistical association between maternal cannabir smoking and:
' Pregnancy complications for the mother (10-1)
. Admission of the infant to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) (10-3)

There ls inlufficient evidence to $upport or refute a statistlcal asrociation between maternal cannablt
smoking and:

' Lateroutcomes in the offspring (e.g., sudden infantdeath syndrome, cognition/academic achievement, and latersubstance
use) (1 0-4)

CONCLUSIONS FOR: PSYCHOSOCIAI

There is moderate evidence of a statistical acso(iation between cannabir use and:
'Theimpairmentinthecognitivedomainsof learning,mernory,andattention(acutecannabisuse)(11-1 a)

There is limited evldence of a statlstical assoclation between cannabls use and:
. lmpaired academic achievement and education outcomes (11 -2)
. lncreased rates of unemployment andlor low income (11-3)

' lrnpaired social functioning or engagement in developmentally appropriate social roles (11-4)

There ts limited evidence of a statistical association between sustolned obstlnence from cannabis use and:. lmpairments in the cognitive domains of learning, memory, and attention (11-1 b)
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CONCLUSIONS FOR: MENTAT HEATTH

There is substantial evidence of a statistical association between cannabis use and:
. Thedevelopmentof schizophreniaorotherpsychoses,withthehighestriskamongthemostfrequentusers(12-1 )

There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between cannabis use and:
. Bettercognitiveperformanceamongindividualswithpsychoticdisordersandahistoryof cannabisuse (12-2a)
.lncreasedsymptomsof maniaandhypomaniainindividualsdiagnosedwithbipolardisorders(regularcannabisuse)(12-4)
. A small increased risk for the development of depressive disorders (12-5)
.lncreasedincidenceof suicidal ideationandsuicideattemptswithahlgherincidenceamongheavierusers(12-7a)
. lncreased incidence of suicide completion (12-7b)
. lncreased incidence of social anxiety disorder (regular cannabis use) (12-Bb)

There is moderate e\ridence of no statistlcal association between cannabis use and:
. Worsening of negative symptoms of schizophrenia (e.9., blunted affect) among individuals with psychotic disorders (12-2c)

There is lirnited evidence of a statlstical asroclation between cannabis use and:
. An increase in positive symptoms of schizophrenia (e.9., hallucinations) anrong individuals with psychotic disorders (12-2b)
. The likelihood of developing bipolar disorder, particularly among regular or daily users (12-3)
. The development of any type of anxiety disorder, except social anxiety disorder (12-Ba)

. lncreased symptoms of anxiety (near daily cannabis use) (.12-9)

. lncreased severity of posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms among individuals with posttraumatic stress disorder (12-11)

There is nO evidence to support or refute a statistical associatlon between cannabis use and:
. Changes in the coursc or symptoms of depressive disorders (12-6)
. The development of posttraumatic stress disorder (12-1 0)

CONCLUSIONS FOR: PROBLEM CANNABIS USE

There ir substantial evidenc€ that:
. Stimulanttreatmentof attenliondeficithyperactivitydisorder(ADHD)duringadolescenceisnotariskfactorforthe

development of problem cannabis use (13-2e)
. Beingmalcandsmokingcigarettesareriskfactorsfortheprogressionof cannabisusetoproblerncannabisuse(13-2i)
.lnitiatingcannabisuseatanearlierageisariskfactorforthcdevelopmentof problemcannabisuse(13-2j)

There is substantial evidenc€ of a statistlcal associatlon between:
.lncreasesincannabisusefrequencyandtheprogressiontodevelopingproblemcannabisuse(13-1)
. Beingmaleandtheseverityof problemcannabisuse,buttherecurrenceof problemcannabisusedoesnotdifferbetween

males and females (13-3b)

There is moderate evidence that:
. Anxiety, personality disorders, and bipolar disr:rders are not risk factors for the development of problem cannabis use (13-2b)
. Major depressive disorder is a risk factor for the development of problem cannabis use (13-2c)
. Adolescent ADHD is nof a risk factor for the development of problem cannabis use (13-2d)
. Being male is a risk factor for the development of problem cannabis use ('13-20
. Exposuretothecombineduseof abuseddrugsisariskfactorforthedevelopmentof problemcannabisuse(i3-29)
. Neither alcohol nor nicotine dependencc alone are risk factors for the progression from cannabis use to problem cannabis use

(13-2h)

' During adolescence thefrequencyof cannabis use, oppositional behaviors, ayoungerage of firstalcohol use, nicotine use,

parental substance use, poor school performance, antisocial behaviors, and childhood sexual abuse are risk factors for the

development of problem cannabis use (13-2k)

There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between:
. A persistence of problem cannabis use and a history of psychiatric treatment (1 3-3a)
. Problem cannabis use and increased severity of posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms (13-3c)

There is limited evidence that:
. Childhood anxiety and childhood depression are risk factors for the development of problem cannabis use (13-2a)
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CONCLUSIONS FOR: ABUSE OF OTHER SUB5TANCES

There ls moderate evidence of a statlstlcal assoclation between cannabis use and:
. The development of substance dependence and/or substance abuse disorder for substances including alcohol, tobacco,

and other illicit drugs (14-3)

There is limited evidence of a statistical association between cannabis use and:
. The initiation of tobacco use (14-1)
. Changesintheratesandusepatternsofotherlicitandillicitsubstances(14-2)

CONCTUSIONS FOR: CHATLENGES AND BARRIERS lN
CONDUCTING CANNABIS AND CANNABINOID RESEARCH

There are several challenges and barrlerr ln conductlng cannabis and cannabinoid research, including:
. There are specific regulatory barriers, including the classification of cannabis as a Schedule I substance, that impede the

advancement of cannabis and cannabinoid research (15-1 )

' lt is often difficult for researchers to gain access to the quantity, quality, and type of cannabis product necessary to address
specific research question-s on the health effects of cannabis use (15-2)

'Adiversenetworkoffunder-sisnecdedtosupportcannabisandcannabinoidresearchthatexploresthebeneficial and
harmful effects of cannabis use (15-3)

. To develop conclusive evidence for the effects of cannabis use for short- and long-tcrm health outcomes, improvements
and standardization in research methodology (including those used in controlled trials and observational studies) are
needed (15-4)

TO READ THE FULL REPORT AND VIEW RELATED RESOURCES, PLEASE VISIT
N ATI O NALACADEM I ES.O RG/CAN NAB I S H EALTH E F FECTS
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Marijuana: How Can lt Affect Your Health?

Marijuana is the most commonly used illegal drug in the United States, with 37.6 million users in the past year,1 and

marijuana use may have a wide range of health effects on the body and brain. Click on the sections below to learn

more about how marijuana use can affect your health.

ADDICTION

About 1 in 10 marijuana users will become addicted. For people who begin using before the age of 18, that

number rises to 1 in 6. 1-3

Some of the signs that someone might be addicted include

r Unsuccessful efforts to quit using marijuana.

. Giving up important activities with friends and family in favor of using marijuana,

. Using marijuana even when it is known thai it causes problems fulfilling everyday jobs at home, school or

work.4

People who are addicted to marijuana may also be at a higher risk of other negative consequences of using the

drug, such as problems with attention, memory, and learning. Some people who are addicted need to smoke

more and more marijuana to get the same high. lt is also important to be aware that the amount of

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in marijuana (i.e., marijuana potency or strength) has increased over the past few

decades. The higher the THC content, the stronger the effects on the brain. ln addition, some methods of using

marijuana (e.g., dabbing, edibles) may deliver very high levels of THC to the user.5 Researchers do not yet know

the full extent of the consequences when the body and brain (especially the developing brain) are exposed to

high concentrations of THC or how recent increases in poiency affect the risk of someone becoming addicted. 5

References

1. Lopez-Quintero, C, et al. (201 1). Probability and predictors of transition from first use to dependence on

nicotine, alcohol, cannabis, and cocaine: results of the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and

Related Conditions (NESARC). Drug Alcohol Depend. 115{1-2)'. p. 120-30.

2. Hall, W, Degenhardi L. (2009). Adverse health etfects of non-medical cannabis use, Lancet. 374(9698):

p.1383-91.

3. Budney, AJ, Sargent JD, and Lee, DC. (2015). Vaping cannabis (marijuana): parallelconcerns to e-cigs?

Addiction. 110{11): p. 1699-704.

4. American Psychiatric Association. (2013). Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (5th ed.).

Arlington, VA: American Psychiatric Publishing.

5. National lnstitute on Drug Abuse. ls marijuana addictive? (2017) Rockville, MD; National lnstitutes of

Health, National lnstitute on Drug Abuse.
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BRAII-{ HEALTH

Marijuana use directly affects the brain - specifically the parts of the brain responsible for memory, learning,

attention, decision making, coordination, emotions, and reaction time. 1

What are the short-term effects of marijuana on the brain?

Heavy users of marijuana can have short-term problems with attention, memory, and learning, which can affect

relationships and mood.

What are the long-term effects of marijuana on the brain?

Martjuana also affects brain development. When marijuana users begin using as teenagers, the drug may reduce

attention, memory, and learning functions and affect how the brain builds connections between the areas

necessary for these functions.

Marijuana's effects on these abilities may last a long time or even be permanent. This means that someone who

uses marijuana may not do as well in school and may have trouble remembeiing things. 1-3

The impact depends on many factors and is different for each person. lt also depends on the amount of

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in marijuana (i,e. marijuana potency or strength), how often it is used, the age of first

use, and whether other substances (e.9., tobacco and alcohol) are used at the same time.

Marijuana and the developing brain

Developing brains, like those in babies, children, and teenagers are especially susceptible to the hurtful effects of

marijuana. Although scientists are still learning about these effects of marijuana on the developing brain, studies

show that marijuana use by mothers during pregnancy may be linked to problems with attention, memory,

problem-solving skills, and behavior problems in their children. 3-7
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Am Acad Child Adolesc Psychiatry. 47(3): p. 254-63.
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CANCER

Marijuana and cannabinoids (the active chemicals in marijuana that cause drug-like effects throughout the body,

including the central nervous system and the immune system). The main active cannabinoid in marUuana is

delta-9-THC, Another active cannabinoid is cannabidiol {CBD), which may relieve pain and lower inflammation

without causing the "high" of delta-9-THC. Although marijuana and cannabinoids have been studied with respect

to managing srde effects of cancer and cancer therapies, there are no ongoing clinical trials of marijuana or

cannabinoids in treating cancer in people.g Studies so far have not shown that cannabinoids help control or cure

the disease.2 And like many other drugs, marijuana can cause side effects and complications.

Relying on marijuana alone as treatment or for managing side effects while avoiding or delaying conventional

medical care for cancer may have serious health consequences.2

How can marijuana affect symptoms of cancer?

Studies of man-made forms of the chemicals found in the marijuana plant can be helpful in ireattng nausea and

vomiting from cancer chemotherapy.l Studies have found that marijuana can be helpful in treating neuropathic

pain (pain caused by damaged nerves).1

At this time, there is not enough evidence to recommend that patients inhale or ingest marijuana as a treatment

for cancer-related symptoms or side effects of cancer therapy.

ls there a link between marijuana and cancer?

Smoked marijuana delivers THC and other cannabinoids io the body, but it also delivers harmful substances to

users and those close by, including many of the same substances found in tobacco smoke, which are harmful to

the lungs and cardiovascular system.3

Researchers have found Iimited evidence of an association between current, frequent, or chronic marijuana

smoking and testicular cancer (non'seminomatype).4

Because marijuana plants come in different strains with different levels of active chemicals, it can make each

user's experience very hard to predict. More research is needed to understand the full impact of marijuana use

on cancer
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CHRONlC PAIN

Even though pain management is one of the most common reasons people use medical marijuana in the U.S.,

there is limited evidence that marijuana works to treat most types of chronic pain.

A few studies have found that marijuana can be helpful in treating neuropathic pain (pain caused by damaged

nerves). 1 However, more research is needed to know if marijuana is any better or any worse than other options

for managing chronic pain.
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HEART HEALTH

Using marijuana makes the heart beat faster.l It could also lead to increased risk of stroke and heart disease. 2-6

However, most of the scientific studies linking marijuana to heart attacks and strokes are based on reports from

people who smoked it. Smoked marijuana delivers THC and other cannabinoids to the body, but it also delivers

harmful substances to users and those close by, including many of the same substances found in tobacco

smoke, which are harmful to the lungs and cardiovascular system. 3 So it's hard to separate the eflects of the

compounds in marijuana on the cardiovascular system from the hazards posed by the irritants and other

chemicals contained in the smoke. More research is needed to understand the full impact of marijuana use on

the circulatory system to determine if marijuana use leads to higher risk of death from these causes.
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LUNG HEALTH

How marijuana affects lung health is determined by how it's consumed. ln many cases, marijuana is smoked in

the form hand-rolled cigarettes (oints), in pipes or water pipes (bongs), in bowls, or in blunts-emptied cigars that

have been partly or completely refilled with marijuana. Smoked marijuana, in any form, can harm lung tissues

and cause scarring and damage to small blood vessels. 1-2 Smoke from marijuana contains many of the same

toxins, irritants, and carcinogens as tobacco smoke. 3 Smoking marijuana can also lead to a greater risk of

bronchitis, cough, and phlegm production. a-8 These symptoms generally improve when marijuana smokers

quit.s-10

Secondh a nd m arij u a n a smoke

The known heatth risks of secondhand exposure to cigarette smoke-to the heart or lungs, for instance-raise

questions about whether secondhand exposure to marijuana smoke poses similar health risks. While there is

very little data on the healih consequences of breathing secondhand martluana smoke, there is concern that it

could cause harmful health effects, including among children.

Recent studies have found strong associations between those who said there was someone in the home who

used marijuana or a caretaker who used marijuana and the child having detectable levels of THC - the

psychoactive ingredient in marijuana. 5'11 65116r"n exposed to the psychoactive compounds in marijuana are

potentially at risk for negative health effects, including developmental problems for babies whose mothers used

marijuana while pregnant. B Other research shows that marijuana use during adolescence can impact the

developing teenage brain and cause problems with attention, moiivation, and memory.12
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MENTAL HEALTH

Manluana use, especially frequent (daily or near daily) use and use in high doses, can cause disorientation, and

sometimes cause unpleasant thoughts or feelings of anxiety and paranoia. 1

Marijuana users are significantly more likely than nonusers to develop temporary psychosis (not knowing what is

real, hallucinations and paranoia) and long-lasting mental disorders, including schizophrenia (a type of mental

illness where people might see or hear things that aren't really there). 2

Martl-uana use has also been linked to depression and anxiety, and suicide among teens. However, it is not

known whether this is a causal relationship or simply an assocjation.
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POISONING

Edibles, or food and drink products infused with marijuana and eaten, have some different risks than smoking

marijuana, including a greater risk of poisoning. Unlike smoked marijuana, edibles can:

. Take from 30 minutes to 2 hours to take effect. So some people eat too much, which can lead to poisoning

and/or serious injury.

r Cause effects that last longer than expected depending on the amount, the last food eaten, and medications or

alcohol used at the same time.

. Be very difficult to measure. The amount ol THC, the active ingredient in marijuana, is very difficult to measure

and is often unknown in edible products. Many users can be caught off-guard by the strength and long-lasting

effects of edibles.

It is also important to remember that marijuana affects children differently than adults. Since marijuana has

become legal in some states, children have accidentally eaten marijuana products that looked like candy and

treats, which made them sick enough to need emergency medical care.3

If you use marijuana products, keep them in childproof containers and out of the reach of children. For

additionat guestions, you can contact your health care provider, your health department, the Poison

Helpline at 1-800-222-1222, or 911 if it's an emergency.

RISK OF USING OTHER DRUGS

The concept of marijuana as a "gateway drug"-where using marijuana leads a person to use other drugs-

generates a lot of disagreement. Researchers haven't found a definite answer yeI". 1-2 However, most people

who use marijuana do not go on to use other, "harder" drugs. 1

It is important to remember that people of any age, sex, or economic status can become addicied to marijuana or

other drugs. Things that can affect the likelihood of substance use include:

. Family history.

. Having another mental health illness (such as anxiety or depression)

r Peer pressure.

r Loneliness or social isolation.

r Lack of family involvement.

. Drug availability.

. Socioeconomic status. 2
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The Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration (SAMHSA) conducts the
annual National Survey on Drug Use and Health
(NSDUH), a major source of information on

substance use, abuse, and dependence among
Americans 12 years and older. Survey
respondents report whether they have used

specific substances ever in their lives (lifetime),
over the past year, and over the past month
(also refered to as "current use"). Most

analyses focus on past-month use.

The following are facts and statistics on substance
use in the United Sfafes in 2013, the most recent
year for NSDUH survey results. Approximately
67,80A people responded to the survey in 2Afi.
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Illicit Drug Usex

Illicit drug use in the United States has been
increasing. In 2013, an estimated 24.6 million

Americans aged 12 or older-9.4 percent of the
population-had used an illicit drug in the past

month. This number is up from 8.3 percent in 2002.

The increase mostly reflects a recent rise in use of
marijuana, the most commonly used illicit drug,
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Marijuana use has increased since 2O07. In
20L3, there were 19.8 million current users-about
7,5 percent of people aged 12 or older-up from

14.5 million (5.8 percent) in 2007.

Use of most drugs other than marijuana has
stabilized over the past decade or has
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declined. In 2013, 6.5 million Americans aged 12

or older (or 2.5 percent) had used prescription

drugs nonmedically in the past month. Prescription
drugs include pain relievers, tranquilizers,
stimulants, and sedatives. And 1.3 million
Americans (0.5 percent) had used hallucinogens (a

category that includes ecstasy and LSD) in the past

month.

Cocaine use has gone down in the last few years. In
20L3, the number of current users aged 12 or older
was 1,5 million. This number is lower than in 2002

to 2O07 (ranging from 2.0 million to 2.4 million),

Methamphetamine use was higher in 2013, with

595,000 current Lrsers/ compared with 353,000
users in 2010.
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Most people use drugs for the first time when
they are teenagers. There were just over 2.8

million new users of illicit drugs in 2013, or about

7,800 new users per day. Over half (54.1 percent)

were under 18 years of age,

More than half of new illicit drug users begin
with marijuana. Next most common are
prescription pain relievers, followed by inhalants
(which is most common among younger teens).

Teach the science
ofdrug use.

0@ffiffi
Free lesson plans
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Flrstgpeclflc Drug AJ3oclated wlth lnltlation ot
lllicit DruE Use 2013

Drug use is highest among people in their late
teens and twenties. In 2013,22.6 percent of 18-

to 20-year-olds reported using an illicit drug in the
past month.

Farl-Month llllclt Drug Use by Age 2011 end 1013

Drug use is increasing among people in their
fifties and early sixties. This increase is, in part,

due to the aging of the baby boomers, whose rates

of illicit drug use have historically been higher than
those of previous generations.
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Alcohol

Drinking by underage persons (ages 12 to 2O)
has declined. Current alcohol use by this age
group declined from 28.8 to 22.7 percent between

2002 and 2OI3, while binge drinking declined from
19.3 to 14.2 percent and the rate of heavy drinking
went from 6.2 to 3.7 percent.l

Binge and heavy drinking are more
widespread among men than women. In 2013,

30.2 percent of men and 16.0 percent of women 12

and older reported binge drinking in the past

month. And 9.5 percent of men and 3.3 percent of
women reported heavy alcohol use.

Driving under the influence of alcohol has also
declined slightly. In 2013, an estimated 28.7

million people, or 10.9 percent of persons aged 12

or older/ had driven under the influence of alcohol

at least once in the past year, down from 14.2
percent in 2A02. Although this decline is
encouraging, any driving under the influence
remains a cause for concern.

Tobacco

Fewer Americans are smoking. In 2013, an

estimated 55.8 million Americans aged 12 or older,
or 2I.3 percent of the population, were current
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cigarette smokers. This reflects a continual but slow
downward trend from 2002, when the rate was 26
percent.

Teen smoking is declining more rapidly. The

rate of past-month cigarette use among 12- lo L7-
year-olds went from 13 percent in 2002 to 5.6
percent in 2013.

Part-Momh Clgar€fte U$! Among Youths Aged 12 to ,.?
by Gender
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Su bsta nce Dependence/Abuse
and Treatment

Rates of alcohol dependence/abuse declined
from 2OO2 to 2013. In 2013, 17.3 million
Americans (6.6 percent of the population) were

dependent on alcohol or had problems related to
their alcohol use (abuse). This is a decline from

18.1 million (ar7.7 percent) in 2002.

After alcohol, marijuana has the highest rate
of dependence or abuse among all drugs. In
2013,4.2 million Americans met clinical criteria for
dependence or abuse of marijuana in the past year

-more than twice the number for
dependence/abuse of prescription pain relievers
(1.9 million) and nearly five times the number for
dependence/abuse of cocaine (855,000).
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There contanues to be a large "treatment gap"
in this country. In 2013, an estimated 22.7 million
Americans (8.6 percent) needed treatment for a

problem related to drugs or alcohol, but only about
2.5 million people (0.9 percent) received treatment
at a specialty facility.

*Note that the terms dependence and abuse as

used in the NSDUH are based on diagnostic
categories used in the Foutth Edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-IV); in the newly published Fifth
Edition (DSM-V), those categaries have been

replaced by a single Substance Use Disorder
spectrum.

Learn More

For complete NSDUH findings, visit:
www. sa m h sa . g o vld a tals i tes /d efa u I tlf i I es/ N S D U H r:es

ultsPD FWHTML20 I 3/Web/NS DU Hresu lts20 13. htm #
3.1.2

For more information about drug use among
adolescents, visit:

wrrW, d rpgabuse. go.vlp.U blisptiff:li&lrugfactslh i gh-

school-youth-trends

This publication is available for your use and

may be reproduced in its entirety without
permission from the NIDA. Citation of the

I
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source is appreciated, using the following
language: Source: National tnstitute on Drug
Abuse; National Institutes of Health; U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services.

* "Illicit" refers to use of illegal drugs, including
marijuana according to federal law, and misuse of
prescription drugs.

t Binge drinking is five or more drinks on the same
occasion. Heavy drinking is binge drinking on at
least live separate days in the past month.

This page was last updated June 2015
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Rogers, Loretta < LRogers@marincounty.org >
Tuesday, December 04,201"8 2:01 PM
Bob Ravasio; James Andrews; Rebecca Vaughn; Sloan Bailey; Eli Beckman; David Kunhardt
Willis, Matthew
Letter to Town Council re Local Canabis Ordinance
Canabis LtrTownCou ncil-04DEC18.pdf

Members of the Corte Madera Town Council

Attached please find a letter from Dr. Matthew D. Willis, Public Health Officer for Marin County, regarding local cannabis
ordinances.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you.

Loretta Rogers

Ad m inistrative Assista nt to
Matthew D. Willis, MD, MPH
Public Health Officer
County of Marin
3240 Kerner Blvd.
San Rafael, CA 94901
reh 4L5-473-41,63

- HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE- The information contained in this
document may be privileged, confidential, and protected under applicable law and is intended solely for the use of
the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the employee or agent
responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictlyprohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone and destroy the document. Email Disclaimer:
https :i/www.marincoun ty.or glmain/disclaimers
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Town Council Members

Re: Local cannabis ordinance

Dear Members

As we consider our local response to the legalization of cannabis, l'm writing to share
information that may help in the development of local cannabis ordinances and to
provide the ordinance adopted by the Marin County Board of Supervisors as a model
to consider.

I share your experience of public discourse around cannabis, with strongly held and
widely divergent opinions among our residents. Unfortunately, due to Federal
prohibitions on cannabis research, these conversations are not guided by strong
scientific understanding.

As Public Health Officer and as a physician, I believe health considerations are vital
in informing choices around access to medicinal products. ln2Q17,l offered the
County of Marin Supervisors a summary of the emerging evidence of the health
impacts of cannabis, both positive and negative, to inform the development of the
County ordinance. I shared the results of the 2017 National Academies of Sciences
reoort. Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids: Cunent State of Evidence and
Recommendations for Research. This comprehensive review of existing evidence
can be summarized in a few key findings.

The National Academies found evidence for benefit of cannabis in treating some
medical conditions, including forms of chronic pain. The researchers also found
substantial evidence for cannabis harms, including increased risk for motor vehicle
accidents, dependence with regular use, impaired cognition and academic
performance among young people, and increased risk of early onset schizophrenia
with regular use. The report also called for renewed support for cannabis research,
citing a lack of studies that could verify its safety and efficacy.

I know that we share the goal of thriving and healthy communities and that each
jurisdiction will navigate these choices differently. I thought it was important to share
emerging scientific evidence that raises serious public health concerns, especially for
youth. My hope is that you can take this into account as you consider the timing and
scope of cannabis policies.

ln November 2017 , County of Marin Supervisors unanimously approved the
Medicinal Cannabis Deliverv-Onlv Retailer (MCDORe) licensinq ordinance, limiting
commercial activity to delivery-only medicinal cannabis businesses in unincorporated
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PG.2 OF 2 areas. MCDORe can serye as a model for jurisdictions seeking to enhan@ access
to cannabis, while allowing due time for further research on the health impacts of
cannabis.

As always, thank you for your leadership in creating healthy communities. Please
feel free to contact me with any questions.

Sincerely,

Matt

Mafthew Willis, MD MPH
Public Health Officer
County of Marin
Department of Health and Human Serwbes
3240 Kerner Blvd
San Rafael, CA,94901
41+473-4163
mwi I I is@m ai nco u nty. o rg

COUNTY OF MARIN HEAI"TH AND HUMAN SERVICES 3240 Kcrner Boulword.Son Rofoel, CA 9490t



Rebecca Vauqhn

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Linda Henn < linda@thecoalitionconnection.com >

Friday, November 30, 2018 10:33 AM
Bob Ravasio;James Andrews; Sloan Bailey; Eli Beckman; David Kunhardt
Rebecca Vaughn; Phil Boyle
Town Council Meeting
Corte Madera Cannabis Ordinancel.pdf

Attached please find a letter from The Coalition Connection with information that may help you with the complex
topics for cannabis ordinance decisions for Corte Madera.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thank you,

Linda Henn
Project Coordinator
The Coalition Connection
thecoalitionconnection. com
li nda@thecoalitionconnection.com
41 5-533-8366

1



November 30, 2018

Corte Madera Town Councilmembers
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925

Re: Local cannabis ordinance

Dear Councilmembers:

We are writing to share some information for your consideration as you develop your local
cannabis ordinance, and to provide you with the ordinance adopted by the Marin County Board
of Supervisors which we at The Coalition Connection believe can serve as a model for a
cannabis ordinance in Corte Madera and other jurisdictions in Marin County. As you make
decisions for Corte Madera around this complex and important topic we want to aid you with
information. lt is difficult to sift through all that is out there. We hope this will be helpful to you.

Cannabis use is first and foremost a public health issue. The County of Marin recognizes that
there is evidence of some medicinal benefits of cannabis use for certain people with specific
conditions, including treatment of chronic pain, and treatment for nausea'and vomiting caused
by chemotherapy.

However, research has shown that cannabis use poses a serious public health risk for the
general population, and particularly for youth. Studies have shown that long-term use of
cannabis can lead to dependence and addiction, particularly for those who start using cannabis
in early adolescence. Cannabis use has also been shown to impact the developing brain which
does not reach full maturity until about age 25. Adolescents who use cannabis at low and
infrequent levels can suffer from delayed memory recall and problems with perceptual
reasoning (i.e., the ability to think and reason using visual information). Adolescents can also
suffer lasting effects of impaired working memory and reduced inhibitory control (i.e., the
inability to control impulses and restrain responses to stimulus). Conclusive evidence has
shown that adolescents who use cannabis on a long-term basis are at higher risk of developing
psychosis or schizophrenia. Long{erm use can result in chronic respiratory problems in youth
and adults. Children who are exposed to secondhand cannabis smoke are at risk of respiratory
effects from such exposure. lt is important to note that nearly all studies conducted to date have
not assessed the risks of using newly available high-potency cannabis products marketed for
recreational use, namely cannabis oils and crystalline mncentrates for dabbing with up to 99%
THC content.

Studies have shown that when affluent, upper-middle-class, and minority youth perceive
cannabis and other drug use to be normative and easily accessible, they are at greater risk of
developing dependence.

Cannabis use is also a public safety risk. Short-term use impairs driving and increases the risk
of motor vehicle accidents, and trafiic-related injuries and deaths. Additionally, studies have
shown that the presence of storefront cannabis dispensaries can result in increased property
crime in adjacent areas. ln California and throughout the nation, cannabis businesses have
been targeted for burglary because they often have large amounts of cash on hand and
valuable merchandise. Additionally, in some jurisdictions, legalization has spurred illegal
cannabis outlets as people attempt to cash in on more permissive community conditions.
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The cannabis industry in Califomia and nationally is highly capitalized and expanding rapidly
Aggressive market forces see Marin County, due to the long history of marijuana use, as a
prime target market.

The post-legaiization experience in Washington State raises red flags. Washington State
iegaiizeci recreationai use in 20i2 with siores opening mid 20i4. The first post-iegalizaiion
Washington State Health Youth Survey conducted in 2016 showed that about one in five
8th graders, one in three 10th graders, and almost half (45olo) of 12th graders perceived
no/slight risk to regular use. Half (51o/o) of 12th graders who reported using mar'rjuana in the
past 30 days reported driving within three hours of using marijuana at least once in the past 30
days.

Prior to legalization, many Tamalpais District students already perceived cannabis use to be
harmless: 57o/o of 9th graders and72o/o of 11tr graders perceived there to be slight to no harm
from smoking marijuana occasionally. Legalization will likely increase these perceptions of
harmlessness, and experience shows that increased availability will likely lead to increased use
among teens.

For these reasons, the Marin County Department of Health and Human Services advised the
Board of Supervisors to act out of an abundance of caution. After extensive consideration, on
November 14,2017, the Board unanimously approved a cannabis ordinance limiting
commercial activity to delivery-only medicinal cannabis businesses in unincorporated Marin
County. The Medicinal Cannabis Delivery-Only Retailer (MCDORe) licensing ordinance
establishes a regulatory framework and localdelivery options for patients to safely access
medicinal cannabis. The ordinance requires a retailer to be closed to the public and dispense
medicinal cannabis exclusively by delivery. Retailers must be located at least 600 feet from
schools, day-care @nters, youth centers and playgrounds.

Prevention throughout Marin County is important. We believe that the County ordinance serves
as a model for all other jurisdictions in Marin County so that the people of Marin, particularly our
children, teens and young adults, will be protected by a uniform standard. Jurisdictions that
adopt less restrictive ordinances will not only increase accessibility to cannabis for their own
residents, but also increase access for those living in neighboring jurisdictions. We encourage
you to adopt the standard of the MCDORe ordinance. The language of the County MCDORe
can be found at:
https://www.marincountv.org/-/media/files/maringovlmain/medicalcannabis/bos-
1 1 1 4 1 7 I mc.doreord367 8mcc590.pdf?la=en

Please feelfree to contact The Coalition Connection should you wish to ask any questions or
require assistance.

Sincerely,

The Coalition Connection
Data and Evaluation Team
Linda Henn
Kelsey Fernandez
Jeremiah Mock
Holley Shafer



Rebecca Vauqhn

From: Phil Boyle
Monday, December 03, 2018 9:50 AM
Teresa Stricker; Todd Cusimano
Rebecca Vaughn
FW: Handout for public and Council members
Assembly of quotes.docx; Assembly of quotes.pdf; cannabis-report-highlights.pdf

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

More information from Peter Chase

Phil

Phil Boyle

Senior Planner
Town of Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 9497 6-0159

t41,5)927^5067
pboyle@tcmmail.org

From: Peter Chase [mailto: pc@vanacker.com]
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2018 5:45 PM
To: Adam Wolff; Phil Boyle
Subject: Handout for public and Council members

Cannabis information from National Academy of Science report on health effects January 2017

I will send further information.

Thank you,

Peter Chase

Peter Chase
Office: 415-384-2361 | Mobile: 415-298-0037

1



National Academv of Sciences

This report is now available and can downloaded as a free pdf at:
nationa lacadem ies.org/Can na bisHea lth Effects

Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids Current State of Evidence and Recommendations for
Research

Summary of Statement of Task

Develop a comprehensive, in-depth review of existing evidence regarding the health effects (Lroth harms
and benefits)of cannabis and cannabinoids use Make short- and long-term recommendations regarding
a research agenda to identify the most critical research questions and advance the cannabis and
cannabinoid research agenda

Study Approach Committee member expertise included:

. substance abuse

. cardiovascular health

. generalepidemiology

. immunology

. pharmacology

. pulmonary health Between June and December 2016, the committee held 5 inperson meetings and 1

virtual meeting The committee held 2 open session meetings

. neurodevelopment

. oncology

. pediatrics

. public health

. systematic review methodology

. and others...

. 5 levels of evidence - CONCLUSIVE - SUBSTANTIAL - MODERATE - LIM ITED - NO or tNSUFFtCtENT



Therapeutics

' ln adults with chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting, oral cannabinoids are effective
antiemetics.

' ln adults with chronic pain, patients who were treated with cannabis or cannabinoids are more likely
to experience a clinically significant reduction in pain symptoms

' ln adults with multiple sclerosis (MS) related spasticity, shortterm use of oralcannabinoids improves
patient-reported spasticity sym ptoms.

r For these conditions the effects of cannabinoids are modest; for all other conditions evaluated there is
inadequate information to assess their effects.

Respiratory Disease

' There is substantial evidence of a statistical association between long-term cannabis smoking and
worse respiratory symptoms and more frequent chronic bronchitis episodes.

' There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between cannabis smoking and improved
airway dynamics with acute use, but not with chronic use.

' There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between cannabis smoking and higher forced
vital capacity (FVC).

' There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between cessation of cannabis smoking and
im provements in respiratory symptoms.

' There is limited evidence of a statistical association between occasional cannabis smoking and an
increased risk of developing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) when controlled for tobacco
use.

' There is insufficient evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis smoking
and hospital admissions for COpD.

' There is insufficient evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis smoking
and asthma development or asthma exacerbation.

lnjury and Death

' Cannabis use prior to driving increases the risk of being involved in a motor vehicle accident.

r ln states where cannabis use is legal, there is increased risk of unintentional cannabis overdose injuries
among children.

' lt is unclear whether and how cannabis use is associated with all-cause mortality or with occupational
injury.



lmmunity

. There exists a paucity of data on the effects of cannabis or cannabinoid-based therapeutics on the
human immune system.

. There is insufficient data to di'aw overai'ching conclusions concerning the effects of cannabis smoke or
cannabinoicis on immune competence.

. There is limited evidence to suggest that regular exposure to cannabis smoke may have anti-
inflammatory activity.

. There is insufficient evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis or
cannabinoid use and adverse effects on inrnrune status irr irrdividuals with HlV.

Psychosocial

. Recent cannabis use impairs the performance in cognitive domains of learning, memory, and
attention. Recent use may be defined as cannabis use within 24 hours of evaluation.

. A limited number of studies suggest that there are impairments in cognitive domains of learning,
memory, and attention in individuals who have stopped smoking cannabis.

. Cannabis use during adolescence is related to impairments in subsequent academic achievement and
education, employment and income, and social relationships and social roles.

Mental Health

. There is substantial evidence of a statistical association between cannabis use and the development of
schizophrenia or other psychoses, with the highest risk among the most frequent users.

. ln individuals with schizophrenia and other psychoses, a history of cannabis use may be linked to
better performance on learning and memory tasks

. . Cannabis use does not appear to increase the likelihood of developing depression, anxiety, and
posttraumatic stress d isorder.

. For individuals diagnosed with bipolar disorders, near daily cannabis use may be linked to greater
symptoms of bipolar disorder than non-users.

r Heavy cannabis users are more likely to report thoughts of suicide than nonusers.

. Regular cannabis use is likely to increase the risk for developing social anxiety disorder.

Problem Cannabis Use

. Greater frequency of cannabis use increases the likelihood of developing problem cannabis use.

r lnitiating cannabis use at a younger age increases the likelihood of developing problem cannabis use.



Cannabis Use and Abuse of Other Substances

' There is limited evidence of a statisticalassociation between cannabis use and the initiation of tobacco
use.

' There is limited evidence of a statisticalassociation between cannabis use and changes in the rates
and use patterns of other licit and illicit substances.

' There is moderate evidence of a statisticalassociation between cannabis use and the development of
substance dependence and/or a substance abuse disorder for substances including, alcohol, tobacco,
and other illicit drugs.

Barriers to Cannabis Research (Conclusions)

' There are specific regulatory barriers, including the classification of cannabis as a Schedule I substance,
that impede the advancement of cannabis and cannabinoid research

I lt is often difficult for researchers to gain access to the quantity, quality, and type of cannabis product
necessary to address specific research questions on the health effects of cannabis use

' A diverse network of funders is needed to support cannabis and cannabinoid research that explores
the beneficial and harmful health effects of cannabis use

' To develop conclusive evidence for the effects of cannabis use on short- and long-term health
outcomes, improvements and standardization in research methodology (including those used in
controlled trials and observational studies) are needed



National Academv of Sciences

This report is now available and can downloaded as a free pdf at:
nationa lacademies.org/CannabisHea lth Effects

Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids Current State of Evidence and Recommendations for
Research

Summary of Statement of Task

Develop a comprehensive, in-depth review of existing evidence regarding the health effects (both harms
and benefits) of cannabis and cannabinoids use Make short- and long-term recommendations regarding

a research agenda to identify the most critical research questions and advance the cannabis and

cannabinoid research agenda

Study Approach Committee member expertise included:

" substance abuse

. cardiovascular health

. generalepidemiology

. immunology

. pharmacology

r pulmonary health Between June and December 2016, the committee held 5 inperson meetings and 1

virtual meeting The committee held 2 open session meetings

. neurodevelopment

. oncology

r pediatrics

. public health

. systematic review methodology

. and others...

. 5 levels of evidence - CONCLUSIVE - SUBSTANTIAL - MODERATE - LIMITED - NO or INSUFFICIENT

Assemly of information from National Academy of Science January 2017



Therapeutics

' ln adults with chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting, oral cannabinoids are effective
antiemetics.

' ln adults with chronic pain, patients who were treated with cannabis or cannabinoids are more likely
to experience a clinically significant reduction in pain symptoms

' ln adults with multiple sclerosis (MS) related spasticity, shortterm use of oral cannabinoids improves
patient-reported spasticity sym ptoms.

' For these conditions the effects of cannabinoids are modest; for all other conditions evaluated there is
inadequate information to assess their effects.

Respiratory Disease

' There is substantial evidence of a statistical association between long-term cannabis smoking and
worse respiratory symptoms and more frequent chronic bronchitis episodes.

' There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between cannabis smoking and improved
airway dynamics with acute use, but not with chronic use.

' There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between cannabis smoking and higher forced
vital capacity (FVC).

' There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between cessation of cannabis smoking and
im provements in respiratory symptoms.

' There is limited evidence of a statistical association between occasional cannabis smoking and an
increased risk of developing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) when controlled for tobacco
use.

' There is insufficient evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis smoking
and hospital admissions for COPD.

' There is insufficient evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis smoking
and asthma development or asthma exacerbation.

lnjury and Death

' Cannabis use prior to driving increases the risk of being involved in a motor vehicle accident.

r ln states where cannabis use is legal, there is increased risk of unintentional cannabis overdose injuries
among children.

' lt is unclear whether and how cannabis use is associated with all-cause mortality or with occupational
injury.

2Assemly of information from National Academy of Science January 2017



lmmunity

. There exists a paucity of data on the effects of cannabis or cannabinoid-based therapeutics on the
human immune system.

. There is insufficient data to draw overarching conclusions concerning the effects of cannabis smoke or
cannabinoids on immune competence.

. There is limited evidence to suggest that regular exposure to cannabis smoke may have anti-
inflammatory activity.

. There is insufficient evidence to support or refute a statistical association between cannabis or
cannablnold use and adverse effects on immune status in individuals wlth HlV.

Psychosocial

. Recent cannabis use impairs the performance in cognitive domains of learning, memory, and

attention. Recent use may be defined as cannabis use within 24 hours of evaluation.

. A limited number of studies suggest that there are impairments in cognitive domains of learning,

memory, and attention in individuals who have stopped smoking cannabis.

. Cannabis use during adolescence is related to impairments in subsequent academic achievement and

education, employment and income, and social relationships and social roles.

MentalHealth

. There is substantial evidence of a statistical association between cannabis use and the development of
schizophrenia or other psychoses, with the highest risk among the most frequent users.

. ln individuals with schizophrenia and other psychoses, a history of cannabis use may be linked to
better performance on learning and memory tasks

. . Cannabis use does not appear to increase the likelihood of developing depression, anxiety, and
posttra umatic stress d isorder.

. For individuals diagnosed with bipolar disorders, near daily cannabis use may be linked to greater

symptoms of bipolar disorder than non-users.

. Heavy cannabis users are more likely to report thoughts of suicide than nonusers.

. Regular cannabis use is likely to increase the risk for developing social anxiety disorder.

Problem Cannabis Use

r Greater frequency of cannabis use increases the likelihood of developing problem cannabis use.

o lnitiating cannabis use at a younger age increases the likelihood of developing problem cannabis use.

3Assemly of information from National Academy of Science January 2017



Cannabis Use and Abuse of Other Substances

' There is limited evidence of a statistical association between cannabis use and the initiation of tobacco
use.

. There is limited evidence of a statistical association between cannabis use and changes in the rates
and use patterns of other licit and illicit substances.

. There is moderate evidence of a statistical association between cannabis use and the development of
substance dependence and/or a substance abuse disorder for substances including, alcohol, tobacco,
and other illicit drugs.

Barriers to Cannabis Research (Conclusions)

' There are specific regulatory barriers, including the classification of cannabis as a Schedule I substance,
that impede the advancement of cannabis and cannabinoid research

' lt is often difficult for researchers to gain access to the quantity, quality, and type of cannabis product
necessary to address specific research questions on the health effects of cannabis use

' A diverse network of funders is needed to support cannabis and cannabinoid research that explores
the beneficial and harmful health effects of cannabis use

' To develop conclusive evidence for the effects of cannabis use on short- and long-term health
outcomes, improvements and standardization in research methodology (including those used in
controlled trials and observational studies) are needed

4Assemly of information from National Academy of Science January 2017



Repo rt
January 2017

The Health Effects of
Cannabis and Cannabinoids
The Current State of Evidence and
Recom mendations for Research

Recent years have seen a rapid rise in the medical and recreational use of canna-
bis: a broad term that can be used to describe the various products and chemical
compounds (e.9., marijuana, cannabinoids) derived from different species of the
cannabis plant. Despite increased cannabis use and a changing state-level pol-
icy landscape, conclusive evidence regarding the short- and long-term health
effects-both harms and benefits-of cannabis use remains elusive.

A lack of definitive evidence has resulted in insufficient information on the health
implications of cannabis use, causing a significant public health concern for vul-
nerable populations such as adolescents, pregnant women, and others. Unlike
with substances such as alcohol or tobacco, no accepted standards exist to help
guide individuals as they make choices regarding if, when, where, and how to
use cannabis safely and, in regard to therapeutic uses, effectively.

With support from a host of federal, state, philanthropic and nongovernmental
organizations, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
convened an ad hoc, expert committee to develop a comprehensive, in-depth
review of the most recent evidence regarding health effects of using cannabis
and cannabis-derived products. ln the resulting report The Heolth Effects of Can-
nabis ond Connabinoids: The Current Stote of Evidence and Recommendotions for
Research, the committee presents nearly 100 research conclusions. The commit-
tee also formulated recommendations to expand and improve the quality of can-
nabis research efforts, enhance data collection efforts to support the advance-
ment of research, and address the current barriers to cannabis research.

H IG H LIG HTS

Despite increased cannabis
use and a changing state-
level policy landscape,
conclusive evidence
regarding the short- and
long-term health effects-
both harrns and benefits-
of cannabis use remains
elusive.
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THE 
'TUDY 

PROCESS
The committee conducted an extensive search of literature
databases to identify relevant articles published since the
1999 release of the National ,{cademies report Marijuona and
Medicine: Assessing the Science 8ose. As a result of their search
efforts, the committee considered more than 10,000 scientif-
ic abstracts for their relevance to the report. Given the large
scientific literature on cannabis, the breadth of the statement
of task, and other constraints of the study, the committee
gave primacy to recently published systematic reviews and
high-quality primary research for 11 groups of health topics
and concerns, including therapeutic effects for a variety of
diseases and conditions; cancer incidence; respiratory dis-
ease; prenatal, perinatal, and neonatal outcomes; pslrchoso-
cial and mental health concerns, and others.

The committee was charged to conduct a comprehensirre, in-
depth review of health topics with the greatest public health
impact rather than to conduct multiple systematic revierrs,
which would have required a lengthy and robust series of
processes. The committee did, however, adopt key features
of that process: a comprehensive literature search, assess-
ments by more than one person of the quality of the litera-
ture and the conclusions, pre-specification of the questions
of interest before conclusions were formulated, standard
language to allow for comparisons between conclusions, and
declarations of conflict of interest via the NationalAcademies
confl ict-of-interest policies.

Because of the practical steps taken to narrow a very large
literature to one that was manageable within the timeframe
available to the commlttee, there is a possibility that some
literature was missed. Furthermore, some research may not
be reflected in this report if it did not directly address the
health endpoint research questions that were prioritized by
the committee.

THE COMil|TTEE'S CONCLUSIO]{5
The committee arrived at nearly 100 different research con-
clusions related to cannabis or cannabinoid use and health,
organizing these into 5 categories: conclusive, substantial,
moderate, I i m ited, a nd nolinsufficient evide nce.

For a definition of these levels of evidence and a full list-
ing of the conclusions, please see the "CommitteeS Con-
clusions" document by visiting the report's website at
natlonalacademles.orglCannablsHealthEffects.

THT COMIIITTEE's RECOiIMENDATIOI{S
Based on their research conclusions, the committee members
formulated four recommendations that outline priorities to
inform a research agenda. The recommendations prioritize
research approaches and objectives to:

. address current research gaps, highlighting the need for
a national cannabis research agenda that includes clinical
and observational research, health policy and health
economics research, and public health and public safety
research;

' identify actionable strategies to improve research quality
and promote the development of research standards and
benchmarks;

. hlghlight the potentialfor improvements in data
collection efforts and the enhancement of surveillance
capacity; and

. propose strategies for addressing the cunent barriers to
the advancement of the cannabis research agenda.

The fulltext of the committee3 recommendations appears on
the pages thatfollow

€olrclustolr
This is a pivotal time in the world of cannabis policy and
research. Shifting public sentimenl conflicting and imped-
ed scientific research, and legislative battles have fueled the
debate about what if any, harms or benefits can be attributed
to the use of cannabis or its derivatives. This report provides
a broad set of evidence-based research conclusions on the
health effects of cannabis and cannabinoids and puts forth
recommendations to help advance the research field and bet-
ter inform public health decisions.

To read the full rcport, pleare vlrlt
natlonalacademler.orglCannablsHealthEffects.



RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendatlon 1: To develop a Gomprehenslve evldence base on the short- and long-term health effects
of cannabls use (both benellclal and harmfirl effects), public agencles, phllanthroplc and professional
organlzatlons, prlvate companles, and cllnlcal and publlc health research groups should provlde ftrnding
and support for a natlonal cannabls research agenda that addresses key gaps ln the evldence base.
Prlorltlzed research streams and oblectlves should lnclude, but need not be llmlted to:

A i nica I a n d O bservatio na I Resea rch
. Examine the health effects of cannabis use in at-risk or under-researched populations, such as children and youth

(often described as less than 18 years of age) and older populations (generally over 50 years of age), pregnant
and breastfeeding women, and heavy cannabis users.

. lnvestigate the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of cannabis, modes of delivery, different
concentrations, in various populations, including the dose-response relationships of cannabis and THC or other
cannabinoids.

. Determine the benefits and harms associated with understudied cannabis products, such as edibles, concentrates,
and topicals.

. Conduct well-controlled trials on the potential beneficial and harmful health effects of using different
forms of cannabis, such as inhaled (smoked or vaporized ) whole cannabis plant and oral cannabis.

. Characterize the health effects of cannabis on unstudied and understudied health endpoints, such as epilepsy in
pediatric populations; symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder; childhood and adult cancers; cannabis-related
overdoses and poisonings; and other high-priority health endpoints.

Health Policy ond Heolth Economics Reseorch
. ldentify models, including existing state cannabis policy models, for sustainable funding of national, state, and

local public health surveillance systems.
. lnvestigate the economic impact of recreational and medical cannabis use on national and state public health and

health care systems, health insurance providers, and patients.

Public Heslth ond Public Sofety Research
. ldentify gaps in the cannabis-related knowledge and skills of health care and public health professionals, and

assess the need for, and performance of, continuing education programs that address these gaps.
. Characterize public safety concerns related to recreational cannabis use and evaluate existing quality assurance,

safety, and packaging standards for recreational cannabis products.

Recommendatlon 2: To promote the development of concluslve evldence on the short- and long-
term health effects of cannabls use (both beneffclal and harmfrrl effects), agencles of the Unlted States
Department of Health and Human Servlcer, lncludlng the Natlonal lnstltutes of Health and the Centers for
Dlseasc Control and Preyentlon should folntly fund a workshop to develop a set of research standards and
benchmarks to gulde and ensure the productlon of hlgh-quallty cannabls research. Workshop obfectlves
should lnclude, but need not be llmlted to:

. The development of a minimum dataset for observational and clinical studies, standards for research methods and
design, and guidelines for data collection methods.

. Adaptation of existing research-reporting standards to the needs of cannabis research.

. The development of uniform terminology for clinical and epidemiological cannabis research.

. The development of standardized and evidence-based question banks for clinical research and public health
surveillance tools.

Recommendatlon 3: To ensure that sufffclent data are avallable to lnform research on the short- and long-
term health effects of cannabls use, (both beneftclal and harmfrrl effects), the Centers for Dlsease Control
and Preventlon, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Servlces Admlnlstratlon, the Assoclatlon of State
and Terrltorlal Health Offfclals, Natlonal Assoclatlon of County and Clty Health Offlclals, the Assoclatlon
of Publlc Health Laboratorles, and state and local publlc health departments should fund and support
lmprovemdnts to federal publlc health survelllance systems and state-based publlc health survelllance
efforts. Potentlal efforts should lnclude, but need not be llmlted to:

. The development of question banks on the beneficial and harmful health effects of therapeutic and recreational
cannabis use and their incorporation into major public health surveys, including: the National Health and
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Columbia University Medical
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Children's National Health
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University
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Sean Hcnnessy
University of Pennsylvania
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University of Colorado Boulder
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Michigan State University
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Vanderbilt University
Medical Center
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Kaiser Permanente Northern
Calffornia

Robcrt B, lllellace
University of lowa College of
Public Health

foftn Wllllams
Duke University Medical Center

Commlttee on the Hcalth Effectr of Marfluana

Nutrition Examination Survey, National Health ln-
terview Survey, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance
System, National Survey on Drug Use and Health,
Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System, National
Vital Statistics System, Medical Expenditure Panel

Survey, and the National Survey of Family Growth.
. Determining the capacity to collect and reliably

interpret data from diagnostic classification codes in
administrative data (e. 9., I n ternationa I Classificatio n
of Diseases-10)

. The establishment and utilization of state-based
testing facilities to analyze the chemical composition
of cannabis and products containing cannabis,
cannabinoids, orTHC.

r ft1s development of novel diagnostic technologies
that allow for mpid, accuftrte, and noninvasive
assessment of cannabis exposure and impairment.

. Strategies for surveillance of harmful effects of
cannabis for therapeutic use.

Recommendatlon 4: The Centers for Dlseare Control
and Preventlon, Natlonal lnstltutes of Hcalth,
Food and Drug Admlnlstratlon, lndustry groups,
and nongovernmentll organlzrtlons should fund
the conyenlng of a commlttcc of Gxperts tasked to
produce an obfedlvc and eyldencc-based report that
fully characterlzes thc lmpacts of regulatory barrlers
to cannabls rescarch and that proposes strategles
for supportlng development of thc resources and
lnfrastructurc ncceJiary to conduct a comprehenslve
cannabls rerearch agenda. Commlttee oblectlves
should lnclude, but need not be llmlted to:

. Proposing strategies for expanding access to
research-g rade ma rijuana, th rough the creation
and approval of new facilities for growing and
storing cannabis.

. ldentifying nontraditional funding sources and
mechanisms to support a comprehensive national
cannabis research agenda.

. lnvestigating strategies for improving the quality,
diversity, and external validity of research-grade
cannabis products.
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Rebecca Vaughn

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Phil Boyle
Tuesday, December 04,2078 3:57 PM

Rebecca Vaughn
FW: Added items for Cannabis discussion
Excerpts from the.docx; SausalitobaninMlJ.pdf; The Model Local Ordnance for Cannabis
Taxation in California.docx

Here you go

Phil Boyle

Senior Planner
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 9497 6-0159

{4ts)927-s067
pbovle@tcmmail.orE

From: Peter Chase lmailto: pc@vanacker.com]
Sent: Sunday, December 02, 2018 5:03 PM

To: Phil Boyle; Adam Wolff
Subject: Added items for Cannabis discussion

These items contain one of the elements in the Planning Commission hearing packets.
Model for Taxation.....
I have taken some excerpts and compiled them into a short doc for the salient cautionary quotes

Thank you,

Peter Chase

Peter Chase
Offlce: 4.15-384-2361 | Mobile: 415-298-0037
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trsn, ryhich prohibits any can- 'A regulated systm ie runch
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setting up shop in the city. safer fir our lrctlents md ifs

But council rnenrtrers said much safer for adults who use
theyd like to soon allow deliv- recreatianal ceonabis," said
ery-only retailers to ha.ve head- Larry Bedard, a local retlred
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of generating tax revenue on ihe current city rnls *1.
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eling to the community from quartered in stherr arcaf t6 h- -

other areas to me€t the de- gally deliver cannabls in Sur-
mands oflocal consumers. safito, But those bugincsges

At lts meeting Tlresday, the are required to register wtth
eouncil said it needed more local sftaiLels. ChaueaidTlreo-
time to craft comprehensive dayonlyone huirnshesed-
regulations that detail which fied rhecity itl operrrfrry; *ad
sectors of the cannabis iirdus- many others aren't follonrlug
try, ii any, the city will wel- that fulc. ',

come. The temporary ban, ad- "lfolr€.loo-king really ctu-
opied in late 2oU and firsr ex- pid," said Councilm4n Rry
tended in January was set to Withy, "We\re got de*vgysp-
expire in November. erators speqating iCI tovrn *nd

Communities throughout they qlon't care- Thqt'm a* let- .
the state have adopted simi- ling us know,"
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the wake of California vot- n€cessary steps fmnllrad tn
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regulations set minimum pa- nabis retailerc with Sr$tsq
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ing the cultivation of up to six thelftl like to allow, aE,lotrg rc
plants indoors * but munici- th€operatfsdonl"ha,vc*gre-
palities can decide for ttrem- fmur.s opsn tothc prblic"The
selves whether they'll allow cityis Planniug Conmttghn
outdoor gardens and canna- would need to eon*ider.the
bis businesses, like dispensa- I and.ure imFlieationg.of tborc
ries, manufacturingor te$ing enterprbeu and chaQga gair-
operations. Sausalito now has salitots mning. Ttc dff alsEld ,
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Excerpts from:

The Model Local Ordnance for Cannabis Taxation in California.

ThiS Model I OCal CannAbiS Taxeti3n Qsdin...^^ r'oc nraho?o'l +^ h-l^ r'^l.;f^*i^ ^:+:^- --r ^a..-ri^^
respond to the regar i,";i;; ;i ;;i"*r ;;;;;* ;#J,;;;;;#. 
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medical cannabis, or both.

Legalizalion is based on the idea that cannabis regulation should not primarily be a criminal justice issue.
However, an unfettered market in cannabis should not be the substitute and is not more sensible for this
potentially addictive intoxicant than for alcohol or tobacco, widely used substances which raise similar
public health concerns as does cannabis. Rather, cannabis policy should be grounded in public health
protection.

Cannabis possesses special health risks, and appropriate tax policies can help reduce harm

Cannabis, like alcohol and tobacco, is an addictive substance that should not be treated as an ordinary
commodity in the marketplace.i

iMosher JF, Treffers R. Local Regulation of Medical Cannabis in Califomia: Is Public Health a Priority?
Ventura County Behavioral Health; 2017.

Key chalienges identified include the rapid gowth of a market for high potency productso the
declining popular perception of harm, evidence of clear and significant harms from use in several
population gxoups, the extraordinary incentives to expand and diversify consumption in
California given the enormity of our state's crop and the fact that less than one-fifth is currently
consumed in-state,i and the challenge of keeping marijuana-related income in low-income
communities.

The basic philosophy underlying the model is that cannabis sales shouldbe cautiously legalized
to reduce the social harm of illegality, but that cannabis sale and consumption $hould not be
normalized, and cannabis-related tax revenue should be reinvested in communities at greatest
risk of substance abuse and poor health outcomes.

In light of lessons from the decades-long efforts to o'denormalize" consumption of tobacco,
consumption of cannabis should not be encouraged. It should not be viewed as the nExt great
economic oooortunitv
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Support for this work was provided in part by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. The views
expressed here do not necessarily reflect the views of the Foundation.

No[e

This model ordinance is not intended as legal advice. For legal advice, readers should consult an attorney
licensed in their state.
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{ntrodue [ioe,a

This Model Local Cannabis Taxation Ordinance was prepared to help Califomia cities and counties
respond to the legalization ofrecreational cannabis approved by voters in2076, the earlier legalization of
medical cannabis, or both. It taxes only commercial activity, not the personal use permitted by Proposition
64 that involves no exchange of money or other value. Local jurisdictions must decide whether (l) to do
nothing, in which case businesses may apply for a state license to sell cannabis starting January l, 2018;
(2) to ban the sale or manufacture of cannabis locally; or (3) to develop their own rules and regulations to
govern the cultivation, production, sale, marketing and taxation of this product in their community.
Alternatively, communities may decide to take more time to craft local policy through a temporary ban on
certain cannabis business. Most communities opting to allow cannabis businesses to operate will tax those
businesses. This Model provides an approach to local taxation that seeks to generate revenue to mitigate
negative social and health effects of the cannabis industry address other community needs, discourage
youth and problem use of cannabis, particularly of more-dangerous, high-potency products.

The Model was developed by the Public Health Institute's Getting it Right from the Start: Local
Regulation of Recreational Cannabl's project, working in conjunction with Colanfuono, Highsmith &
Whatley, PC, which provided guidance as a municipal law firm, to help California cities and counties
reduce negative health impacts of the legalization or recreational cannabis. Legalization is based on the
idea that cannabis regulation should not primarily be a criminal justice issue. However, an unfettered
market in cannabis should not be the substitute and is not more sensible for this potentially addictive
intoxicant than for alcohol or tobacco, widely used substances which raise similar public health concerns
as does cannabis. Rather, cannabis policy should be grounded in public health protection. Shifting from a

criminal justice to a public health paradigm requires careful consideration of how to regulate commercial
cannabis activity. Cannabis possesses special health risks, and appropriate tax policies can help reduce
harm. Of particular concern is the impact of legalization on youth below age 25, because research
suggests that use among youth carries special risks to the developing brain that are not present for older
adults.r'2'3 Legalization and taxation should have as a primary goal establishing a legal market while at the
same time instituting policies to prevent or mitigate harm, particularly to youth. Cannabis, like alcohol
and tobacco, is an addictive substance that should not be heated as an ordinary conrmodity in the
marketplace.a

Current California law, based on 2016's Proposition 64, provides only weak public health protections. In
the absence of action at the local level, state law will permit a large-scale expansion of the legal cannabis
industry which is already growing rapidly. Forfunately, Proposition 64 allows local governments to adopt
policies that build on state law in a number of areas. This model addresses the area of taxation policy, and
follows on the project's December 2017 Model Local Retailing and Marketing Ordinance (see

www. gettingitrightfr omthestart. org).

The model was produced after in-depth interviews with dozens of stakeholders from local jurisdictions,
community members, academic and research experts, regulators from other states, legal experts,
community coalitions, dispensary owners, laboratory experts, manufacturers, clinicians working with
addiction, and others. The model uses best available evidence from the fields of municipal revenue law,
alcohol and tobacco control, public health, the experience of states that legalized earlier than California,
and expert advice on best practices. Key challenges identified include the rapid growth of a market for
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high potency products, the declining popular perception of harm, evidence of clear and significant harms
from use in several population groups, the extraordinary incentives to expand and diversiff consumption
in California given the enormity of our state's crop and the fact that less than one-fifth is currently
consumed in-state,s and the challenge of keeping marijuana-related income in low-income communities.
This model ordinance seeks to address these challenges.

The basic philosophy underlying the model is that cannabis sales should be cautiously legalized to reduce

the social harm of illegality, but that cannabis sale and consumption should not be normalized, and

cannabis-related tax revenue should be reinvested in communities at greatest risk of substance abuse and
poor health outcomes. These investments should seek to improve health, reduce social inequity, save

health-care and other costs from substance abuse and other preventable illness, injury and premature
death, and mitigate other social harms from substance abuse and incarceration. In light of lessons from the
decades-long efforts to "denonnalize" consumption of tobacco, consumption of cannabis should not be

encouraged. It should not be viewed as the next great economic opportunity for our state. For example,
daily use of cannabis by high school students was found to halve the high school graduation rate;6 so

promoting use is not socially or economically beneficial to our communities in the long run. Proliferation
of a multitude of new forms of cannabis that are potentially more harmful, such as high potency
products,T'8'e'r0'rr'r2 if allowed at all, can be discouraged through tax policy.t3 Whatever economic returns
this new legal industry brings should be shared by the communities that have been most affected by the

war on drugs. Additionally, because local taxes must be approved by the voters in California, it asks

voters to authorize tax ceilings, and leaves to local government a high degree of flexibility to adjust
taxation levels over time. Given uncertainties about the future of California's cannabis market and the

need to avoid encouraging the black market, flexibility to adjust tax rates is advisable. The model is also

written in such a way that it can be applied to adult-use or medical cannabis markets, or both.

The ordinary sales taxes imposed under Bradley-Burns Uniform Sales and Use Tax Law to benefit the

state and iocal governments will apply to retail adult-use sales, but not to retail medical marijuana sales,

in addition to the taxes imposed by this ordinance and the taxes the State imposes under Proposition 64.

Sales and state taxes are adminisiere,J by the Califor'nia Department of Tax and Fee Administration. The
tax under this ordinance would be administered by the City or County adopting it, along with other local
business license taxes

We are happy to speak with you to discuss the reasoning behind the model and we welcome your input.
This is a living and evolving document that will grow with your local experience and emerging evidence
in addressing this new challenge, so periodic updating is expected.

As occurred in tobacco regulation, we believe that innovation and leadership for best practices will bubble
up from cities and counties across the nation. We look to you to provide that leadership and to share your
experience.

Note tp Readers

This model ordinance is not intended as legal advige. For legal advice, readers should consult an
attorney licensed in their state.
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A RESOLUTTON OF THE ICITY COUNCTL/BOARD OF SUPERVTSORSI OF THE
prTY/couNTYl oF , CALIFORNIA, ESTABLISHING [_1,
201_l As THE DATE FOR A \GENERAL / SPECIATI ELECTION ON A PROPOSED
BALLOT MEASURE SEEKING VOTER APPROVAL OF A SPECIAL BUSINESS
LICENSE TAX ON COMMERCIAL RETAIL SALE OF NONMEDICAL CANNABIS
PRODUCTS rN THE ICITY/COUNTVI

WHEREAS, the fCity/Countyl of
lCity/Countyl; and

imposes license taxes upon businesses in the

WHEREAS, these business license taxes are imposed to raise revenue and not for regulation; and

WHEREAS, the ordinance attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by reference (the
"Ordinance") would impose a business license tax on penons engaged in commercial activity involving
cannabis products inthe fCity/County) (lhe "Special Tax"); and

WHEREAS, if approved by the voters, the revenues from the Special Tax will be used to fund efforts to
promote health and prevent the leading causes of preventabie iilness, injury and premature death
including, substance abuse in the lCity/Countyl] and, to prevent negative social impact of drug-related
incarceration; and [or specifu other uses desired by the city/countyJ

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 19222/9140) of the California Elections Code the lCity Council/Board
of Supervisors] may submit the Ordinance directly to the voters; and

WHEREAS, at a properly noticed meeting on I l, 20[], the fCity Council/Board of
Supervisors] adopted this Resolution to order a lgeneral / specia[] election on the Ordinance for
I l, 20L] (the "Election"), * which it will submit to the qualified voters inthe fCity/County), the
Ordinance to impose a special tax on commercial activity involving cannabis inthe lCity/Countyl.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the lCity Council/Board of Supervisorsl of the

lCity/Countyl of that:

1. The lCity Council/Board of Supervrsorsl hereby fcalls the Election on fdate]l and submits the
attached Ordinance to the qualified voters of the lCity/Countyl to impose a special tax on
commercial activity involving cannabis products in the lCity/ unincorporated area of the Countyf
(the "Measure").

COMMENT: The bracketed phrase is necessary if a Speeial Election has not been called by another
resolution. Ifan election has been called, this phrase should be deleted.

Revenue & Taxation Code section 340il.5(a)(4) authorizes a County to impose a County-wide tax,
applicable in cities and well as unincorporated area, with approval of votes in the area to be taxed
(i.e., all voters or just those in the unincorporated area). County taxes in cities are uncommon and
might draw opposition from city governments which wish to guard their own tax bases. Accordingly,
this model assurnes the tax will apply in a city or in county unincorporated area. It can be adjusted to
apply throughout a County.

2. The type, rate, and method of collection of the tax are set forth in the Ordinance, the full text of
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which shall be printed and made available to voters pursuant to Section L9Il9 / 92231 of the
California Elections Code.

3. The ballot label for the proposed Measure shall be submitted for a "Yes" or "No" vote as follows

COMMENT: The ballot label is the question printed on the ballot and the last thing voters read
before casting their votes, thus it should be carefully considered. It is limited to 75 words and the
Secretary of State recommends it be written at a 5th or 6th grade reading level. Elections Code
section 13119 governs the ballot labels for tax measures.

lOption 1l Shall an ordinance be adopted to impose a business license tax of up to [15]% of
gross receipts from cannabis business and up to $10 per square foot of grow area, to raise an
estimated $[aal per year until voters change or repeal it, to fund efforts to prevent substance
abuse and addictiono promote health and prevent the leading causes of illness, injury and
premafure death, and reduce drug related incarceration;

COMMENT: This model can be used to tax adult use cannabis, medical cannabis or both. It
separately taxes cultivation from other cannabis activity, but the cultivation tax is a credit against the
gross receipts taxes for businesses which cultivate and receive receipts in other ways, too.

lOption 2l Shatl an ordinance be adopted to impose a business license tax of up to [15]% of
gross receipts from cannabis business, plus 17o on highty potent products, per percent of
THC content above IlTlVo, 20oh on sweetened cannabis beverages and up to [$10] per
square foot of grow area, to raise an estimated $[aa] annually until voters change or repeal
ito to fund efforts to prevent substance abuse, promote health and reduce drug-related
incarcerationl

COMMENT: Option 2 adds to the base model ordinance a higher tax on highaotency products and
on cannabis infused sweetened beverage (such as sodas, teas or juices) to discourage their use and ,

sale in the CitylCounty and to make them less likely to be used by children and youth, who typically
have less purchasing power than adults.

COMMENT: Use of cannabis, especially frequent use, has significant negative health and social :

impacts including low birth weight, increased schizophrenia and psychoses, increased problem use
and addiction, motor vehicle crashes, and respiratory disease.r4 Daily use may halve high school
graduation rate.r5 An increasing body of literature suggests rislcs for heart disease.r4rT Effects are
more severe when use starts young and is frequent, and with higher potency products.rs For this
reason it is of critical importance that communities collect and reinvest cannabis taxes in large part
in community based policies, programs and environmental changes to create a healthier community,
promote health and prevent substance use and addiction. It is also important to prevent and mitigate
social conditions and criminal justice practices that have led to high and unjustly distributed rates of
drug-related incarceration with long-term negative social impact as well as expense to government.
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Long experience with funds from tobacco taxation have shown that the investments in tobacco
control, for example, were enormously cost-saving.le

4. The City Council requests that the Board of Supervisors County
("County") to consolidate the Election with any and all other elections to be held in the County
nn fhat rlafp

COMMENT This section is needed only tbr City taxes and will not be needed if a City intends to
conduct its own election, which is not common, except in a few very large cities.

5. The fCity/Countyl Clerk is authorized and directed to file a certified copy of this Resolution with
the Board of Supervisors and Chief Election Offrcial of the County.

6. The lCity Attorney/County Counsel] is authorized and directed to prepare an impartial analysis of
the measure, as required by section 19280/91601of the California Elections Code.

7. The lMayor/Chair of the Board of Supervisorsl is authorized to select two members of the [Ci4r
Council/Board of Supervlsors] to prepare a written argument, not to exceed 300 words, in favor
of the Measure on behalf of the lCity Council/Board of Supervisorsl, as specified in section

19282/9162) of the California Elections Code. At the discretion of the fMayor/Chair of the Board
of Supervisors], the argument may also be signed by members of the fCity Council/Board of
Supervisorsl or citizen associations or individual voters, subject to sections 19282 and 9283/9162
and 91641of the California Elections Code. If an argument is filed against the Measure, the

lMayor/Chair of the Board of Supervisors] is also authorized to select two members of the [Ci4r
Council/Board of Supervr,sors] to prepare a written rebuttal, not to exceed 250 words, which also
may be signed by members of the lCity Council/Board of Supervisors] or citizen associations or
individual voters, subject to sections 19282 and 9283/9162 and 91641of the California Elections
Code.

COMMENT: If multiple arguments are submitted for or against a ballot measure, the Elections
Official chooses which to print based on these priorities stated in the Elections Code: members of
the city council or board of supervisors authorized by their legislative body to write an argument,

bona fide associations of voters, individual voters. The effect of this paragraph is to assign
responsibility for the o'yes" argument to designated city council members or county supervisors. This
section is optional.

8. Arguments against the Measure may not exceed 300 words and must be submitted to the

lCity/Countyl's elections offrcial in compliance with sections 19282 and 9283/9162 and 9164f of the
Califomia Elections Code by the deadline established by the Elections Official as authorized by law.

9. Rebuttal arguments are hereby authorized and may not exceed 250 words and must be submitted
to the fCity/Countyl's elections official as specified in section 19285/%6n of the California
Elections Code.
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COMMENT: Rebuttal arguments are optional and must be authorized by resolution unless the local
government has a blanket authorization for them. The trade-off is that rebuttals increase printing
costs but provide more information to voters. This section of the resolution is therefore an option.

10. Notice of the Election is hereby given and the lCity/Countyl Clerk shall give such further notice
of the Election as required by law.

1 1. The fCity/Countyl Clerk is authorized and directed to take all other steps necess ary to conduct the
election on the Measure.

12. The lCity Manager/County Administrative Officerl is authorized and directed to appropriate the
funds necessary to fund the cost of the Election.

i3. [The lCity Council/Board of Supervisors] hereby declares, by a unanimous vote of those present,
that the [CitylCounty] is experiencing a fiscal emergency which justifies a general election on a
special tax, as authorized by California Constitution, article XIII C, section 2, subdivision (b).
The facts which demonstrate the fiscal emergency are: [insert local fiscal conditions on which the
emergency declaration rests herel.l

COMMENT: This section is required only if the general tax is placed on a special election ballot. If
a general tax is placed on a general election ballot or if the tax is proposed by initiative petition
rather than by a city council or board ofsupervisors, this section is not needed. A general tax is one

that can be used for any lawful pu{pose of the agency; a special tax is one that may be spent only for
stated purposes. A separate model of such an ordinance is being developed. This model is a special

tax and limits how the proceeds of the tax can be used.

The fCity Council/Board of Supervrsors] of the fCity/Countyl of duly adopted

this Resolution at a meeting held on I l, 201 ], by the following vote:

AYES: fC oun c i I M e m b e r s / Sup erv is o rsl

NOES: lC o un c i I M e mb e rs / Sup erv is o r sl

ABSTAIN: lC ouncil Memb ers/Supemis o rsl

ABSENT lCounc il Memb ers/Sup ervis o rsf:

lMayor/Chair of the Board of Supertisorsl
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ATTEST

fCity/County] Clerk

State of California

County of ss.

City of )

I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of Resolution No. _, which was passed and adopted by the

lCity Council/Board of Supervisorsl of the lCity/County) of at its regular/special

meeting held on 20-

lCity/Countyl Clerk

Model SBecial Tax Srdinance

The fCity Council/Board of Supervrsors] of the [City/County] of
follows:

--or--

does ordain as

Be it ordained by the people of the fCity/Countyl of

SECTION I, TiTIC

This measure shall be known, cited and referred to as the "Cannabis Business Tax" measure

SECTI0ru trI" Findings.

WHEREAS, the [City Council/Board of Supervisors] has decided to allow the cannabis industry to
operate legally in [CitylCounty], it is important to ensure that legalization occurs so as to protect and
promote the health, safety, and welfare of our youth and most vulnerable residents; and

WHEREAS, the National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine note that the growing
acceptance, accessibility, and use of cannabis and its derivatives have raised important public health
concerns, while the lack of aggregated knowledge of cannabis-related health effects has led to uncertainty
about the impact of its use;20 and
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WHEREAS , 22.2 million Americans ages 12 and older reported using cannabis in the past 30 days, and
90 percent of adult cannabis users in the United States said their primary use is recreational; and between
2002 and 2015, the percentage of past-month cannabis users in the U.S. population ages 12 and older
increased steadily from 6.2 percent to 8.3 percent;21 and

WHEREAS the perception of risk from cannabis consumption has been falling steadily, dropping from
58.3% lo 3l.lYo among youth nationally between 2000 and 2016;22 and

WHEREAS use during pregnancy has risen substantially between 2000 and 20l6,zt'z+ increasing the risk
of low birth weight;2s and

WHEREAS, in 201I-2012 surveys, over 40 percent of 1lth grade students in Califomia stated they had
ever used cannabis, a number far exceeding that for tobacco;26 and

WHEREAS, despite the State's and [CitylCounty]'s efforts to limit youth access to cannabis, minors are
still able to access cannabis, as evidenced by the fact that linsert local data]:

COMMENT: We recommend inserting further City/County-specific findings regarding the number of
local high school students who use cannabis or cannabis products, youth perception of ease of
accessibility of cannabis, and/or young adults who use cannabis or cannabis products. Data for
individual counties and districts can be found at kidsdata.o4g under the topic "Emotional & Behavioral
Health," and the subtopic "Youth, Alcohol, Tobacco & Other Drug Use."

WHEREAS, in 201'1, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM)
reviewed the available scientific evidence on the health effects of cannabis and cannabis-derived
products, and while noting substantial evidence of therapeutic effectiveness of medicinal cannabis for a
limited number of indications, noted evidence of association of cannabis use with harm in a wide range of
areas.27 The NASEM study found "substantial evidence" to support the following conclusions:

a) Initiation of use at an earlier age or more frequent use is a risk factor for the development of
problem cannabis use;

b) Maternal cannabis smoking during pregnancy is associated with low birth weight;

c) Cannabis use is associated with increased risk of motor vehicle crashes;

d) Cannabis use increases the risk of development of schizophrenia and other psychoses, with the
highest risk among the most frequent users;

e) Long-term cannabis smoking is associated with worse respiratory symptoms and more frequent
chronic bronchitis episodes; and

0 Increases in cannabis use frequency are associated with developing problem cannabis use.

The NASEM study found that less conclusive, but still worrisome, emergirig evidence exists for a wide
range of other harms, including impaired academic achievement and educational outcomes, development
of substance use disorders, suicide completion, high blood pressure and increased unemployment, among
others; and

WHEREAS, the findings of the NASEM review and other scientific literature lead us to conclude that
legalization ofrecreational cannabis should be carried out cautiously, so as to prevent undue exposure of
youth and expansion ofproblem use; that unfettered expansion and production ofhigh potency products
are not prudent; and that, like tobacco and alcohol, cannabis use poses significant risks to public health,
especially when initiated early; and

WHEREAS, cannabis prices have been shown to fall significantly post-legalization2s and, given price
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elasticity of demand for any product, this will lead to increased consumption. Median price per gram for
cannabis flower fell from $25 to $10 between August 2014 and September 2016 in Washington State;2e

and

WHEREAS, while prices of legal cannabis should not be so high as to promote illegal sales, they should
also not be excessively low as to promote excessive use and youth access; and

WHEREAS, research demonstrates that youth are particularly price sensitive and responsive to changes in
price,3o low prices are known to facilitate use of tobacco by minors3r - when cigarettes cost more, fewer
adolescents start smoking,32 and similar findings are expected for cannabis; and

WHEREAS, high-potency cannabis products have additional health risks33 and their sales and

consumption have expanded markedly over recent years3a and post-legalization.

WHEREAS , in 2016 Canada's federal task force report encouraged the use of tax schemes to discourage

high-potency cannabis products; 35 and

WHEREAS, the market share of flower with more than 20Yo THC has increased by 48.4% since

October 20 14, now accounting for 56.5%o of retail expenditures on cannabis flower postJegalization in
Washington state,36 to such an extent that the products originally understood by voters to be "madjuana"
intended for legalization are no longer the products being sold.

WHEREAS, the potency of flower marijuana has increased several fold from roughly 4%o years ago,37 and

many strains now exceed 20%o of the main active ingredient tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), and carry a

higher likelihood of inducing psychoses;38 and

WHEREAS, in California, youth were estimated to consume 47o/o of the alcopops (sweetened, fruit-
flavored alcoholic beverages) sold in the state in 2007,3e and nationwide, minors are twice as likely to
consume "alcopops" as are adults;4o and similar findings are expected for cannabis infused sweetened

flavored beverages; and

WHEREAS, key federal funding to support community based prevention efforts was severely reduced in
December 2017 by HR 1370;and

WHEREAS, programs funded by cannabis business license taxes can help to prevent excessive use of
cannabis, opiate addiction and other substance use, prevent the leading causes of illness, injury and

premature death, promote wellness and more equitable health conditions and reduced incarceration rates

in our community; and

WHEREAS this ordinance proposes the creation of a Community Advisory Board to ensure community
participation and advise the [City Council/Board of Supervisors] on the funding of community-based

actions to mitigate harm from the cannabis industry and from longstanding poor health conditions in parts

of our community, to prevent the leading causes of illness, injury and premature death, including, but not
limited to substance abuse and addiction, promote wellness and improve health equity; and

NOW THEREFORE, THE PEOPLE OF THE ICITY/COUNTY OF _] DO HEREBY
ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:

SfiflT"XGH {1{" ",4x"ticle {xxxl *{'tii€ {Wunir'rpalfioun{yl Cce{* ?s laerehy
s,,xvtsr:*&ed tc adcn a neu'ilhapter {XXl tr: r-ea{tr as follcvus:
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fiF{FXFTHR XX C,AHzuABgS fiUgnNfi55 TAXES

Sec. tXX.il1C]. Statement ci Pi;rpose.

This ordinance is adopted to achieve the following purposes, among others, and shall be interpreted to
accomplish those purposes:

A. To impose a tax on the privilege of cultivating, transporting, dispensing, manufacturing,
producing, processing, preparing, storing, testing, providing, donating, selling, or distributing
cannabis or cannabis products by commercial cannabis businesses in the [City/unincorporated
area of the Countyl, pursuant to the state Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and
Safety Act, California Business and Professions Code section 26000, Proposition 64, approved by
the voters in November 2016 and as amended to date ("MAUCRSA"), which legalized and
regulates recreational cannabis in California, and other applicable law as it now exists or may
hereafter be adopted;

B. To dedicate [suggested: of at least 70%] the proceeds of the taxes imposed by this ordinance to
fund community-based prevention of the leading causes of illness, injury and premature death
including, but not limited to substance abuse and addiction, promote wellness and to reduce
inequity in health conditions whether or not arising from cannabis use;

C. To dedicate the remaining proceeds of the taxes to fund other community needs to mitigate
negative social impact of substance abuse and reduce incarceration, including support to
diversion progmms to reduce new drug-related incarceration, programs to assist residents in
expungement or reclassification of records of marijuana convictions allowable pursuant to
MAUCRSA, re-entry programs for those released from incarceration to avoid recidivisnl job
training programs and other community-based and educational programs, especially those which
can help minimize substance-abuse related incarceration;

To specift the type of tax and rate of tax to be levied and the method of collection; and

To comply with all requirements for imposition of a special tax

This chapter is enacted solely to raise revenue for stated pulposes and not for regulation. It shall apply to
all persons engaged in cannabis business in the fCity/unincorporated area of the Countyl. The tax
imposed by this chapter is a special tax underArticle XIII C of the California Constitution.

This chapter does not authorize the conduct of any business or activity inthelCity/unincorporated area of
the Countyl, but provides for the taxation of such businesses or activities as they occur.

Sec. [XX.02 0]. Definitions.

The following definitions shall apply to this chapter:

"Cannabis" or o'marijuana" means all parts of the plant Cannabis sativa Linnaeus, Cannabis
indica, or Cannabis ruderalis, or any other strain or varietal of the genus Cannabis that may exist
or hereafter be discovered or developed that has psychoactive or medicinal properties, whether
growing ot not, including the seeds of such plants. "Cannabis" also means cannabis as defined by
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Business and Professions Code section 26001, subdivision (f), the Health and Safety Code section
I1018, and by other state law.

"Cannabis accessory'o is any device intended to aid in the use ofcannabis or cannabis products
which does not itself consist in all or part of cannabis or cannabis products and includes
"cannabis products" as defined in Health and Safety Code section 11018.2 and by other state law.

"Cannabis business" means the activity of any natural or legal person, business, or collective in
the lCity/unincorporated area of the Counfl relating to cannabis, including but not limited to
cultivation (including nurseries), transportation, distribution, manufacture, compounding,
conversion, processing, preparation, testing, storage, packaging, delivery and sales (including
both wholesale and retail sales) ofcannabis, cannahis products, or any accessories for the use of
cannabis or cannabis products, whether or not carried on for gain or profit, whether for medical or
recreational use, and whether or not such business is licensed by the State. A cannabis business
does not include any business the only relationship of which to cannabis or cannabis products is
the production or sale ofcannabis accessories.

"Cannabis cultivation areao' means the total aggregate area(s) of cannabis cultivation on one or
more parcels in the lCity/unincorporated area of the Countyl by a cannabis business as measured
around the outermost perimeter of each separate and discrete area of cannabis cultivation at the
dripline of the canopy expected at maturity and includes, but is not limited to, space between
plants within a cultivation area, the exterior dimensions of garden beds, garden plots, hoop
houses, green houses, and each room or area where cannabis plants are grown, as determined by
the fCity Manager/County Administrative fficerf .

"Cannabis product" means any product containing cannabis or its derivatives, including, but not
limited to, flowers, buds, oils, tinctures, concentrates, extractions, edibles and products described
in Section 11018.1 of the Health and Safety Code.

"Canopy" means the designated area(s) at a licensed premises that will contain mature plants at
any time. If mature plants are cultivated using a shelving system, the surface area of each level
shall be included when calculating canopy area. Canopy area shall be expressed in square feet and
measured using clearly identifiable boundaries of all areas that will contain mature plants at any
time, including the entire area with those boundaries. Canopy may be noncontiguous, but each
noncontiguous area shall be defined by an identifiable boundary such as an interior wall or by 10
feet or more feet of open space.

"Commercial cannabis cultivation" means cultivation conducted by, for, or as part of a cannabis
business. Commercial cannabis cultivation does not include personal medical cannabis
cultivation, or cultivation for personal recreational use as authorized by the MAUCRSA,
including Health & Safety Code section 11362.1 et seq., for which the individual receives no
compensation whatsoever.

'oCultivation" means any activity involving the planting, growing, harvesting, drying, curing,
grading, or trimming of cannabis.

"Delivery" means the transfer for any form of compensation of cannabis or cannabis products to
a customer or caregiver at a location that is not a dispensary.

D.

G
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"Dispensary" means a place at which cannabis, cannabis products, or accessories for the use of
cannabis or cannabis products are offered, either individually or in any combination, for retail
sale, including an establishment that engages in delivery.

"Distributor" means a person engaged in procuring cannabis and./or cannabis products for sale
to a dispensary or other point of retail sale. "Dishibution" means engaging in that conduct and a
"distribution facility" is any real estate, whether or not improved, used in such conduct.

Except as otherwise specifically provided in this code or by regulation authorized by this code,
"gross receipts" means the total amount actually received or receivable from all sales; the
total amount or compensation actually received or receivable for the performance of any act
or service, of whatever nature, for which a charge is made or credit allowed, whether or not
such act or service is done as a part of or in connection with the sale of materials, goods, wares
or merchandise; discounts, rents, royalties, fees, commissions, dividends, and gains realized
from trading in stocks or bonds, however designated. "Gross receipts" shall include all
receipts, cash, credits and property of any kind or nature, without any deduction therefrom on
account of the cost of the property sold, the cost of materials used, labor or service costs,
interest paid or payable, or losses or other expenses whatsoever.

M. "High potency" cannabis or cannabis product means cannabis flower containing more than lTYo
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), or a cannabis product containing more than 50% THC, excluding
edibles containing ten l0 mg or less of THC per dose.

N. "Manufacturer" means a person who engages in the production, preparation, propagation, or
compounding of cannabis or cannabis products either directly or indirectly or by extraction
methods, or independently by means of chemical synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and
chemical synthesis.

"Sweetened cannabis beverage" is a liquid cannabis product containing natural or artificial
sweeteners sold in units intended for consumption exceeding one ounce.

Sec. lXX.030l" Cannabis Business Tax"

COMMENT: Cities and counties have a wide range of options for taxing commercial cannabis
activity, So long as they do not impose a sales tax (which is preempted), interfere with the State's
taxes, or violate other general restrictions on taxation (like taxing activity outside their boundaries,
imposing taxes so high as to be "confiscatory" or make distinctions between taxpayers that are
completely irrational or discriminate on the basis of a protected class (such as race, gender, religion,
etc.), taxes can vary widely. This model suggests these options: (i) a gross receipts tax on all
cannabis businesses (paragraph A. below), (ii) a tax on highly potent products and sweetened
cannabis beverages (the cannabis analog to alco-pops, which appeal to young people and are likely
to be disproportionately consumed by youth) fuaragraph B. below), and (iii) a tax on cultivation
(paragraph C.) below. A jurisdiction could adopt some or all of these and might consider other tax
distinctions which serve its local policy goals. Given the public health objectives of this ordinance,
its framers recommend consideration of the high-potency and sweetened beverages taxes. Such
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A.

taxes may steer users towards safer products and may help them focus on the risks of high potency
products.

lOption 1] There is hereby imposed on every cannabis business in the lCity/unincorporated area
of theCountyf ananntalmaximumcannabisindustrytaxof ffifteenlpercent (15%) of thegross
receints- nhrs the amot-tnt of any fax naid rrnder naragranh B of this section and less the amount ofI ) r t' r 'o r

any tax paid under paragraph C ofthis section.

COMMENT: We recommend a gross receipts tax because sales taxes are preempted by the
Bradley-Burns Uniform Local Sales and Use Tax. Practically, consumers may not see much
difference, they may see an amount on their purchase receipts listing the tax and may not think of it
any differently than a sales tax. There is an important technical, legal difference, though. A business

license tax is an excise tax (a tax on the privilege of doing something) on those who do business in a
community. Such taxes are conrmonly, but not always, based on gross receipts.

This language will authorize the jurisdiction to levy gross receipts taxes of up to 15% without
returning to the voters. However, taxes can start lower and be raised as the price of cannabis begins
to fall post legalization, which is what has happened in other states, untii attaining the iimit. As time
passes and legalization consolidates, the cannabis tax should be used more like a tobacco tax, with
the goal of reducing initiation of use and consumption, especially youth consumption, while raising
revenue for prevention measures which are generally highly cost-effective. This model can be

applied to adult use cannabis, medical cannabis or both. Cities and counties can adjust the tax
differently across sectors or products depending on community priorities.

loption 2l In addition, there is hereby imposed on every cannabis business in the

fCity/unincorporated area of the County):
a. an additional tax of up to one percent (1%) of the gross receipts from high potency

cannabis and each high potency cannabis product cultivated, manufactured or sold by the
taxpayer, multiplied by the percent of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) content of the product
above lTVo;and,

b. an additionaltaxof 20Yo of gross receipts from sweetened cannabis beverages.

By way of illustration, and without limitation, a retailer who sells a cannabis product with 70o/o

THC content earning gross receipts of $1,000 will pay a $530 tax under this paragraphB (70%
minus l7%:53% times $1,000 : $530) in addition to the tax imposed under paragraph A and a
grower who sells high potency cannabis flower with28% THC eontent, generating gross receipts
of $1,000 will pay a tax of $110 (28% minus 17%: l1% times $1,000: $110), in addition to the
tax imposed under paragraph A.

COMMENT: This option is not a complete alternative to paragraph A, but an optional addition to it.

In the 1960s and 70s, marijuana flower had about 4ohTHC, but potency has greatly inueased and

today is between about 16 and 28%o in stores with the higher potencies associated with more
negative effects.ar Commercial extracts fall mostly in middle ranges but some very high potency
products, such as shatter for "dabbing" (vaporizing highly concentrated cannabis by placing it on a
heated "nail" and inhaling intensely) are over 90% THC. If a jurisdiction prohibits sale of very high
potency products, as proposed in the Model Local Ordinance for Cannabis Retailing and Marketing,
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then this higher tax on retail sale of high potency products above 50% THC, or flower above 20Yo
(those suggested not to be allowed for sale) will not be used but would still be applied for flower
between l7o/o and 20%. lf their sale is allowed, then we recommend adopting higher rates for high
potency products [Option 2] immediately to discourage their cultivation, manufacturing and
consumption.

Similarly, cannabis manufacturers and retailers may be seeking to attract youth by marketing
"cannapops" similar to "alcopops," and mimicking already unhealthy common sugar-sweetened
beverages like orange soda, heavily consumed by youth. Because of the documented attraction of
such products to youth, we recolnmend not allowing their sale, or if allowed, imposing a higher
taxation rate.

There is hereby imposed on every cannabis business engaged in commercial cannabis cultivation
inthe fCity/unincorporated area of the Countyl, an annual tax in an amount established from time
to time by resolution of the fCity Council/Board of Supervisors] which does not exceed either
ftenl dollars [$10] per square foot of cannabis cultivation area or fraction thereof. The maximum
square foot tax shall be adjusted annually (and rounded to the nearest cent) each January ist
based on the year-over-yeff percentage change in Bureau of Labor Statistics lregionl Consumer
Price Index - All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) October to October comparison, or if such index is
discontinued, a comparable or successor consumer price index designated by the [City
Council/Board of Supervisorsl. The tax shall be due and payable in monthly installments.

COMMENft The U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes a number of
consumer price indices. It updates the Los Angeles index month, tfte San Francisco bimonthly ad the
San Diego index every six months. It also provides a monthly index for the Western United States. A
city or county might choose one of these indices to adjust the cultivation tax for inflation.

The lCity Council/Board of Supervisorsl may by resolution, in its discretion, implement tax rates
lower than the maximum rates established in subsections (A) through (C) of this section for all
persons engaged in a cannabis business in the lCity/unincorporated area of the Countyl,
including establishing different tax rates for different categories of cannabis business, including
for medical versus adult recreational use or for products of different potencies. The [City
Council/Board of Supervrsors] may, by resolution, also decrease or increase any such tax rate
from time to time, provided that the tax rate shall not, at any time, exceed the maximum tax rates
established in subsections (A) through (C) of this section.

COMMENT: In general we recommend using a maximum tax rate that does not impede the hansfer
to the legal market. It appears likely given that California's supply far outstrips in-state demand that
taxation will not be the main determinant of shift to the legal market, although the cannabis industry
may so clain A fall in prices in Washington postJegalization occurred despite taxation and greatly
exceeded the magnitude of the tax. Supply in Washington, for example, is also estimated to be
increasing by 6V/o in2017 over 2016, further lowering prices in the legal ntarket.e

Sec" |XX.040]. Registration of Cannabis Business"
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A. All persons engaging in a cannabis business, whether an existing, newly-established or acquired
business, shall register with the lCity Manager's/County Administrative Officer's] offrce by the
later of:

1. 30 days after commencing operation or
2. January 1, 20[XX] and shall annually renew such registration on or before the

anniversary ofthe initial resistration for that business.

Registrants shall furnish to the lCity Manager/County Administrative Officer] a statement sworn
under penalty of perjury upon a form provided by the lCity Manager/County Administrative
Offi c e rl, setting forth:

1. Every name under which the business engages in commercial cannabis activity in the

[City/unincorporated area of the County];
2. The names and addresses of every person who is an owner, principal or manager of the

business;
3. The nature or kind of all business activity to be conducted;
4. The place or places whether or not in lhe lCity/unincorporated area of the Countyl where

such business is to be conducted; and
5. Any further information which the lCity Manager/County Administrative Officerf may

require.

COMMENT: Creating an additional registration mechanism is optional and may be unnecessary for
those cannabis businesses for which cities or counties require registration via a land use or other
regulatory ordinance. This provisions allows registration on the later of 30 days after starting

business or the start of a year to be determined when the tax is adopted. The deadline will be clear

and mandatory either way. It is not an option for the business. The purpose for asking where the
business operates outside the City or County is not to regulate or tax its activity there, but to allow
the taxing jurisdiction to ensure the taxpayer acctrately reports commercial activity in the taxing
jurisdiction.

Registrants shall pay an annual registration fee in an amount established from time to time by
resolution of the lCity Council/Board of Supervisorsl to recover lhe [City/Countyl's costs to
implement the registration requirement of this section, and the other provisions of this chapter
other than the duty to pay tax when due. As a regulatory fee, such fee shall be limited to the

lCity/Countyl's reasonable costs for those activities. The lFinance Directorl may provide by a
regulation adopted pursuant to section XX.120 of this chapter for waivers of the annual
registration fee for one or more years for any class of cannabis businesses if such a waiver will
facilitate elimination of the illegal market in cannabis in the lCity/unincorporated area of the
Countltl or to facilitate participation in the cannabis market by low-income persons.]

COMMENT: This section requires cannabis businesses to register with the City or County and to
provide information to be used in enforcing the tax. That information may also be required under a

zoning ordinance or another ordinance of the City or County regulating cannabis businesses and, if
so, this optional section can be deleted. If not, we recomnend including it as it will produce

information useful in enforcing the tax and, perhaps, other City or County regulations of cannabis

business activity.
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The last sentence, allowing waivers of registration fees by rule, is intended to overcome resistance
of some black-market businesses to coming into the legal market, by lowering their cost to do so.
The Model Ordinance for Local Cannabis Retailing and Marketing in Califomia, based on work in
Oakland and Sacramento, recommends the creation of a class of equlty apptieants for cannabis
business permits, to encourage maintaining revenue from the cannabis industry in low-income
communities (see www.gettingitrightfromthestart-org). If your jurisdiction adopts such a measure,
we recommend waiving or deferring registration fees for the first year for those businesses. This
ordinance refers to o'low-income persons'o to avoid identifying the benefited population on the basis
of race or where they live. The first may violate Proposition 209, which forbids affirmative action by
California governments, and the second may violate the "right to travel'o under the State and federal
Constitutions.

The fee cannot recover the cost of collecting the tax itself as the Court of Appeal has concluded that
a fee to fund enforcement of a tax is itself a tax.

Sec. lXX.050l. Payment Obligation"

All persons subject to a tax under this this chapter shall pay that tax regardless of any rebate, exemption,
incentive, or other reduction set forth elsewhere in this code, except as required by state or federal law.
Failure to pay such a tax shall be subject to penalties, interest charges, and assessments as provided in this
chapter and the fCity/County] may use any or all other code enforcement remedies available at law or in
equity to enforce this chapter. No provision of this code shall be interpreted to reduce a tax rate
established under this chapter or otherwise reduce the taxes paid hereunder unless the provision
specifically expresses that reduction.

5ec. f)ffi.0 68l.Tax Payment Does Noi Auth orize,Activity.

The payment of a tax imposed under this chapter shall not be construed to authorize the conduct or
continuance of any illegal business or of a legal business in an illegal manner. Nothing in this chapter
authorizes or implies the lawfulness of any activity connected with the distribution or possession of
cannabis unless otherwise authorized and allowed in strict and full conformance with this code. Nothing
in this chapter shall be applied or construed as authorizing the sale of cannabis.

Sec. lXX,070]. Cannabis Tax Is i\,lot a Saies Tax"

The tax imposed by this chapter is upon the privilege of conducting business within the

fCity/unincorporated area of the Countyf.It is not a sales tax or use tax.

COMMENT: This ordinance assumes the tax will apply in a city or in the unincorporated area of a
county, Revenue & Taxation Code section 3a021.5({$) allows a county to impose a county-wide
tax with the approval of the County-wide electorate. City opposition to zuch a tax might well '

persuade voters to reject it, however, and counties may therefore wish to consult with cities, ,

eqpecially as to the use of tax revenues, before proposing a county tax to be collected within cities.
This ordinance catr be easily adapted to serve as a county-wide tax if one is desired.
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Sec. lXX.080l. Returns anrl Remittances.

The Tax shall be due and payable as follows:

Each person owing tax undu this chapter shall provide a tax return to the lCity Manager/County
/ J,- - :,-:-1,,-r:,--  n,,--1 ^- ^- L^f^,- .L- l--. L---:---- l--- ^C -- -L --- ---Ll- -L-L:-- - rl- - 1--. - - - l c-.l,UlntillJLtul,,ve uJJLcct I rJIl ul t clultr utE lilrir uLlJrlrtrss uily ur gaull rllullLll stautlB luE rax uwcu lul

the preceding month and the basis of its calculation. The taxpayer shall remit the tax owed to the

lCity Manager/Counly Admini,ytrative fficer) when the retrrn is due whether or not a rehrrn is
filed as required.

All tax returns shall be completed on forms provided by the lCity Manager/County
Adm i nis tra tiv e Offi cerl.

Tax returns and payments for all outstanding taxes, fees, penalties and interest owed the

fCity/Countyl are immediately due upon cessation of business for any reason.

Whenever any payment, statement, report, request or other communication is received by the

fCity Manager/County Administrative Officer] after the time prescribed by this section for its
receipt, but is in an envelope postmarked on or before the date prescribed by this section for its
receipt, the lCity Manager/County Administrative Officerf shall regard such payment, statement,
report, request, or other communication as timely. If the due date falls on Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, or a day when lCity/Countyl offrces are not open for business, the due date shall be the
last business day before that due date.

Unless otherwise specifically provided by this chapter, the taxes imposed by this chapter shall be
delinquent if not paid on or before the due date specified in subsection A of this section.

The lCity Manager/County Administrative Officerl need not send a delinquency or other notice or
bill to any person subject to a tax or fee imposed by this chapter and failure to send such notice or
bill shall not affect the validity of any tax, fee, interest or penalty due under this chapter.

Sec. lXX.09Sl. Use of Proceeds; Audits"

The proceeds of the tax imposed by Section [XX.030] shall be deposited in a special account to
fund the purposes stated in Section [XX.010] in the percentages provided there.

The lFinance Director] shall arrange for an annual independent audit of the receipts and
expenditures of the special account, and the status of any project funded by that account, in
compliance with California Government Code Section 50075.3. He or she shall share that audit
report with the lCity Council/Board of Supervisors] and make it available for public inspection.

C. lCounties only or cities with health departments: Expenditures from the special account shall be
managed by the lCounty Department of Public Healthl.l

C.

D.
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Sec. lXX.100]. Special Tax Community Adviscry Eaard

The lCity Council/Board of Supervisorsl shall establish a Special Tax Community Advisory
Board of nine residents of the lCity/County unincorporated areal to recommend priorities for
funding, make annual recommendations on the spending of tax proceeds under this chapter,
recommend appropriate efforts to evaluate previous expenditures, and to review the annual report
and related records and to make such other comments and other recommendations as the lCity
Council/Board of Supervisorsl may request to ensure compliance with this Chapter. Spending
decisions shall remain with the [City Council/Board of Supervisors] which may choose not to
accept any particular recommendation of the Speci al Tax Community Advisory Board.

1. The Board shall have at least one public health professional, one expert in addiction or
substance use prevention and treatment, one physician, a representative of a community
based organization, a representative of community clinics, a school nurse or school-based
mental health professional, a representative of a community based organization serving
low income people, the county health officer or his or her designee. At least two members
shall be residents of communities disproportionately affected by drug-related
incarceration.

COMMENT: These criteria will be workable for large cities and urban counties. Rural counties and
smaller cities should consider whether all of these skill sets are available in their communities in l

suffrcient numbers that the commission can be staffed over time and adjust as needed.

2. Members shall serve four-year terms. No member shall serve more than 2 consecutive
four-year terms. The initial four-year term shall corlmence when the first 6 members
have been appointed.

3. Presence of 5 members shall constitute a quorum.
4. Unexcused absence from three consecutive meetings or from four meetings during a

calendar year shall constitute resignation from the Board.
5. Members of the Board shall be subject to all applicable conflicts of interest provisions

under local and state law. No person employed in the cannabis industry or who has an
economic interest in that industry which would be required to be reported on an annual
statement of economic interests (Form 700) under the Political Reform Act shall serve on
the Board.

6. Members of the Board shall serve without pay.
7. The Board shall meet at least quarterly.
8. The lCity Manager/County Health Departmentl shall provide clerical assistance and

administrative and technical support to the Board. Alllcity/countyf agencies,
departments, boards and commissions shall reasonably assist and cooperate with the work
of the Board as directed by the lCity Manager/County Administrative Officerl.

COMMENT: The cannabis industry is excluded from the community advisory board because the
board will have to make recommendations on funding for community measures to reduce substance
abuse and to educate community members. This may necessarily include, for exarnple, educating the
public on harms associated with cannabis use. The presence of the industry would therefore
constitute a conflict of interest in relation to reducing risks of substance abuse.

A.
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B The Board shall advise and make recommendations on how to best to spend funds subject to
section XX.010 B of this chapter to the lCity Council/Board of Supervrsorsl:

1. Prevent cannabis consumption by youth, during pregnancy or in excessive or harmful
ways;

2. Prevent other forms of substance abuse or addiction;
3. Prevent other leading causes of illness, injury and premature death in the community

whether or not arising from cannabis use; and/or
4. Promote wellness and reduce inequity in health conditions.

C. The Board shall advise and make recommendations on how to best to spend funds subject to
section XX.010 C. of this chapter to the lCity Council/Board of Supervisorsl to meet other
specified priorities to reduce negative social impact of substance abuse and reduce incarceration,
including:

l. Support to diversion programs to reduce new drug-related incarceration;
2. Programs to assist residents in expungement or reclassification of records of marijuana

convictions allowable pursuant to MAUCRSA;
3. Re-entry programs for those released from incarceration to avoid recidivism;
4. Job training programs and other community-based and educational programs, especially

those which will minimize drug-related incareeration.

D Funded activities may include promoting or implementing policy, systems or environmental
changes to create a healthier community or to reduce drug-related incarceration, providing
education, or cornmunity-based programs serving residents of the lCity/unincorporated area of
the Countyl with a focus on low-income communities.

Sec. lXX.110l. Refuncls

No refund shall be made of any tax collected pursuant to this chapter, except as provided in this
section.

No refund of any tax collected pursuant to this chapter shall be made because of the
discontinuation, dissolution, or other termination of a cannabis business.

Any person entitled to a refund of sums paid under this chapter may elect to have such refund
applied as a credit against future obligations under this chapter.

Whenever any tax, fee, penalty, or interest under this chapter has been overpaid, paid more than
once, or has been erroneously or illegally collected or received by the fCity/County], such amount
shall be refunded to the person who paid the tax upon a timely written claim for ref,rnd filed with
the lC ity manager/C ounty adminis trative ffic erl.

The lCity rnanager/County administrative fficerl may examine and audit all the books and
business records of the claimant to determine eligibility to the claimed refund. No claim for
refund shall be allowed if the claimant refuses to allow such examination of the claimant's books
and business records.

A sum erroneously paid under this chapter due to an error of the fCity/Countyl shall be refunded
to the claimant in full upon a timely claim. If an error is attributable to the claimant, the

fCity/Countyl may retain an amount established by resolution of the lCity Council/ Board of
22
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Supervisors] from time to time in an amount sufficient to recover the lCity/Countyf's cost to
process the claim and refund the balance.

Sec. lXX" 128j Administration ci the Tax

A. It shall be the duty of the lFinance Directorf to collect the taxes, penalties, fees, and perform the
duties required by this chapter.

The lFinance Director] may from time to time promulgate such administrative rules and
procedures consistent with the pu{pose, intent, and terms of this chapter as he or she deems
necessary to implement or clarifr it to or aid in its enforcement. He or she shall give notice of
those regulations as required for ordinances of the fCity Council/Board of Supervisors] and such
regulations shall take effect upon such notice unless otherwise provided by a particular
regulation.

C. The City Treasurer may take such administrative actions as needed to administer the tax,
including but not limited to:

1. Provide information to any taxpayer concerning this chapter;
2. Receive and record all taxes remitted to the fCity/Countyl as provided in this chapter;
3. Maintain records of taxpayer reports and taxes collected pursuant to this chapter;
4. Assess penalties and interest to taxpayers pursuant to this chapter;
5. Determine amounts owed and enforce collection pursuant to this chapter; and
6. Take such other reasonable steps as he or she deems necessary and appropriate to enforce

this chapter.

Sec. lXX.130] Consistency $/ith Business License Tax

The[CityCouncil/BoardofSupervisors/People]ofthe|City/County]of-intendthischapterto
be enforced consistently with larticle/chapterf of this Code and any rule or regulation promulgated under
thatfarticle/chapterl except as expressly provided to the contrary in this chapter.

COMMENT: This is a reference to the general business license tax of the City or County.

Sec. lXX.140j Constitutionality and Legality; Not a Saies Tax; Gann Limit

A. This tax is intended to be applied consistently with the United States and California Constitutions,
state law land the City Charter]. The tax shall not be applied so as to cause an undue burden upon
interstate commerce, a violation of the equal protection and due process clauses of the
Constitutions of the United States or the State of California, or a violation of any other provision
of applicable law.

B The taxes imposed under this chapter are excises on the privilege of engaging in commercial
cannabis activity in the fCity/unincorporated area of the Counry]. It is not a sales or use tax and
shall not be calculated or assessed as such. Nevertheless, at the option of a commercial cannabis
business, the tax may be separately identified on invoices, receipts and other evidences of
transactions.
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C. [Pursuant to California Constitution, article XIII B, the appropriation limit for the fCity/County]
is hereby increased to the maximum extent over the maximum period of time allowed under law
by the amount of the revenues generated by the tax.]

COMMENT: This section references a city's or counfy's Gann limit and may not be needed, but
wrli do no harm if it is not. tf it is needed, it will be essential.

5 il't'T3 C ixli {V. .ihnaend:n e;a t

To the extent allowed under Article XIII C of the California Constitution, this Ordinance may be amended
by thc lCity Council/Board of Supervisors] without a vote of the people, except that voter approval shall
be required for any amendment which:

Increases the tax, within the meaning of Government Code section 53750(h), beyond the levels
authorized by this chapter;

Reduces the tax rate below:
1. [.r] percent (x%) of gross receipts,
2. $y per square foot of cultivation, or
3. [z] percent (zVo) of relail sales of high-potency products, or

Significantly reduces the base ofbusiness activity subject to tax; or

C, Substantively changes the statement of purpose in section [XX.010]

S[:C'f g0&{ :/, Severahrlitv

Ifany section, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion ofthis Ordinance is for any reason held to be invalid or
unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining sections, sentences, clauses, phrases, or
portions of this Ordinance shall nonetheless remain in fulI force and effect. The lCity Council/Board of
Supervisors/Peoplel of the lCity/Countyl of hereby declare [it/they] would have adopted
each section, sentence, clause, phrase, orportion ofthis Ordinance, inespective ofthe fact that any one or
more sections, sentences, clauses, phrases, or portions of this Ordinance be declared invalid or
unenforceable and, to that end, the provisions ofthis Ordinance are severable.

This Ordinance is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Public Resources
Code Section 21000 et seq., because it can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that the
enactment of this Ordinance would have a significant effect on the environment (Pub. Resources Code
$ 21065; CEQA Guidelines $$ 15378OX4), 15061(bX3) and because the Ordinance involves the
approval of government revenues to fund existing services (Pub. Resources Code $ 21080, subd. (bX8);
CEQA Guidelines $ 15273(a)(4). It does not make any commercial activity lawful not commit the

fCity/Countyl to firnd any particular activity.

5ge TXC?r1J V{f," Hffective Sate
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This Ordinance shall take effect 10 days after the certification of its approval by the voters at the Election
pursuant to Elections Code section[9217 / 91221.

COMMENT: l0 days after certification of election result is the soonest a ballot measure may take ,

effect. It may make sense to delay the effective date to the start of a month or quartq to faciliate
administration of the tax and to give taxpayers time to comply.

SHCT'{ON V{{{" Certrficaticn; Fubiication

Upon approval by the voters, the lCity ClerUClerk of the Board of Supervisorsl shall certifu to the
passage and adoption of this Ordinance and shall cause it to be published aCcording to law

*****,i*,f*

It is hereby certified that this Ordinance was duly adopted by the voters at the [date] Election and took
eflect 10 days following adoption of a resolution declaring the results of the eleciion ut u regular meeting
of the fcity council/Board of supervisors] held on [date] by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN

ATTEST: INAME]
ICITY CLERK / CL
lcrTY / couNTYl

ERK OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS]
OF

BY:
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MINUTES OF DECEMBER 4, 2O1B

REGULAR MEETING
OF THE

CORTE MADEM TOWN COUNCIL
AND THE BOARD OF SANITARY DISTRICT NO. 2,

A SUBSIDIARY DISTRICT TO THE TOWN OF CORTE MADERA

Mayor Ravasio called the Regular Meetings to order at Town Hall Council Chambers, 300
Tamalpais Drive, Corte Madera, CA on December 4,20L8 at 6:32 p.m.

I, CALL TO ORDER, SATUTE TO THE FLAG, ROIL CALL

Councilmembers Present: Mayor Ravasio; Vice Mayor Andrews and Councilmembers
Bailey, Beckman and Kunhardt

Councilmember Absent:

Staff Present:

None

Town Manager Todd Cusimano
Town Attorney Teresa Stricker
Planning Director Adam Wolff
Senior Planner Phil Boyle
Planning Consultant Sean Kennings
Public Works Director Peter Brown
Senior Civil Engineer Jared Barrilleaux
Town Clerk/Assistant to the Town Manager Rebecca Vaughn

SATUTE TO THE FLAG - Mayor Ravasio led in the Pledge of Allegiance

ctosED sEssroN
1.1 Report out of Closed Session from November 5, 2018 Town Council meeting:

PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Closed Session Pursuant to Cal. Gov't Code Section 54957
Title: Town Manager

Mayor Ravasio announced there was no reportable action taken from the November 5,
2018 Closed Session.

OPEN TIME FOR PUBTIC COMMENT - None

PRESENTATIONS - None

CONSENT CATENDAR
4.1 TOWN ITEMS

Town Manager Todd Cusimano requested removal of Item 4.l.vi and asked that it be
continued to the next meeting. He also clarified that for ltem 4,1.v, staff is requesting the
Council "delegate the authority to the Public Works Director to approve", as there is no
current agreement in place to date,

4.1.i Authorize Introduction and/or Adoption of Resolutions and
Ordinances by Title Only.
(Standard procedural action - no backup information provided)

4.l.ii Approval Of Necessary Funds For Two Newly Elected
Councilmembers To Attend League Of California Cities New Mayors
and Council Members Academy January 16-18. 2019 In Sacramento.
California
[Report from Rebecca Vaughn, Town ClerkJ

2.

3.

4.
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4.l.iii Second Reading and Adootion of Ordinance No. 979. An Ordinance of
the Town of Corte Madera Amending Chapter 19.01 of the Corte
Madera Municipal Code Entitled "Social Host AccountabiliV
Ordinance" to Add Controlled Substances and Marijuana. Include
Party Buses and Limousines and Add Provisions for Requiring
Partieinatinn hrr Offcndprc in e f,lpctnrefirra Irrcfiea Frnorem

(Report from Todd Cusimano, Town Manager)

4.l.iv Adopt Resolution No. 53/2018 (1J Endorsing the Tidalwaves Swim
Team. (2) Allowing Temporary Signs in the Public Right-of-Way from
Ianuary 1. 2019 to February 15. 2019 Publicizing Registration for the
Upcoming Tidalwaves Swim Season: and (3J Determining that the
Project is Exempt from the California Environmental Qrrality Act
(CEQAJ Pursuant ro CEQA Guidelines 15061[B)(3J.
(Report from Tracy Hegarty, Administrative Analystl

4.1.v Autle+ize Delegate the Authority of the Public Works Director to
Annrove of the Amv's Drive Thru Gradins and Drainase Permit Once

Permit Conditions Are Met.
(Report from Jared Barrilleau& Senior Civil Engineer and Peter
Brown, Director of Public WorksJ

4.l.vi Adoot Resolution 64/20L8 Extendine the Bicvcle and Pedestrian
Advisory Committee (BPAC). Currently Scheduled to Sunset on
December 31. 2018. through December 31. 2020 - CONTINUED
(Report from Rebecca Vaughn, Town Clerk/Assistant to the Town
Manager and Peter Brown, Director of Public Works)

4.l.vii Receive and File General Fund Revenue and Expenditure Report for
October 2018

[Report from Daria Carrillo, Finance DirectorJ

4.l.viii Approval of Minutes of the November 5. 2018 Reeular Town Council
Meeting

MOTION Moved by Andrews, seconded by Andrews, and approved
unanimously by the following vote: 5-0 (Ayes: Andrews, Bailey,
Beckman, Kunhardt and Ravasio; Noes: NoneJ

To approve Town Consent Calendar ltems 4.1.i, ii, iii, iv, v (as
amended), vi (continued) vii, and viii.

4.ll SANITARY DISTRICT ITEMS - None

PUBTIC HEARINGS:

5.1 Public Hearing to Consider Introduction of an Ordinance Amending
Ordinance No. 956 by Amending and/or Adding Sections 15.10.060 [bJ:
16.10.070 (d). (e):16.10.080 (a). (c): and 16.10.100 ofTitle 16: Protection of
Flood Hazard Areas of the Town of Corte Madera Municipal Code
(Report from Jared Barrilleau& Senior Civil Engineer)

Public Works Director Peter Brown stated the community prides itself on preparedness
through a number of measures, and the Department of Water Resources (DWRJ had
recently performed an audit. The Town is also member to a community rating system
which allows flood insurance discounts for homeowners. DWR provided recommendations
and staff is presenting these in the revised ordinance.
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provided updates and recommendations to include in the Town's flood prevention
ordinance which is before the Council. He described revisions as contained in the redlined
ordinance which provides clarification to language.

Vice Mayor Andrews questioned the new coastal high hazard areas and asked if the Town
had any of these and if so, where?

Mr. Barrilleaux replied that over the Bay water within Town limits there are areas of the
coastal high hazard area. It is nothing that falls on land so if there are any piers or docks
extending beyond the shoreline these could be subject. He said he also requested
clarification and found that if at any time in the future an area is formed, it will be covered
in the ordinance.

Councilmember Bailey asked and confirmed Mr. Brown is the Town's Flood Plain
Administrator. He noted that he has delegated authority to Mr. Barrilleaux and the other
engineers for permit review and adherence to requirements.

Vice Mayor Andrews asked which parts of Corte Madera would be deemed by FEMA, or the
DWR, where flood management infrastructure designed to protect the land is not adequate
to avoid risks of flooding.

Mr. Brown stated this is language that captures the Town's most vulnerable areas. If they
did not have the current infrastructure in place, the Town would most likely not meet that
requirement.

Mayor Ravasio opened the public comment period, and there were no speakers.

MOTION: Moved by Bailey, seconded by Beckman, and approved unanimously
by the following vote: 5-0 (Ayes: Andrews, Bailey, Beckman, Kunhardt
and Ravasio; Noes: NoneJ

To introduce and waive first reading of the Ordinance Amending
Ordinance No. 956 by Amending and/or Adding Sections 16.10.060
(bJ; 16.10.070 [d], (e); 16.10.080 (a), (cl; and 15.10.100 of Title 16:
Protection of Flood Hazard, Areas of the Town of Corte Madera
Municipal Code

4.ll SANITARY DISTRICT ITEMS - None

BUSINESS ITEMS

6,1 TOWN BUSINESS ITEMS:
6.1.i Presentation and Discussion of the DeveloBment of a Town Ordinance

Resulating Cannabis Related Businesses and Cultivation of Cannabis
for Personal Use
(Report from Phil Boyle, Senior Planner)

Senior Planner Phil Boyle gave the staff report and overview of the item regarding the
Town's potential development of an ordinance regulating cannabis related businesses and
cultivation ofcannabis for personal use. He noted late correspondence was received from
Marin County, the Coalition Connection, and several handouts and items from Peter Chase,
Chair of the Planning Commission. He then infroduced Planning Consultant Sean Kennings
who has been working on the project with him.

Mr. Boyle gave a PowerPoint presentation regarding background of the matter, state and
federal issues and regulations, local issues and the public survey. Staffs goal in review of
this matter was to hold workshops, provide information, share resources and gather
opinions. Since the start of revieq the Town has had a cannabis ordinance web page on the
Town's website which has provided information on the matter, with various links as well.

3
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He outlined ttre process, stating two public workshops were held in September, a public
survey was posted to the website from September to October and the Planning Commission
received a similar presentation as tonight on October 23,2018. Staffls goal is to create an
ordinance prior to September 2019 given the moratorium and prohibition will cease.

Mr. Boyle then provided a background on cannabis definitions, ingredients, consumption
methods, medicinal cannabis which is not considered a legal drug by the federal
government and a history of major cannabis adopted laws in California. He then described
local control of indoor and outdoor cultivation, authority to prohibit and restrict medicinal
and non-medicinal businesses which the Town has done, impose taxation and determine
types oflicenses.

In response to Proposition 64, the Town established its urgency ordinance prohibiting
cannabis businesses which will expire September 19, 2019. Prior to its expiration the Town
will write its own ordinance. Regarding what is allowed in Corte Madera and other
jurisdictions he mentioned that one can consume cannabis if 2 1 years of age or older unless
for medicinal purposes, can possess 2.5 grams or about 1 ounce of non-concentrated
cannabis or 8 grams of concentrated cannabis products as well as various accessories.

In terms of cultivation, one is allowed to cultivate 6 plants for personal use, an additional
12 immature plants with a medicinal card, and this cultivation must be within the private
residence or on private property. Currently, delivery is allowed in Corte Madera from
other jurisdictions.

What is not allowed is consuming cannabis in a public place, in a vehicle or driving under
the influence, smoking or vaping cannabis where tobacco is prohibited and providing
cannabis to minors. However, employees may require a drug-free workplace much like an
employer can prohibit tobacco smoking even though tobacco is legal, Smoking of cannabis
within 1,000 feet of a school or daycare center is also prohibited. Commercial uses are
prohibited except for deliveries. Possession over the legal limits andf or on the grounds of
a school or a daycare center is prohibited.

Councilmember Kunhardt asked Mr. Boyle if he saw the article in the Marin IJ about THC-V,
which is a new variant that has some medicinal qualities to it. Mr. Boyle said he did not, but
will review the article.

Planning Consultant Sean Kennings said he would provide the second half of the
presentation, stating the purpose is development of the ordinance if the Town were to
allow potential business licenses, cultivation and indoor and/or outdoor cultivation. He

stated the basic activities to consider are medicinal sales, non-medicinal sales, adult use,

and delivery into town or delivery licenses where people have a business to deliver, have a

storefront, manufacturing, testing, and cultivation aspects.

There are 19 types of licenses administered by the state and to be a business one would
have to have a state license and also a license from the Town. There is retail which is
storefront and retailer non-storefront which is typically a delivery business. The
distributor is the transport of product and they would distribute it to the retailer. Testing
is done to ensure products are of certain standards. There could also be the instance where
a distributor, a testing facility, and retailer in one facility, but there are specifications for
these types of microbusinesses.

Mr. Kennings then described retail medicinal and non-medicinal dispensaries and stated
that the Council should determine whether it wants to continue prohibiting these
dispensaries or explore permitting these facilities and if so, finding an area where they
could locate. State law requires a 600 foot buffer between schools and youth centers.
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register and show their I.D. and the person purchasing the product must show I.D. to
receive it. Delivery vehicles are very non-descript and for the delivery aspect, if the Council
would allow someone from Corte Madera to hold a delivery business that would mean the
product can be transported in and out of town. Currently, the Town does not prohibit
delivery into town because per state law, delivery vehicles are allowed to use town roads,
and state law will be modified soon to allow deliveries into town such that towns could not
prohibit delivery into communities.

Processing and testing facilities are ofa light industrial use and he displayed one in Novato
and one in Berkeley. The Council would need to review where these types of locations
would go in town and how they would look and create regulations for allowing them to
exist,

Regarding personal cultivation, state law allows individuals to grow 6 plants indoors which
cannot be prohibited. For a multi-unit parcel, it is on one property and not multiple
residences; however, for a multi-family property, the owner can prohibit indoor
cultivation.

The Town can reasonably regulate indoor cultivation but the Town can also regulate and
prohibit outdoor cultivation. The Council could explore regulations for indoor cultivation
such that an individual would have to come in and get a permit so there can be
management of a database, determination of electrical power, ensuring there is no water
damage or mold, not using more water than reasonably required for anyone having a
greenhouse facility, complying with fire and building codes, ventilation and filtration
systems, or tenants having authorization from their landlord.

The Town held two workshops in September where 18 Corte Madera residents attended
the first workshop and 15 residents attended the second workshop. They made a similar
presentation, fielded questions, had a lively discussion with about 50/50 for and against
regulations.

He described public opinion received wherein from the survey 409 surveys were
completed and8lo/o were residents of the Town.

Councilmember Kunhardt clarified he believed there were 81%o homeowners and 14%o

renters, Therefore, there were more than 81%o respondents.

Mr. Kennings stated part of the process is to identify what other jurisdictions in Marin are
allowing, and while they focused on Marin County, Mr. Boyle discussed at the Planning
Commission meetin& some of the Sonoma communities that are allowing retail and
storefronts, but most cities allow for delivery into town. Some are medicinal only. Fairfax
allows non-storefront businesses because they have a medicinal dispensary in town. San

Rafael allows testing facilities for licenses, and Marin County allows for 4 delivery licenses
throughout the county. Four communities allow outdoor cultivation with regulations. San
Anselmo has an interesting provision where cannabis cannot be smelled by anyone with a

normal sense of smell, and Marin County allows for medicinal cullivation, There are also
cities with indoor cultivation with some degree of regulation.

Mr. Kennings concluded, stating the question is whether or not the Council wants to allow
retail stores for medicinal, non-medicinal, delivery services, exploration of licenses for
manufacturing, testing, distribution, and whether to allow for indoor cultivation with
regulation and/or outdoor cultivation with regulation.

Councilmember Bailey asked for the number of permits issued in Marin County. Mr,
Kennings stated Fairfax has one medicinal facility. The County has 4 delivery licenses, and
San Rafael has 4 testing licenses as well as a delivery license.
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Councilmember Kunhardt noted there have been 1.6 applications since San Rafael's
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approval, but he was not sure how many have been granted, and he did not know whether
any were for a storefront.

Councilmember Bailey referred to "reasonable regulations" and he asked what this was
quoted from.

Mr. Kennings stated these are from the State's guidelines and cities cannot go beyond the
State's allowances. Also, cities must allow for indoor cultivation but can also reasonably
regulate it based upon existing provisions to make it consistent with a city's fire code,
building permits, etc. Mr. Boyle added that the list is what other jurisdictions have agreed
as reasonable.

Town Attorney Teresa Stricker stated the initiative measrlre, ALMA (Adult lJse of Marijuana
ActJ that legalized adult use in California makes clear that jurisdictions cannot reduce
down from the 6 plants per residence allowance, although a landlord can prohibit this. SB

94 also consolidates what is going on separately with medicinal and non-medicinal, where
jurisdictions can reasonably regulate conditions for allowing that type of indoor growth.

Vice Mayor Andrews said if the Council was to issue a license for indoor cultivation he
asked if this information would be available through a Public Records Act request, and Ms.
Stricker said yes.

Ms. Stricker then refemed to Slide 23 and noted the two columns on the far right; outside
and inside cultivation talks about cultivation for personal use and not about commercial
use. Currently, the Town does not allow any commercial cultivation. The State is clear that
once getting over a certain amount, whether or not one thinks they are a business, they are
a business per the State and they would need a license from the State and would also need
to comply with whatever commercial requirements there are.

Mr. Boyle then highlighted the summary of the October 23 Planning Commission hearing.
Overall, the general consensus was that the Town should allow indoor cultivation as

allowed by the State. The Commission did not express a desire to impose additional
regulations. They also felt delivery businesses should be allowed to bring products into the
Town and that no other types of cannabis businesses should be allowed within the Town.
Other items discussed included buffers between commercial cannabis and residential uses
where the State's suggested 600 feet could be increased. There was also discussion about
whether either one of the shopping malls had any interest of having any types of cannabis
businesses and neither felt their ownership was interested at this time.

There was a general concern expressed by the Commission and the public about potential
impacts of having cannabis in Town and its impact on minors, as well as normalization of
cannabis which many people likened to alcohol use. He lastly presented survey results and
statistics as outlined in the staff report and said staff is seeking direction from the Council
in drafting the Town's ordinance.

Councilmember Bailey said he found the August 6, 20lB article in the Marin IJ, which states
the City of San Rafael has granted licenses to 16 cannabis businesses. Mr. Boyle said he was
not aware they had granted that many licenses but this is not to say that many businesses
have opened, but he could obtain more details.

Mayor Ravasio asked and confirmed the survey was voluntary and therefore not
necessarily a representative sample of the Town's population but instead a sample of those
interested.

Mr. Kennings clarified this is not a statistically significant sample and it does not represent
the entire population fairly, but at the same time there is some representation from the
data.

6
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Councilmember Kunhardt stated he acknowledges there were many different ways of
reaching out to people. He went on-line and searched what a statistically significant
number would be if one were to conduct a survey of either 6700 registered voters or 9800
people which Corte Madera both has. Interestingly, to get a statistically significant sample
of either populations, 363 to 370 people would constitute a statistically significant sample
with a 950/o confidence of reliability within plus or minus 5 percentage points.

Mr. Kennings interjected that in order for it to be statistically significant, it must be a
random sample. They did have a high number of respondents, but if they are not selected
randomly from the population they can have a confidence interval of anything above zero.

Councilmember Kunhardt also commented out that 5% of the total were 30 and under in
age.

Councilmember Beckman asked and confirmed that public intoxication by cannabis is
illegal.

Mayor Ravasio asked what the sales tax implications are of other cannabis businesses in
the State.

Mr. Cusimano stated this is a moving target and he referred to discussion at the MCCMC
event. It is a cash-only business and these businesses are not allowed to have bank
accounts; however, legislation is now proposed where they could. Therefore, numbers are
difficult to pinpoint. The most accurate is the delivery business and he said Sausalito did a
recent survey on this and they found that if they had a delivery business inside and outside
of that City, they estimated potential revenues to be somewhere in the $300,000 range.
But, again, cash-only is difficult.

Mr. Kennings stated he had numbers, noting San Diego has collected $2.2 million and they
project up to $5.9 million. Sacramento is in the $2.9 million range and Santa Rosa in their
first quarter collected $115,000.

Ms. Stricker clarified these are excise taxes on cannabis businesses and not sales taxes. In
order to have an excise tax, the Town would need to go to the voters for a special business
license on the privilege of doing business in the jurisdiction, and many of those measures
have been quite successful. Local jurisdictions are pre-empted of imposing additional sales
tax on businesses but not an excise tax.

Vice Mayor Andrews asked if there was a business in Town whether it would be covered by
the existing sales tax and existing override tax or would a vote of the people be required.

Ms. Stricker confirmed that if the Council wished it to be an excise ta& the Council would
need to go to the voters. If there was a business in town, she would need to review to what
extent the existing sales tax would apply, due to restrictions on imposing sales tax on
cannabis businesses.

Also, there are different costs and regulations for an excise tax and many jurisdictions have
been successful in moving forward with a ballot measure that puts an excise tax on brick
and mortar businesses within their jurisdictions. If the Council is not allowing these
businesses, tJrere would not be the need to place a measure on the ballot, and a delivery
business would not apply.

Councilmember Bailey asked Ms. Stricker to define an "excise" tax.

Ms. Stricker said an excise tax is a tax for the privilege of doing business in the Town. Many
cities have these in place as a business license tax but it is really an excise tax. A number of
jurisdictions have created a special excise tax on the cannabis businesses because of the
increased costs associated with regulating those businesses,

7
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Councilmember Beckman asked and confirmed that cannabis businesses are not allowed to
have bank accounts because they are illegal at the federal level.

Mayor Ravasio opened the public comment period.

PETER CHASE said he is speaking as a resident and not as a Planning Commissioner. He
advocated that he did not think there was sufficient and appropriate data to move forward
with creating an ordinance at this time. He submitted a number of reports and information
before the Commission and that included a model ordinance for cannabis taxation in
California. He referred to a website called, "Cannabinoid Clinical", it clarifies that currently
there are only 4 cannabinoids approved by the FDA for use, but there are thousands of
these drrrgs availahle in the Il.S. Due to the Schedule 1 differentiation, cannabinoids are not
being tested at the state, federal or any other level and they are growing. He therefore
encouraged the Council to wait for more evidence to come forward that separates out
either THC or CDBs.

He stated Schedule 1 drugs are those which have no medicinal value and can be abused by
definition, so at this time, THC would fall under this category and CDB may not. But the
National Academy of Sciences [NAS) points out that marijuana is the second most abused
drug in the U.S. after alcohol, is a public health problem and while the NAS acknowledges
there is a therapeutic value to CDB, it has not been well defined.

Mr. Chase then presented a document called, "Model for Local Cannabis Taxation" which
points out that cannabis policies should be grounded in public health protection.
"..,cautiously legalized to reduce the social harm of illegality with cannabis sale and
consumption should not be normalized." He therefore asked that the Council wait and not
take any action until additional information and products get better developed, better
defined and are available.

LINDA HANN, Kentfield, said she works for the Coalition Connection working to reduce
under-aged alcohol and drug use. There is a lot of public health research pointing to the
negative impact of cannabis legalization in a community as well as a letter received from
Dr. Matt Willis, the Public Health Officer documenting further public health detriment to
the County, mainly amongst their youth which is her primary concern.

She commends Corte Madera for its due diligence and effort to put forward and seek input
from the community and trying to determine what is best while adhering to the desires of
voters. In moving forward, the Council's task will be to adopt poliry that protects the
community. She urged the Council to continue to seek inpu! research and data from other
communities, as those that rushed into adoption experience higher rates of crime and other
negative impacts.

The Coalition has also learned a lot from Colorado who has been at this for over 5 years.
The most recent report from 2018 shows an increase in marijuana-related traffic deaths by
151% while all Colorado traffic deaths increased 350/0. Since recreational marijuana was
legaiized, traffic deaths that tested positive for marijuana more than doubled, Colorado
passed marijuana use for ages 12 and older which is ranked 3'd in the nation and is ranked
350/o higher than the national average. The yearly rate of emergency hospital visits related
to marijuana increased 52o/o after its legalization. And, while she can go on and on about
the negative impacts, given what Colorado is experiencing she urged the Council to learn
from those who have legalized it and not put Corte Madera and neighboring communities
at risk by not doing more to have indoor cultivation and delivery for medicinal purposes.

KAREN GERBOSI echoed comments of Mr. Chase and Ms. Hann. She referred to the survey
and that a certain number of people responded. The Town does not know where they live,
the age they are, that their usage is what it is, and they do not know if there are duplicates
in responses. While the survey might show information, it is not scientific.

8
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HENRY said he believes people worry about the welfare of the youth, of the future, and
want to make sure cannabis is used safely and properly. They want to be sure their housing
prices do not decrease because they fear a dispensary may raise crime which is warranted,
but he thinks the Town should be progressive in how it regards its citizens and how they
put things into their bodies.

He noted people have been involved with outdoor cultivation of cannabis for years in Corte
Madera when medical marijuana was passed. He walks through every neighborhood in
town and knows cannabis is being grown outside but he cannot see it or smell i! and it is
discreet. There are millions of tax revenues from dispensaries and he asked that the
Council consider the facts, be logical and not use red herring fallacies that appeal to the raw
emotion.

Councilmember Bailey asked if Police Chief Norton could comment.

Chief Norton stated he has spoken at meetings in Larkspur and San Anselmo about the
matter. In terms of delivery from a law enforcement perspective, police have known it has
been going on for a long time from outside the jurisdiction and have not had any issues
from those delivering from the outside, which is similar to Amazon. The trucks are not well
marked; however, the concern he would have for locating a delivery seryice in Corte
Madera is that it would become common knowledge where the origin is and given it is a
cash business and his perspective may change if there's legislation passed and it is no
longer a cash business.

Although Corte Madera has low crime, there is crime in town and they are an easy target
and they are near the East Bay. His understanding of how deliveries work is that what
would occur is that it would become common knowledge where the vans or vehicles are
coming and going. Someone could be waiting for a car leaving with a shipment of edibles
and marijuana or wait for cars returning and get a car full of cash.

He did not have any strong opinions on manufacturing testing and processing. In terms of
personal cultivation, indoor is allowed and he would be against placing restrictions on this
other tian what is in place because he did not think the Town's and CMPA's resources are
set up to regulate this and it could encounter many Constitutional issues in terms of
regulating it. The Fire Department may be involved with some electrical inspections which
he thinks they already would be.

Regarding outdoor cultivation, since 1997 police occasionally have received a call where it
is more of an odor issue or people put the plants downwind of the fence and it goes right
into the neighbor's house. There has been discussion about keeping the plants very low at
ground level, but every plant he has ever seen does not grow low and usually it pops up
above the fence unless it is in a contained area. He knows in the summer during its harvest,
it can get quite stinky where the police get called routinely as well as from it being visible
from the street

In terms of retail stores, he likes Amazon and things delivered, but people are in a day and
age where anything regulated and delivered is feasible and possible so he did not think the
Town needed a storefront at this time.

Mr, Cusimano stated the Town had a dispensary or two here in the past and he asked Chief
Norton to comment on them.

Chief Norton stated he remembers working graveyard and having a few run-in's but these
businesses popped up without a business license,

Mayor Ravasio interjected and stated they actually provided misinformation on their
business license when they opened.

9
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Chief Norton said in terms of these businesses, both were over on the Tamal Vista area
across from the DMV. Police never had any issues with the businesses, but they began to
find many juveniles they were in contact with had the marijuana from the businesses and
their containers, but he did not think they sold to minors but instead, those over 18 were
purchasing it and then selling it to the minors,

Councilmember Kunhardt asked if the Chief has an understanding of any increase or
decrease in crime rates around this topic in Sonoma or elsewhere.

Chief Norton said he did not know what was occurring in Sonoma or Santa Rosa, but he did
note that since legalization police has seen more of driving under the influence to the point
where they must radically train officers. They did not see a tremendous spike with
adoption of medicinal marijuana in 7996, but recently it has been a major problem and
about half of the people they are pulling over and arresting for DUI now have at least some
element of marijuana with them or are under its influence.

IAMES SERIFF, Larkspur, asked if he could obtain a copy of the survey and also its
methodology.

Mayor Ravasio stated the survey and the staff report is on the Town's website.

ANDREW MIDDLEDITCH, Meadowridge, said he gave comments at an earlier working
group and is a psychiatrist with a practice in San Francisco. He has tracked some of the
research about marijuana and one of the growing concerns around it is it affects the
teenage brain according to a new study that came out from the American Journal of
Psychiatry last month. It studied and performed a battery of cognitive assessments of 3800
kids in the Montreal area from ages 13 to 17.

The study showed cognitive impairment in the short term around people reporting high
levels of marijuana use, but what was most concerning about this study was that it was
showing long-term impairments of a year or more involving working memory and impulse
control among higher users of marijuana among the teenage population, suggesting a

neuro-toxic effect. Therefore, there is a community safety concern around it that supports
the notion of limiting normalization of marijuana by not having a public dispensary.

Mayor Ravasio returned discussion to the Council.

Councilmember Bailey said he appreciates all comments and it is his sense that he is always
open to hear new information and to follow best practice, but he would not be inclined to
expand the availability of marijuana within the Town beyond personal cultivation within
indoor use which is currently allowed. He did not think it was an appropriate time to
expand into the marijuana arena.

Mayor Ravasio added to Chief Norton's comments regarding the dispensary and use among
youth, stating he was on the Council when the dispensary opened and misinformation was
placed on their application for which the Town was involved. He noted that prior to
attending a Council meeting one night, he asked his daughter, who was in high school at the
time, if she had heard of the marijuana dispensary in town across from the DMV. She said
yes; kids go there at lunchtime and they buy brownies and candy and they come back and
sell them in the parking lot. Therefore, this informed him prior to going into Closed
Session.

He disclosed he is the Co-Chair of the Coalition Connection and prior to that he chaired the
Twin Cities Coalition for Healthy Youth. They were and still are trying to reduce alcohol
and drug use among youth, so his major concern is illegal access. There is already an
extremely high, above average use of marijuana among high school students and
normalization and access would only drive that higher.
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Another issue they have learned about and done a lot of studies on is the much higher
levels of THC in marijuana which seems to be causing some additional issues, He would
concur with Councilmember Bailey that he would not want to allow medicinal or non-
medicinal use.

Councilmember Beckman thanked speakers for their comments and correspondence which
have been helpful. He said his thoughs based upon whathe has heard and learned thus far
is that he recognizes the public health threat cannabis poses, which is a serious issue, but
what he struggles with in terms of regulating it is seeing the difference between cannabis
and alcohol. If the Council is talking about regulating cannabis differently than they
regulate alcohol he asked if this means they are acknowledging they are under-regulating
alcohol.

Everybody has a somewhat different opinion on the relative dangers or harm of cannabis
and alcohol, but there is a liquor store across the street from Town Hall and his perception
is that while cannabis may already be a public health concern, his personal perception is
that alcohol is much more of a public health concern, yet that is regulated less than what
they are considering for cannabis. Therefore, he suggested the Council examine that issue.

Councilmember Kunhardt said his kids are much more informed and have repeatedly made
the point that alcohol is sold everywhere in Town. If that is freely available and
normalized, they question why a substance which is less dangerous to one's health and less
dangerous to violence creation and other things be worthy of much tighter regulation.

Another challenge is that in 2016 the vote in the state was 570/o in favor of Proposition 64.
In Marin County it was 69.60/o in favor which is overwhelming. There are very few
measures that gain this much support in Marin County, so in this context he questioned
whether the Town was being equally permissive or restrictive as they are with other
aspects of life. He thanked staff for its outreach, workshops, and said one of the most
valuable things was the National Academy of Sciences' assessment of the pros and cons of
different forms of cannabis for treating pain, chemotherapy, multiple sclerosis, control of
epileptic fits, and other kinds of spasm symptoms, potentially helping with PTSD and with
the consumption of opioids, along with increases of accidents, DUIs and other issues with it.
Therefore, there is no clear green light in the medical information and most importantly,
Mr. Willis has indicated that there is not enough evidence and more time is needed.

He said it was clear that the Planning Commission was not interested in regulating indoors
except for standard health and safety. Buq, one of the charts indicated whether or not the
Planning Commission discussion said outdoor cultivation should or should not be allowed.

Vice Mayor Andrews said his impression is that the chief risk of marijuana when he was
younger was if one got arrested and got a felony conviction, and he has friends who had
experienced that. So, he was happy that California has de-criminalized it.

In terms of which businesses to allow in Corte Madera, he did not think they had enough
information about which to allow and disallow. They know deliveries cannot be stopped so
he continues to support not working on this, If the Council were to try to legalize any of
these businesses, staff would be in the awkward position of figuring out state law and
federal policy and not get in trouble and he would not want to put Town employees into
that awkward position.

Therefore, he would support moving forward and continue to allow delivery. He did not
think outside cultivation should be allowed and enforcement should be based on
complaints. He suggested the Building Department look at whether the risks from indoor
growing are sufficient enough that the Town should step up its regulations for electrical.
But, his gut reaction is that what people do in the privacy of their own home is their own
business.
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Councilmember Kunhardt said the article in the Marin IJ is that THC-V exploration is
advancing with FDA licensing. This is a unique piece of cannabis which has potential high
promise for diabetes, weight control and other things. One of the things expressed as a risk
is that people do not know what the contents are and how polluted it might be with
ncsfirides end nfhcr thinss

Therefore, he thought what was needed is adequate testing laboratories, certification,
labeling and quality control. He would not be opposed to that appearing somewhere in
Marin County or in an anonymous laboratory in Corte Madera if it adds significantly to the
understanding of exactly what the contents are and what was being sold.

Councilmember Bailey said he was not a fan of cannabis retail stores in the Town but was
supportive of delivery service continuing from outside into the Town. He did not think
manufacturing and processing facilities were issues in the Town but did not support them
being permitted at this time. He thinks all Councilmembers supported indoor cultivation,
which is legal, but he was opposed to outdoor cultivation.

Mayor Ravasio echoed Councilmember Bailey and said that continuing to prohibit retail
makes sense as normalization creates problems with youth in the community. He was
supportive of some degree of regulation of electricity for cultivation at home due to risk of
fire. He was supportive of continuing to allow delivery from outside of Corte Madera. He
understands the point about processing and testing facilities as voiced by Councilmember
Kunhardt, but the Town does not have large parcels for this anyway and he did not see the
benefit of what would be a considerable expense and time trying to create a regulatory
body and standards to control and enforce that. He would also like to see some regulation
on outdoor cultivation if it causes nuisance problems.

Councilmember Bailey summarized that the Council does not yet have enough information,
as well.

Vice Mayor Andrews added that once the Town legalizes a business, it is a lot harder to "un-
legalize" it than to wait a few years and whatever current Council can make a decision. He
agrees that Marin needs a testing facility, but the testing should be relatively close to where
the distribution is. So, if Corte Madera will have testing, it should be near the processing
facility and near the delivery point, which Corte Madera does not currently have space for.

Ms. Sfficker said if the Council allows a business and a business comes in and sets up and
the Council decides to pull it back, that business would have a non-conforming use and the
Town would be stuck with that business until they decide to move on or close, or negotiate
some monetary settlement. With respect to the list of actions, if the Council is unsure as to
what it wants to do, she suggested being conservative given it will be difficult to "undo"
whatever is done.

With respect to #1, she encouraged the Council to decide on this as well as #3. With
respect to #2, the Town has delivery services under two categories; those located within
the jurisdiction as a brick and mortar business and those located outside ofthe jurisdiction
making deliveries inside where there is no non-conforming use problem.

Should the Council decide now or 3 years from now that it does not want to allow
deliveries, the Council could pass a regulation to ban the delivery and there would be no
non-conforming use issue because the business is not located here. They are simply
servicing customers here.

With respect to #4; personal cultivation, there is no non-conforming use problem. The
Council does not have a restriction but a restriction could be imposed. They could wait and
see if there is an issue and then decide. Therefore, #4 and half of #2 pose no non-
conforming use problems.
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councilmember Beckman stated Mayor Ravasio and councilmember Bailey were
supportive of continuing medicinal deliveries and he asked what their stance was for non-
medicinal deliveries. Mayor Ravasio stated he did not think they could regulate it, so he
confirmed there was consensus on the delivery issue.

Councilmember Kunhardt said as far as retail stores, he was as balanced as the public's
view. In advance of a workshop and during a workshop, there were two senior residents
who revealed they are beneficial users of CDB oil for pain reduction and have to drive to
Fairfax to get that. He knows what is wrong with smoking and E-cigarettes, he did not know
what was wrong with a business that sells oils and/or edibles as long as they are quality
controlled. He thinks it could be equally controlled as with liquor stores.

He said he was not sure a professional testing laboratory must be inclusive of deliveries but
he did not think there was any natural location for that to occur. Regarding personal
cultivation, he was very much opposed to regulating indoor or outdoor cultivation. He
thinks this is what the 70o/o vote was for. He thinks reasonable regulation of where the
outdoor cultivation is located could be developed as well.

Vice Mayor Andrews asked if the Council could agree that if there are complaints with
outdoor cultivation, the Town could define any complaints as nuisances. Councilmembers
agreed.

Councilmember Bailey said he did not think the Council needed to come to a conclusion on
outdoor cultivation and nuisances. He recognizes and agrees that marijuana seems
comparable to alcohol but he did not think that discussion is relevant in deciding on this
ordinance.

Vice Mayor Andrews said as someone who grew up back east, many states had package
stores to buy liquor. When his family visits, they are dumbfounded there is that much
liquor for sale in a regular grocery store and that they are selling it on Sundays.

Councilmember Beckman questioned the direction of Councilmembers on cultivation.

Mayor Ravasio noted the difference of opinion; some regulation of indoor is good for safety
reasons but not to restrict it. In terms of outdoor, they are trying to prevent nuisance
issues and he thinks they are all in agreement.

Vice Mayor Andrews referred to indoor cultivation and he was concerned with the need for
people to obtain permits. He asked if ttrere would be other similar items relating to the
need for permits such as a hot tub.

Mr. Boyle said it would be a unique situation for someone to come in and say they want to
grow something in their house. Staff would have to come up with some sort of standard in
terms ofadequate electricity load, such as 110 outlets versus 220 outlets, where the plants
would be located, and he noted in Novato's ordinance one cannot convert a room into a
growing area. So, it would take some thought, but staff could conduct the research and
return.

Vice Mayor Andrews asked if staff could develop an educational pamphlet and Mr. Boyle
said yes. He noted some people would come to the Town wanting to grow safely and there
will be some who will not.

Mr. Boyle confirmed the following:

r Indoor Cultivation: The Council would like some regulation for safety and leave it to
staff to determine how to enforce the building code.

a Outdoor Cultivation: The Council does not want outdoor cultivation to become a
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nuisance for neighbors.

Councilmember Bailey said he was not comfortable with outdoor cultivation yet
given smells, access to kids, and asked for more information given the need for
setbacks, determination of location, etc.

Manufacturing. Testine and Processing Facilities: Consensus of the Council to not
allow, or to create regulations for this business so it will be prohibited.

Councilmember Beckman said he did not know these types of businesses would
have cash on site and this is not likely an issue for Corte Madera unless it is a

sprawling business for which Corte Madera does not have space for. Therefore, he
suggested not preventing it.

Mayor Ravasio asked why they would set up laws and regulations then to control it
if there is no space for it, and it would also require a lot of staff time to regulate it.

Mr. Boyle said he was not sure there was or was not space for such a facility, noting
that one could be incredibly small.

Ms. Stricker commented that although this item (#31 is one number, there are
multiple categories. The Council could bifurcate and oppose manufacturing and
support testing, She also said that most jurisdictions that are allowing
manufacturing have intensive regulations, and this is also true of the many business
types that are pre-retail. Therefore, it would be a pretty heavy load for staff to bring
forward a proposal for manufacturing and would take some of counsel's time if this
was something the Council would want to allow.

Councilmember Kunhardt said he thinks this would be a good contribution to the
Town to have a quality-controlled, certified testing facility if it is not large. But, he
also knows this type of business does not yet exist in the Town in any related form,
such as blood testing, biological labs, etc.

Retail Stores for Medicinal and Non-Medicinal Sales: Mayor Ravasio stated he did
not believe there was consensus on this. Several people do not support retail
facilities and some people are supportive of them based upon the right
circumstances.

a

a

Councilmember Beckman said in principle, given there is a liquor store across the
street from Town Hall, he did not see why dispensaries would be banned outright.
Because cannabis businesses are cash-only now, it is a major risk that cannot be
mitigated to the point of acceptability. Therefore, he would be open to extending
the ban on brick and mortar dispensaries until 1] more information is obtained; 2)
until cannabis businesses can operate with bank accounts and not cash.

Councilmember Kunhardt said he likes this distinction but there may be a business
that has specialty in oils that are used primarily for medical purposes, but these
most likely are cash businesses. He suggested continuing the moratorium until the
Council knows more.

Ms Stricker clarified for the Council that the moratorium ends September 2019 and it
cannot be renewed. Therefore, the Council is looking at a permanent ordinance and
looking to ban retail which the Council can review at a later time. In response to whether a

sunset clause is needed, Ms. Stricker said the problem with this is that if the Council does
not act, the ban is lifted and there could be the non-conforming use issue.

Mayor Ravasio confirmed staff had direction and thanked the Council and speakers for
their input
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6.l.ii Consideration and Possible Action to Appoint One Councilmember to
Rqpresent the Town of Corte Madera on the Marin Countv Community
Development Block Grant and HOME Program Countywide Priority
Setting Committee

fReport from Rebecca Vaughn, Town ClerkJ

Town Clerk Rebecca Vaughn stated this vacancy was brought to her attention by the Marin
County Community Development Agency who maintains the Community Development
Block Grant and HOME Program Countywide Priority Setting Committee. The committee is
comprised of one member of the Board of Supervisors, a representative from each city and
town councils, and 7 community members representing 6 regions in Marin, and one at-
large member representing the County.

This position was held since 2002 by a recently retired Councilmember. Given there are no
term limis, she did not track it and she has attached the summary of activities the
committee is responsible for and the recommendation is to appoint one Councilmember.
The meetings are held about 4 times per year in the evenings and are relatively brief.

Mayor Ravasio opened the public comment period, and there were no speakers.

Councilmember Kunhardt said he was aware of these two programs and he volunteered to
serve.

MOTION Moved by Andrews, seconded by Bailey, and approved unanimously
by the following vote: 5-0 (Ayes: Andrews, Bailey, Beckman, Kunhardt
and Ravasio; Noes: None)

To Appoint Councilmember Kunhardt to Represent the Town of Corte
Madera on the Marin County Community Development Block Grant
and HOME Program Countywide Priority Setting Committee

6.II SANITARYDISTRICT BUSINESSITEMS:

5.ll.i Consideration and Possible Action to Adoot Resolution No. 06/2018
Changing the Meeting time for the Board of Directors of Sanitary
District No. 2 so that the Meeting of the Sanitary District No. 2 Board
of Directors Convenes at 7:00 pm on the First and Third Tuesday of
Each Month or Upon Adjournment of the Meeting of the Corte Madera
Town Council. Whichever is Later.
(Report from Rebecca Vaughn, District Clerk]

Ms. Vaughn stated the request is to separate the bodies of the Sanitary District and the
Town Council. It would assist the lay person, the Council, the Grand fury and those
interested in determining which items are Town-related and District-related. The issue
that could be affected by moving the Sanitary District to convene immediately following the
Town Council meeting would be Closed Sessions would be affected. Therefore, either a
separate agenda would be needed for the District to convene after the Closed Session or the
Council could suspend it until the District meets.

The other issue would be the public open time and the Sanitary Board would want to allow
for public comment on items to be heard during the Town Council meeting. Otherwise,
someone would have to wait until the end of the meeting to make their public comment or
provide input on an item(sl.

Ms. Stricker stated her suggestion to the latter problem would be for the Council to take
public open comment on items not on the agenda for the Sanitary District items as the first
item on the agenda so that the person would not need to wait long.
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Councilmembers discussed the Sanitary District meeting start time, and Ms. Stricker
suggested staggering the time as recommended by staff or to approve 6:30 p.m. and 6:45
p.m. and staff can note that the Sanitary District meeting will start once the Council meeting
adjourns but it will not be before 6:45 p.m.

Mrrvnr Darreci^ 
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Ms. Vaughn clarified the action would take effect at the first of the year

MOTION Moved by Andrews, seconded by Kunhardt and approved
unanimously by the following vote: 5-0 [Ayes: Andrews, Bailey,
Beckman, Kunhardtand Ravasio; Noes: None)

To adopt Resolution No. 06/2018, as amended, Changing the Meeting
time for the Board of Directors of Sanitary District No. 2 so that the
Meeting of the Sanitary District No. 2 Board of Directors Convenes at
5:45 pm on the First and Third Tuesday of Each Month or Upon
Adjournment of the Meeting of the Corte Madera Town Council,
Whichever is Later.

COUNCIL AND TOWN MANAGER REPORTS

- Town Manager Report
r Town Manager Cusimano deferred his comments to the Public Works

Director.
e Mr. Brown reported that on Monday next week there will be a Flood Board

meeting.
r He commended Public Works Maintenance staff for their efforts over the last

few months for preparing the Town for the winter storm season, which he

briefly described.
. Staff is continuing to move forward on the Climate Adaptation Plan and has

received response to the RFP. This item will be on the Council's next agenda.

Councilmember Bailey thanked Mr. Brown and his staff for the work on flood control and
climate adaptation.

Mayor Ravasio thanked stafffor cleaning all ofthe storm drains to ensure they do not back
up.

Council Reports

r Councilmember Bailey had no report.

Vice Mayor Andrews reported that on November l.ltt at 11 AM, he attended a

ceremony at Aegis to honor I Veterans and their families.

Councilmember Kunhardt reported on t}te following:
o He attended the Power Association of Northern California lunch on

November 14th in San Francisco where he heard from PG&E
representatives concerning MCE from their perspective on clean
enerry.

o He then attended the November 14tr TAM Board meeting wherein
discussion focused on the North/South Greenway where work is
expected to start in early 2019.

o Lastly on November 14th he attended a meeting regarding fiber optic
solutions with Marin Telecommunications Agency. He was asked by
members of the County's Draw-Down Marin program be a part of the

a

a
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Renewable Energy Stakeholders group and they held their first of six
meetings for the campaign to work on renewable energ/ ideas.

o Last week he attended a training for Leadership in Equity and
Opportunity for 3 days.

Councilmember Beckman reported attending the Chamber of Commerce
Board of Directors meeting this morning and they are excited about the deal
worked out with Caltrans to address trash on the freeways. He also attended
a CMSA Board meeting last month and will be sworn in, as this was former
Vice Mayor Furst's last meeting.

o Mayor Ravasio had no report.

REVIEW OF DRAFT AGENDA FOR UPCOMING TOWN COUNCIT MEETING
8.1 Review of Draft Agenda for December 18, 2018 Town Council Meeting

Councilmember Bailey asked the Town Manager to thank Fire Chief Schurz for the
Christmas program driving through the Town's neighborhoods.

9, CLOSEDSESSION

The Town Council adjourned to Closed Session at B:45 p.m. to discuss the following
matters:

9.t CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL- POSSIBLE INITIATION OF LITIGATION
Pursuantto paragraph (4) ofsubdivision (dJ ofGov. Code Section 54956.9:
(1 potential case)

9.II PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Closed Session Pursuant to Cal. Gov't Code Section 54957
Title: Town Manager

10 RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION
10.1 Report out ofClosed Session

Mayor Ravasio reconvened from Closed Session at9:,42 p.m. and announced no reportable
action had been taken.

tt. ADIOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at 9:48 p.m. to the next regular Town Council meeting on
December L8,20LB at Town Hall Council Chambers.

a
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Phil Boyle

From
Sent:
To:

Katie Knick < katieknick@comcast.net>
Friday, May 03, 2019 10:10 AM
Sloan Bailey;James Andrews; dkundhardt@tcmmail.org; Bob Ravasio; Eli Beckman;
tcussimano@tcmmail.org; Peter Chase; Phil Boyle; Adam Wolff
Community input on Cannabis RegulationsSubject:

Dear Corte Madera Town Council,

It has come to my attention that on May 7th, Corte Madera will be considering its stand in recommending the outdoor
growing and delivery of cannabis, and reviewing the possibility of allowing future retail stores to sell cannabis in Corte
Madera and in Marin County.

I feel strongly that there are not retail stores in Corte Madera or anywhere in Marin selling cannabis. I feel strongly that
cannabis is not grown or delivered in Corte Madera or anywhere in Marin.

VOTE NO and AGAINST ALLOWING MARIN'S RETAIL CANNABIS RETAIL STORE, Cannabis growth and
delivery/distribution ! !

We have two teenagers attending a Marin High School and they tell of many kids using cannabis illegally, getting high
and getting hooked on routinely using it to celebrate life, solve a problem, spend socialtime. Everyone is aware of the
risks to brain development in youth using cannabis, and the reduced school success from using cannabis. lt is very
common that kids drive while under the influence of cannabis which puts everyone in our community at risk. lt is a very
very serious mistake to make the access to cannabis easer for our youth. lf there is a store front selling cannabis, or legal
easy growth of the plant or distribution of it, it is just a matter of time that the kids will use a fake lD, or ask someone on
the street, or a friend, or an irresponsible adult to purchase cannabis for them to use it illegally, or grow it themselves
and begin the distribution of it illegally, underground. Do not perpetuate our Marin youth using, selling, and distributing
cannabis by making it so easy for them to get in Marin. Rather, spend our precious community time, money and effort
on youth health education and awareness surrounding the dangers and risks in illegal substance use.

Why support big business or making money instead of keeping our children in Marin safe? Why? And, why does Corte
Madera or Marin want a flood of people from outside of OUR community to poor into our communities to purchase
cannabis and associate our communities with easy-access cannabis? lt is so wrong.

VOTE NOI

- Katie Knick Lind

Lifetime resident of Marin, parent of 2 teenagers attending a Marin High School

1



Phil Boyle

From:
Sent:
To:

Subiect:

Jodi Glasser <jodiglasser@yahoo.com>
Thursday, May 02, 20L9 8:54 PM

Sloan Bailey;james Andrews; Bob Ravasio; David Kunhardt; Eli Beckman;Todd
Cusimano; Peter Chase; Phil Boyle;Adam Wolff
Vote No on Cannabis Storefronts

I am a parent of a high school student and Corte Madera resident. I urge the Corte Madera Town
Council to vote AGAINST allowing any recreational or retail marijuana/cannabis stores in our
community.

There are serious public health and safety concerns related to marijuana, particularly for
adolescents. Marijuana use has a detrimental effect on the developing brain. Studies show that
proximity to recreational marijuana leads to increased overdoses due to accidental exposures in
youth. Recreational marijuana stores are selling highly potent, poorly studied forms of marijuana,
including edible products and topical preparations that can lead to highly elevated blood levels of
cannabis. We already have an alcohol, drug and vaping issue with our middle school and high school
teens in our community. Please do not add to the temptation and availability of another substance for
them to try.
Please keep our youth healthier and our streets safer.
Please vote against allowing any recreational or retail marijuana/cannabis stores in Corte Madera and
Larkspur.

Sincerely,
Jodi Glasser
Corte Madera

1



Phil Boyle

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tracey Van Hooser < traceyvan hooser@ g mai l.com >

Wednesday, May 01-, 20L9 5:51 PM

Sloan Bailey; James Andrews; dkundhardt@tcmmail.org; Eli Beckman; Bob Ravasio;Todd
Cusimano; Peter Chase; Phil Boyle;Adam Wolff
cannabis ordinance

Dear Corte Madera Town Council and Staff,

Thank you for the opportunity to give feedback on the plans for a cannabis ordinance in Corte Madera. I am a
Tiburon resident and my children attend nearby Redwood High School.

I am very concerned that the legalization of marijuana has led to a serious decline in perception of harm in using
this substance. For the teen brain, the harm is clearly documented. If we allow advertising, retail stores,
cultivation of marijuana in visible areas, etc, this probably will only get worse.

As a community, we recognize that school zones should be treated with special care. We have lower speed
limits and higher fines for breaking laws in these areas. We should likewise be extra cautious with the
messages that our kids get from business in the surrounding area. Please restrict cannabis sales in Corte Madera
to the extent allowable by law.

Thank you,
Tracey Van Hooser



Phil Boyle

From:
Sent:
To:

23 Ross Common, Suite 5

Ross, CA 94957
415.847.2534
Linkedln I lnstagram

wellityteen

Sally Newson <sallynunn@comcast.net>
Thursday, May 02,2019 1:38 PM

Sloan Bailey;James Andrews; Bob Ravasio; David Kunhard| Eli Beckman;Todd
Cusimano; Peter Chase; Phil Boyle;Adam Wolff; info@thecoalitionconnection.com
Cannibis dispensaries in Corte MaderaSubject:

Hi all,

Please vote NO on accepting a pennanent ordinance for retail cannibis businesses in Corte Madera. My now 19-
year-old daughter was diagnosed with Cannibis Use Disorder at age l6 and it has severely debilitated her life to
date. She is still hooked and because she started smoking at age 13, her IQ went from genius level to having
difficulty with the simplest math equations. She has suffered from associated psychosis, anxiety and depression
as well. Substance abuse disorders, such as with cannibis, are also one of the leading mental disorders causing
suicide, right alongside depression and Bipolar Disorder. Suicidality amongst our Marin County teens is a
serious epidemic and we don't need the town of Corte Madera inadvertently contributing to it.

Cannibis use amongst teens can be as detrimental to health as alcohol and smoking cigarettes. Why would Corte
Madera want to endanger young lives by allowing and promoting store fronts in town? I can't imagine Corte
Madera having liquor stores as storefronts in town and this is no different.

Please do the right thing and make a positive impact on young lives, not the opposite

Thanks
Sally

Sally Newson
Executive Director & Founder @ Wellifv Teen

1



May 2,2018

Dear Corte Madera Town Councilmembers,

I am writing to you as a Corte Madera resident with two teenage sons. I am a public health
professor at UCSF and I have spent 25 years as a researcher in the field of tobacco control
studying policy and how regulations can impact public health. I am also a member of the
Coalition Connection. I grew up in Nevada City, California in the Sierra Foothills where the
marijuana industry had been deeply established since the 1960s. So, I have personal
experience with the impact cannabis businesses can have on a small community.

At the outset, I would like to tell you that although Redwood High School has a strong reputation
for academic excellence, our family has been hesitant about our sons attending Redwood in
part because our sons have said they don't want to be around so many kids who are into using
cannabis and other drugs. This is their perception of the conditions at Redwood, which is
unfortunately supported by data.

I have written to you and been following the cannabis ordinance policymaking process in Corte
Madera and have watched and listened to some of the meetings that the Town has held to
discuss this issue. I would like to share information with you that I believe lays out why the
policy decisions made in Corte Madera impact the wider Marin community.

Big Gannabis
First, it is important to understand some background. Gurrent cannabis policymaking has
been and is still being heavily influenced by the Big Tobacco playbook.

a Historically, the tobacco industry was successful at obtaining regulations that supported
their business model, with minimal protections for public health. The same is true of the
current cannabis industry.
Since 1969, Big Tobacco has been planning to enterthe cannabis industry. With
legalization, Altria (Phillip Morris) has now invested heavily in the cannabis market. This
means that we are now faced with a Big Cannabis industry with tremendous market
power.
Big Tobacco operated for decades without a strong public health framework. Now, as
predicted based on the experience with the tobacco industry, wealthy and politically
powerful Big Cannabis is using its political clout to manipulate policymaking (see
attached white paper by Rachel Barry and Stanton Glantz).
Prop 64 was promoted as a way end the "war on drugs". But the details were influenced
by the industry's desire to cash in. Big Cannabis designed Prop 64 with a "divide and
conquer" strategy so that each individualjurisdiction in California would be left to seek
out factual information and figure out how to protect their community with limited state
oversight.
Following Big Tobacco's strategies, lobbyist working for Big Cannabis are pushing their
agenda for financial gains with little regard for the short- and long-term impact on public
health and the environment.

a

Over the past year and a half, California cities and towns have been trying to make the best
decisions with little to no conclusive data on how local policy will impact their residents.

Second, it is important to remember what we the voters were told in the official ballot summary
about California Proposition 64, Marijuana Legalizatlon (2016):



https://ballotpedia.orq/California Proposition 64. Mariiuana Leqalization (2016)

"Legalizes marijuana under state law, for use by adults 21 or older. lmposes state taxes on
sales and cultivation. Provides for industry licensing and establishes standards for marijuana
products. Allows local regulation and taxation. Fiscal lmpact: Additionaltax revenues ranging
from high hundreds of millions of dollars to over $1 billion annually, mostly dedicated to specific
purposes. Reduced criminal justice costs of tens of millions of dollars annually."

"' Legalizes marijuana under state law, for use by adults 21 or older.
' Designates state agencies to license and regulate marijuana industry.
' lmposes state excise tax of 15Yo on retail sales of marijuana, and state cultivation taxes on
marijuana of $9.25 per ounce of flowers and $2.75 per ounce of leaves.
' Exempts medical marijuana from some taxation.
' Establishes packaging, labeling, advertising, and marketing standards and restrictions for
marijuana products.
' Prohibits marketing and advertising marijuana directly to minors.
' Allows local regulation and taxation of marijuana.
' Authorizes resentencing and destruction of records for prior marijuana convictions."

Nowhere did the official ballot summary mention that local governments would be given the
authority to permit a wide range of cannabis businesses to operate in their jurisdictions as a
result of Prop 64.

Nowhere did the official summary mention that communities would be expected to live with the
cannabis-permissive decisions made by neighboring jurisdictions as a result of Prop 64.

Nowhere did the official summary mention that elected officials in localjurisdictions would be
expected to make important public health decisions about cannabis as a result of Prop 64.

Most Californians voted for legalization of marijuana for adult use, increased regulation and
taxation, and reduced/overturned prison sentences, thereby generating revenue and savings for
the State.

Third, it is important to see local policymaking in the context of what other Bay Area and
California communities are doing. Many communities now recognize that retail cannabis
outlets and delivery businesses are the extension of Big Cannabis' distribution network. We are
not talking about "mom and pop" businesses selling locally grown environmentally sustainable
marijuana. We are talking about an industry that is promoting high-potency products.

Many elected officials are now realizing that a majority vote for Prop 64 does not mean their
constituents want cannabis businesses and recreational growing in their communities. I would
encourage you to explore this article and database:

Marijuana laws for every city and county? Our database shows Galifornia slow to accept
Prop. 64
httos : //www. ocreo iste r. c oml 2O 1 Bl 04109 I data base-of-mari iuana-ru les-from-eve rv-citv-and-
cou nty-i n-cal iforn ia-shows-slow-acceptance-of-prop-64/

"Recreational marijuana is legal in California, but it probably isn't legal to buy in your city. Fewer
than one in three cities in California have approved any kind of cannabis industry, and only a
sliver of cities allow recreational pot shops."



"Many people seem to think it's a free-for-all when it comes to cannabis in California now that
recreational marijuana is legal. But that's far from the case, as many cities are setting up strict
rules on what types of cannabis businesses - if any - can open in their town."

"ln Sausalito, in Marin County, 77 percent of voters supported legalweed, but city council
members there have blocked all businesses and outdoor home gardens. The numbers are
similar in the Bay Area city of Albany."

"Perhaps the biggest surprise is in Humboldt County, which is famous for cannabis production.
Despite the region's reputation as a cannabis hotbed, and despite having a couple cities where
cannabis ordinances are lenient, four of the seven cities in Humboldt County earn zero points
on our scale.

To get azeto score, a city has to ban all marijuana businesses, block residents from growing
marijuana for personal use outdoors and require them to get a permit to grow it inside their
homes."

This graph shows that as of April 2,2019, only 13% of
California towns and cities allow "recreational shops" and
only 160/o allow recreational cultivation.
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This graph shows that a large number
of California communities where the
majority of registered voters are
Democrats (blue dots) and the
majority voted in favor of Prop 64
(horizontal scale) have not adopted
cannabis-permissive local ordinances
(vertical scale). Some communities
may have established a moratorium
because at this time they are not
inclined to take a risk to allow
cannabis business. ln January 2019,
Corte Madera was rated as "strict"
along with hundreds of other
jurisdictions.

Compare the Proposition 64 vote to marijuana laws in every California city
and county, scored very strict (0) to very permissive (100)
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ln Marin County as of January 2019, Corte
Madera was consistent with other jurisdictions
except Fairfax, which as of last night's Town
Council Meeting is moving toward not allowing
any retail stores for non-medical cannabis.

The graphs below show that in Contra Costa,
Alameda, Sonoma, and San Mateo Counties the
majority of voters in every jurisdiction voted in
favor of Prop 64, but only a handful of
communities have become cannabis business
outposts.

Compare the Proposition 64 vote to marijuana laws in every Callfornia city
and county, scored very strict (0) to very permissive (100)
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Outdoor Cultivation
I am also opposed to outdoor cultivation for personal use. California law already allows growing
6 plants for personal use indoors. This is sufficient for recreational users. The pungent "skunk"
stench of marijuana plants drifts downwind over fences and across property lines. Many
committees are having issues with this, including my hometown of Nevada City and neighboring
Grass Valley, along with Mt. Shasta. Outdoor growing normalizes marijuana use exposing kids
to plants. Plants which can be valued at $7,000 per plant creates a risk of property crime and
invites theft. We don't need teens growing their own high-potency plants in their back yards.

The large majority of Bay Area communities that voted by majority in favor of Prop 64 have
opted not to allow outdoor growing (see graphs above). lf Corte Madera were to allow outdoor
growing, it would be an exception and be considered more permissive than most communities in
Marin and the Bay Area.

Ultimately, Corte Madera, a small community where a large majority voted in favor of Prop 64,
faces these choices: Will the people of Corte Madera adopt a long-term cannabis policy to:

1) Adopt moderately strict cannabis regulations like Ojai, Alameda, Brisbane, San Carlos,
and Nevada City that only minimize the impact of Big Cannabis on youth and community
health?

2) Establish stringent regulations like Sausalito, San Anselmo, MillValley, Albany, Capitola,
and Monterey to restrict Big Cannabis influence and create greater protections for youth
and community health?

3) Adopt highly permissive regulations like Richmond, El Cerrito, Berkeley, Emeryville,
Oakland, Hayward, and Santa Cruz that give Big Cannabis substantial access to their
community through local cannabis retail outlets, thereby giving youth and community
members much greater access to high-potency products?

California and Marin have decades of experience from tobacco control. Policymaking and
evidence show clearly that restricting access to products reduces use, particularly youth use.
We no longer have cigarette vending machines because kids used them. We have made it more
difficult for retailers to sell to minors. We have regulated Big Tobacco's commercial operations.
Now, with cannabis we should not make mistakes to allow increased availability and access. lf
we follow the approach of limiting access that made California and Marin successful in reducing
youth smoking tobacco, we can achieve the same gains with youth use of cannabis.

Community-wide environmental prevention works. That's why today very few teens in Marin
County smoke cigarettes. lf we adults in our community don't take responsibility for controlling
powerful industries that target kids with highly potent products, we will face the results. That's
why today we have an epidemic of juuling.

I urge you to joining many other California communities that voted in favor of Prop 64, but have
chosen to protect youth and community health by limiting the influence of Big Cannabis in their
communities and not allow outdoor cultivation. Given Corte Madera's central location in Marin
County, the decision the Corte Madera Town Council makes will everyone in Marin.

Sincerely,

Jeremiah Mock, MSc, PhD



Phil Boyle

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Linda Henn <linda@thecoalitionconnection.com>
Thursday, May 02,20L9 3:L3 PM

Sloan Bailey; David Kunhardt; Bob Ravasio; Eli Beckman;James Andrews; Phil Boyle
Corte Madera May 7th Town Council Meeting
CMTC.pdf; Goodwin 2017 Trends in Daily Cannabis Use Among CigaretteSmokers.pdf;
Di Forti 2019 The contribution of cannabis use to variation in the incidence of psychotic
disorder across Europe (EU-GEI)- a multicentre case-control study.pdf

Please find attached a letter from The Coalition Connection on the subject of Cannabis Ordinance in Corte
Madera for the May 7th Meeting. Please find affached other documentation to support the letter. I welcome any
questions or additional information.
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I Neverused

I Rare useofTHC<I0%

I Rare useofTHCalON

I UsedTHC<1O% more than once a week

I UsedTHC:10% more than once a week

il DailyuseofTHC<lO%

[f DailyuseofTHC:1O%

London Amsterdam

Figure 2: Fully adjusted ORs of psychotic dircrders for the combined measure of frequency plus type of cannabis u

Data are shown for the three sites with the greatest consumption of cannabis: London (201 cases, 230 controls), Amst€
(${ cases, 100 controls). Error bars represent 95% Cls. OR-odds ratio.
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Trends in Daily Cannabis Use Among Cigarette
Smokers: United States, 2002-2014
Renee D. Gooilwin, PhD, MPH, Inuren R. Pacek, PhD,Jan Copeland, PhD, ScottJ, Moeller, PhD, Lisa Dierker, PhD, Andrea Weinberger, PhD,
Misato Gbedemah, MPH, MichaelJ. Zvolensky, PhD, Melanie M. Wall, PhD, and Deborah S. Hasin, PhD

Objectives. To estima[e changes in the prevalence oF daity cannabis use among
current, Former, and never cigaretle smokers From 2002 b2A14 in the Uniled Slates.

Methods. The National Survey on Drug Use and Health is a nationally representative
cross-sectional s[udy conducted annuatty among persons aged 1 2 years and o[der in the
Uni[ed States.

Results. Daity cannabis use occurs nearly exclusively among nondaily and daity ciga-

ret[e smokers compared with Former and never smokers (8.03'/",9.01y",2.79%, 1.05Vo,

respectivety). Daily cannabis use increased over the past decade among both nondai[y
(8.03% [2014]vs2.B5o/.[2002], tinear trend P<.001) and daity smokers (9.01"/"[2Ua];
A.92% 120021; [inear trend P<.001). Daily cannabis use increased most rapidly among

tormer cigaret[e smokers (2.79'/o[2014] vs 0.98% [2002); linear trend P<.001).
Conclusions. Daily cannabis use occurs predominantly among cigaret[e smokers in the

United States. Daitycannabis use increased among curient, tormer, and neversmokers over

the past decade, with par[icularly rapid increases among youth and Femate cigarette
smokers. Future research is needed to monitor the observed increase in daity cannabis use,

especially among youths and adults who smoke cigaretles. (An J Public Heolth.201B;108:

1 37 -1 42. doi:1 0.2 1 05/AJPH.201 7.304050)

f igarette smoking remains the leading

bpreventable cause of disease and pre-
mature mortaliry in the United States.l There

have been substantial declines in smoking
prevalence over the past halfcentury in the

United States, although the rate ofthis decline
has decelerated in recent y."^.''3

Cannabis use is more common among
people who smoke cigarettes than among

those who do not.H Studies show that

cannabis use is associated with the persistence

ofcigarette smokingT'8 and relapse to smoking
among former smokers.e The invene is also

evident: the use oftobacco is associated with
increased odds of cannabis dependence.l0

Previous studies have not examined whether
the prevalence ofdaily cannabis use has

changed among cigarette smoken in the
population over the past decade. Indeed,

previous work suggests that heavy cannabis

use is strongly related to cigarette smoking and

nicotine dependence.s'1 
1-13 In a recent study,

Schauer et al. found an increase in past 30-day

cannabis use among tobacco users from 2003

to 201.2,6'14 as well as significant increases in
co-use ofpast 30-day cannabis and tobacco

use from 2003 to 2012 with diflerential in-
creases by demographic group. Yet, it is not

clear that previous studies examining occa-

sional, any past-30 day, or any past-year

cannabis use allow us to extrapolate to an

accurate estimate of the relations between

daily cannabis use and cigarette smoking.

Understanding the degree to which daily

cannabis use may be common among

cigarette smokers is critical because previous
findings suggest that any past month cannabis

use is associated with smoking penistence and

relapseT'o coupled with previous estimates

of high rates of cigarette smoking among
cannabis or....t4

We investigated the prevalence of daily
cannabis use among nondaily, daily, former,
and iifetime cigarette nonsmokers and

whether these rates differ by demographic
characteristics among those aged 12 yean and

older in the United States. Second, we esti-

mated changes in the prevalence of daily
cannabis use among nondaily, daily, former,
and never cigarette smokers, overall and by
demographic subgroups, frorn 2002 to 201 4.

METHODS
The National Survey on Drug Use and

Health (NSDUH) provides annual cross-

sectional national data on the use oftobacco,

other substance use, and mental health in
the United States.ts-23 A multistage area

probabiiiry sample for each ofthe 50 states and

the District of Columbia was conducted to
represent the male and female civilian non-
institutionalized population of the United
States aged 72 years and oider. We obtained
data from the 2002-2014 NSDUH public use

data files for a combined sample size of

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Renee D. Coodwin is pilh the lnstituteJor Implenentation Science in Population Health, Craduate School oJPublic Heahh and
Heahh Policy, The City University oJNew Yorh, New Yorh, NY. Lauren R. Paceh k with the Depatment of Psythiatry and

Behavioral Sciences, Duke University Medical Center, Durhdm, NC.Jan Copeland is with the University oJNew South

Wales Medicine, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia. ScottJ- Moeiler is with the Department oJ Psychiatry, Stony Brook
University &hool of Medicine, Stony Brooh, NY. Lisa Dierber k with the Depattment oJ Psychology, Wesleyan lJniversity,
Middletowtt, CT. Andrea Weinberger is with the FerkauJ Craduate School oJ Psythology, Yeshiva I)niversity, Bronx, NY.
MichaelJ. Zvolensky is tuith the Department oJPsychology, University oJHouston, Houston, TX. Melanie M. Wa[[ is with
the Department of Biostatistits, Moilmqn School oJPublic Heahh, Columhia IJninrsity, New Yorh, NY- Deborah S. Hasir is

with the Department of Epideniology, Mailman School of Public Heahh.
Corespondence should be sent to Renee D. Caotlwin, PhD, MPH, Depaftment of Epitleniology and Biostatistits, Craduate

School of Public Health, The City Univercity of NewYork, 55 West 125th Street, NewYoth, I',lY 10027 (e-mail: renee.goodwin@

sph.cuny.edu). Repints can be orlered at http:/ /w.ajph.org by clicking the "Repints" link.
Thk artkle was auepted July 25, 2017.
cloi : 1 0. 2 1 05 /AJPH. 2017. 304050
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725 01 0 individuals. To increase the precision
of estimates, African Americans, Hispanics,

and young people were oversampled. Re-
sponse rates for completed surveys ranged

frornT3%o to 79%o.

Participants aged 18 yean and older
provided informed consent, and parental
permission and assent was obtained for in-
dividuals aged 12to 77 yearsbefore the start of
every interview. Participants were given

a description of the study, read a statement

describing the legislation regarding the con-
fidentiality of any information provided by
participants, and assured that panicipation in
the study was voluntary. Surveys were ad-
ministered by computer-assisted penonal
interviewing conducted by an interviewer
and audio computer-assisted self-interviewing.
Audio computer-assisted self-interviewing was

designed to provide respondents with a pri-
vate and confidential means of responding to
ques[ions and to increase honest repor[ing
ofillegal drug use and other sensitive behav-
ion. Respondents were offered US $30 for
participation.

Sampling weights for the NSDUH were

computed to control for unit-level and

individual-level nonresponse and adjusted to
ensure consistency with population estimates

obtained from the US Census Bureau. To use

data from the 13 yean of combined data,

a new weight was created upon aggregating

the 13 data sets by dividing the original weight
by the number of data sets combined. Ad-
ditional information describing the complex

sampling weight methodology for the
NSDUH can be found elsewhere.22

Measures
Sociodcntognphir nu'iillcs. Sociodemo-

graphic variables for this study included
gender, racelethnicity (White, African
American, Hispanic, other [i.e., Native
American/Aiaska Native, Native Hawaiian/
Other Pacific Islander, Asian, more than 1

racel), age (12-17,18:25,226 years), and

annual income (< $20 000, $20 000-$74 999,

> $7s 000).
Ci g arc t t c sriroftil.g uttr i tbl c s. Current ciga-

rette smoking status was assessed using the
following questions: (1) "Have you ever
smoked part or all of a cigarette?"; (2) "Have
you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your
entire life?"; and (3) "During the past 30 days,

have you smoked part or all of a cigarette?"

We classified individuals who did not report
smoking at least 1 00 cigarettes in their lifetime

as never smokers. We classified individuals
who reported smoking at least 100 cigarettes

in their lifetime and at least 1 cigarette within
the past 30 days as current smoken. 'We then
subdivided current smokers on the basis of
frequency of smoking using the following
question: "During the past 30 days, that is,

since [DATEFILL], on how many days did
you smoke part or all of a cigarette?" We
classified those who smoked 1 to 29 days of
the past 30 days as current nondaily smoken

and those who smoked all 30 of the past 30

days as current daily smokers. 'We classified

individuals who reported smoking 100 cig-

arettes in their lifetime and reported smoking

0 cigarettes in the past 30 days as former
smokers. Similar classification schemes have

been used in previous .esearch.t4''5

We asked nondaily and daily smoken to
report the number of cigarettes that they
smoked per day: "On the days you smoked

cigarettes during the past 30 days, how many
cigarettes did you smoke per day, on aver-

age?" Response options for the included "1-
15" versus "76+" ctgarettes that they smoked

per day.

Catrrtrrbis usc utrioblcs. Participants re-
ported how long it had been since their last

cannabis use.'We categorized individuals
reporting using cannabis "within the past

30 days" as past month users in a new di-
chotomous variable (any vs none). Partici-

pants indicating past month use reported the
number of days they used cannabis in the last

30 days. We classified participants who re-
ported using cannabis on 25 days or greater as

-25-29oally users.

S[atis[icaI Analysis
Data were weighted to reflect the complex

design of the NSDUH sample and analyzed

with Stata SE version 12.0.30'We used Taylor
series estimation methods (Stata SVY com-
mands) to obtain proper SE estimates for the

cross-tabulations. First, we examined the

combined prevalence ofdaily cannabis use by
smoking statuses (nondaily, daily, former, and

never smoken) from20O2 to 2014. We then

examined the association between daiiy
cannabis use with nondaily and daily cigarette

smoking by demographic characteristics.

Next, we examined the prevalence of daily
cannabis use among the 4 smoking statuses

across time ftom 2002 to 201,4.
'We 

assessed linear time trends of cannabis

use and daily cannabis use using logistic re-
gression models with continuous year as the
predictor. We then used multivariable logistic
regression to adjust for demographics (gender,

age, racelethnicity, income). Within these

analyses, odds ratios (ORs) indicate the slopes

ofthe increase and decrease (i.e., rapidiry of
change) in daily cannabis use between 2002

and2014. Furthermore, we used models with
year by smoking status interaction terms and

F-tests to test the significance of these in-
teractions to assess differential time trends

(i.e., differences in the rapidiry ofchange
berween smoking statuses).

Additionaily, we tested interactions be-
rvveen year, smoking status, and selected

demographic characteristics (gender, racel
ethnicity, age); all were significant (all

P<.01). Thus, we stratified analyses con-
ceming the prevalence of daily cannabis use

by the demographic characteristics. We used

models with year by sociodemographic

characteristic interaction terms and F-tests to
test the significance of these interactions to
assess di{ferential time trends (i.e., differences

in the rapidity ofchange between levels ofthe
sociodemographic variables) within each of
the 4 smoking statuses.

RESULTS
Daily and nondaily cigarette smokers were

significantly more likely to use cannabis daiiy
than were never smokers (Ok:4.a7; p5%
confidence interval (CD = a.tS, 4.82]; OR:
7.61; [95% Cl : 7 .09, 8.17], respectively)

in every demographic group. The relation-
ships between daily and nondaily cigarette

smoking and daily cannabis use differed sig-
nificantly by age, gender, marital status, race,

and income (Table 1). The strength of the
relationships varied, but all were robust and

statistically significant. In terms of di{ferences

by demographic strata, the relationship be-
tween daily and nondaily cigarette smoking

and daily cannabis use was stronger among

Gmales than among males, among youths

aged 72 to 1 7 years than among older age

groups, among never married and widowed,
divorced, or separated venus married, and

1 38 Research Peer Reviewed Goodwin et ol. AJPH January 2018, Vo[ 108, No. 1
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TABLE 1-Associalion of Daily Cannabis Use With Daily and Nondaily Cigarette Smoking, by Demographic Characteristics: Nationalsurvey on
Drug Use and Health, United States, 2002-2014

Unadjusted Prevatence of Daily Cannabis Use

Nondaily Cigarette Smoking
Versus No Cigarette

Smoking

Daity Ciqarette Smoking
Versus No Cigarette

Smoking

Characteristic
Total Sampte,

% (es% cD

Non-cigarette
Smoker, % (95% Cl)

Nondaily Cigarette
Smoker, % (95% Cl)

Daity Cigarette

Smoker, % (95% Cl) oRa (95% CD P,n,b ORa (95% CD P,n,b

Total sample

Gender

Male (Ref)

Female

Age, y

12-17 (Ref)

1 8-25

>_26

MaritaI status

Manied (Ref)

Widowed, divorced,

or separated

Never married

lncome, 5

<20000 (Ref)

20 000-74 999

> 75 000

Race/ethnicity

white (Ref)

Elack

Hispanic

0ther

1.91 (1.86, 1.96) 0.85 (0.82, 0.89) 4.74 (4.s1,4.eel 6.31 (6.09, 5.55) 4.47 (4.15, 4.82) 7.61 (7.09, 8.17)

0.55,4.23) 6.51 (5.99,7.08)

(5.69,7.64 <.001 10.93 19.77,12.22) <.001

2.79 (2.71,2.871

1.08 (1.03,1.14)

1.32 (1.26, 1.39)

0.44 (0.40, 0.47)

5.e4 (s.58,6.33)

3.13 (2.83,3.47)

11.17 (1r.05,11.24)

10.40 (9.93,10.89)

2.7s (2.47,3.06)

1.99 (1.64,2.41)

2.07 (1.98,2.13)

5.68 (5.20,6.21)

4.69 (4.34, s.06)

0.62 (0.s6, 0.6e)

4.96 (4.64, 5.31)

5.07 (4.93, 5.18)

3.96 (3.8r,4.15)

3.76 (3.62, 3.89)

8.28 (7.e4, 8.63)

4.14 (3.87,4.42)

21.01 (20.87, 21.33)

15.46 (15.05,15.88)

4.32 (4.08, 4.57)

3.87

6.58

1.27 (1.22, r.33)

5.60 (5.47, 5.73)

1.35 (1.30, 1.41)

0.55 (0.51, 0.se)

2.49 (2.37,2.60)

0.64 (0.60, 0.69)

22.70 (20.08, 25.67)

4.24 (3.95, 4.55)

3.14 (2.75, 3.58)

5r.35 (45.28, 58.24)

7.23 (6.81,7.68)

s.s4 (5.01, 6.13)

6.77 (5.90, 7.78)

<.001 5.55 (4.46,6.90)

6.44 (s.69, 7.28)

7.43 (6.97, 8.60)

9.07 (7.78, 10.57)

7.33 (6.75, 7.96)

.76 6.89 (5.83,8.15)

<.001 10.96 (8.84, 13.57)

<.001 9.59 (6.72, 13.69)

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

0.84 (0.78, 0.e0)

1.46 (1.32,1.61)

0.44 (0.39, 0.49)

0.63 (0.54, 0.74)

3.06 (2.77, 3.37)

3.9s (3.48, 4.49)

7.32 (6.86, 7.82)

6.14 (5.84,6.46)

5.49 (s.03, 5.9e)

6.09 (s.84, 6.34)

8.07 (7.94, 8.19)

6.67 (5.s3, 6.79)

6.01 (5.20, 6.94)

4.23 (3.40,5.26)

2.78 (2.0e, 3.6e)

3.92 (3.38, 4.s5)

4.61 (4.08, 5.19)

5.07 (4.30, 5.97)

4.62 (4.18, 5.10)

3.s5 (2.83, 4.44)

5.31 (4.22, 6.69)

4.98 (3.49, 7.09)

<.001

3.72 (3.63, 3.82) 1.61 (1.s4, 1.69) 8.30 (7.e2, 8.70) 12.67 (12.30, 13.05) 4.77 (4.43, s.15) <.001 8.55 (7.96, 9.19) <.001

?.87 (2.74, 3.0r)

1.96 (1.89,2.03)

1.23 (1.15,1.31)

1.30 (1.19,1.42)

0.86 (0.0.80, 0.91)

0.62 (0.56, 0.6e)

.051

.007

.011

<.001

1.99 (1.93, 2.04)

2.38 (2.23, 2.55)

1 .44 (1.33, 1.s6)

1.30 (1.18,1.43)

0.84 (0.7e, 0.8e)

1.25 (1.1 2, 1.39)

0.73 (0.64, 0.82)

0.60 (0.48, 0.74)

.14

<.001

<.001

Note. Cl = confidence interva[; OR = odds ratio. ORs reflecl associations within each leveI oF sociodemographic variables, comparing nondaity and daily cigarette
smoking with nonsmoking.
aAdjusted For atl other variables listed in the table and calendar year (calegorical).
bPvatue for muttiplicaLive interaction oF demographic by smoking categories on daity cannabis use, e.g., OR= 6.58 For nondaily vs no cigaretles in women is

signiticanlly ditterent (Pint<.001)compared with the OR=3.87 in men.

among the highest income group versus the

lowest income group.
For racelethnicity, there was no difference

in the strength of the relationship between
cigarette smoking and daily cannabis use

bewveen'White and African American re-
spondents; the relationships were stronger
among Hispanic and other racelethnicity
group respondents than among White re-
spondents. For instance, among Hispanic
smokers (vs nonsmokers) the relationship
bewveen daily cannabis use and cigarette

smoking was significantly stronger than
among'White individuals (OR : 10.96; [95%
CI : 8.84, 13.571 vs OP.= 7.73; [95%
Cl : 6.7 5, 7.96); P <.001, respectively).

The relationship was also significantly
stronger among females than among males

(OR : 10.93; l9s% Cr : 9.77, 12.221 vs

oR : 6.5i; [95% Cr: 5.99, 7.081; P<.001,
respectively).

The strength of the relationship bewveen

cigarette smoking and daily cannabis use

was particularly strong among youths aged

1,2to 77 years. The ORs suggest that nondaily
and daily cigarette smoking in youths is

associated with a 23-fold and 51-fold in-
crease in likelihood ofusing cannabis daily,
respectively.

Daily Cannabis Use by Cigare[[e
Smoking S[a[us

Daily cannabis use increased significantly
in the US population across all smoking
statuses from 2002 to 2014: cunent daily

(4.92% vs 9.01%), nondaily (2.85o/o vs 8.03%),

former (0.98% vs2.79%o), and never cigarette

smoken (0.45% vs 1.05%; Figure 1; Table A
[available as a supplement to an online venion
of this article arhrtp:/ /www.ajph.org]).
These trends remained significant after
adjusting for a range ofcovariates.

However, the rate of the increase dif-
fered significantly by smoking group in
several cases. Specifically, the increase in
rate of daily cannabis use was significantly
more rapid among nondaily smokers (ad-
justed OR [AOn1 = 1.101. 95% CI : 1.08,
1.12) rhan among daily smokers (AOR:
1.07:95% CI = 1.06, 1.09) and more rapid
among former smokers (AOR: 1.12;95%
CI : 1 .10, 1 .1 5) than among never smoke rs

(AoR : 1.08; 95% CI = 1.07, 1.10).
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Daily Cannabis Use by Age
Daily cannabis use increased significantly

among daily cigarette smokers in all age

groups (Table D [available as a supplement to
an online venion of this arcicle 

^thttp://
www.ajph.orgl); the fastest rates of increase

were among those aged 26 years and older
(AOR = 1 .10; 95% CI = 1 .08, 1 .12) venus
aged 12 to 17 yean (AOR:1.041'95o/o
Cl:1..02, 1.07) and 18 to 25 years

(AOR = 1 .04; 95% CI = 1.03, 1.05). The
highest prevaience of daily cannabis use-by
contrast-was among those aged 72 to 77

years with 27 .6% of datly smoken aged 12 to
17 years using cannabis daily in 2014.1n2014,
20.33%io of rhose age d 18 to 25 yean who were
daily cigarette smoken used cannabis daily,
with a considerably lower proporcion (7 .12o/o)

of daily cannabis use among daily cigarette

smoken aged,26 yean and older.
Among nondaily cigarette smoken, daily

cannabis use increased in all age groups, again

with the fastest rate of change among those

aged26 yean and older (AOR:1.13;95%
CI = 1 .09, 1 .1 6), followed by aged 78 ro 25

yean (AOR = 1 .09;95% Cl = 1 .07, 1 .1 0) and

12 ro 17 years (AOR : 1.06; 95% CI : 1 .03,

1.09). Among nondaily cigarette smokers,

daily cannabis use was considerably lower

(12.5o/o) among those aged 72 to 17 yean (vs

27.6%o tmong daily cigarette smoken), al-
though daily cannabis use was reported by
17 .34%o of nondaily cigarette smoken aged 18

to 25 yean in201.4.

DISCUSSION
The study has several key findings. Fint,

daily cannabis use appears to occur nearly

exclusively among cigarette smoken in the

United States. Specifically, averaged over
2002 to 2074, the prevalence ofdaily cannabis

use is approximately 10 times higher
among cigarette smokers than among never

smokers. Less than 1olo of never cigarette

smokers use cannabis daily, whereas 11.05%

of cigarette smokers (nondaily smokers:

4.74%; datly smokers: 6.31%o) use cannabis

daily.
Second, the prevalence ofdaily cannabis

use increased significantly among daily
(4.92% vs 9.01%), nondaily (2.85% vs 8.03%),

former (0.98% vs2.79%), and never (0.45% vs

1.057o) cigarette smoken from 2002 ro 201 4.

Yet, the rate of increase in daily cannabis use

was most rapid among former cigarette

smokers. Although the overall prevalence of
daily cannabis use remains relatively low
among non-cigarette smokers compared

with cigarette smokers, the number ofpeople
affected is substantial; non-cigarette smoken
comprise the largest segment of the pop-
ulation (former smokers: 20.03%o; never
smoken: 58.61Yr).

Third, the prevalence ofdaily cannabis use

by smoking status differed by demographic
group. The disparities in these relationships

were particularly notable by age, gender, and

racelethnicity.

The mechanisms underlying the re-
lationship between tobacco and cannabis use

are not clear, but because ofthe high rate of
co-use, this topic is being intensely studied.3l

Overlaps in the neurobiological systems in-
volved with nicotine and cannabis (e.g., ac-

rivation of the mesolimbic dopaminergic
system) and cannabinoid receptors appear to
mediate the rewarding effects of nicotine.3l-33

In fact, cannabinoid agents have been

proposed as potential treatments for nico-
tine dependence.32 Substitution has been

defined as a conscious choice to substitute 1

drug for another, as described among medical
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Daily Cannabis Use by Gender
Daily cannabis use increased significantly

among both genders in all smoking status

groups. Among never smoken, daily cannabis

use increased faster among Gmales (AOn=
1.13;95% CI : 1.10, 1.16) than among males

(AOR = 1.06;95% CI: 1.05, 1.08), and

females showed a 3-fold increase in preva-
lence ofdaily cannabis use over this period
(Table B [available as a supplement to an

oniine venion of this article at http://www.
ajph.orgl).

There were no di{ferences in the rate of
change over time by gender among daily,
nondaily, and former smoken.

Daily Cannabis Use by
Race/EIhnici[y

Daily cannabis use increased among all

daily, nondaily, former, and never smokers of
all racelethnicity groups, without any sig-

nificant differences in the rate ofchange
berween groups (Table C [available as a sup-
plement to an online venion of this article at

hnp : / / www.ajph. orgl).
Notably, daily cannabis use increased

S-fold among nondaily, former, and never

smoken of other racelethniciw.

FICURE 1-Prevalence of Daily Cannabis Use OverTime and LinearTime Trends, by Cigarette
Smoking Status: National Survey on Drug Use and Heallh, United States, 2002-2014
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3435.marijuana patients.-''" In this case, use of
tobacco and cannabis together may be driven
by attempts to use 1 drug to alleviate some of
the potential negative efects or consequences

of the other drug.

Penons who quit smoking cigarettes may

substitute cannabis to lessen withdrawal
symptoms, using an altemative substance that
is viewed as less addictive, less harmful, and

carrying less stigma. With regard to with-
drawal, some preclinical and clinical data

suggest that cannabis use attenuates the ex-
perience of nicotine withdrawal.36'37 Also,
both cannabis and nicotine are typically
used by the same route ofadministration (i.e.,

inhalation) and are often used simultaneously

through blunts or joints, which increases the

amount of tetrahydrocannabinol inhaled.3T'38

Preclinical research suggests that tetrahydro-
cannabinol increases the rewarding value of
nicorine,39 and numerous cannabis users report
using tobacco to extend and enhance the effects

of cannabis.3e'+o One laboratory study showed

that penons receiving nicocine through
a transdermal patch, compared with a placebo

patch, reported increased effecs from cannabis,

including a higher heart rate and self-rating of
being "stimulated" and "higl't."r t

Complementarity is generally defined as

the case when 2 drugs are used together at

high rates, as tobacco and cannabis are, be-
cause ofa desire to experience synergistic

effects of the drugs. This is another potential
explanatory mechanism for high levels of use

ofboth substances. In addition, there is
evidence that cannabis and tobacco have

somewhat contrasting efGcts on cognition.
Specifically, cannabis can have negative ef-

4t-43
lects on cognltlon, - whereas nlcotlne can

have positive effects on cognitionaa and

nicotine may be used as an attempt to at-
tenuate cannabis-related negative cognitive
effects.aa<6 Itis also conceivable that a pattem
ofuse may begin as substitution and transform
into complementarity. Furthermore, it is

possible that a number of psychosociai, in-
dividual, and environmental facton influence
co-use, especially with the changes in can-
nabis legal status and the increasing stigma

associated with cigarette use. Future research

that can invesrigate pathways that incorporate

the reciprocal effects ofneurobiological, psy-
chosocial, psychological, and environ-
mental factors will likely be needed to gain
a better understanding ofthese mechanisms.

Upon examining the relationship between
daily cannabis use and cigarette smoking by
demographic subgroups, we found significant
and robust relationships for all subgroups, but
the strength ofthe relationships diflered sig-

nificantly by subgroup. The most striking
dispariry was by age, specifically among
youths aged 12 to 17 yean. Although the
prevalence of daily cannabis use was almost

nonexistent among those aged 12 to 17 years

who have never smoked cigarettes (i.e.,

0.65%),27.6%o of adolescent daily cigarette

smoken and 12.52o/o adolescent nondaily
cigarette smokers reported daily cannabis use.
'We are not aware of previous reports that
have illustrated that daily cannabis use in
youths occurs nearly entirely among those

who also use cigarettes.

In addition to age, we found severa-l other
differences for demographic subgroups. Al-
though the prevalence ofdaily cannabis use was

higher among men than among women, the

relationship between cigarette smoking and

daily cannabis use was stronger among women
than among men and the prevalence of daily

cannabis use increased significandy more rap-

idly among women than among men over
time. The strength of the relationship between

cigarette smoking and daily cannabis use also

increased with income, with the strongest re-
lationship among those with incomes of
$75000 and higher, although the relationship

among those with $20 000 and lower was still

robust. Future in-depth work is needed to
understand these shifiing trends by gender and

income.

Limi[aIions
Limitations of this study should be con-

sidered. First, the level of cannabis use on
a certain day is not known, and therefore
this may vary considerably. Further,
cannabis use was measured by self-report
without biological verification and is

therefore subject to report bias. Thus, level
of consumption is not known and may vary

considerably.
Second, the mode of administration of

cannabis is not fully detailed. In future work,
undentanding whether the relations between
cigarette smoking and cannabis use is related

to route of administration of cannabis or
tobacco would be helpful both from a public
health perspective in assessing prevalence

AJPH RESEARCH

trends and in furthering efforts to
understanding the mechanisms of this
relationship.

Additionally, because of the repeated

cross-sectional nature ofthe NSDUH, we are

unable to explore changes within the same

individuals over time. Yet, the data do not
allow observation of potentially important

trends over time at the population level.

Conclusions
Because ofthe strong relationship between

cigarette and cannabis co-use, and operating
under the premise that increased daily can-

nabis use could be contributing to the de-
celeration in smoking prevalence in the
United States, our primary goal was to in-
vestigate the relationship between cigarette

smoking and daily cannabis use and to ex-
amine whether daily cannabis use has in-
creased among smoken over time. We found
that daily cannabis use has increased signifi-
cantly among nondaily smoken and daily
smokers. Yet, the rate of increase was most

rapid among non-cigarette smokers.

The rate of increase of daily cannabis use

among nondaily cigarette smokers was slighdy
higher than among daily cigarette smokers;

and recent results suggest that whereas daily
smoking continues to decline rapidly, nondaily

smoking is not declining as rapidly and may

be increasing in some groups. It is conceivable

that this stunted decline in cigarette use is

owing, in part, to the substantia-l increase in
daily cannabis use in this group. Other work
has recently found that nondaily smokers also

appear to have higher levels ofdepression and

other substance use, suggesting they are

a group who requires futher srudy.aT

\Ve also found that although the relative

prevalence ofdaily cannabis use among non-
cigarette smoken is low compared with that
among smoken, the rate of increase in
nonsmokers is faster than it is among smoken.
Previously, some work has found that ciga-

rette use may be a gateway into other drug use

behavior, including cannabis.4s Yet, recent

work suggests that (1) more permissive atti-
tudes toward marijuana may mitigate this

gateway effect, or (2) cannabis may serve as

a gzteway to cigarette ura.o' B"a"rr. .....-
ational cannabis has recently been legalized in
a growing number of US states, nonsmokers

may represent a new group at considerable

January 2018, Vo[ 108, No. I AJPH Goodwin et al. Peer Reviewed Research 141
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risk for high-frequency cannabis use in the
yean ahead. ,4fPlJ
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The contribution of cannabis use to variation in the
incidence of psychotic disorder across Europe (EU-GEl):

a multicentre case-control study
MartaDi Forti, Diego Quattrone,Tom P Freeman, GiadoTripoli, CharlotteGayer-Anderson, HanietQuigley,VictoriaRodriguez, Hannah EJongsma,

Laura Ferroro,CoterinaLqCascia, Daniele LoBarbera, llqriaTanicone, DomenicoBerardi, Andreiszijke, Celso Arango, AndreaTortelli, EvaVelthorst,

Miguel Bernardo, Cristino Marto Del-Ben, Paulo Rossi Menezes, Jean-PoulSelten, Peter B)ones, James B Kirkbride, BartPF Rutten, Lieuwe de Haon,

Pok C Shom, Jim van Os, kthryn M l.ewis, Michoel lynskey, Craig Morgan, Robin M Mvrroy, ond the FU-GFl WP2 Group"

Summary
Background Cannabis use is associated with increased risk oflater psychotic disorder but whether it affects incidence
of the disorder remains unclear. We aimed to identify patterns of cannabis use with the strongest effect on odds of
psychotic disorder across Europe and explore whether differences in such patterns contribute to variations in the
incidence rates of psychotic disorder.

MethodsWe included patients aged 18-64 years who presented to psychiatric services in 11 sites across Europe and
Brazil with first-episode psychosis and recruited controls representative ofthe local populations. We applied adiusted
logistic regression models to the data to estimate which patterns of cannabis use carried the highest odds for psychotic
disorder. Using Europe-wide and national data on the expected concentration ofAc-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in
the different types ofcannabis available across the sites, we divided the gpes ofcannabis used by participants into two
categories: low potency (THC <10%) and high potency (THC >10%). Assuming causality, we calculated the population
aftributable fractions (PAFs) for the patterns ofcannabis use associated with the highest odds ofpsychosis and the
correlation between such patterns and the incidence rates for psychotic disorder across the study sites.

Findings Between May 1, 2010, and April 1,2015, we obtained data from 901 patients with firstepisode psychosis
across 11 sites and 1237 population controls from those same sites. Daily cannabis use was associated with increased
odds of psychotic disorder compared with never users (adjusted odds ratio [OR] 3 .2, 95% Cl2.2-4'I), increasing to
nearly five-times increased odds for daily use ofhigh-potency types ofcannabis (4.8, 2.5-6.3). The PAFs calculated
indicated that if high-potency cannabis were no longer available, 12.2%io (95% Cl3 . 0-16 . 1) of case s of first-episode
psychosis could be prevented across the 11 sites, rising to 30.3% (15.2-40.0) in London and.50.3%o (27.4-66'Ol in
Amsterdam. The adjusted incident rates for psychotic disorder were positively correlated with the prevalence in
controls across the 11 sites ofuse ofhigh-potency cannabis (r=0.7; p=0.0286) and daily use (r=0'E; p=0.0109).

lnterpretation Differences in frequency ofdaily cannabis use and in use ofhigh-potency cannabis contributed to the
striking variation in the incidence ofpsychotic disorder across the 11 studied sites. Given the increasing availability of
high-potency cannabis, this has important implications for public health.

Funding source Medical Research Council, the European Community's Seventh Framework Program grant, Sio Paulo
Research Foundation, National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) at South
London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust and King's College London and the NIHR BRC at University College
London, Wellcome Trust.

Copyright @ 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an Open Access article under the CC BY4.0license.
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lntroduction
Many countries have legalised or decriminalised cannabis
use, leading to concerns that this might result in an in-
crease in cannabis use and associated harm,t' even ifthe
latter only affects a minority of the population.' Cross-
sectional and prospective epidemiological studiesas as

well as biological evidenceu support a causal link between
cannabis use and psychotic disorder. Meta-analysis shows
a dose-response association with the highest odds of
psychotic disorder in those with the heaviest cannabis
use.7 Nevertheless, it is not clear whether, at a population

level, patterns ofcannabis use influence rates ofpsychotic
disorder.*'o

A systematic review" has described a five-times
variation in the incidence of schizophrenia worldwide.
A transnational case-control study (EU-GEI) has
reported an eight-times difference in the incidence of
psychotic disorder across 16 European sites plus one
in Brazil." Differences in the distribution of risk
factors for psychosis, such as cannabis use, among
the populations studied might contribute to these
variations.
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Research in context

Evidence before this study
The evidence reporting the dose-dependent association between

cannabis use and psychotic disorders has been summarised in the

meta-analysis by Marconi and colleagues. We searched PubMed

for studies published upto March 11. 2018, that had specifically

measuredthe impact of high-potency cannabis use on the odds

ofpsychotic disorder (not psychotic symptoms orpsychosis in

general) orthat had calculated the proportion of new cases of
psychotic disorder arising in specific populations that were

attributabletothe use of high-potency cannabis, using the terms
"psychotic disordes" and "high potency cannabis" or
"skunk-superskunk" or "highTHC cannabis"; we also includedthe
term "population attributable fraction". Finally, we searched for
studies that reportedthe impact ofany use ofcannabis on the
incidence of psychotic disorder or schizophrenia.Three studies

met our inclusion criteria. Boydell and colleagues speculatedthat
an increase in the incidence ratesofschizophrenia between 1965

and 1999 in south London might be relatedtothe increase, over

the same period, in the prevalence ofcannabis use in theyear

before first presentation. Our two previous case-control studies

showed that high-potency cannabis, especiallywhen used daily,

carriesthe highest risk for psychotic disorder andthat, assuming

causality, 24% of new cases ofpsychotic disorder in south London

could be attributedtothe use of high potency cannabis.

Added value ofthis study
This multicentre case-control study across ten European and

one Brazilian site replicates the strong effect o{ daily use o{

Therefore, using data from the EU-GEI case-control
study of first-episode psychosis and the previously
published data on incidence," we sought to describe
differences in patterns of cannabis use across sites,
identify the measure of cannabis use with the strongest
impact on odds of psychotic disorder across sites,
calculate the population attributable fraction (PAF) for
the patterns of cannabis use associated with the highest
odds for psychosis, and test whether differences in
patterns of cannabis use contribute to variations in the
lncidence ofpsychotic disorder across sites.

Methods
Study design
The EU-GEI project set out to estimate the incidence of
psychosis and recruit first-episode psychosis cases and
controls to investigate risk factors for psychotic
disorder. First, incidence rates were estimatedu by
identifying all individuals with a 6rst episode of
psychosis who presented to mental health services
between May 1, 2010, and April 1,,2015, in 17 areas in
England, France, the Netheriands, Italy, Spain, and
Brazil (appendix). Second, to investigate risk factors,
we attempted to assess 1000 first-episode cases and
1000 population-based controls during the same
period.

high-potency cannabis on the odds for psychotic disorder in the
whole sample-which, to our knowledge, is the largestto date

to address this question. This effect was particularly visible in

London and Amsterdam. Additionally, we showthat, assuming

causality, if high-potency cannabis types were no longer

available, therr 12% of cases offirst-episode psychosis could be

prevented across Europe, rising to 30olo in London and 5Oy" in

Amsterdam. Most importantly, we provide the fi rst direct
evidence that cannabis use has an effect on variation in the
incidence of psychotic disorders. We showthat differences in

the prevalence ofdaily use of cannabis, and in use of
high-potency cannabis, among the controls from the different
study sites made a major contribution tothe striking variations

in the incidence rates of psychotic disorder that we have

previously reported across the same sites.

lmplications of all available evidence
ln the context of the well reviewed epidemiological and
biological evidence of a causal link between heavy cannabis use

and psychotic disorders, our findings have substantial

implications for mental health services and public health.

Education is needed to inform the public about the mental

health hazards of regular use of high-potency cannabis, which is

becoming i ncreasingly available worldwide.

Participants
Patients presenting with their first episode of psychosis
were identified by trained researchers who carried out
regular checks across the mental health services within
the 17 catchment areas (one site per catchment area).

Patients were eligible ifthey were aged 18-64 years and
resident within the study areas at the time of their 6rst
presentation with a diagnosis of psychosis by ICD-10
criteria (F20-33); details are provided in the supple-
mentary methods and in previous publications." Cases

were approached via their clinicai team and invited to
participate. Using the Operational Criteria Checklist
algorithm, all cases interviewed received a research-
based diagnosis.'r Patients were exduded if they had
been previously treated for psychosis or if they met
criteria for organic psychosis (F09) or for psychotic
symptoms resulting from acute intoxication (F1X.5).

We adopted quota sampling strategies to guide the
recnritment of controls. Accwate local demographic data

were used to set quotas for controls to ensure the samples'
representativeness of each catchment area's population at
risk in terms of age, gender, and ethnicity. Potential
controls were initially identified on the basis of locally
available sampling strategies, most commonly random
sampling from lists of all postal addresses and from
general practitioner lists from randomly selected
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surgeries. To achieve representation of hard-to-reach
groups (eg, young men), we then tried to oversample
them using more ad-hoc approaches such as intemet and
newspaper advertisements, and leaflets at local stations,
shops, and lob centres. Controls were excluded ifthey had
received a diagnosis of,, or treatment for, psychotic
disorder.

All participants provided informed, written consent.
Ethical approval was provided by research ethics
committees in each site.

Measures
We obtained sociodemographic data using the Medical
Research Council Sociodemographic Schedule, as

described previously.'o An updated version of the modified

tobacco (never used or smoked <10 cigarettes per day ys

smoked >10 cigarettes or more per day); stimulants,
hallucinogens, ketamine, and novel psychoactive
substances (so-called legal highs; never tried us ever
tried); and mean number of alcohoiic drinks consumed
daily on an average week. All sociodemographic and
drug-use variables associated with case-control status
were controlled for in ail analyses (appendix).

We applied adjusted logistic regression models to
estimate the effect of each of the six measures of cannabis
use on the odds of a psychotic disorder (ie, case status).
The data have a multilevel structure because cases and
controls are nested within sites. To take account of this
clustering in the logistic regression analysis, we used the
cluster option in Stata. We fitted interaction terms to
logistic models. These interaction models, using
likelihood ratio tests, were run to investigate whether
individual measures of cannabis use interacted with each
other to significantly increase the odds ratios (ORs) for
psychotic disorder and whether the ORs for psychotic
disorder of the individual measures of cannabis use
varied significantly by site.

The STATApunafcc command was used to calculate the
population attributable fraction (PAF) with 95% CIs for
the two cannabis use measures that carried the largest
adjusted OR for psychosis. The PAF measures the
population effect ofan exposure by providing an estimate
ofthe proportion ofdisorder that would be prevented if
the exposure were removed, assuming causality.

To account for potential seiection bias, we did a

probabilistic sensitivity analysis using the STNIA episensi

command.'7 This analysis assumes that we can assign
prior probability distributions for the bias parameters,
which capture the uncertainty about those parameters,
and use these distributions in a probabillstic sensitivity
analysis (appendix).

Finally, we used Pearson's correlation to test for an
association between the incidence rates for psychotic
disorder adjusted for ethnic minority status in each site
and the prevalence ofdaily cannabis use and use ofhigh-
potency cannabis in the controls as representing the
general population for each site.

Role ofthe funding source
Study funders contributed to the salaries of the re-
search workers employed but did not participate in the
study design, data analyses, data interpretation, or
writing of the manuscript. All authors had full access to
the study data and had final responsibility for the decision
to submit for publication.

Results
Between May 1, 2010, and April 1, 2015, we ap-
proached 1519 patients with first-episode psychosis;
356 (23o/ol refused to participate, 19 (1%l could not
consent because oflanguage barriers, and 14 (0 ' 9%) were
excluded because they did not meet the age inclusion
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see Online for appendix

Cannabis Experience Questionnairett
to gather detailed history of use of

was used
and other

recreational drugs (appendix). To minimise recall bias,
none of the recruitrnent materials for cases or conhols
mentioned cannabis or referred to its potential role as risk
factor for psychotic disorder. Participants were asked if
they had ever used cannabis in their lifetime; ifthe answer
was yes, they were then asked to give details on their
pattem of use. Questions on the type of cannabis used
made no reference to its potency and allowed participants
to report the colloquial name, in any language, of the
cannabis they used.

We induded six measures of cannabis use in the initial
analyses, including lifetime cannabis use (ie, whether or
not the individual had ever used cannabis), currently using
cannabis, age at first use of cannabis,'u lifetime frequency
ofuse (ie, the frecluency that characterised the individuals
most consistent pattem of use), and money spent weekly
on cannabis during their most consistent pattem of use.
Using data published in the European Monitoring Centre
for Drugs and Drug Addiction 2016 report'7 that reported
the concentration of Ae-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in the
types ofcannabis available across Europe, supplemented
by national data for each induded country,'*'u we created
the fina1 measure of cannabis potency {appendix).

Statistical analysis
We used complete case analyses for all analyses using
Stata version 14. We used inverse probability weights to
account for any oversampling of controls relative to the
popuiations at risk (appendix); we gave each control's
data a weight inversely proportional to their probability
of selection given their key demographics (age, gender,
and ethnicity) using census data on relevant populations.
These weights were applied in all analyses.

To identify potential confounders, we used X2 and
ttests to testforan associationbetween sociodemographic
data and the data on drug use with case-control status in
the whole sample. On the basis of the 1z and t tests, data
on the use ofother recreational drugs were included as

confounders in the main analyses, with low or no use
scored as 0 and use scored as 1 in categorical variables:

(cEQ*o.,)
cannabls
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Age,yea6 36.0(12.8)

Gender

Female 655 (53.07")

Male 582 (47.o%)

Self-reported ethnicity

white 9jo(75.2v.)

Black 118 (9.5%)

Mixed 113 (9.1%)

Asian 33Q.7%)

North African 23(7.9v.)

Others 2o(16vo)

Education

School with no qualifications 66 (5.3%)

School qualifications 759 (12.9Vo)

Vocational or undergraduate 826 (66.8%)

Postgraduate 177 (14.3Y")

Data missjng 9 (O.7vo)

Employment status lyear before assessment

Unemployed 95(7,7v.)

Economically inactive (ie, house person) 722 (9.9Vo)

Student 21597.4%)

Employee (fu ll time/parttime/self-employed) 805 (55.1%)

Data missing 0

Lifetime cannabis use ..

Yes 5t4(46.4"D

No 650 (52.52")

Data missing 13 (1.17")

Lifetimetobacco use

Smokes >10 cigarettes per day 158 (12.8%)

Smokes <l0cigarettesperday 238 (19.2%)

Neverused 838 (57.8%)

Data missing 3(O.2%)

Lifetime use ofother drugs

Legal highs 3o(2.4v")

Stimulants 1,49(72.Ov")

Hallucinogens 111 (9.0olo)

Ketamine 35(2.8o/o)

Data missing 2 (O.2Y")

Data are n (%) or mean (SD).

Controls(n=1237) Cases(n=901) pvalue
Most sites had minimal missing sociodemographic

(<3%) or CEQru.o'data (<5%). However, Verona, Santiago,
Oviedo, Valencia, and Cuenca had at least Ljo/o of dala
missing on the measures of cannabis use or on one or
more of the main confounding variables; therefore, given
their small sample sizes there was insufficient data to
include these sites in the analysis. This resulted in
901 cases and,1237 controls for analysis.

Compared with controls, cases were younger, more
often men, and from ethnic minorities, than the controls
(table 1). Controls were more likely to have pursued
higher education (p<0 .0001) and to have been employed
a year before assessment than cases (p<0.0001; table 1);

the differences in gender, ethnicity, education, and
employment are those expected when comparing
patients with psychosis with general population samples.

More cases than controls reported having ever used
cannabis, having smoked ten tobacco cigarettes or more a
day, or having tried other recreational drugs (table 1). We
lound no difference between cases and controls in the
mean number of alcoholic drinks consumed every day on
an average week (5.2 drinks ISD 0'4] among controls ys

4.8 drinks [0.4] among cases; median 2.0 drinks

IQR 0 .0-6. 0] for controls us 1'0 drink [0.Ga'0]; p:0.a5).
An adjusted logistic regression model showed that those

who had ever used cannabis had a modest increase in odds
of psychotic disorder compared with those who had never
used it (table 2); the odds were slightly greater in those who
started to use cannabis at age 15 years or younger.

Daily cannabis use was associated with increased odds
of psychotic disorder compared with never having used it
(table 2); this remained largely unchanged when taking
into account age atfirst use (OR 3.1,95% Cl 2 1-5.2\,
money spent (2.9, I.94-41, and type of cannabis used
(2.6, 2.0-3-9). Those who spent €20 or more a week
showed more than a doubling in the odds of a psychotic
disorder (2.5, 1'6-3.8), which dropped to 1.3 (95% CI
1.0-2.1) after controlling for daily use and type of
cannabis used; we observed no interaction between daily
use and money spent (p:0 ' 67).

Use of high-poiency cannabis {THC >10%) modestly
increased the odds ofa psychotic disorder compared with
never use (table 2); this remained largely unchanged
after controlling for daily use (OR I.5,95% CI 1'1-2.6).
Those who had started using high-potency cannabis by
age 15 years showed a doubling ofrisk (2.3, 1.4-3'1),
without evidence of interaction (p=0 . 63).

Frequency of use and type of cannabis used were
combined to generate a singie-measure of frequency
plus type of use because these two measures had the
highest ORs. Adjusted logistic regression indicated that
daily use of high-potency cannabis carried more than a

four-times increase in the risk of psychotic disorder
(OR 4.8, 95% Cl 2.5-6.3\ compared with never having
used cannabis; the odds were lower for those who used
low-potency cannabis datly (2'2, 1,'4-3.6; figure 1).

Nevertheiess, there was no evidence of interaction

31.2 (10.6)

343 (38.1%)

558 (61.9%)

532 (59.0%)

168 (L8.6%)

704(71.5%)

32 (3'57")

42(4'7v")

23(2.6%)

758 (77.5/"\

232(25.7o/o)

465 (57.6v")

36 (4o"/"\

10 (1.1%)

169 (18.8"/)

62 (6.9vo)

746 (76,2%)

488(54.2%')

36 (4.0%)

585 (64.9%)

3o3(33.6%\

73 (7.4v")

296 (32.9vo)

782(2O.w.)

427(46.8v.)

2(0.2%l

39(4.36
196 (21.8"/")

731 (1,4.5vo)

ss (6.1%)

0

<o.0001

<0.0001

<0.o001

<0.0001

<o.0001

<0.001

<0.o001

o.01,42

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.ooo2

Ioble 1; Sciodemographics and lifetime history ofsubstance misuse across all included cmes and controls

criteria. Patients who refused to participate were older
(p=0 . 0015), more likely to be women (p=0 . 0063) and of
white European origin (p<0'0001; appendix).

Thus, 1130 cases took part. These cases were broadly
representative for gender and ethnicity of the incidence
sample, although younger (mean age 31'2 years ISD 10. 6],

median 29 years IQR 23-32 for cases ys mean 34' 5 years

[12 
. 0], median 31 years [23 ' 0-41 '0] for the total incidence;

p<0.0001; details by site are available in the appendix). AII
17 sites contributed to the recruitment of 1499 population
controls except for Maison Blanche, which was con-
sequently excluded from the analysis (appendix).
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Controls(n=1237) Cases(n=9O1) pvalue' CrudeOR
(95% cDf

p value Fullyadjusted pvalue
oR (9s%CDt

Lifetime cannabis use+

No

Yes

Cutrently using cannabis

First used cannabis age <1.! years old

Lifetime frequencyof use

Neveroroccasional use

Used more than once a week

Daily use

Spent at least €20perweek on cannabis

Lifetime use ofcannabis by potencys

Low potency (THC <10%o)

High potency (THt >10%)

0.00349

<0.0001

<o.o001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<o.oo01

550 (52.5%)

574(46.4v"\

132 (70.7vo)

\69 (13.7v.)

1061 (85.8"/")

92 (7.4/")

84(6.8v1

40 (3'2v"\

33L(26.7v.\

24o (79.4v")

3o3 (33.6%)

sgs (64.9"k)

798 (22.ov")

257 (28.6v.)

528(s8.7v")

1O7 (17.9v")

266 (29.5v")

t56 (17.4%)

257(27.9o/o\

334(37-7/")

<0.0001

<0.0001

1 (re0

2.45(2.0-2.9)

2.7 (2.7-3.5)

3.9 (3.0-4.9)

1 (ref)

2.s (1.9-3.s)

6'2 (4'8-8 2)

5'6 (4.0-7.7)

2.0 (1.6-2.5)

3.2 (2.6-4.0)

1 (ref)

1.3 (1.1-1.6)

1.1 (0.9-1.5)

1.6 (1.1-2.1)

1 (ref)

1.4 (1.0-2.0)

3.2 (2.2-4.1)

2.5 (1.6-3.8)

1.1 (0.9-1.5)

7.6 (1.2-2.2)

0.0225

o 0722

0.38

0.0032

0.36

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.066

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

<0.0001

Crude oRs are adjusted only for age, gender, and ethnicitywhereas fully adjusted ORs are additionally adjusted for level ofeduction, employment statut tobacco. stimulants,

users unle$ spe(i6ed otheuise. iDatawere missing for 1l individuals in each group. SData were missing forth.ee (ontrol5.

Ioble 2; Measure ofcannabis use and ORs for psychotic disorders for case-control sample across 11 sites

EEI Crude 0R
m Adjusted oR

o 78

2
1.

36
57

Neverused
(reference)

Rare use of
THC<10%

Rareuseof UsedTHC<1o%more UsedTHC>10%more
THC>101.; thanonceaweek thanonceaweek

Frequency and type of cannabis use

Daily use of Daily use of
THC<10% THC>10%

Figure 1: Crude and fully adjusted 0Rs ofpsychoti€ disorders forthe combined measure offrequency plustype of cannabis use in the whole sample
Crude ORs are adjusted only for age, gender and ethniciiy and fully adjusted ORs are additionally adjusted for level of education, employment status, and use of
tobacco, stimulants, ketamine, legal highs, and hallucinogenics. Error bars represent 957o Cls. OR=odds ratio.

between frequency of use and type of cannabis used
(p:0. 2s).

When considering variation by site, neither the ORs for
daily use (p=0'25) nor those for high-potency cannabis
(p=0.a5), compared with never use, varied significantly
across sites (table 3). The observed differences in ORs for
daily use ranged from 7 -1, (95% CI 3 '4-11. 8) in
Amsterdam to 1.' 1, (0. 4-12' 2) in Puy de D6me. Similarly,
the differences in the ORs lor use of high-potency
cannabis, ranging from 3.6 (1.5-7'7) in Amsterdam to
0.6 (0.1-2'5) in Palermo, are consistent with the
geographical differences in its availability.'?

In the three sites with the greatest consumption of high-
potency cannabis, daily use of high-potency cannabis was
associated with the greatest increase in the odds for
psychotic disorder compared with never having used:
four times greater in Paris, five times greater in London,
and more than nine times greater in Amsterdam (figure 2).

Based on the prevalence ofdaily cannabis use, and use
ofhigh potency cannabis, in cases and controls and the
corresponding adjusted ORs, we estimated the PAFs for
the whole sample and for each of the sites (table 3).

Assuming causality, the proportion of new cases of
psychotic disorder in the whole sample attributable to
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Fullyadjusted OR

(95% cD

Prcvalenceof Prevalence PAF(95%Cl)
exposurein ofexposure
controls incases

selection bias on high potency cannabis use were similar
(appendix).

The EU-GEI incidence study reported an eight-times
variation in the incidence rates of psychotic disorder
adjusted for age, gender, and ethnic minority status
across the study sites." We found a correlation between
the adjusted incidence rates for psychotic disorder in our
11 sites and the prevalence of daily cannabis use in
controls (r=0.8; p:0.0109). Sites where daily use was
common such as London (2611I'7%)of 223 controls) and
Amsterdam (13 113.0%l of 100 controls) had among
the highest adjusted incidence rates (45.7 cases per
100000 person-years in London and 37'9 per
100000 person-years in Amsterdam). This differed from
sites such as Bologna where daily use was less frequent
(tfuee [4.6%] of 65 controls) and the adjusted in-
cidence rate was half that of London (21.0 cases per
100000 per person years; figure 3).

Similarly, we found a correlation between adjusted
incidence rates for psychotic disorder and the prevalence
of use of high-potency cannabis in controls across the
11 sites (r=0.7; p=0-0286). Amsterdam (54 [54.0%] of
100 controls), London (58 126'0%l of 223 controls), and
Paris (21 [21.0%) of 100 controls) had the highest
prevalence of use of high-potency cannabis in controls
and the highest adjusted incidence rates for ail psychosis
(45.7 per 100000 person-years in London, 37'9 in
Amsterdam, and 46.1 in Paris; figure 3). The prevalence
of daily use and the prevalence of use of high-potency
cannabis in controls were only modestly correlated
(r:0.2; p:0.0413), therefore we report data for both
(figure 3).

Discussion
Our main findings show that among the measures of
cannabis use tested, the strongest independent predictors
ofwhether any given individual would have a psychotic
disorder or not were daily use of cannabis and use of
high-potency cannabis. The odds of psychotic disorder
among daily cannabis users were 3.2 times higher than
for never users, whereas the odds among users ofhigh-
potency cannabis were 1. 6 times higher than for never
users. Starting to use cannabis by 15 years ofage modestly
increased the odds for psychotic disorder but not
independently offrequency ofuse or ofthe potency ofthe
cannabis used. These measures ofextent ofexposure did
not interact with each other, nor did they interact with the
sites. This iack ofinteraction between degree ofcannabis
use (ie, daily use of cannabis or use of high-potency
cannabis) and site might reflect insufficient power in our
study; however, it could also indicate that although the
magnitude of the effect might vary depending on the
degree ofcannabis use, there is a consistent effect ofdaily
use and use of high-potency cannabis on the ORs for
psychotic disorders across all study sites.

We replicated our previous finding" that daily use of
high-potency cannabis is most strongly associated with

High-potency cannabis (THC :10%)

Whole sample 7.6 (7.2-2.2)

London (UK) 2.4(7 4-4.o)

Cambridge (UK) 7.3 (0.4-4.3)

Amsterdam(Netherlands) 3.6(t.5-7.71

Gouda and Voorhout 1.5 (0.8-3.1)

(Netherlands)

Paris (Val-de-Marne; France)

Puy de D6me (France)

N4adrid (Spain)

Barcelona (Spain)

Bologna (ltaly)

Palermo (ltaly)

Ribeirao Preto (Brazil)

Daily cannabisuse

Whole sample

London (UK)

Cambridqe (UK)

Amsterdam (Netherlands)

Gouda and Voorhout
(Netherlands)

Paris (Val-de-Marne; France)

Puy de D6me (France)

Madrid (5pain)

Barcelona (5pain)

Bologna (ltaly)

Palermo (ltaly)

Ribeirao Preto (Brazil)

2.1 (0.8-3.6)

1.5 (0.4-s.8)

2.0 (o.7-5.7)

1.6 (0.5-5.1)

1.2 (0.8-1.7)

0.6 (0.1-2.5)

2.1 (0.6-11.3)

3.2 (2.2-4.1\

3.6 (1.4-4.4)

2.2 (0.8-6.5)

7.1(3.4-17.8)

2.8 (7.4-20.3)

2.8 (7.7-12.3)

7.1(0.4,\2.2)

2.5 (2.1-7.3)

1.8 (0.8-8.2)

2.0 (0.5-5.8)

17 (o.7-9.7)

2.4(7.5-7.5)

35.9%

7.10/.

34.Ov"

13.2v"

17.7V.

43v"

3.6v"

27.OV"

37v"

15.7Vo

7 8"/"

8'7"/"

5.2vo

1,.5Vo

79.7o/o

26.Oo/.

17.OVo

54.Ovo

78.2vo

6.8v.

71.7Vo

4.O"/"

73.Tvo

6.o'/"

77.6%

6.o%

70.5vo

8.3v.

4.7v"

5.7Vo

7 4v"

35.1%

57.5vo

34.7v"

69.6v"

36 oo/o

29.5vo

29.OV"

20.2V"

51.Oo/o

27.Ov"

32.3vo

17.OVo

27.)Vo

18.92"

77 3%

77.7vo

25.Oo/o

72.2o/o (3.0-76.r).

30.3% (15.2,40.0).

8.2"/" (o.5-78.7)

5o.3v" (27.4-66.o)-

72.2v. (8.7-25.3).

18.9% (14.6-36.0).

2.30/0 (0.6-77.2)

77.2o/o (o.9-25.O)

4.70/o (0.5-72.4)

1.97" (0.5-16.3)

Not calculated

1.97d (0.3-4.1)

2o.4vo (77.6-22.0).

27.OoA (77.7-37.2)"

70.4v" (4.7-27.O1-

43.8% (34.G-69.1).

77.4%o (7.1-23.1)"

20.87" (13.5-36.1)-

1.2vo (0.8-15.4)

72.7v" (3.7-74.2)-

8.6% (0.6-9.9)

8.2v. (0.81L.7)

6 3% (0.9-21.1)

74.5v" (70.2-24.7)-

OR=odds ratio. PAF=population attributable fraction. *p<0.05.

Ioble3: PAFs for daily use ofcannabis and use of high-potency cannabis in the whole sample and by site

daily use was 20'4%o (95% g 17'6-22.0) and, 12.2%o

(3 .0-6 . 1) for use ofhigh-potency cannabis (table 3).

The PAF analysis revealed variations by sites, ranging
from 43'8o/o (95/" Cl 34'0-69.1) of new cases of
psychotic disorder in Amsterdam being attributable to
daily use to just1,.2% (0.8-15.4) ofcases in Puy de D6me.
Furthermore, the PAF for use of high-potency cannabis
ranged from 50 . 3% (27 '4-66 ' 0) of cases in Amsterdam
to 1..9o/" (0.6-16'3) estimated in Bologna. We did not
calcuiate the PAF for Palermo because there was no
main effect of use of high-potency cannabis on the odds
for psychotic disorder.

The probabilistic sensitivity analyses we ran suggest
that selection bias is unlikely to explain our findings
(appendix). After correction for selection bias, the OR for
daily cannabis use (5 '7, 95% Cl 3 . 5-9 .4) was similar to
the original OR (5.7, 4.+7'5l,. However, the CI for the
corrected OR was wider than that for the original OR,
suggesting a wider range of possible values for the true
OR with 95%o cerlainly. The results of the probabilistic
sensitivity analysis to estimate the potential effects of
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Figure 2; Fully adjusted ORs of psychotic disorders forthe combined measure offrequency plus type of cannabis use in three sites
Data are shown forthe three siteswith the greatest consumption ofcannabis: London (201 cases, 230 controls), Amsterdam (96 cases,1o1 controls), and Paris
(54 cases, 100 controls). Error bars represent 95yo Cls. 0R=odds ratio.

case-control status. Compared with never users, par-
ticipants who used high-potency cannabis daily had four-
times higher odds of psychosis in the whole sample, with
a five-times increase in London and a nine-times increase
in Amsterdam. We aiso saw that, in the whole sample,
daily use of high-potency cannabis was associated with a

doubling in the OR for psychotic disorder. The large
sample slze and the different gpes of cannabis available
across Europe have allowed us to report that the dose-
response relationship characterising the association
between cannabis use and psychosisT reflects not only the
use of high-potency cannabis but aiso the daily use of
types with an amount of THC consistent with more
traditional varieties.

Use of high-potency cannabis was a strong predictor of
psychotic disorder in Amsterdam, London, and Paris
where high-potency cannabis was wideiy available, by
contrast with sites such as Palermo where this type was
not yet available. In the Netherlands, the THC content
reaches up to 67%o in Nederhasj and 22Yo in Nederwiet;
in London, skunk-like cannabis (average THC of 14%)

represents 94Yo of the street market2e whereas in
countries like Italy, France, and Spain, herbai types of
cannabis with THC content of iess than 10% were still
commonly used.t7r"

Thus our findings are conslstent with previous
epidemiologicai and experimental evidence suggesting
that the use of cannabis with a high concentration of
THC has more harmlul effects on mental health than
does use of weaker forms.'"'ott

The novelty of this study is its multicentre structure
and the availability of incidence rates for psychotic
disorder for all the sites. This has allowed us, for the first
time, to show how the association between cannabis use
and risk ofpsychosls varies geographically depending on
prevailing patterns ofuse, and how the iatter contributes
to variation in incidence rates for psychotic disorder.

Variations in patterns of cannabis use across the sites
translated into differences in the proportion ofnew cases

of psychotic disorder attributabie to cannabis use. We
estimated, assuming causality, that 2OYo of new cases of
psychotic disorder across all our sites couid have been
prevented ifdaily use ofcannabis had been abolished; the
PAF for daily use was 2IYo for London, similar to that
previously reported,3 but ranged,from44Vo in Amsterdam
to 6Yo in Palermo. The local availability of high-potency
types ofcannabis resuited in a PAF of 50% forAmsterdam
and, 30o/o for London. Therefore, assuming causality, if
high-potency cannabis were no longer accessible, the
adjusted incidence rates for a1l psychotic disorder in
Amsterdam would drop from 37.9 to 18.8 cases per
100000 person-years and in London from 45'7 to 31'9
cases per 100000 person-years.

Finally, we report what, to our knowledge, is the first
evidence that differences in the prevalence of daily use
and use ofhigh-potency cannabis in the controls correlate
with the variation in the adjusted incidence rates for
psychotic disorder across the study sites. Our results
show that in areas where daily use and use of high-
potency cannabis are more prevalent in the general

7w.thelancet.com/psychiatry Published online March 19, 2O19 http://dx.doi.orgl10.1O15/S2215-O355(19)30048-3
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Figure 3: Adjusted incidence rates for all psychosis forthe 11 sites plotted
againstthe prevalence ofdaily use in the population controls (A) and
prevalence ofuse ofhigh-potency cannabis in the population controls (B)

lncidence rates are adjusted for age, gender, and ethnicity. Puy-de-DOme is not
included because data on ethnicity were missingfot 27 (66"/.) of42 incidence

cases, thereforethe ad.iusted incidence rate forthis site was not calculated.

population, there is an excess of cases of psychotic
disorder.

Our findings need to be appraised in the context of
limitations. Data on cannabis use are not validated by
biological measures, such as urine, blood, or hair samples.
However, such measures do not allow testing for use over
previous years.26 Moreover, studies with laboratory data
and self,reported information have shown that cannabis
users reliably report frequency of use and the type of
cannabis used.r"r

Our potency variable does not include the proportion
of another important cannabinoid, cannabidiol (CBD),I
because reliable data on this were available for only
England and Holland.rz1e 24'A,s We categorised the reported
types ofcannabis used as low and high potency on the
basis of the available estimates of mean percentage of
THC from official sources. Although this approach does
not account for variations in the THC content in
individual samples, we used a conservative cutoff of
10%. Given the much higher mean percentage of THC
expected in types of cannabis commonly used in UK2nro

and in Holland,le our dichotomous categorisation might
have led to underestimation of the effect of potency on
the ORs for psychotic disorder. Furthermore, a direct
measure of the THC content of the cannabis samples
used by our participants would have only provided data
on THC value for a single timepoint rather than an
estimate covering lifetime use.

When setting quotas based on the main sociodemo-
graphics of the populations at risk for the recruitment of
controls, we applied weights to account for under-
sampling or oversampling of some groups. For instance,
most of the sites oversampled the age group 16-24 years
(appendix), which represents the part ofthe population
most likely to consume cannabis'7 and the most likely to
suffer associated harm-616 r5

Moreover, none of the sites mentioned either cannabis,
or other, drug use in the materials used for participant
recruitment, thus avoiding selection and recall bias.
First-episode studles minimise the effect of recall bias,
which can be a source of error when history of exposure
to environmental factors is collected retrospectively in
patients with well established psychosis. This study
design also reduces the chances ofresults being biased
by illness course; therefore, it is preferred to investigate
aetiology.36

In condusion, our findings confirm previous evidence
of the harmful effect on mental health of daily use of
cannabis, especially of high-potency types. Importantly,
they indicate for the 6rst time how cannabis use affects the
incidence of psychotic disorder. Therefore, it is of public
health importance to acknowledge alongside the potential
medicinal properties of some cannabis constituents the
potential adverse effects that are associated with daily
cannabis use, especially of high-potency varieties.
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Cannabis and psychosis: triangulating the evidence @ER
Disentangling causality where complex and confounded

behaviours might be impacting on even more complex

mental health outcomes is notoriously challenging,

and requires tackling the question in a number of
different ways to triangulate the evidence. Although

observational epidemiology and experimental studies

are broadly consistent in indicating a link between heavy

cannabis use and risk of psychosis,'an often-mentioned

anomaly when considering the association is that while
cannabis use has increased in some populations, the

corresponding level of psychosis incidence has not.

Marta Di Forti and colleagues' explored this paradox in

more detail, examining detailed measures of cannabis

use from !01 patients with first-episode psychosis and

1237 controls across 11 sites in Europe. Additionally,

they used cannabis data from their control sample to
assess the link between patterns of cannabis use in the
region and data for psychosis incidence in that location

taken from the EU-GEI project. Their results suggest

that some of the variation in frequency of use and type
of cannabis used might be implicated in differing rates

ofpsychosis across the different locations, going against

the previously held notion.

ln recent years, attention has turned to the impact

of various cannabinoids on risk of poor mental health.

ln particular, there is some suggestion from short-

term experimental intoxication studies that ratios

of A'-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) to cannabidiol
(CBD) could have an impact on risk of psychotic-like

experiences,r with some emerging evidence even

suggesting that CBD might be anti-psychotic.a Although

they were unable to directly measure cannabis potency,

Di Forti and colleagues created a cannabis potency

variable by using self-reported type of cannabis used

combined with Europe-wide data published by the
European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug

Addiction on the concentration of THC in cannabis

found in the countries under investigation. While this
approach is subject to some uncertainty, as levels of
THC are not necessarily consistent within a country or
even a region,s and sample sizes were small, it is a novel

and inventive way to account for levels of THC, and one

which is likely to be more accurate than only asking

participants to self-report the strength oftheir cannabis.

Unfortunately, data for CBD were not available in most

countries so could not be accounted for in this potency

variable.

All study patients were diagnosed using the same

ICD-10 criteria. meaning diagnoses were harmonised

and therefore directly comparable across sites. The

sample size was large, although when split across

the 11 sites it was reduced (15-201 cases per site),

meaning associations within individual sites might be

underpowered. The associations seen between cannabis

and psychosis were largely driven by daily cannabis

users. and particularly those daily users consuming high

potency cannabis. ln non-daily users, effect sizes did
not differ between the cannabis potency groups, and

there was no evidence of an association between less-

than-weekly cannabis use and psychosis, regardless of
potency.

As well as this individual level case-control study,

Di Forti and colleagues also examined the relationship

between incidence rates for psychotic disorder across 11

ofthe different study sites, and cannabis use patterns in

the control group sampled for their case-control study.

They found that for almost every site assessed in the
study, prevalence of daily cannabis use in the controls, or
prevalence of high potency cannabis use, was correlated

with incidence rates for psychosis in the location in
question, although cannabis use sample sizes were very

small (37-lo2 controls per site).

Does this mean we can now be sure that (daily

and high potency) cannabis use causes psychosis?

Unfortunately. not all the evidence utilising different
methods is consistent about causality. For example,

studies using genetic data have found evidence possibly

consistent with shared genetic aetiology between risk of
psychosis and likelihood to use cannabis.6 Di Forti and

colleagues'study asks participants about their cannabis

use prior to their first episode psychosis diagnosis, but it
is possible that subclinical symptoms might have existed

prior to cannabis initiation, meaning that associations

in the opposite direction cannot be ruled out.
It is perfectly possible that the association between

cannabis and psychosis is bidirectional, as suggested

by other work using genetic variables as proxies for the
exposures of interest in a Mendelian randomlsation

design.zt Di Forti and colleagues'study adds a new and

novel study design to the evidence available, which
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consistently indicates that for some individuals there

is an increased risk of psychosis resulting from daily

use of high potency cannabis. Given the changing legal

status of cannabis across the world. and the associated

potential for an increase in use, the next priority is to
identify which individuals are at risk from daily potent

cannabis use, and to develop educational strategies and

interventions to mitigate this.
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Methods

Recruitment:

Cases: We followed procedures previously used to generate representative samples of first episode

psychosis patients (FEPp) (l). We identified all individuals aged 18 to 64 years, who contacted mental

health services for a suspected first episode ofpsychosis (FEP), over periods up to four years in 17

catchment areas in England (Southeast London, Cambridgeshire & Peterborough); France (20th

arrondissement of Paris, Val-de-Mame, Puy-de-D6me); the Netherlands (Central Amsterdam, Gouda

& Voorhout); Italy (part of the Veneto region, Bologn4 and Palermo); Spain (Madrid-Vallecas,

Barcelon4 Valencia, Oviedo, Santiago, Cuenca), and; Brazil (Ribeirdo Preto, Sao Paulo) (full details of

the incidence sample recruitment and general description ofthe incidence study methods are available

from the recently published paper by Jogsma et al 2008 (2).

Case ascertainment involved trained researchers making regular contact with all secondary and tertiary

mental healthcare providers to identiry potential cases and searching electronic clinical records, where

available. In this process, all cases with psychosis within services were considered. In all countries, it

was uncommon for people to be treated for FEP in primary care; instead people with suspected

psychosis would typically be referred to specialist mental health services. Research tearns were

overseen by a psychiatrist with experience in epidemiological research, and included trained research

nurses and clinical psychologists. Teams received training in epidemiological principles and incidence

study design to minimize non-differential ascertainment bias across different local and national

healthcare systems (see training package on the study website:

(https://wlwv.kcl.ac.uk/ioppr/depts/hspr/research/social-epidemiolosy-research-group/current-projects.aspx).

As explained in the main text, between May l, 2010, and April, I 2015, we approached 1519 patients

with first-episode psychosis. Of these 356 (l%) refused to participate, 19 (ny) could not consent

because of language barriers and 14 (0'9%) were later excluded (London N:3; Madrid N:2; Bologna

N:l; Ribeirdo Preto N:8) as they did not meet the age inclusion criteria. For all patients who were not

part of the study, local research ethics committees approved the extraction of demographics and

clinical information from patient records. Patients who refused to participate were older [FEP"on,"nt"a

mean age=30 8 (10.5), median:29.O (22.0 to 37.0); FEP."ru,"6 rnea.o agr32.8 (11'5), median:31.0

(25.0 to 42.0); p:0'00151, more likely to be women [FEP"on."nt"a malr558 (61.9%); FEP,"m"a

male:3ll (54'7o/o), f(l):7'6; p:0'00631 and of White European origin tX'z(5)=38, p<0.00011

(s-Table2 for details by site). ll30 First Episode Psychosis Patients (FEPp) across the study sites

consented to take part in the case-control study (s-Table 1). The FEPp recruited in the case-control

study are broadly representative for gender and ethnicity ofthe rest ofthe incidence sample. However,

in London, Amsterdam and Ribeirao Preto cases aged 18-24 were over-represented in the case-control

sample and those aged 45-54 and 55 or over were under-represented compared with the incidence

sample (s-Table 2)
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Catchment area

England

Controls Cases

Southeast London 230 201

Cambridgeshire 108 45

The Netherlands

Amsterdam 101 96

Gouda & Voorhout 109 100

Spain

Madrid 38 39

Barcelona 37 3l

Valenciat 32 49

Oviedo* 39 39

Santiagor 38 28

Cuenca+ 38 l8

France

Blanche)*

Paris (Maison- 0 36

Paris 100 54

Puy-de-Dome 47 l5

Italy

Bologna 65 70

Verona* ll5 59

Palermo 100 58

Brazil

Ribei6ro Preto 302 192

Total t,499 1,130

Supplementary Table 1: Number ofparticipants ofthe case-control study recruited by each site who met the inclusion criteria.

*Sites the case-control analysis because ofmissing data >10%. Mason-Blanche was excluded from the case-control
analysis, as they did not recruit any controls.
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Supplementary Table 2 f and p-values for comparisons between those cases who participated in the case-control arm of the
study and those who did not. The table shows how the case-control study cases are representative ofthe rest ofthe incidence

site. included the 25-31 3

Age Gender Minority status

Mean,sd;
(Median)
case-
control
sample

Mean;
(Median)
rest ofthe
incidence
sample

f
(based on
age
groups)

p-value Male %; N Male %; N
rest ofthe
incidence
sample

f p-value
case-

control
sample

%;N
minority
Case

control

%: N
minority
Rest ofthe
incidence
samnle

f p-value

England
Southeast
London

29 6,9.4
(27)

34 6,11 2
(33)

31.4 <0.0001 63.2 (127) 51 4
( tt2\

s.9 0.01s1 706(142) 77|(168) 22 013

Cambridgeshire 28 1,7 9
(26)

32 5,12.3
(2e)

6 8 0.15 ss 6 (25) 57.0
(26)

0.0 0 86 356(16) 418(87) 06 0.44

The Netherlands
Amsterdam 27.6,8.1

(2s)
38.2,12 5
(36)

50.5 <0.001 74 0 (71) s9.9
0 18)

5 6 0.18 70.8 (68) 73 6 (134) 0.2 0.62

Gouda &
Voorhout

31.7,t1 l
(29\

32.s,12 0
(30)

I 09 65.0 (65) 54 6 (36) l 8 0.18 17 (17) 3s 4 (23) 7'2 0 0273

Spain
Madrid 33.l,ll.l 33.9,9.6

(33) (30)
2.5 0.64 69.2(21) 63.3 (31) 0.3 0.56 103(4) t2s(2) 0.1 08

Barcelona 29 4,11 3 30 7,13 4
(30) (28\

25 063 74 2 (23) 50.7 (3e) s 0.02sJ 20(6) 22.4(ts\ 0l 0.79

Valencia 31.5,11.4
(27\

35 6,I0.3
(35.5)

3.3 0.51 61 2 (30) 20 0 (2) 5'7 0.0170 16 3 (8) 22 2 (2) 0.2 0.67

Oviedo 34 7,10 8
(35)

36.0 9.7
(33)

3.4 0.49 51 3 (20) 46 s (20) 0.2 0.67 205(8) t2s(4) 08 0.37

Santiago 32.1,11.2
(3 1)

42 9,10.4
(44)

87 0 07 643(18) 37s(3) 1.8 017 0 (0) 0 (0) nla nlz

Cuenca 29.2,9.s
(27)

28.3,n 2
(25\

0 7 0.88 77 8(14) 77 8(7) 0 0 1.00 t67(3) 333%(3) l 033

France
Paris (Mason

Blanche)
31 4,10.2
(30)

34 1,12.1
(3 1)

2 9 0.56 667(24) 70.2(s9) 0l 069 58.3 (21) 44.0 (65) 9.9 0'0101

Paris 31 3,10 1

(27)
33.6, tt.2
(30)

4.6 0.33 6r l (33) 48 l (7s) 2.7 0.1 22 2(12) 67.9(70\ 22.6 0.0004

Puy-de-Dome 37.3,13.4 33.7,12 7
(32) (34\

8.8 0 07 60l(9) 704(19) 0s 0.4e 20 0 (3) nla nla nla

Italy
Bologna ??.5 q.q

(33)
33.3,10.5
(30)

7 2 0.13 50.0(35) 537(51) 02 064 28 6 (20) 29 s (28) 0.0 0.9

Veneto 36.5,10.1 36 6,12 3
(37\ (36 5)

6.9 0.14 s5.9 (33) 52.0 (26) 0.2 0.68 t6 7 (9) 20 (10) 0.2 0.66

Pal€rmo 30 1,8.9
(28)

34.5,10.2 t27 001
(31)

58.6 (34) 54 6 (66) 0.3 0.6 69(4) t4t(17) 19 016

Brazil
Ribeirio Preto 32 3,11 2 35 9,10 6 24.1 <0'0001

(30) (35)
56 8 (109) 49.1

(16 l)
2.9 0 09 49.5 (95) 33 7 (90) 11.s 0.0031

Controls: All sites contributed to the recruitment of 1499 population controls except for Maison

Blanche, which consequently was excluded lrom the case-control analysis (s-Tablel). Controls were

recruited using a mix of random and quota sampling that aimed to obtain samples representative for

age, gender and ethnicity ofeach site population at risk. Nevertheless, controls aged 18-34 were over-

sampled and those aged 35 and over were under-sampled (f:212'4, p<0 0001, s-Table 3). Differences

by gender and ethnicity are also reported in s-Table 3. As reported in the main methods section we

used inverse probability weights to account for any over and under sampling ofcontrols relative to the

populations at risk; we gave each control's data a weight inversely proportional to their probability of

selection, on key demographics (age, gender, ethnicity, using census data on relevant populations). The

weights were applied in all analyses.
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Supplementary Table 3: Representativeness ofthe control sample compared with the population-arrisk /Zhs does not include

Paris- Maison Blanche where no controls were recruited)(2)

Population at-risk Controls

n Percentage nr' Percentage t p-value

Age

t8-24

25-34

3s-44

45-54

55-64

1,828,07s

3,057,640

3,058,837

2.8s6.614

2.1s2.499

t4.l

23.6

23.7

21.9

16.6

323

511

323

2s3

172

21.7

34'3

15.6

17.4

l1.s

212.4 <0'0001

Gender

Male

Female

6,337,783

6,464,653

49.5

50.5

672

788

46.0

54.0

7'l 0'0077

Minority

status

Majority

Minority

9,881,660

2,917,823

77.2

22.8

1,072

414

72.1

27'9

21.7 <0.0001
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Final FEPp and Controls sample size: The controls (N:262) and the cases (N:229) from 6 sites, as

reported in s-Table I had missing data >10%o on the main measures of cannabis use and/or on one or

more of the main confounding variables, and they were excluded from the analysis resulting in a final

number of controls N:1237 and in a final number of cases N:901(see flow chart below, main text

Figure l).

FEPp recruitment flow chart:

Incidence rates:

The full description of how the Incidence rates for all Psychosis used in the analysis were calculated,

can be found in the already published paper by Jongsma et al,2018 (2). In summary, where case

ascertainment is complete and denominator data on the population at risk is available, it is possible to

derive estimates of incidence, on the assumption that the population is in a'steady state' (i.e., the size

of the population remains steady over time, even while some individuals leave and some arrive) (2-4).

We identified all cases with psychosis in each catchment area and, to determine the denominator, we

used country census data for each catchment area (ie, to determine population at risk in each catchment

area). With this information, we were able to estimate incidence rates. Puy-de-D6me (France), data on

minority status was missing from the incidence cases for 66%, (n:27); therefore, the adjusted IR for

this site were not calculated (2), and thus not included in the analysis presented in the graph.

6

FEPp approachedN:1519

Refused N:356
N:33 Excluded because:

l. Language barrier N:19
2. Outside the age

inclusion criteria N:14

Recruited
(consented) N:l 130

6 sites were excluded
(FEPp:229) because of

missing data

Final FEPp sample
size N:901



Measures:

The Cannabis Experienced Questionnaire firstly described by Barkus et al 2006 (5), was later modified

(CEQmv) (6) to expand l) questions on the pattem of use including the assessment of the type of
cannabis, 2) the section on other drug use and 3) to reduce the section on the experiences following a

factor analysis (6). For the EUGEI study we further modified it (CEQaucu) to l) include questions to

assess dependence for cannabis use and other drugs, and 2) to describe use and changes in cannabis use

over 3 age periods: G-l I years old; 12-17 years old and I 8 and older.

The Cannabis Experience Questionnaire (CEQ)'s questions we selected to construct our measures of
cannabis exposure aimed to ascertain the pattem ofuse that described the " most" each participant used

over the period they used;, thus these were mostly questions covering life'time use rather than current

use. : l) lifetime cannabis use: have you ever used cannabis yes/no; 2) current use: are you cunently

using cannabis?; 3) age at first use of cannabis in years that in accordance with the existing literature

(7) is dichotomized as in s-Table 4; 4) frequency of use: "describe how often from the following

options": a) I used it only once or twice; b) about once a year; c) few times a year; d) about one/twice a

month; e) about once a week; f) more than once a week; g) every day.

5) What type of cannabis did you mostly use? (name given in native language; see next paragraph for

more details.

6) How much money did you spent per week ? Choose from: a) less than 2'50 EURO; b) 2.50 to 5.00

EURO; c) 6'00 to 10'00 EURO; d) 11.00 to 15.00 EURO; e) 16.00 to 20'00 EURO; f) above 20.00

EURO. (s-Table 4).

Adjusted logistic regressions for age gender and ethnicity were run using the above raw variables as

predictors ofcase-control status. Then for each variable we grouped the listed categories according to

the effect size (OR) for case-control status. For instance, the adjusted logistic regression indicated that

when using the above raw frequency variables, only the categories "more than once a week" (OR:2.2;

95%Cl l'6 to2 9) and "everyday" (OR:6'2; 95%Cl4'8 to 8'0) gave ORs significantly greater than I

for Psychotic Disorders; therefore the categories offrequency variable used in the paper analysis were

grouped as follows: a) used never or occasionally (less than once a week); b) used more than once a

week (but less than daily); c) used daily .

7



Lifetime cannabis

use

{Fnever used

1=Yes

Currently using

cannabis

0:no use at the time of

recruitment in the study and over

the previous 4 weeks

l:Yes

Age at 1" use of

cannabis

O:never used 1: started at age

l6years or older

2:started at age 15

yeals or younger

Lifetime

frequency of use

0:used never or occasionally (less

than once a week)

l:used more than

once a week (but less

than daily)

2:used daily

Money

weekly

cannabis

spent

on

0=never used or spent 20 EURO

or less per week

l: spent more than 20

EURO per week

Type of cannabis

used

0: never used l: used types with

THC<IO%

2:used types with

THC:>10%

Supplementary Table 4 : Measures ofcannabis use included in the analyses

The cannabis potency variable

The potency variable was created using a cut off of THC:I0% based on the mean THC concentration

expected in the different types of cannabis available across the side sites, as reported in the EMCDDA

and by the National data on cannabis potency quoted (8). Paticipants were asked to name in their own

language the name of the type of cannabis they mostly used during their period of use.

The low-potency cannabis category (THC<l0olo) included hash./resin from UK and ltaly, imported

herbal cannabis from UK, Italy, Spain and France, Brazilian marijuana and hash and the Dutch

Geimporteerde Wiet. The high-potency category (THC:>10%) included all the other types reported

by the study participants in their original language street names such as: UK home-grown

skunk/sensimilla UK Super Skunk, Italian home-grown skunldsensimilla , Italian Super Skunk, the

Dutch Nederwiet, Nederhasj and geimporteerde hasj, the Spanish and French Hashish (from Morocco),

8



Spanish home-grown sensimilla, French home-grown skunVsensimilla./super-skunk and Brazilian

skunk (9-16).

Statistical analysis:

Selection bias:

We ran a probabilistic sensitivity analysis to estimate the potential impact of selection bias, using the

episensi commands in Stata. This involves: 1) selecting a random sample (one set of bias parameters)

from the specified probability density functions of the bias parameters [e.g. Selection bias factor: Log-

Normal (0.00, 0.21)], and 2) calculating a bias-corrected OR from the selected parameters. Both steps

are repeated many times (we ran repetitions=20000) to obtain a distribution of bias-corrected ORs (ref

27 main text).

Table 5a reports the original OR (conventional estimate) and the conected one (systematic and random

error estimate) in the 50-percentile column, within the corresponding 95yo Cl values. The selection-

bias corrected OR (OR:5'7,95%Cl 3'5 to 9'4) for daily cannabis use compared to the original OR

(OR:5'7, 95% Cl 4'4 to 7'5) (s-Table 5a) was barely changed. However, the confidence limits were

wider, suggesting a wider range of possible values for the true OR with 95o/o certainty. We found a

similar pattem of results for the probabilistic sensitivity analysis to estimate the potential effects of

selection bias of data on high potency cannabis use as shown in table (s-Table 5b). Both set of analyses

suggest that selection bias is unlikely to explain our findings.

Supplementary Table 5 a: Probabilistic sensitivity analysis for selection bias of data on daily cannabis zse assuming lognormal

diskibution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.21 [Selection bias factor: Log-Normal (0.00, 0.21), number of
repetitions-20000 and seeds- I 23.

Percentiles Ratio

Conventional

Systematic error

Systemstic Nnd random error

2.s 50

4.4 5.7

3.8 s.7

3.5 5.7

97.5n.5

1.7

2.3

2.7

97.5

7.5

8.6

9.4

Supplementary Table 5 b: Probabilistic sensitivity analysis for selection bias of data on use of high potenqt cannabis assuming

lognormal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.21 [Selection bias factor: Log-Normal (0.00, 0.21)], number of
repetitions:2O000 and seeds=123.

Percentiles Ratio

Conventional

Systematic error

Systematic and random error

97,5 97.5t2,5

2.8 1.5

3.5 2.3

3.7 2.5

2.5

1.9

1.5

1.5

50

2.3

2.3

2.3

Confounder selection: we tested for an association between the available a) socio-demographic data

and b) data on drug use, with cz*e-control status in the whole sample. All the socio-demographic

variables available and in line with the existing literaturer were associated with case-control status.
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Only the variables on drug use associated with case-control status are reported in Table 2 (eg, data on

Alcohol use are not in the table).

To estimate the possible confounding effect of tobacco smoking in our analysis, we used the data on

number of cigarettes smoked over the past 12 months. As for the method used to group the raw

measures ofcannabis exposure, we applied a logistic regression adjusted for age, gender and ethnicity,

testing for an association between the raw variable on number ofcigarettes smoked per day over the

previous 12 months (O:never smoked; l=smoked less than cigarettes per day; 2: smoked 10 or more

cigarettes) and case-control status. Smoking less than l0 cigarettes per day was not associated with an

increase in the ORs for psychotic disorder (OR:0 9; 95% Cl 0'9 to 2 8) compared to never smoked,

contrary to smoking 10 cigarettes or more (OR: 2'5 95% g 1.7 to 4.2). Therefore, the variable on

tobacco use entered in the main analysis model is the one described in Tabte 2.

To test if alcohol use was associated with case-control status we used the following data-collected: l)
life-time alcohol use (yes/no); 2) "did you drink at least 12 or more alcoholic beverages in the past 12

months? (yes/no); 3) How many drinks did you drink every day on an average week?

In the whole sample analysis (FEPp:901; Controls:1237), none of these measures of alcohol

consumption were associated with being a case (FEPp). On the contrary, 75% Ql:927) of controls

compared to 63%o (N:567) ofFEPp reported having drunk an alcoholic beverage at least once in their

life-time (f:27.9; p:0.001). Moreover, 6l% (N: 754) of controls compared to 40%o (N: 360) of cases

reported having drunk 12 or more alcoholic beverages in the past 12 months. Also, we found no

difference between cases and controls in the mean number ofalcoholic drinks every day on an average

week [Controls: mean:5.2 (0.4), median:2.0 (0.0 to 6.0); FEPs: mean:4.8 (0.4), median:l.0 (0.0 to

4.0); t:0'8; dts2136; p:0'451.

Moreover, adding, the above measures of alcohol consumption to the multivariable logistic regression

did not confound the tested association between cannabis use and psychotic disorder.
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